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PREFACE 
Ever since R.D. Banerji discovered in 1992 the runins of the city Mohenjo Daro 
beneath a Buddhist stupa in district Larkana in sind, a protohistoric phase was added 
to the known past of India. 
The Indus or Harappan culture, which was the first to be so identified was 
protohistoric not because it did not know writing, but because its writing could not 
be deciphered. It was not still prehistoric, because it could be dated through links 
wdth West Asian cultures, whose chronology was fixed by written records duly 
deciphered. By 1950, other protohistoric cultures had been identified, the so-called 
"Baluchistan cultures" preceding Harappan culture, and the Cemetery-H and Jhukar 
cultures following Harappan decline (Piggott, S., 1950). But on the Indian side of 
the post 1947 frontier nothing except a shadowy "copper-hoard" cultures had 
become known. But since then strenuous and widespread archaeological work has 
helped to fill up the map of India with different "cultures" contemporaneous with 
and subsequent to the mature Harappan, down to the beginning of the "historical" 
period set at about 500 BC. 
Over the last eight decades or more, a growing band of scholars have offered 
successive contributions towards discovery, interpretation and synthesis: Smith, 
(1907), Marshall, (1931), Heine (1936), Piggott, (1950), Wheeler,(1947) Lai, (1951), 
Sharma, (1953), Gupta, (1963), Ghosh. (1965), Dixit, (1968), Agarwal, (1973), 
Sankaha, (1947), Vishnu Mittre, (1978), Gaur, (1980), Mughal, (1980), Allchin, 
(1983), and Prossehl, (1993), -and there is, perhaps, much incompleteness and even 
one-sidedness in this selection, despite its length. 
It is now perhaps, time that the extensive evidence be synthensized in a 
geographical framework, much an attempt: can by no means escape the persinstent 
problems of chonology, locating 'diagnostic factors' behind cultures (so far restricted 
heavily to types of pottery) and sequence of technological development. Rather it 
adds to all these problems two major dimensions, viz territorial domains of differ-
ent cultures and spatial cultural expansion. 
In order to grapple with these questions, an attempt is made in Chapter I to 
provide the essential geographical background. The bulk of the thesis comprises a 
site-by-site survey of all protohistoric cultures, classified by geographical zones. 
Only the South Indian neolithic-chalcolithic sites are more summarily treated, for. 
though important in itself, the evolution of this culture does not conform to the 
pattern of evolution ol'protohistoric cultures in the remaining parts of the country. 
The basic site-wise information is assembled in Chapter III; and Chapter II offers an 
introduction to, and Chapter IV an interpretation of, the evidence that Chapter III 
contains. 
It must begin by disowning any ambition to offer a variant of geographical 
determinism. Human societies were already protohistoric times far too complex, 
and far too flexible, to make the hypothesis of such determinism convincing. But 
the geographical environment formed the setting in which protohistoric societies 
functioned. Rainfall, soils, mineral resources, forests and their derizens, were all 
important factors behind extent and methods of agriculture, domestication of 
animals, the role of "gathering" vs. production, and so on. 
So far as possible, I have avoided any recourse to ethnic or anthropological 
interpretations so popular till the 1960's and unluckily reviving now once again. I 
feel that Cavalli-Sforza, et al. 1994, have offered us a sufficient warning against 
recourse to race "for explaining the primitive (="aboriginal") and the advanced 
(= "aryan") by invoking unproven racial categories. Such restraint has prevented 
me from unduly speculating on population movements in protohistoric India, which, 
given my geographical concerns, may appear a little odd. 
I now pass on to the pleasant tasks of acknowledgement of my varied debts. 
I am lucky to have been the pupil of Professor R.C. Gaur and Professor M.D.N. 
Sahi, both of whom have done so much to further our knowledge of PGW- a major 
protohistoric culture of Northern India. Professor M.D.N. Sahi supervised my 
earlier work on this thesis, and 1 am deeply grateful to the attention he paid me. 
For the completion of work, 1 am greatly indebted to Professor Shireen Moosvi, 
Chairman, Department of History, who cheerfully took up the task devolving upon 
her ex-officio, and gave me assistance in varied ways. Her help and emcouragement 
has enabled me to complete this thesis. 
I have also derived much benefit from discussions with Professor Irfan Habib, 
who him self has been interested for the last so many years in archaeological ques-
tions. 
Professor H.A.S. .lafri an academician administrator whose generous help in 
allowing me to complete this work put me under a great obligation. The Dean 
Faculty of Social Sciences, Professor Noor Mohammad has also shown great 
consideration for me for which I am very grateful. 
I have been assisted during the course of my research by my friends and 
colleagues in various ways. I would like in particular to thank Mr. AkhtEir Khan, 
Mr. Khaliquzzama, Mr. N.R. farooqi. Dr. Rais Ahmad and Mr. Shamim Ahmad. 
My thanks are also due to the Librarian and staff of the Research Library, 
Department of History, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh and to Mr. Noor Ahmad, 
and Mohd Idress. 
In the and I wish to thank to Mr. Naved Ahmad Usmani for his excellent 
Computer setting of this manuscript and Mr. Zahoor Ali Khan, Mr. Faiz Habib, 
Mr. M. Anees Alvi and Mr. S. Husam Haider for their help in preparing the maps, 
figures and plates. 
CHAPTER- I 
GEOGRAPHICAL BACKGROUNDS OF PROTO - HISTORIC INDIA 
Geography. History and Archaeology together define the personality of a nation. 
Sir Cyril Fox used the three disciplines to define the personality of Britain. India, 
however, is such a vast land, with so many diversities, that the task of defining the 
personality of India was really difficult, so much so that an archaeologist like 
Wheeler, (1946) was left wondering as to where the personality of India was ? 
Until the fiftees of the twentieth century Indian archaeological data of 
proto-histor>' presented a spectacle of random and incoherent mass of well observed 
and unevenly observed findings. A lead in the coordinated studies on the subject 
was given by Wheeler (1946). It was followed by efforts of scholars and studies 
supported by the Govermcnt of India through established University departments. 
With this preliminary effort, drawing the rough outlines of the vertical and 
horizontal movements of cultures in India could be possible (Rao, 1958). 
There are many questions to be answered prior to the reconstruction of an eleborate 
sequence of events of Indian proto history. Many historians like Wheeler (1946), 
Piggott(1950),Lai, (1951).Rao,(1958),Gupta,(1963),Mandal(1972),Dhavalikar 
(1973). Agrawal. (1973), Sankalia(1974),Sahi (1979), Gaur (1983), Allchin (1983), 
etc., have devoted their studies to define the structure of proto-history in India. 
They have observed a distinct geographic pattern in the development and spread 
of cultures in different parts of India, yet found it difficult to draw lines of 
contemporaniety across the lines of vertical developments,since horizontal 
expansion of these cultures had been influenced and to some extent retarded by 
largely unknown local factors. The spread and development of the Vedic culture 
and the Indic languages with focal and local influences at different times, accentu-
ated the problem of linkage with archaeological cultures, it often appearing, as 
today, in India that bullock carls moved together with aeroplanes (Rao, 1958). Childe 
(1926), Gordon (1950) and Braidwood (1960) believed that the western Asian cradle 
of civilization had left a deep imprint on the origin and development of cultures in 
India. A community with identical technology with the one dated between 
7000 - 8000 BC at Jericho was reported at a later date in Baluchistan and yet later 
in the Indus Valley from where the cultural stream moved via Gangetic valley to 
central India and west coast of Maharastra to the valleys of Godavari and Krishna 
(Rao, 1958). This slow penetration eastwards and southwards in the sub-continent 
with focal evolutions and developments, involves the problems of continuance of 
Unity in Diversity, social, cultural and geographical. 
India is a distinct geographic entity, due to its separation from the rest of the 
Asian continent by the lofty barrier of the Himalaya Mountains in the north and 
north-east, and river Indus in the north-west. In size and individuality, India ranks 
just below a continent, with its geographical divisions approximating to those of 
several continents (Holderncss, 1911). India has remained isolated enough to keep 
its historical process partially detached, for intervals of varying periods, from those 
of the bordering countries and civilizations, to give a characteristic stamp of life and 
habits to its people, amidst all the variations that are found in the cultures of this 
country. 
India is situated almost at the centre of the Eastern Hemisphere and at the head 
of Indian Ocean (Lyde, 1938). The northern half lies in the temperate zone and the 
southern half in the torrid zone, yet India is essentially a tropical country. It lies 
between 8" and 36" latitude North, and has the classic monsoon system favourable 
for the crops. It occupied a transitional position between the semiarid south-west 
Asia and the moist, rice producing lands of east and south-east Asia. 
The mountains on the northern border of India are the highest on the earth, and 
they protect the Indian plains from the cold winds of the north (Krishnan, 1968). A 
few passes in the north-west have provided safe passages for immigrants coming 
into India, from time to time. This has produced a marked influence on the ethnology 
of India. From the east also, immigrants entered India, but in much smaller numbers. 
The isolation of India by sea has in some ways been, more complete than its isolation 
across land. The southern part of India is flanked on the west by the Arabian Sea, 
and on the east by the Bay of Bengal. The coast line measuring about 3500 miles is 
in the absence of islands, storm - swept and scorched by fierce currents. The 
western half comprises hundreds of miles of rock wall, while the eastern side is 
studded with mangrove-swamps. 
India has a few natural harbours, the most remarkable being the one at the 
modem site of Mumbai connecting proto-historic India to Mesopotamia by sea-route. 
However, until the invention of the steamships the broad oceans kept the people 
of distant lands apart. Only few people went out oflndiaandfewcamein. Yetthe 
number of inhabitants kept growing, transforming India into one of the largest and 
oldest civilized nations, still keeping their own peculiar customs and culture (Smith, 
1907). Despite this growth in population the geographical isolation of India has 
made it difficult for Indian inhabitants to migrate to other lands, even the neighbouring 
countries. There was, however, a sizeable Indian migration to south-east Asia in 
historical times. 
India is formed of three distinct geographical units (Krishnan, 1968): 
(1) the triangular plateau of peninsular India, (2) the Indo-Gangatic alluvial plains 
and (3) the mountainous regions to the north. These regions have been formed by 
three distinct geological processes. 
The southern peninsula was never submerged beneath the sea except locally and 
temporarily. It was formed of hard resistant horizontal rocks which remained im-
passive and unfolded, amid the revolutions that altered the face of the earth, except 
for a few faults and fractures due to tension and compression. Three-fourths of the 
surface of the peninsula consists of Archean rocks which are the oldest of geological 
rocks, first formed on the cooling of the molten earth. These rocks are a mixiture of 
gneisses, grantite and schists of crystaline nature. Another system of rocks in the 
plateau is that of Dharwarian rocks which are old like the archean rocks, but repre-
sent deposits in the depressions of the primeval crust. These rocks, consisting of 
hornblende and schists, are rich in ores of gold, iron, manganese, copper, leeid and 
tungsten besides minerals such as mica, graphite and precious and semi-precius 
stones, like carnelion, agate, jasper, quartz, etc. 
This system of rocks was developed in Dharavad, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh 
and Chhota Nagpur. The C'udappah area of the Vindhyas and the Aravallis consist 
of another rock formation made up of unfossiliferous, state-quartzite, sandstone, 
and lime stone. They are building stones of great beauty. 
This was followed by an era called Dharwarian by geologists. No sedimentation 
took place during that period except that the surface of land was exposed to 
the action of sub-aerial agents. Since the creation of the Aravalli chain and certain 
major systems of flexture in the Sutpuras. and on the east coast, all mountain building 
died down thereafter. The peninsula, has remained a high and dry land subject to 
some vertical movements of the crust, of the nature of dislocations. No lateral or 
tangential movements of the fold-producing kind have occurred since. 
The Dharwarian era, was followed by a new chain of processes. The earth stresses 
produced cracks and fissures leading to subsidence of large tracts forming basin 
shaped depressions in the old rocks, which were thereafter filled by sediments 
from river deposits. A feature of these is that countless remains of plants and 
animals were buried in these deposits, forming fossils. 
The Gondwana system of rocks represented land deposits in fresh water. 
The base of these rocks is glacial boulder bed, of widespread occurrence, con-
taining ice-scratched pebbles. This is over-laid by a thick series of coal measures 
of the Damoda series. Upper Gondawanas are evidence of change of physical con-
ditions, from the Arctic glacial epoch to a semi-desert climate. This was followed 
by cretaceous and Jurassic periods after which the Deccan experienced a period of 
intense intermittent volcanic activity which carved into this plateau numerous 
isolated flat topped and square-sided hills. Basalt from these hills is employed as 
road material and building-stone material. The soil produced by the decomposition 
of these basalts is a rich agricultural soil known as Black Soil or Agur. 
The story of northern India differs from that of the plateau in that the part of 
earth's surface now occupied by the folded glacial mountain chain of the Himalayas, 
had been a sea in the carboniferous period. With the earth movement,and marine 
invasion from the west, the deepening of the sea floor occurred where now the folded 
mountain chains stand. It was followed by deposits and the sinking of the ocean 
floor. The limestone in this mountain comes from that deposit. This transformed 
the sea into shallow waters. During next periods of earth deformation, these loaded 
and consequentially weakened belts came to be wrinkled up, to form the mountain 
chains of the world, splitting the Gondwanaland, lifting up the Himalayas, and 
pouring out lava. The Vindhya ranges. Kaimur, Hazaribagh, Rajmahal hills and 
Assam hills were now formed. These detached the water drainage of the peninsula, 
form that of the north. The latter, by the uplift of the Himalayas, was divided into 
two major gulfs (I) the western, occupying Kutch, Rajasthan, Punjab, Shimla and 
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Nepal, and (2) the eastern, of Assam and Burma. The Gangetic plains were then 
featureless expanse of rocky land, sloping northwards and towards the westem 
gulf The western and eastern seas gradually retreated after the Eocene period, and 
were replaced by the so-called Siwalik River flowing from Assam to the Punjab, 
then turning south, to fall in the western (Arabian) sea. River and subaerial deposits of 
sand, clay and conglomerates, followed by earth movements, resulted in the Siwalik 
system of hills, stretching from Sind through the Punjab to Nepal and Assam. This 
disturbed the old river system, the new changes dismembering it into the three 
seprate river systemsof the Indus, Ganges and Brahmaputra. The depressions of 
land between Himalayas and Paninsular India were filled by the silt, clay and 
deposits brought by these rivers from the high mountains. The trough was thus 
transformed into low Hat land of the Indo-Gangetic and Brahmaputra Valleys, the 
northern rim of which merges with the Himalayas. The deposits measuring up to 
16,000 feet in thickness, is of remarkable uniformity in composition and character. 
We may now briefly sum up the geographical features of the three regions, 
viz., the Himalayas, Gangetic basin and the Peninsula, as they appear in surface 
relief (M-1) 
The Himalayas comprise parallel ranges intersected by numerous valleys and 
extensive plateaus capable of human habitation. The area covered is more than 
2400 kilometres east-west, and 240 to 480 kilometre north south. The maximum 
height is 8700 metres above the sea level, presenting a steep face or scarp towards 
the south. 
The Gangetic plain lying between the Himalayas in the north, and Aravaliis and 
Vindhyas in the south, has been divided into three regions namely, (i) the upper,(ii) 
middle, and (iii) lower Gangetic plains (Roy, 1983). This plain forms the surfce of 
an alluvium-filled asymmetrical trough. This alluvium consists of a continuous 
series of fluviatile and sub aerial deposits, mainly composed of unconsolidated beds 
of clay, sand, gravel and their mixture in varying proportions (Singh, 1971). 
The peninsular India includes Malwa plateau, Deccan plateau, and coastal 
fringes. The peninsular plateau rises to 450 to 750 metres, above the sea level, 
and is tilted from west to east and from south to north. The hard old rock is rich 
in minerals, but, infertile, and drains out the rain water very quickly. The sloping 
plateau aids the quick run-off of water through rivers. 
The trough of the Narbada valley flowing into the Arabian sea, and the valley of 
the Mahanadi flowing into the Bay of Bangal, divideds the Daccan plateau into two: 
the Malwa Plateau in the north and the Deccan in the south. 
The Aravalli, one of the oldest mountain ranges of hidia, extends from south-west 
Rajasthan, north-west to Delhi. To the north-west of the Aravalli is the Thar desert. 
The rocky land between the Aravallis and Vindhyas comprises the Malwa plateau. 
The southern edge of Malwa forms a steep line of prominent escarpments which 
constitue the Vindhya Mountains, in an easterly continuation of the Kaimur range. 
The area is 600 to 1200 metres elevated above the sea level. To the south of the 
Vindhya range and parallel to it are the Satpura Mountains, forming together the 
back bone of the Paninsula. In this region drainage is roughly in an east- to-west 
direction; and scattered pockets of black soil and alluvial soil are found in the river 
valleys. 
To the south of the Satpura range is the Deccan plateau elevated to the height 
of600 metres above sea level. The drainage and river flow is north-west to south-
east. On the western side are the Western Ghats (hills) extending unbroken to the 
extreme south of Malabar, where they merge into the highland of the Nilgiris. some 
of whose peaks are as high as 1110 meters above the sea level. 
The Western Ghats are steep sided on the west, with flat top hills, elevated to 
900 meters along the Arabian sea costal line, and composed of crystalline rocks. 
The Eastern Ghats form broken lines of hills facing the Bay of Bangal and extend-
ing from the Nilgiris in the south to Chhota Nagpur plateau in the north. 
The Deccan plateau, bounded by mountain ranges on all its three sides, has its 
highlands cut by the eastward flowing rivers which form low lands or deep valleys 
and deltas at their mouths. The rugged topography of land sustains at the present day 
a considerable divergence of languages and political and cultural units. 
CLIMATE 
Weather conditions are affected by the cycles of solar activity, which have been 
responsible for changes like the glacial ages. Climate in India varies from place to 
place. The average rainfall in the Thar desert is less than 5 inches, while, in the north 
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east, Cherapunji gets an annual rainfall of 430 cm. (M-2). The temperature at some 
hills ranges from below freezing point to 120" F in places like Jodhpur and Bikaner. 
The mean annual range of temperature at Cochin in south India is 20" F nearly half 
of that of north India. Humidity at some places is 100%, from July to September, but 
much less in November, practically zero in some of the places. The entire conutry 
can be divided into several climatic regions from the Equatorial in south India to the 
Arctic type in the Himalayas, accordingly affecting mode of life of people. 
The Monsoons are periodic u'inds, which reverse with the change of season. In 
India they are determined by alterations of winter and summer temperatures of the 
land mass of India and China, and the Indian Ocean (Cressey, 1963). Metreologically, 
the Indian year can be divided into four periods : 
1. North east Monsoon : December - February 
2. Hot weather March - May 
3. General Rains : June - September 
4. Retreating Monsoon : October - December 
In the hot weather (March-May) temperature increases, with solar activity, and 
day-time temperature reaches up to 100" F in the Deccan. In April it is 100 to 110" F 
in the south of Madhya Pradesh. In May northen India is hottest, especially the 
desert of the Thar having temperatures up to 120" F or more (Krishnan, 1968). 
The south west monsoon bursts in the first week of June as a result of vigorous 
south-west trade winds. Low pressure develops in the north-west and moves to the 
north or south and affects rainfall distribution as it moves. Hence, it does not cause 
continuous rain in any part of India. The strength of current and rainfall increases 
from June to July and becomes steady till about the end of August. The monsoon 
then retreats from northern India (Krishnan. 1968). 
The Indian climate, thus, represents the tropical monsoon type, characterised by 
hot rainy summers and cool dry winters. The draughts and excesses of rainfull leading 
to famine, local or widespread, were a feature in the past arising out of variations in 
the strengths of the monsoons, especially when means of irrigation were not wide spread. 
Being a tropical land with usually good rains round the year, forests and jungles 
occupied most of all the high and lowlands in India. The animal and human life 
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could find the rivers, streams, ponds and lakes as sources of sweet water. Animal 
life, therefore, was abundant and human habitations in earlier times tended to occupy 
spots in the neighbourhood of rivers and streams, though avoiding floodlands. 
The western part of the Himalayan region, and part of the Indus valley were 
drained by seven rivers. This zone was referred to in Vedic literature as, 'Sapta-
Sindhu' (land of seven rivers). One can identify six of the rivers quite easily: the 
Indus and its major tributaries; the Sutlej, Beas. Ravi, Chenaband Jhelum today. The 
seventh could be the protohistoric Sarasvati, now traced by the line of the dry-rivers 
of Ghaggar, Hakra and Nara. 
The southern part of Thar in Rajusthan was drained by river Luni and its 
tributaries. The Malwa Plateau and its valley are drained by river Chambal and 
other small tributaries of the Yamuna. The great Gangetic plains were drained by the 
Ganga and its tributaries. The north-eastern Himalayan region is drained by the 
Brahamputra and its tributaries. 
The southern plateau was drained mainly by rivers falling into the Bay of Bengal, 
and had valleys of Kavery, Krishna. Godavari, Penner and Mahanadi rivers. The 
Narmada and Tapti, making long east-west valleys, however, flowed into the 
Arabian sea. 
The alluvial soils and the two monsoons enable two crops to be grown in the 
year; and this has led India to have a especially rich inventory of crops. 
The flora of India is divergent and diverse. Almost every type of vegetation 
occurs in India. The Indian iorcsts can be classified into ever green, deciduous, arid, 
riparian, tidal and literal and hill or mountain forests (M-3). 
Evergreen tropical forests are found in regions of very heavy rainfull, such as 
the west coast of the peninsula and eastern sub-Himalayan tracts. They are known 
for their variety and luxuriance of vegetation. The height of trees in these forests 
varies up to 150 metres, with dense canopy on top, and bushes underneath. 
The leaf sheding, deciduous forests are spread all over tlie sub - Himalayan ragion, 
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Madhya Pradesh, and Chhota Nagpur Plateau. These are famous for their sal and 
teak (Stabbing, 1922;Calder, 1937). 
Arid forests are found in areas receiving rainfall of less than 50 cm. per annum. 
The important trees here arc liabool. Kikar, Dhak etc., natuarlly animal life cannot 
be very luxuriant here. 
Riparian forests are found along the banks of rivers; Ber and Jamun are some of 
the important trees. Tidal forests are found along the sea coast in tidal creeks and 
contain trees of the mangrove family. Hill or mountain forersts vary from sub-tropical 
through temperate to alpine, accordoing to rainfall and altitude. Oak, Magnolia, 
Laurel, Fir, Bamboo and Pine are the important trees in these forests. 
A wide variety of wild life lived in these jungles including deer, fox, elephant, 
tiger, black-buck, neclgai, antelope equus, bos nemadicus, rhinocerous, hippopota-
mus including some extinct species (Wadia, 1970). Wolves and other carnivorous 
cats are found in plenty in various regions of India. Furry animals like the snow bear 
inhabitated the high Himalayas. India has a very large number of identified species 
of birds: these include crow, pigeon, maina. dove, vulture, garuda, kite, nightingle, 
eagle, crane, hen, cock, peacock, duck, quail, patridges, etc. Among migratory birds 
are wild geese, ducks, tuls vagtaii and kcol etc. 
In the Vedic and later Vedic literature there are many references to forests 
(Satapatha Brahmana 1.4, 14.15.16.). According to the traditional accounts the capital 
of Kurus and Pandvas was situated in dense forests, where they founded their city of 
Indraprastha after clearing forests. Like wise a state of Panchala was described in 
thejungle of Kurus (Law, 1934). Of the sacred pine forests, the Kuru jungle, Nimisa 
and Utapalaranya are frequently mentioned in the Puranas. 
The proto-historic man in India, inliabitated, near the sources of potable water, in 
the valleys and along the banks of the ancient rivers. The Vedic and later Vedic texts 
contain refrences to rivers Sarasvati. Ganga. Yamuna, Sindhu etc. and mountains like 
Meru Parvat, besides the jungles (Law. 1934). 
SOIL 
All matter on earth surlace degenerates and transforms into soil which under-
goes calcification, podsoliziUion and latcrization. When soil material stays in a place 
for a centuary or more, the process of soil formation results in a definite sequence 
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of soil layers which may be examined in vertical cross section (Robinson, 1951). In 
India about 20 major soil types have been identified. The eight most common kinds 
(areas) are red soils, latcrite soils, black soils, alluvial soils, forest hill soils, and 
desert soils (Chatterji, 1958). 
The black cotton soil derived from basalt lava is retentive of moisture and 
covers an area about of 2,50,000 square km. in the state of Maharastra, Andhra, 
Gujarat and Madhya Pradesh. The alluvial soils are found in the river valleys. These 
soils are fertile, but the red soil and the laterite soil which cover rest of the southern 
plateau are not fertile. The rivers flowing in deep valleys, were totally unfit for 
irrigation beyond their valleys. The upper lands, therefore remained agriculturally poor. 
But some of these tracts were rich in mineral wealth, mainly, iron ore, manganese mica, 
thorium, titanium, bauxite, dolomite, magnesite, coal etc. (Wadia, 1939). 
The coast-line was comparatively unifonn and for the greater part of its length, 
a sandy one. and gently sloping towards the shore, washed by a shallow sea due to 
submergence. The sea has a large number of shallow lagoons and back waters, all 
along its length. The west coast is exposed to the action of the south west monsoon 
and to active erosion b) sea. Between the Ohals and the sea coast are the strips of 
coastal plains, fertile and densely populated. 
The soils beyond the Aravalli region, in the north, the Gangetic and Indus plains, 
are thick alluvial, without any rocky eniinances. The silt carried by rivers is very 
fertile. The older deposit of silt is upland, locally called Bangar, and the newer one 
is lowland called Khadar (Manual of Geography. 1964). 
The rivers have been changing their courses regularly. In the Punjab two out of 
seven rivers and, one large river Ghaggar in the region of Rajasthan, have long 
ceased to exist. The western half, of the north western plain, had become arid and 
more or less rainless. Towards the east, it is greener and better wooded (sub-soil water 
is abundant in this region). 
MINERALS 
The Indian soils contain various minerals, many of which were exploited in the 
proto-historic period. 
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(a) Precious and semi-precious stones 
Diamond was formed and separated from original matrix in the dykes cf 
basic volcanic rocks of Bijawar series and assembled as rolled pebbles inthe Vindhyan 
Rocks. In Kumool, Cudappah, Bellary, Golconda in the Deccan, in Sambalpur, and 
Chanda in Central India, and in Bundclkhand, diamonds are found not far from the 
surface and in the alluvial gravels of the rivers of these districts. In the Krishna 
river valley in Andhra, some of the ancient workings are found around small places 
in Krishna district. Other diamond localities were Banganapalle in Kumool, Anantapur 
and Guntur and Bollaram. Many of the modern famous diamonds e.g. Kohinoor, 
Pitt. Great Mogul, Nizam. Orloff, Hope. Vijai, have been of Indian origin. 
Rubies arc a variety of corundum, of deep carmine red in colour, perfect in 
lustre and often of greater market value than diamond. The matrix of ruby is cristalline 
limestone (ruby limestone) integrated in the covering gneisses and schists. Rubies 
are found in situ in limestone and occasionally found from hill wash and alluvial 
detritus. In Kashmir pale rubies arc found at altitude 4500 to 5100 meters. 
Sapphires are available in India from Kashmir, and Kishtwar at considerable 
heights, while the gem variety is found, in Salkhala marble at 4500 to 6000 metres. 
Sapphires arc also found from detritus at the foot of the hill slopes. 
Beryl when transparent and of perfect colour and lustre, is a highly valued gem. 
The much prized green variety is called emerald and blue Aquamzirines. Emeralds 
are found in Tamil Nadu and Mewar, and aquamarines at some places in Bihar, 
Nellore, Coimbatore, Mewar. AJmer, Kishangarh in Rajesthan and Kashmir. Hard 
ornamental stones, jade and nephrite do not occur in India and are imported from 
China and Turkey. Chryslobcryl is found in Kishangarh (Rajasthan) along, with 
mica and aquamarines, and in Coimbatore and Kerala. The gem is called cat's eye 
and its deep emerald green variety. Alaxendrite is found in Sri Lanka. Garnet is 
found in abundance in rocks of Raja-sthan, (specially in mica schists), Andlira Pradesh, 
Mysore, and Madras. Zircon is found in Ranchi, Hazaribagh, in Bihar, and Uttar 
Pradesh. Hyacinth is found at Kcdar Nath on upper Ganga. Tourmaline, green and 
red variety (Indicolite) is found in Hazaribagh (Bihar), and Pader (Kashmir). 
Besides these, cyanitcs (Narnaul, Patiala. Punjab), rhodonite (pink manganese 
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silicate from Madhya Pradesh), apatite (Rajasthan), and microline, felspar, are found 
in India. Turquoise is a product of Iran and Tibet. Agates are from the Deccan, 
in strata having chalcedonic silver which filled the lava pores and cavaties. These 
are found in Gujarat and Maharastra in plenty. Other chalcedonic silica fomis are 
carnelian, heliotrope, blood stone, onyx, jasper, common opal etc., called aqiq or agate 
in India. Gujarat is the chief supplier, and the stones are found in the valley of Narbada 
river. Rock cr> stals or transparent quartz and its purpule and pink coloured variety 
also occur in the Deccan traps, filling up lava cavities near Jabalpur and in Bashar 
area (Punjab). Rose guartz is found in Chhindwara and Warangal in Madhya Pradesh 
(Brown, 1955). 
(b) Copper 
In India copper occures in nature, only sporadically and often in the form of 
golden yellow sulphide of copper, with a coating of green malachite and blue 
azurite helping easy identification (CSIR 1948). In Andhra Pradesh it is found in 
Kurnool, Guntur, Nellore, Khamman, and Krishna Districts. In Bihar it is found 
in Dharwar schists and intrusive granite in Singhbhum. Mosabani, Rakkha, Surda, 
Dhobhani mines, Chhotanagpur, I lazaribagh, Santhal Pargana district etc. Rajasthan 
has extensive slag heaps and refuse ''copper workings" of the unknown 
proto-historic times, like Singhbum in Bihar. Copper occurs in Rajasthan in Alwar, 
Ajmer, Khetri. Babai, Daribo. Banswara, Bikaner, Bharatpur, Bundi, Udaipur and 
Tonk districts. In Uttar Pradesh copper is found at Pokhari, Dandokahan and Kandhara 
in GarhwalandAlmora districts. In Himachal Pradesh, old abandoned copper mines 
are reported from Solan in Shimla hills and the Kullu area. Jabalpur. in Madhya 
Pradesh and Arcot in Tamil Nadu had copper, which also showed evidences of old 
working (Wadia, 1939). 
(c) Iron ore 
Iron is found is India in such plenty that deposits of dimensions of whole hills 
are known (Wadia, 1968). High grade ores are found in Singh Bhuni,Bastar, Keonjhar, 
Bonai, Mayurbhanj which have some ol" the largest and richest deposits of iron in 
the world. In ancient times Wootz steel was imported for sword-making, by 
Europe from India. Old iron workings are found in certain areas of Upper Assam, 
Naga hilis and Shillong plateavi in north-cast India. 
In Bihar there are considerable iron deposits at various sites. Likewise the 
eastern parts of Madhya Pradesh, Maharastra, Bengal, Tamil Nadu and Goa are 
rich in iron deposits. In Northern Western region of Uttar Pradesh, Punjab, Himachal 
Pradesh, occurences are in fewer. In Rajasthan, the Alwar, Bundi, Jaipur, Udaipur 
districts have a fair amount of Iron ore (Krishnan, 1955). 
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CHAPTER - II 
REVIEW OF THE PROTO - HISTORIC CULTURES 
Since at least the times of the Indus culture, we recognise cultural continuities 
though decoded written or literary evidence begins much later. Even the early Vedic 
Aryans have not been identified with any protohistoric archaeological culture. From 
our point of view a complete continuous sequence of development from earliest 
times to the beginning of the mature Indus stage is provided by the site of Melirgarh 
in the Bolan Valley in Kachhi district of Baluchistan in Pakistan (Allchin, 1982). 
The first period of this site may be regarded as Neolithic. In Period I-A, no 
pottery is found. Period-I B yielded ver>' coarse chat - tempered ware and a series of 
mud brick structure and occupational debris have been noticed along with wheat 
and barley. Period -11 yielded line burni.shed Red Ware and the burnt brick structure 
with two groups of graves in which the bodies are lying on their sides in a contracted 
position. Grave goods included beads, one of which was of copper. The evidence of 
cotton comes for the first time in this sub-continent from this period. Period -III, 
conies with the occurrence oI painted pottery. This is definitely wheel-thrown, with 
very simple geometric patterns in the Kile Gul Mohammad-II style. 
In the beginning of the fourth millennium BC, Mehrgarh becomes a mass produc-
tion centre for wheel-turned pottery. Thus Period -IV can be considered a phase of 
technological innovation, within which there was a diversification of agriculture 
(Jarrige, 1982). At about 3500 BC, Period -V (main occupation), at Mehrgarh be-
gins. Domestic buldings with small, low doors and open spaces have been ex-
posed. There are beauiiiul examples of polychrome pottery with geometric 
decorations in red, white and black. 
Period-Vl extends from 3200 BC to 2500 BC. During this time Mehragarh is 
a part of a large interaction /.one extending over most of the Indo-Iranian border-
lands. The mass production of pottery and terracotta figurines was one of the main 
activities at the site. Some of the finest specimens of the Faiz Mohammad style 
Black-on-Grey ware have been found. The human figurines, with diversity in hair 
dressing and a variety of ornaments, and painted in yellow, reflect the existence of 
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a rather sophisticated society. Just prior lo 2500 BC. the site is integrated into the 
Early Harappan. in Period -VII (Mughal, 1970). 
Archaeological studies in different parts of India have brought into light 
several proto-historical cuUural complexes, viz. Harappan, OCP, Black & Red ware 
(Banas). Painted Grey Ware, Kayatha, Jorwe, Malwa, Savalda, Wardha, Eastern 
and Southern Chalcolithic cultures, etc. These cultures have been classified on the 
basis of potteries and other associated material finds (Agarwal and Ghosh. 1973). 
The stor>' olniankind after the invention of writing has been designated 'History' 
to differentiate it from that ol prc-litcrate societies classed under 'Pre History'. Indian 
history properly speaking begins about 600 BC. when archaeological evidence keys 
in well with the literary. There is a great deal of difficulty in designating the Indus 
Valley civilization and the Vcdic culture within the framework of the above-men-
tioned two definitions; hence, all the archaeological cultures from Harappan culture 
down to N.B.P. Vv^ . period have been put within the subdivision of 'Proto-History'. 
A brief account of the characteristics, extent and along with the chronological 
horizons of these cultures, is summarised below. 
1. HARAPPAN CULTURE 
The settlements of I larappan culture were found on a large geographical space 
comprising modern-day Punjab and Gujarat and parts of Rajasthan, Himachal 
Pradesh, Haryana and .lamniu & Kashmir states of India. 
The remains lei't by the people in this area before the emergeance of Mature 
Harappan Urban Civilization showed that antecedents of Harappan culture were 
found in villages containing luils or houses made of sun dried/baked mud bricks, 
and protected by ramparts made of the same material. These people also left 
evidence suggestive of primitive agricultural activities, animal rearing and seasonal 
trade (Badam and Sathe, 1994). The pottery is pinkish, thin and not so well-baked. 
The designs are both geometrical and naturalistic, vessels with rusticated lower 
parts, basins with designs obtusely incised or finely combed on the interior, and 
vases with cord impressions on the exterior, are important features of Early Harappan 
stage. 
The village culture olliic i larappan antecedents gradually evolved and progressed 
technologically emerging into an I Irban 1 larappan civilization. With the advancement 
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of agriculturist, potters, metallurgists and craftsmen, the economy indicates that the 
communities of the region had a government over them, built cities of systematic 
and planned lay out, with fortifications, well regulated drainage systems, used kiln 
burnt bricks with standard dimensions in the ratio of 1:2:4 and pictographic mode of 
writing from right to left (Piggott, 1950). Among typical objects are seals bearing 
inscriptions besides figurines of animal gods, such as the elephant, rhino, unicorn, 
bull, etc., and one presumed to be Pashupati, an aspect of Shiva (Singh, 1994). 
Terracotta fugurines are preserved specially one of bearded priest displaying a shawl 
worn under the right arm. Semi-precious stones included carnelian. agate, steatite, 
etc. Weights made of agate cubes, chertblades. terracotta cakes, sturdy wheel-turned 
potter>' with distinctive shapes, designs and paintings were other special features. 
The usual ceramic shapes were dishes and bowls on stand, cylindrical vases, perfo-
rated jars, beakers, pointed bottom goblets and lamps with handles. Motifs included 
circles, leaf patterns, chess-board patterns. The paintings usually covered the entire 
body from the rim to the base. The evidence also suggests a highly developed inter-
nal and external trade with commercial activities based on surplus agricultural pro-
duction (Ratnagar, 1986). 
With the passage of time this culture showed signs of degeneration reflected in 
defficiencies of administration and decline of internal discipline (Maekay, 1938). 
Change in the courses of rivers like the Sutlej and Yamuna, drying of the Ghaggar-
Saraswati, growth of aridity and salinity, external invasion and decline of trade and 
commerce are other factors lo which is ascribed the decline of the Harappan civili-
zation. Now cities like I larappa. Mohenjodaro and Kalibangan experienced gradual 
decline in urban planning and construction. Hou.ses made of old dilapidated bricks 
and shoddy construclion encroached upon roads and streets. Flimsy partitions 
sub-di\idcd the courtyards of the houses. At the same time the late levels showed a 
distinct reduction in the number of sculptures, figurines, beads, bangles and 
inlay work. The people of this age used a pottery which was different from those of 
the Harappans. Their culture is known as C'emetery H. culture. Some of the impor-
tant features associated with the Harappan civilization: writing, uniform weights, 
Harappan pottery and architectural style had also disappeared by now. In the region 
of Gujarat the Harappan Civilization transformed itself into late/post Harappan 
cultures with some continuity, but loss of writing (Dikshit, 1977). 
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About Ihc dales of these Indian cultures Marshall (1931) suggested that the 
Indus-(Harappan) civilization was of the 3rd Mcllennium BC. Wheeler (1947) on 
his re-cxcavations at JJarappa suggested its dates to be 2500 -1700 BC. Agarwai, 
(1973) shortened this period to 2300-i 750 BC. Dales (1973) proposed a 2900-1900 
BC time bracket for this culture. Ramachandran (1985) proposed the brackets of 
3200 BC to 2100 BC jointly for the liarly and Mature phases. Possehl (1994) 
however, used the calibrated 14^ dates and suggested 2500 BC as the begining of 
urban phase, and 2650 BC as begining ofthc formative phase of this civilization. On 
that basis the early Harappan was bracketed between 3300 BC to 2700 BC. 
2. OCP-COPPER HOARD CDITURF 
The Ochre Coloured Pottery (OCP) culture, first indentified by Lai (1951) in 
Bisauli and Rajpur Parasu (U. P.) people using primitive types of copper imple-
ments (found in 'copper hoards') and an ill-fired and thick Ochre-Washed Pottery. 
Besides the (iangetic Valley, this pottery has been reported from as far places as 
Jorwe and Nasik (Sankalia and Deo, 1955). Among the OCP types were, later on, 
found many wares made of well levigated clay, wheel made, slipped and often painted 
with black colour, sturdily and well-fired, fhe types included jars, vases, with flanged 
rims and elongated beaks, bowls, basins, lids with and without knobs, dish-on-stand 
and handled ones were common shapes. Motifs included bull, floral scroll, curved 
comb designs, geometeric designs, triangles, spirals, circles, semi-circles, loops, 
bands and parallel lines (Agarwai, 1982; Gaur, 1983). 
Other characteristic finds included arrow heads, beads, pendants, bangles of 
copper, terracotta beads, figurines, bull horns and semi-precious stones like carnelian, 
soap-stone and arrow heads of bone, etc. 
A large number of OCP sites have so far been excavated in eastern Rajasthan, 
Haryana, Western and Ivastern Uttar Pradesh; such as Jodhpura (District Jaipur), 
Siswal (District Hissar), Milathal (District Bhiwani), Bara (District Rup-Nagar), 
Ambkheri (District Saharanpur), Bargaon (District Saharanpur), Hastinapur 
(DistrictMeerut), Ahichchhatra(District Bareilly),Baheria(District Shahjahanpur), 
Kaseri (District Meerul). Attranji-Khera (District Etah), Lal-Qila (District 
Bulandshahar). Rajpur-parsu (District Bijnor), Bahadrabad (District Saharanpur), 
and Kosambi (District, Allahabad). 
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A number of premiiivc types of copper implements of proto-historic signifi-
cance were discovered in caches from the surface soil, or in possessions of indi-
viduals and temples from various parts of India, mainly Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and 
Madhya Pradesh. The artifacts include rings, harpoons (Fig.l), flat and shouldered 
celts (Fig.2). anthropomorphs (Fig.S). bar-celts (Fig.4) and trunnion axes, socketed 
axes, double axe, antennae swords, hooked swords, spear heads, etc. (Fig.5). Most of 
these implements were chance discoveries without any associated artifacts from 
sites like Bithur, Hardoi, Manpuri, Dhaka, Rajpur Parsu, Indilapur, Bahadrabad, 
Sartholi, Seorajpur, Bisauli. Fatehgarh, K.iratpur, Saipai, Navadatoli, Gungeria, etc. 
Heine (1936) considered these copper hoards as representing the remains of the 
Aryan migration into India. Piggott (1950) and Sharma (1960), however related 
these, more to Harappan refugees. The trunnion axes were in typology and make 
similar to those of Transcaucasia; likewise the axe-adze to the Danubian ones, and 
antennae swords to Koban examples. 
Lai (1968) showed that the trunnion axes. Fort Monroe Sword, socketed axe, 
and axe-adze were absent in the copper hoards found in the Doab region of Gangetic 
Valley, while harpoon, barcelt and anthropomorphs were confined to the Doab 
region only. Ival's list included flat and shouldered celts, barcelts, double axes, 
antennae swords, harpoons, hooked swords, and anthropomorphs. Two double-
edge axes from Bhagrapir (Orissa) were up to 40 cm wide with edges only 1-3 mm 
thick, could not be applicable as axes, except for catching fish in water. Amita Roy 
(personal conversation with Dr. D.P. Agarwal), reported five such double-edge axes 
from Kangsa\'ati Valley in Bengal. Flat-shouldered axes were reported from all over 
India and abroad. The hook sword appeared to be a distinctive type with median 
ridge and hook chiselled out from the tang. The Harappan examples used a hole 
instead of hook for shafting. Navadatoli specimens do not have barb, and the me-
dian ridge is quite diffused compared to Copper Hoard examples. The hook sword 
was accompannied by anthropomorphs and antennae sword. The hoard at Sarthavli, 
Bahadrabad. and Fatehgarh had authropomorphs with harpoons. 
There are two varieties of the harpoons, one cut from a thick sheet and other cast 
in a double mould and appeared to be an instrument of fish hunting in great river 
waters or of game as shown in a rock shelter in Mirziipur. 
Antennae swords 42-75 cm in length had antennae bifurcations at the hilt end. 
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are reported from Doab zone. At Kallur in Andhra Pradesh these had very short 
antennae. From Mehsana (Gujarat) four such swords were reported with the anten-
nae beaten and flattened for mounting. From Chandoli was found a dagger instead 
ofasword. From Daimabad also four massive objects all solid cast, and weighting 
over 60 kg came in light (Fig.6). 
At Bisauli harpoons and anthropomorphs were found together; at Bithur anten-
nae swords and harpoons were associated, while at Fatehgarh an antennae sword 
and anthropomorphs were (bund together. Sarthauli, Bahadrabad and Nioro were 
other sites from where these implements have been reported. From Midnapore 
(Hardoi) some ilat celts had bull Hgurine engraved near the butt ends. 
The barcell, 60 cm, is thought to have been u.sed as crowbar for digging copper 
ores; these were reported from copper rich area of Bihar. One such celt is also 
reported from f. Narsipur (A.P.). 
Copper implements from southern and eastern sites of Bihar and Bengal 
include shouldered and flat axes and rings. The bar celt type of this group is missing 
in the Doab. One sample ol this group is from Gungeria in the Balaghat district of 
Madhya Pradesh (Gupta, 1970). 
That the Bahadrabad. Nasirpur, Bisauli copper hoards were really associated 
with OCP ceramic complex was established by the excavations at Saipai. In 
Rajasthan, Haryana and Western IJ.P.. the Harappan influence is distmct. A Doab-
type harpoon was reported from Mitathal (Haryana). From Khurdi in Rajasthan, 
celts of Hoard type were found with copper pans of Harappan types (Fig.7). 
As to alloying. Lai (1951) reported the Doab copper hoard to be free of tin, yet. 
Smith (1905) reported high grade bronze in examples of it from the British 
Museum. Arsenic also was present in the Doab as well as in the Harappan imple-
ments. That the mid-doab. though free of ore sites, should have had a distinctive and 
advanced typology, is puzzling. 
So far 1 leine (1936) and Allchin (1968) have associated the Copper Hoards with 
the Indic Aryans, while IMggott (19S0) thought them to be the work of Harappan 
refugees; and Lai (1972) considered the authors to be the aboriginal tribes of India. 
To determine the chronological horizon of this culture a dozen sherds from four 
sites, Atranjikhera, Lai Qila, .Ihinjhana and Nasirpur were examined and dated 
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between 2600 and 1200 B.C. ((ilio.sh, I%5). l)i(Tcicnt dates so f .- available frur> 
these sites are given below: 
THERMOLllMINISCFNCF HATFS 
Sil£ Sairmk T.l„ Au^  
Atranjikhcra 111 - b.4 1610 BC 
Atranjikhera - b.5 1170 BC 
Atranjikhera 111 -c.l 2280 BC 
Atranjikhera 11 l-c.2 1250 BC 
Atranjikhera - c.3 2l30BC 
LalQilla 112-a.l 1730BC 
LalQilla 112-3.2 2030 BC 
LalQilla - u.3 1990 BC 
Jhinjhana 113-b.l 1570 BC 
Jhinjhana 113-b.2 2650 BC 
Nasirpur 114-a.l 1500 BC 
Nasirpur 114-a.2 1180 liC 
The occurrence of a iiagment ol'an anthropomorphic figure at Lethal is sug-
gestive of a date around 1900 BC (Lai, 1962; Cupta. 1965). Finally tv o 14^ " dates 
are available from Jodhpura. PRL at Ahniadabad pioduced a date between 2500 and 
2200 BC for Copper OCP levels at Jodhpura, and Agrawal and kusumgar (1979) 
named this culture as Jodhpura culture of the Bre-Harappan period. The beginning 
of OCP at Jodhpura may be pushed to 2700-2800 BC (Agarwal, 1982). 
Thus, this culture was widespread in an area ranging from west Ber j;al and 
Orissa in the east to Gujarat and 1 laryana in the west and from Andhra Pradesh in the 
south to Ultar Predesh in the north, in all, the largest hoards come from Madhya 
Pradesh. 
3. KAYATMACULniHK 
Kayatha, situated on the bank of the Kalisindh, an afflui 'it of the Chambi.! gives 
the culture its name. Before the discovery of this site, it was thought that Malwa 
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Culture was the earliest chalcolithic culture in central India. Wakankar, (1967) 
discovered this culture, which has been established to be earlier than both the Ahar 
and the Malwa cultures. 
The most distinctive feature of this culture is its pottery in three fabrics (Ansari, 
and Dhavalikar, 1975). The most predominant is a thick, sturdy brown slipped ware 
painted in violet or deep red. The designs arc generally linear, painted on the rim 
of bowls, basins, and globul;ir ves.sels. 
Jars with concave necks arc the main shapes, though storage jars are also found. 
The pots are made of a fine, pinkish well-levigated clay. The deep bowl with 
a beaded rim and the globular jar are also common. 
Another important ceramic of the Kayatha culture is the Buff Painted Red Ware. 
The pots were given a buff wash and geometric designs like loops, festoons, 
latticed diamonds, and oblique lines were done with a red pigment put over it. 
The main shapes of this ware are concave necked jars, basins and lotas. 
The last wai-e of this culture is the Combed Ware. It is a red ware, generally with-
out a slip; and the main shapes arc bowls and basins. 
The Kayath a people were quite well off in copper. They had also developed 
microlithic blade industry comprising lunates, pen knives, parallel-sided blades, 
etc., made of chalcedony. Necklaces of semi-precious stones like carnelian, agate and 
steatite were also in vogue. 
The Kayatha culture is known from forty other sites in the Chambal Valley, 
though the only one excavated is Kayatha (District Ujjain). This culture is dated be-
tween c .2000 and 1800 BC as indicated by the 14^ dates (Agrawal. 1982). 
4. AHAR CULTURE : 
This culture was first recognised by Agarwal, R.C. in 1950 in the Valleys of 
Banas and Chambal towards the east of the Aravallis. Initially named White Painted 
Black-and-Red Ware, it was later on called Ahar Culture (A.I.R., 1953). The main 
types of pottery in this culture included bowls with in-curved or straight sides, 
dish on stand, a globular jar with high neck etc. The main feature was the painting 
executed in cream white pigment on the outer, inner or both sides. The motifs 
included dashes, wavy lines, concentric arches, etc. The rimless bowls with straight 
or convex sides and shallow base have been related to the early phases of this culture. 
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Besides, there is pottery in black, blotchy gray, tan black and red fabrics. Yet 
another feature is a stone-ware-like fabric of compact, extremely well levigated 
clay and well-fired, so that it gives a metallic sound when struck. The slipped ware 
is tan, orange or chocolate in shades. It has line burnished or polished surface at times. 
The most popular type shades is Red ware followed by the Black Ware, some times 
painted with white pigment. A few pieces of buff ware are also reported. Some 
pots were of Lusturous Red Ware. Malwa and Jorwe Ware's type (I.A.R.. 1961-62). 
Blades of chert or chalcedony arc iound. while microliths are rare. Terracotta 
objects include humped bulls, biconcave beads besides globular and nut-shaped, 
which are marked by incised decorations. Semi-precious stones found are carnelian, 
agate, chalcedony, quartz, etc. Copper objects include rings, bangles, and axes. 
Some iron objects were also reported from the upper chalcolithic levels on this 
site (Sahi, 1979). This culture prevailed in parts of Rajasthan and extended to Gujarat 
(Sankalia, 1969). 
This culture is also named after the River Banas on whose banks its sites were 
mainly found. I'hough more than fifty sites of this culture are known in the valleys 
of the rivers Banas and Berach in south-east Rajasthan, excavations have been 
conducted only at Ahar (District Gilund) and Balathal (District Udaipur). 
Sankalia, on the basis of a comparative study of the pottery types, places the 
beginning of Pcriod-1 at Ahar at circa 2000 BC. Mandal (1972) concluded that Ahar 
Culture begin around 2100 BC. At Kayatha, Period-11 is characterised by the Ahar 
Culture which, according to 14^ dating, falls between 1800-1600 BC, (Agrawal and 
Kausumgar, 1979). However, taking into consideration the 14^ dates at 
Kayatha. it can be said that the period of ascendancy of Ahar culture was between 
1800 and 1600 BC. 
5. PROBLEM OF THF> BLACK AND RED WARE 
Black-and-Rcd Ware is a pottery characterised by black and red colours distributed 
unevenl\' over its surface; the black covering the inner part and rim portion of the 
outside, whereas the red is confined to the remaining surface outside. This pottery 
was widely tlistribuled all over India and has been correlated by some archaeologists 
to races like Dravidians, Aryans, Yadvas, Bhils. etc., (Agarwal, 1966). Others have 
held that it had a cultural personality of its own. 
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At Chirand (Bihar) and Piklihal (Andhra) Black-and-Red Ware was found with 
Neolithic finds. In Gujarat it was found from Harappan sites like Lothal,Surkotada, 
Rojdi. Rangpur and Dcsalpur. in Bengal it was reporled from Mahisdal, Pandu Raja 
Dhibi, etc. The Banas sites of Ahar, (iiliind. and Chosla, as well as the Malwa sites of 
Maheshwar. Nagda, Hran. Kayatha and Navadatoli,the Deccan sites of Inamgaon 
and Chandoli, and Chaicolithic sites of Karnataka. have also yielded revealed this 
pottery. In northern India this pottery precedes PGW and follows the OCP, 
at Aranjikliera and .lakhcra in I Htar Pradesh, and Noh in Rajasthan. It is also reported 
in the pre-Northern Black Polished ware levels of Sohgaura, Prahladpur, and Rajghat 
and from Megalithic sites of south India. The distribution thus, of this ware 
covers almost the whole of India and its ctluiic equations are still far from settled 
(Agrawal, 1982). 
6. MALWA CULTURE 
The pre-historic Malwa culture in the Malwa plateau and further south was 
defined by Sankalia. Rao and Deo. (1958) on the basis of a black painted red ware. 
The slip varied from yellowish brown to dark red. The surface of pots is generally 
matt and worn out. The material u.sed in clay included grass, sand and lime particles; 
the core in large vessels was blackish. I he pottery was wheel-turned. Designs are in 
black or reddish black and shining, Ilie thickness of the paint is uneven. The common 
types are dishes on pedestal, and bowls on pedestal with a flat base and goblates. 
Basins had outgoing or ingoing sides. There were narrow necked vessels with flaring 
rims, corrugated bulbous body and low hollow padestals. There were also small 
or medium sized storage jars with fairly broad mouths, and pots of lota shape 
(Dhavalikar. Sankalia and Ansari, 1988). 
Painted Designs included geometric, stylized animal, floral, or natural scenes 
(like sun-rise). The animal motifs arc black buck, peacock, panther, ox, dog, pig, 
crocodile, goat, deer, tiger, fox, tortoise and insects. Stylised human motifs 
are few on cream slipped wares. Designs are confined to the neck and upper parts 
of the vessels, but rarely painted on the entire pot (Sankalia, 1974). 
Other wares in small quantum were (1) black-and-red ware with paintings in 
white, (2) white or cream-slipped ware, (3) grayish black ware, (4) incised coarse red 
and black ware, (5) tan ware. (6) .lorwe \varc, etc. (Allchin and Joshi, 1970). 
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Microliths are few and accompanied by copper artifacts such as axes, arrow 
heads, chisels, swords, daggers, nails, fish hooks, pokers, rings and beads. 
Bone, ivory and stone beads, pendants, earstuds, bangles and ear-rings were few in 
number. Terracotta objecls and sling balls of stone are common. The culture 
was found in the Malwa region and southwards beyond the Tapti. In the 
north it extends upto Sonegaon. Such pottery has also been reported from Kosambi 
(Mishra, 1969). 
The Malwa culture was mainly located in Madhya Pradesh in the valleys of the 
Narmada and the Chambal and its tributaries, fhe people of this culture did not cross 
the barrier of the Vindhyas in the north but moved southwards into the valleys of 
Tapti, Pra\ara and Godavari (Wakankar, 1982). The main excavated sites of this 
culture are Maheshwar, Navadatoli (District, West-Nimar), Eran (District Sagar), 
Nagda (District Ujjain), Bhima-Prakash (District Dhule), Daimabad (District Alimad 
Nagar). Inaingaon (District Puiie), Savalda (District Dhule) and Tripur (District .labalpur). 
The main shapes of the pottery include convex /concave sided bowls, vessels 
with flaring rims, long tabular spouts, (four of which are said to be peculiar to 
Prakash alone), plain high necked water jars and basins (Sankalia, 1974). 
Archaeologists fix different dates for this culture. The 14^ dates assign a date 
bracket to c. 1700-1400 BC (Agarwal, 1982). 
7. JORWE CULTURE 
This culture was named by Sankalia (1950) after the excavation at Jorwe. The 
predominant pottery of this culture was the painted black on red and slipped and 
painted in black-ware.The designs on .lorwe-waie included loops, intersecting semi-
circles, latticed parellelograms. with tendency towards geometric patterns. Animal 
and human Ibrms, and plant and floral designs, were conspicuous by their absence. 
Other fmds were thread material of cotton, silk and flax (used in copper bead 
necklcss), grounded axes and chisels, querns of fme grained basalt, hammer stones, 
stone balls, semi-precious .stones, like agate, jasper, eaniclian, terracotra, shell, steatite, 
faience, besides bangles and rings of copper. The grains and seeds of date and ber 
were another features olMorwe culture. 1 he decline of this culture was gradually 
followed by an exodus on account of famine (Sankalia and Deo, 1955). 
This culture was wide spread in the Deccan from the valleys of Puma (Vidarbha), 
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to the lapti Valley (Khandcsh) and Navdaloli to the north, further south, it is found in 
the valleys of the Krishna and Bhima. At Brahmagiri it is found in the earliest 
levels of Ncolithic-Chalcolithic culture. 
The Pravara-Godavari valleys are the cradle of this culture. An average Jorwe 
settlement has an area of 2-3 hectares, whereas a large one can extend to about 
20 hectares. The main excavated sites are Inamgaon and Jorwe (District Ahmad 
Nagar), Prabas patan (District Junagarh). Jokha (District Surat), Bahal (District 
Jalgaon), Nevasa (District Ahmad Nagar), Nasik (District Nasik), Chandoli 
(District Pune). Bahupura (District Dhule), and Songaon (District Pune)the largest 
amount of evidence about the life of Jorwe people comes from Inamgaon. 
On the basis of 14^ dates. Agarwal (1971) believes that the Jorwe culture may 
have extended iVom 1500 to 700 BC. Mandal (1972) almost on the same evidence, 
is in favour of placing this culture between 1600 and 1200 BC. According to 
Dhavalikar (1973) the culture can be placed beween 1500 BC - 700 BC. However, 
Sankalia(1974) has rightly suggested a lime bracket between 1400 BC to 1000 BC 
for the Jorwe culture. 
7. EASTERN CHALCOLITHIC CULTURE 
This culture extended from Bengal, westwards towards central Gangetic plain. 
(Sharma, 1973; Mandal. 1972). The character of this culture in its lowest strata is 
neolithic, followed by chalcolithic (Verma, 1969). Due to the occurrence of white 
painted Black and Red ware it is considered to be genetically related with the Banas 
culture. 
Verma has distingiushed two zones of this culture : (1) the western part of Bihar 
and (2) eastern part of Bengal. The associated pottery of this culture was lustrous 
red ware, with channel spouts lound in plenty in Bengal and absent in Bihar. Mishra 
(1970) found the useof black-and-red ware technique, and familiarity of the people 
with potters' wheel, a unifying feature of the diverse sites of this culture. 
The ceramic complex included Black-and-Rcd ware with red ware, and black 
slipped ware, fhc fabric varies from coarse to medium quality. The pots were 
coaled wilh a thick slip (Verma. 1970-71). The main types in black-and-red ware are 
jars, vases, bowls, dishes and basins. A special feature is horizontally splayed out rims 
and angular necks. The forms in Black Slipped ware are confined to bowls and 
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dishes. Dish-on-stand is also reported (Surajbhan, 1975). Red ware also included 
vases, basins, bowls, and troughs. Perforated pots, lid-cum-dish in coarse fabric, 
cream slipped painted bowl, and lota in steel-grey were also reported. Cream 
painting, on red and black surface, was in strokes and lines. 
Other characteristics of this culture included bone arrow heads, stylus and pins. 
Only meagre use of copper is attested. A copper bangle was reported from a single site. 
Terracotta figurines included a headless flatish bird with punctured decorations. 
Bihar and Bengal ibrm two separate regions within the eastern chalcolithic culture 
zone. The important excavated sites o(" this culture are Taradih (District Gaya), Pandu 
Rajar Dhibi (District Burdwan), Chirand (District, Saran), Mahishdal (District, 
Birbhum), Hatikara (District. Bholpur) and Sonepur (District, Gaya). 
8. SOUTHERN CHALC OLITHIC CULTURE 
Wheeler (1947) identified the culture at Brahmagiri, followed by Sankalia and 
Rao (1958), and Allchin (1963) from other sites. Characteristic features of this culture 
had been ground stonc-axe industry and rudimentary flakes or blade industry. 
Pottery was hand made gray or buff brown with a few pots showing black or red 
burnished slip often with purple painted decorations. A few bands of ochre were 
applied after firing the pot. Another feature of this ware was applied-ring-feet and 
hollow pedestals. Red and Black Slipped ware totally disappeared in second phase 
of this culture. I'hc new developments had perforated vessels, metal objects of bronze 
and copper. 
In the third phase copper bronze tools increased in number. Gray and Buff ware 
became common with ncv\ wheel-thrown unburnishcd ware with black or purple 
paint, like that of .lorwe ware. 
Then there was black-and-red ware occasionally painted in white, particularly 
bowls and dishes. 
A large number of Chalcolithic sites have been excavated in south India, e.g., 
Kodekal (Gulbarga), Utnur (Mahbubnagar), Nagarjunakonda,(Guntur), Palavoy 
(Anantapur) in Andhra Pradesh; Tckkalakota (Bellary), Maski (Raichur), Piklihal 
(Raichur). ferdal (Bijapur), Sangankallu (Bellary), Kupgal (Bellary), Hallur 
(Darwar). Brahmagiri (Chotraduraga), I lammige (Mysore), T. Narsipur (Mysore), 
in Karnataka. and Paiyamalli (Arcot) in famil Nadu. 
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The evidence of Urahmagiri (Wheeler, 1948) for the first time placed the 
Chalcolithic culture of the peninsular India in a strati graphical sequence. The evidence 
of Sangankallu stands next to Brahmagiri in providing evidence of the Southern 
Chalcolithic culture in a stratigraphical context (Rao, 1948). The Pikliha! 
evidence further confirms the stratification of the southern chalcolithic complex 
(Allchin, 1960). On the basis of 14^ dates available so far from the excavated sites of 
southern India, it may be concluded thai southern chalcolithic culture flourished 
beweenc. 2500-1000 BC\ 
9. PAINTED GREY WARE CULTURE 
Painted Circy ware culture is indentified as an Iron Age culture which bridges 
the gap between the proto-historical and historical ai'chaeology of northern India. Lai 
(1954-55) has identified this culture with Mahabharal. Sharma (1974) believed that 
the author of this culture were the later Vadic people. 
Painted grey ware has thin fabric, fired to a uniform grey and painted in black. 
Motifs included swastika, short spirals, sigmas and parallel linear strokes. Main types 
were straight sided bowls, dishes, lotas, etc. The reported sites are Noh, Jodhpura, 
Sadargarh in Rajasthan, Khalaur. Bateshwar, Ahichchatara, Hastinapur, 
Allahpur Kaseri, Atranjikhera. Jokhcra. Mathura in Uttar Pradesh. At Saravasti in 
eastern U.P.. PGW sherds were found in early NBP levels (Tripathi, 1976). In a 
similar context it was also found at Vaishaii (Bihar). PGW is considered a deluxe ware 
while main industry was that of Red ware, whereas grey, black slipped and red are 
the associated wares, in the eastern Ciangelic plain, only the associated wares are 
found with iron while the deluxe PCJW is absent. Such sites are Kosambi, Prahladpur, 
Rajghat. Sohgaura, Sonepur. Chirand. Khairadih and Narhan. Similarly in the north 
west at Manda only a.s.soeialed Red and drey Wares are found, and not PGW. 
Lai, (1954-55), on the basis of excavation at Hastinapur, for the first time provided 
a chronogical horizon to the P.G.W. culture. In his opinion the P.G. Ware 
culture could be dated from 1100 to c. XOO BC at Hastinapur. Later on, a number 
of P.G. ware sites were e\ea\ated. Different dates for P.G. ware culture have 
now been fixed by different scholars. Wheeler (1959) put this culture at about 1000 
or 800 BC. Agarwal (1968) proposed the chronology for the P.G. ware culture 
ranging from c. 800 to 400 BC on the basis of 14^ dates at Atranjikhera. Gaur 
(1968) believed that the dating of Lai for the begining of PGW culture was justified. 
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Tripathi, (1988) after her careful analysis of 14^ dates placed the PGW with in 
700-400 BC. 
10. NARHAN CULTURE 
The Narhan culture was named after the site of Narhan situated on the bank of 
river Ghaghara in district Goraklipur. The Narhan culture is characterised by the white 
painted black - and- red ware as the principal ceramic. 
The types of the pottery of this culture consists of bowls, dishes - on - stand and 
slipped basins. In the black slipped ware the important typological addition 
is the Lota. 
In order to see the extent of this culture extentsive surface explorations were 
caried out on both the banks of the Kuwana, a tributary of the Ghaghara in Ghorakpur 
and Basti districts of Uttar Pradesh (Singh, et. al, 1990-91) and as many as seven-
teen sites of Narhan culture were located. Of these Imlidih has been excavated. 
On the basis of available records, Singh, et. al (1991-92) has fixed the time-
bracket for Narhan culture between 1300 - 900 BC. 
ll.SAVALDACULTllRi: 
The Savalda culture of the Deccan. was named alter the type-site Savalda, situ-
ated on the left bank of the river Tapti, in Dhule district of Maharashtra, where it was 
first identified in the year 1958 (Sali, 1968). The main characteristic features of this 
ware are that it is, on the whole of medium-to-coarse fabric, made on a slow wheel 
by paring technique as is indicated by marks of removal of excessive clay from 
the inside and treated on the outside with a slip which is usually thick and shows 
crackles. But the most important feature which distinguishes it from the other 
painted wares is that of the painted motifs of arms and weapons including 
the antennae ended arrow, notched arrow-head, double barbed fish-hooks, 
unilaterally barbed tool resembling a saw and harpoon (Sali, 1968). The types 
met with were high-necked jars with squat body and blunt carination, dish, platter, 
dish-on-stand, trough or basin, bowl, ring-stand, beaker, vase with splayed 
out rim, modern handi-lype vase and lid with knob. 
The Savalda culture is also distinguished for its pit-dwellings, human burials, 
and bone tools with near total absence of copper and blade industry. 
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Almost all the known sites of the savalda culture e.g. Daimabad, Kaothe, etc. are 
located in the Tapti basin, and hence it is believed that its origin took place in 
this valley {Va,sant, 1990). Chronologically, the culture has been placed between c. 
2200-2000 BC at Daimabad. where the Savalda culture overlies the 
Late Harappan occupation. However, the single radiocarbon determination 
available from Kaothe excavation, i.e. 1920 ± 90 BC provides a time-bracket of c. 
2000-1800 BC to this culture. But it was likely that the beginning of the culture 
went back to the last quarter of the third millennium BC at least in the Tapti basin. 
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CHAPTER-lIl 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE OF FROTO-niSTOUIC 
CULTURES IN INDIA - SURVEY OF SITES 
lixcavalioiis iiavc revealed a well established culture oi protohistoiic times, in 
Northern and Western India known as the Indus or Harappan civilization yielding 
written records, thai have not yet been deciphered A large nviinber ol other 
prolo-historic setllenicnts have been disco\ered whicii are found scattered all over 
India (M-4). Of these, many could be post-1 larappan, contemporary to the 1 larppans 
or even pre-l larappan I hough evidence of script is lacking on these other sites, their 
artifacts bear similarities \v ith those of llarappans to \ ar) ing degrees I hese become 
feever as one moves away from the Indus zone 
For con\enicnce, the excavated sites of proto-historic times may be considcicd 
under following six geographical regions 
(I) Norlh-Westcrn Region (2) Western Region 
(3) Central Region (4) Norlli-Ccntral Region 
(5) 1 astern Region (<>) SoullRin Region 
1 his classification is followed in the sitc-wise sur\c> presented in this ch.ipter 
Being geographical, the classification does not conlorm to spccilic cullviie - lion-
tiers, since some archaeological cultures (eg. Black and Red Ware) cut across zones, 
while quite distinct cultures are found in the same zone 1 he northern late 1 larappan 
and Gujarat Harappan, both put by me in the western region are llimly distinct, 
despite affinities. 
In the descriptions of sites, the reference in the heading is to the original 
excavator's initial report (s). Subsequent publications, even final repotts, are used 
and referred to in the body of the text in the normal way. Ihe desciiplions ol sites 
have pcrlorce to be summaries, but I have thought that the lesser known sites, 
which often help to define the extent and settlement pattern of cultures, needed less 
rigour in summarizing than the better known sites, references to which lecur in 
every archaeological discussions of proto-historic cultures the site-wise survey is 
not given for the Southern Region, niainlv because the Southern Neolithic has a 
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linear descent and features ofits own widely different from those of the Chalcolithic 
and copper cultures of the other zones. To save space a list of proto-historic sites in 
south India and a general discussion of the features of that culture/neolithic/neolithic-
chalcolithic as been offered. 
NORTH WESTERN REGION 
The excavated sites of north western region of Jammu & Kashmir showing 
Harappan and chalcolithic al'fmitics may first be taken up. 
1. BURZAHOM (Districf-Sri Nagar, Kashmir; Khazanchi,T. N. 1960-71) 
The site is situated on a terrace of Karewa clay, above the marshy flood plain 
ofriverJhelum(lAR, 1961 to 69 and 1971-72). The earliest occupation, which radio-
carbon dates indicate to be before 2920 BC, is represented by series of pits, dug 
into the soft clay. These pits are narrow at the top, and widen out toward the 
base.Floorsandwalls were mud plastered. The largest of these pits measured 3.96m 
in depth, had a diameter at base of 4.45 m. while the mouth was only 2.74 m. There 
were ashes both in the pits and ground level in stone hearths near the entrances. 
Storage pits in the same area yielded animal bones. Obviously such earth houses 
were intended to give protection from the cold. Indeed, pits in this cold affected 
area formed a modified type of habitation or housing system. 
The ceramic material (Fijj. 8) from IJurzahom, represents adistinctly non-Indus, 
non-Baluchistan tradition.lt comprised dominantly grey, buff or black burnished 
ware,heavy in.section,coarse,and ill fued. The mat impressions on the bases and 
the irregular forms indicated that itwashand made, andfired in anopen or bonfire 
kiln. The forms included simple rimless bowlsand bottle shapes with flared-rim. 
Decorations were of the crude, incised and fmger-tip kind. 
Other material remains included a wide range of bone points, awls, needles, 
harpoons, stone axes, frequently pecked and ground, and oval as well oblong in section, 
ring stones.andadistinctive pierced rectanggularchopperorknife ofa kindhitherto 
unknown in India. Grinding stones were reported to have been found in almost every 
house. The absence ofa stone blade industry however, was significant. 
In Period-ll, the .stone and bone industries of Period-1,continued,but,there are 
traces of hou.ses of mud or mud-brick, sometimes with mud plaster. A single 
copper arrow-head is reported from the end of this period. Also to this period 
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belonged a number of burials, chieily of crouched skeletons in oval pits, without 
grave goods, and situated among the houses. In some cases redochre had been put 
over the body, and one skull had been trepanned during life. Dogs were also 
sometimes buried with theirowners. This peculiar featureis without parallel in the 
sub-continent, especially since there is purposeful burial of other animals, such as 
wolves or ibex as well. This evidence from the graves is the only information which 
survivesconccrning religious beliels atBurzahom.withtheexceptionof astray painted 
pot showing a typical early Indus buffalo diety. 
The third period (chalcolittic). associated with the construction of a massive 
megalithic circle, and pottery ofcoarse red ware replacing the grey or black burnished 
ware. Bone and stone tools continued to be in use. along with copper objects. 
The last activity at the site is in early historical period, with mud-brick structures. 
The pottery is red rod ware of fine-to-medium fabric, often slipped and wheel mode. 
Iron objects also occur. 
CARBON DATES 
Period I A (Neolithic) 
TF123 
TF 13 
Period 1 B (Neolithic) 
TF 128 
TFI27 
Tl' 15 
Neolithic 
TF14 
TF 129 
TF 10 
Uncalibrated 
4055±110BP 
3690 ± 125BP 
4205 ±115 BP 
3935+ llOBP 
3390 i 105BP 
3860 ± 340 BP 
3670 ± 90 BP 
2580 i lOOBP 
Calibrated 
2870-2525 BC 
2185-1740 BC 
2980-2655 BC 
2645-3210 BC 
1880-1595 BC 
None 
2215-1900 BC 
825 - 600 BC 
2. CIJFKRAL (Dislricf-Pulwama, Kashmir; Bancrji and Sharma 1981-82) 
The site is located on an extensive deposit ofupperKarewa, 41 km. south-east 
of Srinagar. The site revealed three main periodsofoccupation(IAR, 1981-82). 
Period I-A, is characterised by a total absence of pottery. Ithas adepositof 35cm 
to 1.1 Cm sealed by acontinuousfloorof yellow compact clay mixed with chunam, 
runningin all the trenches. Two phases of occupation could be distinctly marked 
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by the presence of two (loor-Icvels, one on the top of the natural soil and the 
other above a deposit of nearly 30-35 cm. 
Thesettlcmentconsistsof large and small dwelling pits. These pits are surrounded 
by storage pits and hearths, A number ofpost-holes are noticed around the pits and 
hearths,to support the superstructure of grass reed. Recovery of mudchunks with 
reed impressions may indicatethat thebases ofsuperstructures have been plastered 
with mud,to givestrength and prevententry of water and snowfrom thesides.No 
hearth or fire-place has been found within the dwelling pits. 
Among the artifacts of this period are polished stone celts, finished and 
unfinished stone points, with one or both the ends sharp. There were also found 
one broken unfinished ring stone, pounders and quems, all made of sandstone. 
Tewnty-scven bone/horn tools were recovered. Most of theseare points andarrow 
heads. Bone tools arc mostly made from the bonesofsheep, goat, and ibex. Among 
the ornaments recovered are, one cylindrical highly polished spacer bead and two 
steatite beads, one cylindrical and the other barrel - shaped. A broken terracotta 
marble was also found. 
The animals represented in this period are wild sheep, wild goat, wild cattle, red 
deer, wolf. Himalayan ibex and bear. Sheep and goat were the only animals that were 
domesticated. Barley, wheat, lentil arc the cereal grains recovered from this period 
by flotation technique. Apart from these a weedy plant, which normally grows in 
cultivated fields, was also recovered. 
Period 1-B, is followed by theNeolithic period. Handmade neolithic pottery made 
its appearance in this period. The shapes represented are big jars, bowls and 
basins.The decorations include mat-impres.sed bases, pinched designs on theneck 
region and reed impression. Pottery is generally not oxidized fully. Settlement 
pattern of this period is indicated by the presence of a 5 to 7 cm thick floor made 
of yellow compact clny mixed with chunam running throughout, in almost all the 
trenches. The most important building activity of this period was construction 
of mud and rubble wall.Total disappearance of dwellingpitsinthis period showed 
that the settlement pattern had completely changed. The artifacts of the period 
includedonc stone point, one brokenringstoneandnineteen bonetools, mostly well-
polished points, two piercers cum scrapers shaped out of splinters, and one spatula. 
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The period was marked by sudden spurt in domestication of animals like 
sheep, goat and cattle. Sheep and goat still dominated the scene with the size 
of goat getting reduced. Wild sheep, goal and cattle continued to be hunted but 
in far less numbers. The percentage of dog bones increased with marked reduction 
in the percentage of bones of wolf Presence of bones of red deer, ibex and bear 
indicate that hunting was still the main source of food. The grains were the same 
as in Period 1-A, but common pea was also found. 
Period 1-C, is represented by a 70-80 cm thick habitational deposit and sealed 
by a thick whit ish floor throughout. 11 is characterized by the presence of a large number 
of refuse pits and dumps of the mature phase of NeoIithicPottery (Fig. 9) consisting 
ofgrey ware, burnished grey ware, rough thick dull-red ware, burnished black ware 
and wheel-turned burnished black ware. Few sherds of red gritty ware were also 
present. All the shapes of Period 1 B, continued. The long-necked jar was also intro-
duced.Dish-on-stand with triangular perforated designsonthc stem region in burnished 
greywarealsoniakesappcarance.Decorationsincludemat and cord impressed bases, 
reed impression to create roughened surface on grey and dull-red wares, pinched 
designs on the neck region, incised oblique designs on the neck region in dull - red 
ware, and knobbed designs on the neck region of the wheel-made burnished black 
ware. Stone objects are scarce. Only one unfinished stone celt has been found. Stone 
points which had almost disappeared in Period I-B, make their appearance again in 
good number. (Jlher stone objects include querns, pounders and bells. Other cultural 
assemblages include terracotta bangles, potsherds with graffiti marks and terracotta 
with relief design. 
This period has yielded the largest number of bone tools most of which were 
well-polished points. A few awls, a spatula, a harpoon and a bone object with four 
oblique inci.sed grooves are the other finds. 
Animals represented in this Period were sheep, goal, cattle, dog and pig, all of the 
domesticated variety. There was considerable reduction in the size of goat and 
cattle. Bones offish, hare, hedge-dog, rodents were also found. All the grains of Period 
-1 B, continued in this period. Complete domestication ofanimals and advent of har-
vesters and spindle whorls indicate that by this lime the Neolithic people at Gufkral 
had adopted a well-settled life, in which the practising ofagriculture, cattle breeding and 
herding and weaving of woollen cloth had been in vogue. Hunting was now restricted 
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to red deer and ibex and, that too, on a 1 im i ted scale, as the percentage of these animals 
is reduced considerably in the assemblage. 
Period-II is associated with thearrival ofmenhirs on the site and is represented 
by nearly 50-60 cm thick habitational deposit. From there refuse pits a large 
quantity of pottery and animal bones were recovered showing burnished grey ware, 
gritty red ware and thick dull-red wheel-made ware. Shapes include jars with 
shapeless rims, long-necked jars, bowls, basins, dish-on-stand, medium-sized 
globular jars and ves.sels with channelled spout. Pinched designs on the neck 
region, incised designs, and combed surface obtained by brushing with straw 
and reed, are observed. Large ring-stones, both fmished and unfinished, are found 
in good number. Stone points have almost disappeared. Other artifacts include 
a copper point, a wooden bead, pestles, spindle whorls with medium-sized holes, 
anda miniature pot. Only twenty bone tools have been recovered. All the grains 
of earlier periods continued. Rice and millet were introduced towards the end of 
this Period. Animals represented were cattle, sheep, goat, dog, pig, ibex and fowl. 
Period-Ill, represents the historical period. The limited excavation has not 
yielded any structures except floors of this Period. Handmade pottery continues, 
but wheel made thin bright - red ware is preponderant. 
CARBON DATES 
Period 1A (Neolithic) Dncalibratcd Calibrated 
BS-358 3130±100BP 1575-1280BC 
Period IB (Neolithic) 
BS - 359 3980 ± 120 BP 2660-2385 BC 
BS-357 3470±110BP 1965-1680BC 
BS-356 3570±110BP 2145-1760 BC 
Periodic (Neolithic) 
BS-371 3570±100BP 1245-1760BC 
BS-370 2790±110BP 1115-815 BC 
BS-360 3340 ± 100 BP 1775-1550 BC 
3. MANDA (District-Jammu, Kashmir; Joshi, J.P. 1976-77) 
The site is situated on the right bank of the Chenab. The deposits of the site have 
yielded three fold sequence (Ghosh, 1989). Period-I A, is marked by thearrival of 
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the Harappans. The ware includes of pottery in redwareasJar, dish on stand, beaker 
and globlet,but no prcfaceted jar. In other finds include a copper pin of west Asian 
affinity, bone arrow heads, terracotta cakes, sherds with Harrappan graffiti, chert 
blades and an infinished seal. 
In Periodl-B, theHarappa red ware and grey ware are associated with the PGW. 
The ware is represented by dish and bowl. The goblet and beakerare absent in the 
period. Period-11 of this site yeilds the historical pottery of the Kushana period. 
No 14^ dates are avilable. 
WESTERN REGION 
Excavationsinthewestrenlerritoryoflndiacomprising the widegeographical space 
of Punjab, Haryana, Rajasthan and Gujarat brought into light the following sites with 
Harappan affinities. 
1, CHANDIGARH (Union tcrntor>; Glosh, N.C. 1970) 
During an earth excavation for an underground structure, nearly 100 m to the 
east of theexcavated site,Harappan pottery, stone querns,pestles anda fewother 
sundry objects came to light.The pottery andother objectswere deeply embedded 
in brown silt and water-borne pebbles. A sandy deposit separated the natural soil 
which was loamy interspaced with thin bands of Kankar and over which lay the 
pottery-bearing strata. Seven trenches were laid here (lAR, 1970-71). 
The pottery shapes and painted motifs represent three traditions : Sothi 
KaIibangan,Harappa and Bara.TheHarappa shapes are the dish-on-stand,cup-on-
stand, pointed goblet, button-base goblet, dish, beaker, lid, basin, trough, storage jar 
and ring stand. On a funnel-shaped vessel and on two other sherds inscriptions in 
Harappa characters have been found. Some of the painted motifs, such as latticed 
triangles,lenticulars,loops ormeandcrs enclosed withinbands, plantmotifs like twig 
and leaf and the curled motifareaLso found on the Sothi ware. 
Sherds betrayingCemetery- H shapes and a few sherds of the burnished grey ware 
akin to that used by the north west Neolithic folkhave been recovered. An object 
of animal bono with serrated edgerecalls a Ikirzahom find. The other finds include 
bullfigurines,beads,bangles. toy-cart frames, wheels in terracotta, faience and copper 
bangles.beadsofpasteand agate.and .stoneobjectssuchas querns, pestlesand sling balls. 
No 14^ dales are available. 
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2.Rupar (District-Rup Najjar, Punjab; Sharma,Y.D. 1952-55) 
Period -I. at Rupar(IAR, 1953-54,54-55), represents the Harappa phase. The 
dominating pottery type (Fig. 10) is a medium sized vase of matt red ware, with 
a wide black band painted at its concave neck and with an ahnost featureless 
rim.Theneck and body are potted separately andsubsequently luted. Sherds with 
black and white paintings also occur. The thick jar with ledged neck and out-
turned rim, large carinated bowl, roughened surface with wavy combings, a wet 
ware technique typical of Fabric ofKalibangan-I, are also in evidence. Among 
other types are wide mouthed tall jar with long sloping shoulder, stemmed chal-
ice andjar with grooves at the shoulder. The jar orvasepainted with wide black 
band with diversification in necks and rims arecharacterstic ofthe pre-Harappa 
pottery from pre-defence Harappa.Typicalbronzeobjects, including spearheads, 
arrowheads, razor blades, chert blades, cores and other mature Harappa artifacts, 
also occur here (Fig. 11). Mention may also be made of beads and bangles of 
faience, triangular terracotta cakes and chert weights. The building material con-
sists ofKankarstone, mud brick andkiln-bumt brick.Oneofthe well built houses 
has foundations of kankar stone and superstructure of mud brick. A wall isbuiU 
of river pebbles. The kiln-burnt bricks measure 20 x 10 x 40 cm. 
A singleHarappan seal found ismadcof.steatiteandbearsthreefamiliarsymbols 
on the obverseand twoconcentriccircleson thereverse.lt is thin andsmall without 
any holding device. Another burntclay dump with a hole to pass a string through, 
bears impressions of three typical seals with bull motif and legend in the familiar 
Harappan script. Graffiti on pottery include some in the Indus script. 
Among the animal bones of period-1 areChitra Indica Gray.Gallussp..Canis 
familiaris Linn, (the Domestic Dog), Rattus rattus Linn, (the common Indian Rat). 
Elephas maximus Linn, (the Indian Elephant). Bos indicus Linn, (the Zebu or 
Domesticated Humped Cattle of India ). Rubalusbubalis Linn, (the Indian Domes-
ticated Buffalo). Capra hircus acyayruf^  Brxl. (the Domestic Goat). Ovis aries 
dolichura Duerst (the Domestic Sheep) and Sus scrofacristatuswanger (the Domestic 
pig)-
Intheburealsthc body is laid in a grave pit measuring2.45x.91 melerand60cm. 
in depth. The head is plcaed usually to the north-west. Most of the burials contain an 
assemblage of typical pots, and some of them also reveal personal ornaments. 
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Period-11 of the site indicated that after a long break the site was occupied 
by the users of the PGW. The sagger-based dish with incurved side are the most 
common shapes in the PCiW. The painted designs comprise bands, grouped ver-
ticais,ob!iqueandcriss-cross lines,sigmas,svastikas,apirals, chains,row ofdotsand 
dashesand concentric circles or semicircles. Apparentlythe PGW wasmainly used 
for purposeofeating/ITiediscoveryof a PCJW water-pot (Iota)at Ropar completes 
the normal set of dining ulcnsiles ,consisling of a plateor dish (thali).bowl (katora) 
and a water-pot (ioia). The design is sometimes whitish-grey, which is obtained 
by blocking the design from the applicationof the slip. Others associated wares 
in these levels are plain grey,black-slipped wareand dusty-red ware.The former 
two cover the same shapes as the PGW. but the vessels of the dusty-red ware are 
largely used forcooking and storage, such as the frying pan, cooking pot (handi). 
largebowl basin, water pitchers and storage Jar. Housing evidence in Period-II at 
Ropar ismeagre, and being, confined to traces of mud-walls, burnt claylumpswith 
reedimpressions,justindicatcs thatthehoiises weregenerally madeofdaubed wattle. 
Copper was the chief metal in use, but iron was also known: lumps of iron 
slag, broken pieces of indeterminate objects and a fragmentary arrowhead provide 
the evidence of beginings of iron smithy. Bangles of baked clay and glass, beads of 
baked clay, glass, bone and semi-precious stones were used as ornaments. The 
characterstic terracotta beads are pearof vase-shaped. In bone the gadroonedbead is 
peculiar to the PGW levels, while the glass bead is generally spheroid. Some of 
the bone points may have served as sty I i. Terracotta discs ornamented on the 
circumfrencc and usedperhaps as gaming counters are otherdistinctivefindsof the 
period. While glass may have come into use in late Harappan times, the earliest 
firm evidence of its use comes, from the PGW levels (Agrawal and Kusmagar 1974) 
The animal bones from Period - II. represent Gallus sp, Francolinus Linn. (The 
Black Partridge), Canisfamiliaris Linn, (the Domestic Dog), Bandicotabangalensis 
Grey and Hardwicke (the Indian Mole Rat), Kquus asinus Linn, (the Domestic Ass), 
Bos indicus Linn, (the Zebu or Domesticated humped Cattle of India). Bublus 
bubal is Linn, (the Indian Domesticated Buffalo). Capr hircus aegagrus Erxl. (the 
Domestic Goat), Axis Erxl. (thr Chilal or spotted Deer), Sus Scrofa cristatus wagner 
(the Domestic pig), and ovis aries dolichura Ducrst (the Domestic Sheep). 
Wo 14^ dates are available for late Harappan or PGW phases. 
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3. BARA (District-RupNsiKsir, Punjab; Y.I). Sliarma 1971) 
ThesileofBara(I.A.R. l')54-55 and 1972-73)isextremely richinadislinctclass 
of pottery, made of well-lcvigalcd clay. The pottery is wheel-turned and possesses 
a firm and consistent texture. It is self-slipped or slipped with a brown-coloured clay 
which gets burnt to shades of brown red. Designs are either painted in black or 
chocolate-bown, or are incised with wooden points or brushes. A third method of 
ornamentation consists of drawing lines by a blunt-edged object on the smooth pot 
surface before firing, so that the design drawn acuqired a burnished appearance when 
burnt. This method has been followed even by the Harappans in this region. 
Some of the basic pottery types (Fig. 12) at Baraarethe large bulbousjarwith 
long neck and fiaring rim; jar with collared rim, the body being bulbous or bluntly 
carinnated at thebelly;cookingutcnsil or water-jar incised onshoulderand rusticated 
at thebottom with'honeycombed" ridges; brush-made spirals orfingered patch-work 
all executed in the wet ware technique. Some of the shapes that are common in 
Harappan andpre-Harappan pottery,suchascarinateddishwithflaring andexternally 
concave sides, beaker with restricted base, knobbed lid andlid with out-turned rim, 
often painted with single or double arc, are also found at Bara. 
The painted motifs common with the Harappiui may be named'nets'of different 
shapes, fish, tree, multiple wavy lines and chequer-board pattern. Conversely 
such characteristic Harappan designs as intersecting circles, horizontally drawn 
opposed loops enclosing cross-shaped motif, pipal leaf, peacock and fish-scales 
are absent in the Bara pottery. 
Wavy,zigzag or looped lines form a basic element both inpaintedandincised 
Bara decoration. A multiplicity of designs isobtained bycombinationsof horizontal 
grooves and wavy,zigzag orcriss-cross incisedlines.Characteristic amongthepainted 
motifs are :'horn'or'bow" like curve crowned by an arrowhead or some other 
motif;opposed triangles orsemicircles;willowleaves in vertical orhorizontal series; 
parallel wavy lines enclosing 'eyes" or lozenges, hatched 'net' loops with humps 
surmounted by lines; grouped triangles; squares or rectangles with alternate 
hatching in differentdirections;series ol" solid dots enclosedby horizontal bands, 
'eye'fringed by vertical lines.'wings" surmounted bylines, square with'bastions' 
or scrolls at corners,chain, and plain widebandon neck.Floral figuresinpetalled 
rosette,twig with needleleaves. frond and tree with plaintain-likeleaves.Amongfauna 
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the fish is common, but other animals arc rare. 
The evidence of housing at Bara is limited. The fragments of walls of cut 
Kankar stone and mud brick, the latter measuring44x 22x11 cm. and conforming 
tothe size of the Harappan brick has been noticed. Mud brick walls, however, are 
found only in middle levels. Fragments oi' kiln-burnt brick have been recoverd, 
measuring6.5cm.x Hcm.in thickness and width, the length remaining unkown. 
Burntclay lumps with impressionsof reeds indicate thathouses were madeof wattle 
and daub. 
U-shaped cooking hearths and an underground oval furnace or small kiln have 
alsobeennoticed.Thestrucluraldetails ol' thefurnacearesimilartotheftimaces found 
at Kotla Nihang Khan. From the furnace came a small painted vase. 
Among the articles of household use are stone saddle querns and pounders. Balls 
of uncertain use are made of stone and baked clay.besidesterracotta cakes including 
triangular ones, animal figuriness, bangles and beads. Beads, bracelets, bangles and 
incised balls are made of faience. But steatite which is popular at Harappan sites is 
totally absent at Bara. 
CARBON DATES 
Period I (Early Harappan) Uncalibrated Calibrated 
TF-1205 3730±95BP 2330-1975 BC 
TF-1204 3690±150BP 2335-1885 BC 
TF-1207 349{)i85BP 1980-1690 BC 
TF-1206 3135±100Bp 1385-1330BC 
4. K0TLANIHANC;KI1AN(l)istricl-UupNaj-ar,Punjab;Sharma,Y.D. 1955) 
Period-1, of the site Kotla Nihang Khan (Sharma. 1976) suggest two phases. 
Phase-], contains mature Harappan pottery, including dish-ron-stand,only goblet 
with pointed base, elliptical footed goblet, flat dish and flaring sides (thali). wide 
mouthed large storage jar with concave profile above the base.jar with externally 
corrugated body and cup with perforated handle. In phase-II, Harappan deposit 
accounts for about 2 m. of thickness, but the Harappan pottery is interlocked with 
some quantity of the Bara ware above. 
Fragemenlary walls with bricks of the standard Harappan size occur in both 
the phases and at least four structural sectors have been noticed in one trench. 
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Four oval furnaces of small kilns in a row. intended perhaps to bake small objects, 
were also noticed. 
Among objects of general use recovered in the excavations are bangles of 
terracotta, faience, steatite, paste and bone, beads of faience, paste, shell and semi-
precious stones, blades and a weight of chert, cakes, animal figurines and a cart 
frame made of terracotta. A ring, pins and antimony rods of copper, and saddle 
querns and pestles of stone are among the articles of household use. 
Period-11. is represented by Kushana pottery overlying the Harappa levels. No 
structures or other objects of this peroid have been noticed. Period-III. ishowever 
substantial, withanaveragcthickness of2m.Thedepositsarefairly richin fragments 
of medieval glazed ware with white and blue hues and associated red and gray 
wares. 
N0I4C dates are available. 
5. SANCHQL (Dis(rict-Ludhiana, Punjab; Banerji, A. 1968-69) 
Period-! of Sanghol.(lAR. 1968-69, 1969-70.70-71) excavated in arestricted 
area, contains mud and mud brick structures, clay bins and large jars. The main 
pottery is bright to buff in colour with a fine slip, the shapes being the dish-on-
stand,dish,bowl,bowl-on-dish, beaker, medium and small dish, flat dish with short 
sides and roughned base and hollow ring stand. Geometric and naturalistic designs 
painted in black, brown and mauve-purple are common. Multiple combed wavy and 
zigzag lines abovethewaistportionof the pot arealsofound.The bulkof thepottery 
isakintothe typical Bara ware, though themid-levelof the period has some seemingly 
Cemetery-H pottery. Some designs have analogues with Sothi / Kalibangan-1 ware, 
thecognatenessof which to the Bara ware is now established. Two copper chisels of 
rectangularcrosssectionandslightly splayed edge, agate inlays, heart-shaped bangles 
orearringsoffaienccbangles of faience, bcadsofsteatite, faience, agate, andterracotta 
cakes of lenticular section are the other noteworthy finds from the site. 
Period-II marks the arrival of the POW and associated wares. I none trench 
the ware occurs right on the natural soil and in another it overlaps with theNBPW. 
Period-111 has theNBPW and red pottery associated withit.Period-IVhasSunga 
terracotta. Period -V has Indo-Parlhiun. Kushana and tribal coins, a terracotta coin 
mould of Gondopharcs.votive.andsealings with earlyOupta legend. Period-Vlhas 
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a massive mud rempartwilh a basal width of 29 m. and a flat top of yellow earth 
with kankar spread over it. 
CARBON DATES 
Period 1 (Post urban) 
PRL-Sn 
PRL - 509 
PRL-510 
PRL-513 
PRL-5I2 
DADHERI (Dist 
Uncalibrated 
3740±160BP 
3570 ± 150BP 
3550±150BP 
3540±150BP 
3350±110BP 
rict-Ludhiana, Punjab; Joshi, J.P. 
Calibrated 
2410-1945 BC 
2175-1715BC 
2160-1700 BC 
2155-1695 BC 
1785-1560 BC 
1976-77) 
From sub-Period I-A, at Dadheri(].A.R., 1977-78) have come a huge storage jar 
and other pottery in the late Harappan tradition, copper objects, terracotta beads, 
wheelsand round cakes faience bangles,terracotta painted bull,mudwalledhouses 
huts. 
In sub-period 1-B. which marks the arrival of PGW, and during which there 
was a flood, three structural phases have been noticed. The earlier people 
lived in semicircular huts as attested by the position of post-holes. Three oval 
structures of burnt earth are probably of a religious character. In the next stage 
houses, are made of mud walls. The other finds include terracotta beads and wheels, 
copper ringsand faiencebangles.There is noiron.Thelastphase,Period-II,has remains 
of amud wall.typical plainand pinted potcry and terracotta figurines and gamesmen 
associated with medieval period. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
7. ROHIRA (District-Sangrur, Punjab; Sharma, G.B. & Kumar M. 1982) 
The pottery of pcriodl-AreprcsentthePre-Harappanculture.Thepottery recov-
ered isbasically thin. Due to restricted excavation only limited structures and steatite 
beadswerenoticed.The main pottery typeswere dish-on-stand,cup-on-stand,.vases 
with black bands, storage jars, troughs with incisions on the interior. 
Period 1 -B, represented mature Harappan phase. This period witnessed the arrival 
of new elements represented by pottery and antiquities such as, sealing, graffiti marks, 
objects of copper, chert blades and brick structural activity, and a defence 
complex represented by mud fortification. 
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The orientation of houses was east-west and north-south and were con-
structed against a defence wail. There were five structural phases in this mature 
Harappan period, but the orientation of houses did not change. Only sun-dried 
bricks were used. There was no gap betwcn the Pre-Harappan and Harappan 
settlement, and along with the mature Harappan pottery, Pre-Harappan pottery 
also continued throughout. 
The Harappan pottery was mainly thick, and study as compared to the thin Pre-
Harappan type. The main types were dish-on-stand, storage jars, vases, perforated 
jars, miniature vases. Oraifiti marks were seen on several pot sherds. The main antiq-
uitiesweretwoterracotta sealings,acopperchisel,borer,arrowhead, beads of steatite 
andcarnelian.a fewmicrobcads of gold.terracotta bangles, toy cartwheelsand frames, 
terracotta bulls, terracotta cakesoftriangular.circular and dumb-bell shapes, terracotta 
sling balls and terracotta gamesman and parallel sided chert blades. 
The newcomers in period-IC at the site, were late Harappans, who occupied 
the site after some period. There wasevidenceofsettlemet of these people over a 
fairly large area. Their settlement lay over mature Harappan house complex and top 
of defence wall, and they cut their pits over earlier Harappan layers. The pottery 
represented, thick, well baked pots with characteristic incised designs on cooking 
ves-selsandwaterjars.l'aicnce banglesand beads and beads of agate were recovered 
from this strata. 
Period-11 was represented by painted Orcy Ware, black-slipped, grey ware and 
associated wares.Terracotta balls, and vaseshapedbeadswereantiquitiesrecovered 
from this level. Period-Ill represents Sunga-KushanaageandPeriod-IV has medieval 
era bowls and other as.sociated pottery. 
No 14^ dales are available. 
8. MIRZAPIIR (Districl-Kurukshcrra, Haryana; Singh, U.V. 1972-76) 
The earliest habitation of Mirzapur(Surjbhan, 1975) belongs to thelatephase 
of the Harappan culture and is characterised by mud brick structures of three phases. 
Evidence of a fire place, a refuse pit. an oven and a corn bin has been found 
inside a room. The other finds included a large number and variety of beads in 
semiprecious stones such as agate, crystal.jasper and camelian and few steatite disc 
beads, terracotta bangles, beads, discs, marbles,toychartwheels, cakes, both circular 
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and triangular,plain as well as painted Iiu 11 figurines and apainted curved figure, 
probably ofa snake; faience bangles, balls with incised decoration, beads andabeau-
tifulfigurineofstag with ahorizantal hole,probably used as an amulet; and copper 
objects including a complete spearhead without mid-rib, chisels, bangles, needles 
and a fragmentary object probably representing a stoncand bonequemsand pestles. 
The pottery is represented by a sturdy red ware painted in light-black colour with 
geometric and linear designs, and plant, fish and bird motifs. The painted designs 
and shapes are very similar to those from Bara, Sanghol and Chandigarh etc. A few 
sherds bear incised decoration on the interior comparable with that occurring on the 
pre-Harappan pottery of Kalibanagan. Classical mature Harappan shapes such as per-
forated jar and beaker arc totally absent. The goblet too seems to be very rare. 
After the late 1 hirappan occupation the mound remained uninhabited for a 
longtime and was re-occupiedonly during the early historical period. The structural 
remains of this period comprise lloors made of brickbats. The other finds are 
two terracotta moulds of punch marked coins aiid a few Khushana terracottas 
representing the typical an of that age. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
9. BHACWANPDRA rDi.strict-Kurukshctra. Haryana: Joshi. J.P. 1975-76) 
The excavation at Bhagwanpura on the right bank of Sarasvati revealed the inter-
locking ofthe lalcHarappanandP(jWcultures(lAR, 1976-77;77-78).Thepottery of 
sub-period I - A, is comparable with the late Harappa types of Bara. Bahadrabad, 
Siswal-IIB, Mitathal-llB,Daulatpurand Raj a-Karna-Ka-Qilla. Painted and incised 
red ware is reminiscent of fabric-D of Kal ibagan-I. Some pots have Harappan graffti. 
A red terracotta humped bull and a grey-to-black terracota fragment ofthe leg 
portion of ahuman figure aretobenoted.C'opperrodsand pins,beadsof faience and 
terracotta, and pins of bone are the other interesting objects. 
In sub-period 1 - B. there is evidence of round or semicircular huts, one of 
which has yielded four querns and pestles of different types. At the next stage 
houses are built of mud wall, a complete house with 13 rooms, varying from 1.60 
X 1.60to3.35 X4.20m. insize.acourtyardhavingalso been exposed.The finds from 
these housesincludeanimal bones.dishes and bowls ofthe PGW, terracotta beads, 
bones styli and copperobjects, besides a small quantity of late Harappan pottery. 
The third structural phase is associated with houses of baked bricks of different 
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sizes, damaged by heavy cultivation. They have yielded burnt earth , a few pieces 
of red ware including a dish-on-stand, uncharred bones and burnt fragments of 
a domical roof. A legged terracotta has been found in the working level of one 
of the struclutres (Fig. 13). 
Two graves, one of an adult and the other of a child, have beenfound located 
in the habitation area itself Both the skeletons with the heads to the north are 
without grave goods. Besides the latcllarappa pottery and other antiquities in the 
sub-period, the PGW.Cuey ware, other associated ware and a limited quantity of 
blackslipped ware have been found. The Maltese cross and intersecting circles 
resulting in six-or-four petalled flowers and geometric designs also make their 
appearance. It has also been noticed that a few lateHarappa shapes, for example 
the bowl, basin, dish, dish-on-stand and jar have been copied in grey ware. 
Terracotta anthropomorphic figures, wheeled rams,birds,dogs,cart-wheel with 
or without hubs, ear ornaments, violin-shaped mother goddess made of grey ware 
pieces,copperbangles and a large numberofterracottaghata-shaped beads are among 
the important finds. The bones of Equus cahalus Linn are also remarkable. There 
is no iron in this or the preceding sub-period. 
Tiiblc of Tiicrniobimincscencc Dates 
Sample code 
Late ILirappa 
BPR 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8** 
9 
10** 
11 
12 
Pottery si 
n/PCiWOvc 
(JW 
(iW 
GW 
RW 
GW 
RW 
RW 
GW 
GW 
RW 
RW 
RW 
lerds 
rrlap 
Depth, of Find 
0.30 
0.30* 
0.30* 
0.55 
0.55 
0.55 
0.55 
0.90 
1.10 
1.15 
1.18 
1.30 
TL age year BC 
1852BC 
311 BP 
632 BC 
2050 BC 
836 BC 
639 BC 
1344BP 
1235 BP 
671 BC 
764 BC 
456 BC 
2890 BC 
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Late Harappan 
13 
]4** 
15 
16** 
17 
18 
R\^ 
RW 
RW 
RW 
RW 
RW 
1.40 1353 BC 
1.60 1554BC 
2.10 2163 BC 
2.25 3482 BC 
2.40 3018 BC 
2.45 1046BC 
* 0.80m. in the printed report pp. 190. 201 must be a mistake for 0.30, because 
otherwise the samples liavc been numbercs serially according to depth. 
** To be ignored because rador-loss possiblity indicated. 
Note : Samples found writtin 1 m. depth of surface, give some dates exceeding 
dates of samples from greater depths. Contamination is therefore to be suspected in 
samples closer to surl'ace than Im. 
10. DAULATPIJU (District-Kurukshctra. Hai7ana; Singh, 1968-69; 1968-78) 
The excavation has revealed that at Daulatpur (lAR, 1968-69,1978-79), the 
earliest deposit, period-l, belongs to the late Harappan culture with five structural 
phases. The post-holes, walls of mud brick and ill-fired bricks of various sizes , 
52x36x10 and 42 x 32 x 8 cm, suggest different types of building activities. Mud 
corn-bins were in use for the purpose of storage. However, the most significant 
discovery of these levels isthccxistenceofwal ledconstructions,round tooval in shape 
and burnt inside, most probably designed as ovens. Their bottoms contain a thin layer 
of ash, are filled with thrown-off material, including pottery and animal bones, thus 
precludingtheiruscforanyreligiousactivi\ity.The ceramic industry mainly consists 
of a thick sturdy ware having red to oily surface. The pottery types area mixed 
assemblage which includes pre-Harappa and Cemetery-H types and are on the 
whole comparable with that of Bara incision of various geometrical designs was a 
decorative technique, in addition to paintings of simple designs in black colour. 
Theotherfinds includebanglcs.achisel.afish-hookandarazor-bladeofcopper;wheeled 
bird and animal figurines, toy-cart wheels, beads, bangles and balls of terracotta, 
beads; bangles and ball with inci.sed decoration in faience; a few steatite discsand 
beads; bone engravers;and charred grains. Several terracotta circular and triangular 
cakes and grinding and rubbing stones have also been found. 
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The overlying remains of period-ll, having 1.10 m. deposit in some of the 
excavated trenchesyield thcPGW.in three structural phases, along with coarse grey 
and coarse red ware and the Black-slipped ware.Thetypes in thePGW aremostly 
dish and bowl with paintings in black pigments. A few dishes show interesting 
painted motifs. The discovery of terracotta humped figurines, vase-shaped beads, 
ear studs,discs,toy-cart wheels anda piece of bone bangle form the other cultural 
equipment. The upper levels of the period have yielded two iron implements. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
11. RA.TA-KARNA-KA-QILA (District-Kurukshetra,U.P.; Singh, U.V. 1970-73) 
The deposit of Period-1 of the site (lAR, 1970-81; 71-72; 72-73) is characterised 
by the occurence of grey ware along witJi red ware. The grey ware is coarser than 
the PG W and is very rarely painted with simple bands on the rim. Onthe basis of other 
associated wares the begining of this period can be ascribed to c. 400 BC. The housing 
activity of the period shows four phases of construction, the structures be-ng made of 
mud or of large sized mud bricks measuring 50 cm. in length. The use of burnt bricks 
is also attested by the occurrence of brickbats. Other finds of the period include stone 
pestles, querns, beads of tenacotta, semiprecious stone, terracotta animal figurines, 
bangles, skin rubber and bone points. Two identical terracotta sealings from the upper 
levels of this period depict auspicious symbols of svastika, snake nandipada and 
crescent. 
The Period-Il, is distinguished by the occurrence of the red polished ware and 
Period-Ill, represents the ruins of the structures anda dry well made of medieval 
lakhauri bricks. No. dates are available. 
12. BHORCARH (District-Sonipat, Hary ana; Babu, B.S.R. 1992-93; 93-94) 
ExcavationsatBhogarhyieldedafour-foldculturalsequencefromthelateHarappan 
period upto medival time, covering a span about 2500 years (Basu, B.S.R.. 1995). 
Period-1, the lowest level at Bhogarh yielded late Harappan material particularly 
the thick redware pots. The discovery of graves of this period suggests that the 
habitational area must have been well within the perimeters of the mound. Two 
graves were exposed. A small bowl and two small globular vases of different sizes 
were found along with the remains of a buried body in north-south orientation, 
from Grave No. I. Grave No.Il, had no burial goods. 
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Period-ll yielded painted grey ware culture.lt had a rich deposit, measuring 
45 cm. on average. Occurence of PGW pottery in abundance at this site proves 
that this culture dominated Bhogarh settlement once upon a time. The post-holes 
identified in one of the trenches suggest that the people lived in circular huts 
supported by wooden posts. In another trench, a hearth made of lumps of clay 
was exposed. Important shapes of the pottery are straight-sided bowls with flat 
base, deep bowls with saggerbase. and a miniature handi. Basin and vases associated 
with red ware fabric have also been noticed. PGW sherds were painted with 
black pigment either on inner or outer surface and some times on both sides. 
All designs were painted with free hand. Circles, concentric circles, semicircles, 
dots inside two parallel lines, intersecting loops, balloon design, hook design 
are only some of the common designs that decorated the earthen ware. 
Beads made of carnelian, clay beads of ghata-shape, terracotta animal figu-
rines, hopscotches and fragments of iron implements are some of the other 
important antiquities of this period. A few stamped designs were also noticed 
of which dun motif is quite important. 
Period-Ill, represents the Kushima period. A small wall of lakhori bricks in four 
courses, a huge tank, and sherds of procelain and red ware suggest that the site 
was reinhabitcd during the Medieval period which has been marked as period-IV by 
the excavator. No. 14^  dates are available. 
13. BANAWALI (I)islrict-llissar, Haiyana; Banerji, A. 1974-77) 
The excavation at Banawali, revealed three cultural periods (Bisht, R.S., 
1976). Period-1 is indicated by existence of well-planned houses made of kiln-
burnt and moulded bricks. Within these structures are found a number of oval 
and circular hearths. PolteiT in technique.decoration.and general appearance may 
be divided into two broad groups. One isthin and light in fabric with pink or buff 
colour and elaborately painted in black. White pigment has been used to give 
prominence to the principal motifs which included geometric, stylized, abstractand 
realistic designs. The irregular markings noticeable on the sherds may be due 
to their having been manufactured on slow wheel. The shapes comprise the 
vase and jar. The second group represent a finer variety of pottery marked by a 
superior texture and surface treatment. It is probably made on fast wheel and is 
comaprablewith the Harappa ceramics in fineness.The typesinclude the dish-on-
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stand, basin, trough, jar vase and bowl oi" various shapesand sizes, mostly painted 
in black. The small finds comparise beads of gold, semi precious stones, terracotta 
and steatiteand bangles madeof clay,shelLfaicnceand copper.A blade of chal-
cedony has also been found. 
In period-ll a well planned fortified township laid in the typical Harappan 
pattern was established. It consists of two adjacent fortified areas-one may have 
been forthe ruling class and the other for thecommon people. The area meantfor 
the common people is sub divided into house blocks, with broad north-south 
thoroughfares, cut at right angles and connected by east west lanes. A defence 
wallhas beentracked to a length of 105nictres with a height of4:50metres and 
a thickness of 6 metres. This wall runs north-south across the mound. A narrow 
opening possibly meant as a small door for communication between the two 
parts of the town is seen in the middle of the wall. The opening is guarded by 
a massive square bastion build against the defence wall. A drain like structure 
apparently intended to let out rain water, as also three major roads have been 
exposed, with well-planned houses of mud brickcomprising rooms, store,kitchen 
and toiletbuilt on both sides of the roadsand lanes.The houses generally have 
floors of rammed earth, mud walls plastered with husk or cowdung and flat 
earthen roofs on reed cushion supported by wooden beams and rafters. The 
bricks used for houses arc all of small size (6.5 x 13x26 cm, 7 x 14 x 28 cm, 7.5 
X 15x30 cm or 8x16x32 cm). A pottery jar found inside the toilet suggests its 
use as a wash basin to drain out the u.sed water through a brick channel into a 
refuse jar placed outside on the road. At all the levels a number of hearths, and 
tand urs. have been unearthed. Sexeral jars are laid on the floorpresumably to store 
raw or cooked food or other miscellaneous items.The red ware is typically Harappan 
and has a sophisticated finish. The shapes comprise the dish-on-stand.'S'-shaped 
jar, storage or refuse jar, pcdorated jar. vase, cooking handi, beaker, basin, goblet, 
chalice cup. handled cup, etc.! hey arc painted with animal and floraldesigns.lt 
is noteworthy that the pre-Harappaand llarappa pottery co-occurs throughout. 
Stone tools include long and .short blades of chert or other stones. Weights of 
cubical shapesand gamcsmcn made of stone, ivory andbone, gold beads,copper 
bronze arrows, spear hcads.rjizor bladcs.chisels, fish hooks,beads,rings, bangles, 
antimony rods.wires and hairpins are among theother finds. Another remarkable 
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find is a copper ornament covered with gold foil. Beads of banded agate, topaz, 
laps lazuli, quartz, carnclian, faience.shell and ivory,bangles and rings of clay, 
bone shell and ivory,icrraccolta animal figurines,and inscribedseals and sealings 
with the depiction of various animals, areobjects ofspecial interest. Charred barely 
grains, animal bones and fish hooks arc indicative of the dietary. 
Period-Ill represents the Bara ware culture, the remains of which are traceable 
in the pits cut into the I larappan levels of the mound. The ceramics of period-
II and III aredifferentfromeachothcrinrcspectof fabric, slip, pottery techniqueand 
painting, though certain Harappan traditions lived side by side. The Bara ware may 
be termed as Post-Harappaor a late contemporary of the Harappan. No. 14^ dates 
are available. 
CARBON DATES 
Period Il(urban 1 larappan) Uncalibraled Calibrated 
PRL-205 38I()±I80BP 2560-1965 BC 
PRL-203 38()0il50BP 2425-1995 BC 
PRL-204 3260±120BP 1700-1415 BC 
PRL-207 3100 ±100 HP 1555-1250 BC 
14. RAKHICARHI (District-Hissar, Haryana; Surajbhan 1973) 
Thissiteis located inDrsadvati valley. The deposits of the site can be broadly 
classified into two periods. vi/.(i)Kalibangan-l. SothiSiwal-Aand (ii)Harappan 
(Surajbhan, 1975). The former is represented by all the six fabrics recognized in 
Kalibangan-i including the bichrome painted, rusticated and sturdyincised wares. 
Besides, terracotta disc missiles, bangles and biconical beads are also found. 
The Harappan settlement is marked by an extensive lay-out onatypicaltwin-
mound plan. The remnants of huge mud or mud-brick platform are exposed in the 
western mound while in the eastern moundserveral structures of mudand burnt 
bricks.and a street metalled with burnt clay nodules was noticed. The pottery 
comprises the classical Harappan shapes such as the storage jar. perforated jar , 
'S'-shaped vase, dish on stand, basin, goblet, beaker, vase, handled cup, etc. The 
painted designs werepipal leaf, intcr.secling circles painted inblack over red slip, 
and incised cord and nail-marks. The smaller finds include terracotta triangular 
cakes,sling bal!s,spindle whorls.achess-board, a clay tablet inscribed with Indus 
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letters, chert blades, steatite, disc beads J'aicncc beads and bangles, and carnelian 
and agate beads. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
15. SISWAL (District-llissar. Haryana; Surajbhan, 1970) : 
At Siswal.a small area measuring 2x2m was excavated to a depth of 1.90 m. 
The natural soil of yellow silt containing lime Rankarwas reachedat a depthof 
1.25m.in all live strata, following into two phases. A and B (Surajbhan, 1973). 
The pottery of Siswal-A can bebroadly classified into red, buff grey, black-and-
red and hand made dullred wares.The black and-red ware is confined to the early 
levels and only a single shape of bowl has been recovered. The main shapes in 
this fabric include the lota-.shaped vase with loophandle, basin and jar. The bowl 
is provided with a ring base while the basin and trough have pedestal bases. Pot-
tery is invariably decorated with painted designs. The painting is done in black 
or chocolate pigment over a dull red or pinkish matt surface. The use of white 
pigment in addition to black produces a bichrome effect. The main designs include 
black bands, horizontal lines, zigzag lines, oblique strokes, suspended loops, 
fish-scales, cross hatched diamonds opposed triangles, ovals, arcading designs, 
sigmas, fish arrows, etc. Naturalistic designs and trisula like motif are absent. 
The pottery of Siswal-B.isdestinguished fromthe earlier one by more evolved 
shapes and designs. Almo.st all the fabrics of Siswal-A continued to be in use but 
the use of while pigment disappeared and the vessels are now painted with black pig-
ment only. The typical mature Harappa associated pottery were also in existence but 
limited in numberand confined only to the storage jar, s-shaped jar, vase with footed 
base, perforated jar, dish-on-stand, etc. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
16. KUNAL (District-llissar, Har>ana;Khatri,J.S.andAcharya, M. 1986) 
The excavated site of Kunal is located on the bank of now dried up vedic river 
Saraswati.Thedepositsofthesite havebcendividedintoPeriodsI-A,l-B&I-C(Khatri, 
and Acharya, 1995). Period-IA, revealed the dwellings toconsist of two units-one 
round pit and, adjacent to it one relkse pit. It is usually 2 m in diametreand 1.10m in 
depth withrammed floor andsmoothened walls.The pits are foundcut throughnot 
only the artificially raised redclay platibrmof 71m thickness butalso natural soil. 
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The pottery of this period is very significant. It is dominated by Hakra ware 
found inthe lowest levelsol" Jalilpuranilis devoid of several Kalibangan fabrics. It 
has also a handmade black-and-red ware. There is also a dull chocolate coloured 
burnished ware with parin marks. A dull red ware with wavy incised decorations 
on the outer surface was the mo.st characteristic pottery of this period. The pottery 
with painted decorations in two coloured-black outline and white filling. With 
some designseg. chrome,cri.ss-cross diamond shapes are also found. The faunal 
and floral painted motiis arc most noteworthy. A large number of bone tools, 
micro-beads of chalcedony and copper implements such as arrowheads and fish-
hooks are also reported from this period. 
Peroidl-B represents the expansion of the settlement and elaboration of the 
semi-subterranean house oi round pits. iMist, the size increased from Vi to 1 m; 
these pits was 2.64 m, 2.75m, 2.92 m in diameter. Moreover, the pits were lined 
with finely moulded mud bricks of very special sizes such as 11 x 24 x 39; 
10x37 and 11 x38cm. 
The Pottery of period.-1 B continues to occur in large numbers. The pipal 
leaf, beautifully hatched, or solidly filled, or else leaf-within-leaf pattern, using 
black, sepia and white colours, presents the most popular, and perhaps the most 
sacred motif. The black and red ware also continues to occur in small quantities 
and so also the plain dull chocolate coloured burnished ware paring marks on thick 
fabric. 
Period-1 C, represents the real Transitional Phase between the earlyHarappan 
and mature Harappan culture-complexes. The dwellings in thisperiod changed 
from the semi-subterranean huts to regular square level, which was further raised 
at various points to provide height and stability to the living quarters. The Mature 
Harappan technologies stalled appearing at this site in the field of architecture. 
The houses, soakagc jars fixed inthe streets pits and developed drainage system 
at this site is comparable to theseatllarappa, Mohenjodaro, Kalibangan,Banawali 
andLothal.On the basis of these findings this period can be further divided into 
two phases. 
Phasel-C (i) is the mo.st significant phase. In one of the rectangular brick 
houses, a veritable treasure of gold and silver ornaments placed in a silver sheet 
and buried in a plain simple dull red globular pot of early Harappan fabric 
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was found. Ihc silver objccls inculdc two tiaras, one small and one large. Such 
magnificent objects were never (bund at any Harappan orlndus site in the past. 
One large silver amilct with horizontal mouldings was also found. This too is 
a unique find. 
In phase-IC (ii) in a house a large number of gold ornaments with disc beads, 
cup-shaped beads, round sheet beads with thread-channel, barrerd-shaped have 
also been found. Beads in terracotta but of shapes identical with the metal ones are 
found from several houses. Significantly, copper objects included, coiled finger 
rings, coiled cones, inverted "V" shaped arrow heads, flat axe and fish-hooks, 
spear heads, etc. There is at least one copper smelting furnace found at the site. 
The seals so far discovered from this site bear only geometric designs. Writing 
or human and animal pictures have not been noticed on these seals. 
No 14^ dates are available. . 
17. MITATHAL (District- Bhiwani, Haryana; Surajbhan, 1967) 
The site of Mitalhal was for the first time placed on the achaeological map 
by the discovery of Ciuptagoid coins in 1915-16.Two copper harpoons, the typical 
Copper Hoards tools, wore nccidentally discovered at the site in 1965. The true 
archaeological potential t)l thesite and its Harappan affiliations were recognised 
in 1967. 
Period-1 of the site (Surajbhan, 1969) is characterised by the late Siswal ware. 
The pottery, turned on the wheel, includes the vase without turned rim,jar with 
wide mouth and bowl with convex or taperingsides.lt is painted with a black 
band on the rim and neck. Uesides a few sherds of hand made dough plates, as 
well as limited number of Harappan sherds of the dish, perforated jar, beaker and 
pointed vase also occur. 
The structures constructed of mud-lumps, and mud-bricks measuringSOx 10 
cm. were found. A structure of mud lumpssurvives in twocourses lininga pit cut 
into the natural soilof yellow silt. Layers of ash indicate the useof a thatchedroof. 
Among the antiquities are included a single truncated biconical terracotta bead, 
painted clay bangles, stone balls, querns and pestles and a piece of copper ring. 
Period-Il A revealed a typical Harappa twin mound pattern of the settlement 
with preponderance of Harappan polter>', ornaments and household objects. 
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Period-IIB, however, is distinguisiicd by pottery evolved from phase-A, marked 
by a continuous deterioration. It comprises both Harappan and late Siswal tradi-
tions. The main shapes ofphase-A includes the storage jar, shallow dish-on-stand, 
dish, vase with pointed base, beaker, perforated jar; etc. The common type of 
phase-B includes,(Fig. 14) the stroragc jar, vase, dish-on-stand, basin, tall footed 
vase, bowl and lid. The diagnostic shapes include the storage jar with narrow or 
widemouth and square.triangular or collared rim. vase with flanged rim andhigh 
neck; vase with beaked or beaded rim and high neck, tall footed flask, dish on 
stand with drooping rim, and deep dish on stand with under-cut rim. 
The small finds includea verietyofbeads ofagate.caranelian,faience, steatite 
and terracotta. The large number of the faience bangles with a rich variety of 
shapes and designs represent the popular ornament. 
Among toys mention may be made of the terracota cart wheels, wheeled 
animals, discs with nail marks and clay balls, a quartzitehammer stone, saddle 
querns and pestles, and discoid balls perhaps used as weights. A bone or ivory 
stylus pin,a ringand a squance wire of copper, terracotta triangular cakes, discs 
with tapering sides, and sling balls have also been recovered. 
CARBON DATES 
Period 1 (urban phase) Uncalibrated Calibrated 
PRL-290 3820 ±130 HP 2435-2095 BC 
Period 11 A (urban phase) 
PRL-29] 3600±110BP 2165-1860BC 
Period II B (urban phase) 
PRL-292 4210±210BP 3155-2615BC 
18. MANDOLI (Delhi, Capital ofliidisi; Babu, B.S.R. 1987-88; 88-89) 
The material remains excavated from Mandoli have been assigned to five 
culture periods (Babu 1996). Period-1 represents late Harappan culture. The shapes 
of pottery (Fi;;. 15) reconstructed from sherds in this level include jars with 
splayed out or beaded rim. vase with disc base, etc. All the sherds showed evi-
dence of weardueto water-logging cau.sed by flood activity during this period. 
Pottery was all fast-wheel thrown with regular marks. The ceramics have been 
turned out of well levigated clay and of fme and sturdy fabric, kiln-fired and 
occasionally coated with dull red slip. Antiquitiesofthis period included a biconical 
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bead and a circular terracotta cake. The occupations appears to be small in size 
as no structural vestiges by way of house-complex have been noticed. Mud floor 
is found in situ. 
After a gap the site was inhabited in period-11, by the people using PG W. 
The fabric of this pottery is very fine. The colour ranges from ashy to dark 
grey. Most of the pots are wheel turned .Common forms are bowls and dishes 
with straight or convex sides. Simple designs like dots, dashes, loops,circles, wavy 
lines, strokes etc. were painted usually with a black pigment. In some cases, 
ware painted with reddish brown colour with group of black wavy lines has been 
found. 
Among other important antiquities discovered were terracotta animal figurines, 
ghata-shaped beads, discs decorated with designs at the edges, pyramid-shaped 
hollow-ivory piece,ivory button, beads of banded agate includingetched carnelian 
bead, antimony rod and nailparer made of copper, besides some iron slags. 
Period-Ill is represented by the people using, black slipped ware associated 
with plain red ware and black and rod ware, bowls, vases, Jars, dishes, basins 
are some of the types in the ceramic. Mud floors were continued. Terracotta 
animal and human figurines, beads, discs, shell, bangles, ear-studs etc. are some 
of the antiquities found from this period. Period-IV. represented the Sunga and 
Kushana period, charactcri.scd b\' simple hand-made and wheel turned pottery. 
No 14^ dales arc available. 
19. KALIBANGAN (District - Ganga Nagar, Rajasthan; Lai, B.B. 1961 -69) 
Kalibangan is situated on the left bank of Ghaggar river. The excavation here 
has brought to light two fold sequence of cultures of which the upper one is 
mature Harappan and the lower one represents tpre-Harappan(IAR, I960 to 1969). 
The pottery of Kalibangan differ quantitatively, from Amri and Kot Diji, 
The predominant pottery (FiR.I6) is red or pink with black and white painfing. 
Among the painted motifs mention may be made of plants, fish and cattle. These 
are internally incised for decoration upon bowls and offering stands. One group 
of potsshows a surface rougheningtechnique somewhat similar to theQuetta wet 
ware. Another group has elaborate incised or combed decoration on the inside 
of bowls heavy jars or basins, similar to Amri.Oneof the most remarkable finds 
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of this site was a ploughed field surface with furrows in two directions. 
At this site there appears to have been a standardization of brick sizes, 
although the pre-Harappan ratio ditTcrs from that of themature Harappanperiod. 
The settlement at Kalibangan was surrounded by a massive rampat, of mud 
brick, just as at Kot [)iji. The exact reason for this defence, whether against 
floods, humans or animals, can not be determined.This tradition however, once 
established, continued into the Harappan period. Pot-like hearths, were found 
in the roomsand one house contained a series of oevens, both above and below 
ground. A feature of the material culture was a stone blade industry, beads, shell, 
steatite, and terracotta objects like a toy-cart wheel and a bull; quern with 
mullersand bone points etc. Cooper and bronze were rare, but copper objects 
included a bangle, shell Hat axes, double edged razor and spear (Fig. 17). About 
300 m. to the west-south-west of the citadel was found a cemetery of the Harappa 
period. Three types of burials were attested-extended inhumationin rectangular or 
ovalgraves; pot burial in a circular pot; and rectangularor oval grace-pit, containing 
only pottery and other funerary objects. 
In period 11 the structural pattern of the settlement changed. There were now two 
distinct parts: the citadel on ihe West, and lower city towards the East, laid out on the 
natural plain, leaving a gap of about 40 m. 
The citadel complex was roughly a parallelogram some 240 mNorth-South and 
120 m East-West and consisted of two parts. Both these parts were contained by a 
wall reinforced at regular intervals with rectangular salients or bastions. The fortifi-
cation were built through out with mud bricks (size: 40x20x10 cm and 30x15x7.5 
cm) representing two structural phases, the larger size for the earlier phase and the 
smaller size for the later. Both the inner and outer faces of the wall were plastered 
with a coat of mud. The South half of the citadel was more heavily fortified. The 
corner bastions contained rectangular salients on the North and South sides The 
enclosed area contained some five to six massive platforms of mud bricks, each 
separate from the other and perhaps intended for a specific purpose by the commu-
nity as a whole. At no point are these platforms found to be joined to or integral with 
fortifications. Of these buildings which stood on the platform, no intelligible plans 
are available, as they have been obscured by depredations of bricks robbers. Never-
theless available remains indicate that some of these might have been used for reli-
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gious or ritual purposes. Ihc entrances of"this part the citadel were located on the 
South and North. The southern one was situated between the central salient and the 
South-West comer tower, while the North one comprised a stairway between the 
two centrally located salients and led up to the required height, at which passage 
across the fortification wall was provided. The northern half of the citadel, which 
was also fortified, contained residential buildings, perhaps of the elite. There was 
three entrances to this part of the citadel, none of which was of the ramp or stairway 
type. 
The lower city was also a parallelogram, some 240 m from East to West and 360 
m from North to South and lay to the I'last of the citadel beyond broad space of 40 m. 
It was found to be enclosed by a fortiilcation wall, ranging in which in width from 
3.5 to 9 m. involving three to four structural phases. It was made of mud bricks of 
similar sizes as those used the fortification of the citadel (40x20x 10 and 30x 15x7.5 
cm). With in the walled city was a gridiron plan of street running North to South and 
East to West, dividing the area into blocks. To avoid damage from the vehicular 
traffic tanding posts were provided at some street corners. There were two en-
trances to the fortified area, one on the north and the other on the west. The houses 
within the walled city were made of mud bricks of the size of 30x 15x7.5 cm, the use 
of baked bricks being confined to wells, drains, bathing platforms, door-sills, etc. 
Besides the above two principal parts of metropolis, there was also a third one -
a modest structure situated upward of 80 m east of the lower city and containing 
four to five altars. This lonely structure may perhaps has been used for ritual pur-
poses. 
C ARBON DATES 
Period 1 (Early I larappan) Uncalibrated Calibrated 
Tl-439 6507 ± 125 BP 5565-5260 BC 
TF-155 4195±n5BP 2980-2655 BC 
TF-157 4120±110BP 2900-26I5BC 
TF-241 4090±90BP 2890-2540 BC 
TF-162 3940 ± 100 BP 2645-2310 BC 
TF-161 3930 ± 100 BP 2645-2310 BC 
TF-165 3800i l00BP 2415-2130BC 
TF-156 3740±I05BP 2340-1980 BC 
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TF-154 
TF- 240 
TF - 957 
3665± llOBP 
3610±110BP 
2355 ± 200 BP 
Period II (urban Harappan) 
TF-160 
TF - 942 
TF - 607 
TF-25 
TF-153 
TF - 608 
TF-163 
TF-145 
TF-147 
TF- 948 
TF - 605 
TF -139 
TF- 947 
TF-151 
TF - 150 
TF-141 
TF-149 
TF-142 
TF-152 
TF- 946 
TF-143 
TF - 244 
TF-138 
P-481 
4060±100BP 
4055 ± 110 BP 
3930±120BP 
3930±110BP 
3910±n0BP 
3910±110BP 
3910±100BP 
3895±100BP 
3865±100BP 
3815±100BP 
3810±105BP 
3775±100BP 
3765 ± 85 BP 
3800±100BP 
3740±100BP 
3705±110BP 
3675 ± 140 BP 
3635 ± 100 BP 
3615±85BP 
3605±100BP 
3510±n0BP 
3250±90BP 
3075±100BP 
3879±72BP 
DESALPIJR rDistrict-Kathchh, Ciijarat; Siindara 1 
2215-1900 BC 
2170-1865 BC 
785-180BC 
2875-2530 BC 
2875-2530 BC 
2645-2310BC 
2645-2310BC 
2535-2300 BC 
2635-2300 BC 
2635-2300 BC 
2560-2295 BC 
2440-2180 BC 
2420-2145 BC 
2415-2135BC 
2410-2105 BC 
2405 - 2020 BC 
2415-2130 BC 
2340-1980 BC 
2320-1955 BC 
2325-1880 BC 
2190-1880 BC 
2180-1870 BC 
2170-1865 BC 
2000-1700 BC 
1695-1410BC 
1540-1240 BC 
2425-2300 BC 
Raja, K.V. 1964) 
The site has a cultural deposit rising to 3 meters (lAR, 1963-64). The impor-
tantfeature of this site is its four-fold cultural sequence.Firstly, there isa walled 
Harappan town, defended by a massive stone wall reinforced by bastions. 
Secondly, in the ware there is an another ceramicstyleof fine green is shipgrey, 
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wavy-painted pottery, which also occurs at Surkotada in bulk and displays more 
than a few pot types.Similarpottery seemstohave been noted atMohenjo-daro. 
Thirdly, the site has produced, apart from a steatite lettered Harrappa seal and 
terracotta sealing, a "cooper seal" of the type known in good numbers from 
Mohenjo-daro. Lastly, in the devolution of the Harappa culture a new assem-
blage of bi-chrome pottery suggests some similarities with the later Harappan 
elements of Saurashtra,as from Rojdi,Prabhaspatan,etc.Thefortwall atDesalpur 
has a basal width of 4 m and rises to an extent height of 2.5 m. In the north-
west, houses were constructed largely of stone slabs and blocks; the use of 
mud-brick, 50x25 X 12.5 cm. is also attested in the interior of the town. Baked 
bricksare notmuch in evidence, the reason apparently being the easy availability 
of sandstone of well laminated character in the geological formations all over 
Kutch. 
The range of painted designs is limited. Incised waresas alsoacoarse grey 
ware with bluish or reddish brown horizontal bands rendered in the reserved 
slip technique on a matted surface is noticed. Plain black-and-red ware was, 
however, found in plenty.side by side with the painted variety and thebi-chrome 
ware, the chief type in Ihc latter being the bowl which a slightly everted rim 
and covex profile. The paintings are on the exterior upper part and comprise 
single motifs. 
The typical antiquities includes triangular terracotta cakes, animal figurines 
and gamesmen, beads of terracotta, faience, chalcedony, etc. The copper objects 
include knives, chisels,, rods and rings, jasper and terracotta weights etc.Themost 
noteworthy finds are two script bearing seals, one of the steatite and others of 
copper, both of diminutive rectangular size with a vertical hole at the converging 
rear part, and a terracotta scaling also with letters. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
21. DHOLAVIRA (District-Kachchh, Gujarat; Bisht,R.S. 1990) 
The site witnessed the pre-Harappan, early mature, late mature, and post-urban 
periods or phases of Harappan culture (Bisht, 1990). The first occupation of the 
site pertains to a non Harappan or pre-Harappan culture represented by an 
accumulation of 60 to 70 cm that lies over sterile starta made of disintegnated 
rock loosely knit with sand, which may be an artificially raised deposit. The 
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majority of the pottery is wheel made red ware of lighter or pinkish tones 
treated with a variety of slip or applications, or decorated with incised horizontal 
grooves on the body, or incised patterns, including one example of incisions done 
in reserved slip technique. Copper tools and pieces are found in good number. 
The phase-II has yielded the deposits of mature Harappan period. A large 
number of antiquities in the form of several seals, sealings, weights, a variety of 
breads, bangles and other ornaments, pieces of gold, silver, copper, lead, semi-
precious stones, shells, different clay objects, like caikes, balls, marbles, model 
caste-frames, stoppers etc., are found from this period. The terracotta figurines, 
human or animal,are eitherabsent or bafflingly rare. Likewise, the course red ware 
ceramic is present with nolablc oscillation in its quantity through the sterata.A 
large number of miniature forms generally fabricated with remarkable dexterity 
evoke admiration. Indus paintings are sparse. 
The late phase is indicated as post urban Harappan by thecontinuous use 
of all essential objects like beads, blades, bangles, metal tools, ceramic forms, 
ornamental pieces, and weights and seals. The seals however, became simpler, 
smaller and usually deviod of animal figures. In the ceramic, a new variety of 
wares with surface decoration closely related to the Jhukar assemblage, make 
their appearance. 
The excavation of this site has shown that the Harappan occupation,at least 
in eastern subdivision of acropolicc, started with a massive mud-brick fortification 
which was either built by themselves or by their forerunners a short time ago. 
The large scale use of hand-made bricks, of in different dimensions, and of poor 
masonr>'. is noticed here. This construction however also shows superb workman-
ship as well as use of standardised and moulded bricks, made of good clays, of 
different colours. It was plastered over with white, buff, pink-coloured clays. 
There were two gates north and south in the fortification. Behind the north 
gate there has been exposed a 12.80m wide water reservoir furnished with a 24m 
long and 7()m broad inlet channel for carrying rain water, which is so precious 
in that semi-arid environment. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
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22. SURKOTADA (District-Kachchh, Gujarat; Joshi, J.P. 1970-72) 
In period-lA, datable toC.2300B.C.,the settlement is Harappan.(Joshi, 1990); 
A fortified citadel was built and residential annexe of houses made of mud brick, 
mud lump, with bath rooms and drains. They had painted pottery (Fig. 18.) with 
the Indus cymbols painted on the pots, chert blades and copper objects. A typical 
Harappan scale has also been found. Other interesting finds are linga-likeclay objects 
evidently of cult significance. Bones of the equus from the earliest levels are the 
other important discovery. Along with theHarappans there wasa non-Harappzui 
population,whose pottery though limited, showed affinities with that ofUr., Brak 
and T, Jitle in west Asia in its cream slip and reserved slip. 
During period I-B, revetment was added to the fortification of the citadel. 
Besides house walls, the important finds include a heavy copper celt, a chisel, 
and the usual Harappan beads, chert blades etc. 
In period 1 - C, with the Harappans still living here, another people using the 
black-and-red ware and a very coarse pottery came to dominate the site. Important 
finds are a typical Harappan terracottaseal. heavy copperchisel,ahoard of copper 
beads and bangles, terracotta toys, tanks and beads, besides animal skeletal 
remains of thehorse, camel (dromedary), elephant and sheep.TheHarappans buried 
the bones of their dead in small oval pits, and put jars and dishes-on-stand 
probably for keeping food etc., and covered the pits with large slabs. 
A fortified citadel, with an impressive centrally placed gateway complex in 
thesouth, was built and the residential annexe was fortified with a rampart wall 
having bastions and a gateway in the south. Well arranged houses with lanes 
and bylanes have been exposed both in the citadel and the residential com-
plexes. The houses on an average have five rooms. 
CARBON DATES 
Period 1 (urban Harappan) Uncalibrated Calibrated 
PRL - 85 4140 ± 130 BP 2940 - 2540 BC 
TF-1301 3840±130BP 2550-2125 BC 
Period I A (urban I larappan) 
TF-1305 3890±95BP 2555-2285 BC 
TF-1310 3810±95BP 2415-2I35BC 
TF-1295 3780±95BP 2410-2105 BC 
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Period 1 B (urban I larappan) 
TF-1304/9 3645±90BP 2195-1885 BC 
Period I C (urban 1 larappan) 
TF-1297 3635±95BP 2190-1880 BC 
TF-1311 3625±90BP 2185-1875BC 
TF-1294 3620±95BP 2180-1870 BC 
TF-1307 35]0±105BP 2000-1700 BC 
23-SHIKARPUR (District- Kachclili,Gujarat; Raval,M.H. 1987-90) 
Shikarpur, locally known as Vaianiiya Timbo is a Harappan site. The excavation 
revealed Harappan cultural material in a deposit of over 3 m thickness and 
comprised of 19 layers. (Thorns; Joglekar;Deshpande,Mukherjee, and Pawankar, 
1995). In addition to a variety of Harappan pottery, several types of artefacts 
were also found: terracotta objects (bulls, rams,toy-carts, bangles and triangular 
cakes): shell objects (pendants, beads and bangles); semi-precious stone objects 
(including pendants and beads): copper objects like rings, bangles and chisels; 
chert blades; Dentalium shells and bone objects. Animal remains were collected 
from all the layers. The domestic animals include cattle , buffalo, sheep/goat, 
hors, pig, and dog. The wild buffalo, nilgai, chowsingha, black buck, gazelle, deer, 
Sambar, chital,muntjakand hog deer, wild pig, wildass, jackal,hare and rhinoc-
eros constitute the wild species whose bones have been found. A few cattle bones 
such as the humerus, astragalus and melapodia revealed characters which are un-
common in domestic cattle. 
The vast amount of complete shells.finished and unfinished shellobjects,and 
waste product of shell manufacture at the site indicate a well developed shell 
industry at Shikarpur. The role of such a shell industr)'in the general framework 
of the site cannot, however, be accurately assessed at this preliminary stage. 
It was also noticed that the exploitation of wild fauna was at its maximum 
towards the close the Harappan period. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
24. LOTHAL (District-Ahmad Na^ar, Gujarat; Rao, S. R. 1954-55 to 1962-63) 
The7m.thick occupational debris of Lothal,has been divided bythe excavator 
into two periods (lAR, 1954 to 63), the first belonging to the mature Harappa 
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culture and the second to a decadent stage thereof. The structures were of mud 
brick. Baked brick was used in bath-rooms and well-Iaid-out drains with manholes 
and soakage jars in the streets. The lower town provided accommodation for 
craftsmen, copper-smiths, goldsmiths,shell-workers and bead-makers, their shops 
and working-places marked by the remains of their craft. The technological skill 
of the people is attested by bronze drills of the auger type with twisted grooves, 
besides flanged ones, needles with eyelets at the piercing point or back end, 
circular saw. terracotta plumb-bobs, and ivory scale with a length of 12-8 cm., with 
27 divisions in a length of 4.6 cm., and angle-measuring instruments. 
Unlike Harappa and Mohenjo-daro, the defensive or flood-resisting wall of 
Lothal did not enclose only the acropolis area but also encompassed the lower 
city as well. The acropolis was trapezoid in plan, Lothal had two othernotable 
features distinguishing it from other Indus cities, a dock and a ware house. As 
many as 65 terracotta sealings recovered from the ware house bore impression 
of Indus seals on the obverse and of packing material such as bamboo mating, 
reed, woven cloth and cord on the reverse. 
All this elaborate infrastructure for external trade is amply reflected in 
other finds from Lothal. A circular steatite seal of the class known as Persian 
Gulf seals, found abundantly at Failka and Ras-al-Qa'la (Bahrain) on the 
Persian Gulf was collected as a surface find at Lothal. Evidently the Persian 
Gulf sites acted as an intermediary in the Indus trade with Mesopotamia. 
Conversely some of the Indus-like seals found in Mesopotamia may have been 
imports from Lothal. Cotton, an important produce of Gujarat, might have been 
an important item of export from Lothal. Lothal might also have been the 
intermediar\' station for the import lo the Indus valley of gold from Kolar 
(Mysore) gold-fields, some semiprecious stones from the Deccan plateau and 
shell from the west coast. And in turn it might have depended on the Indus valley 
for such items as copper and chert, their sources being nearer to the Indus than 
Lothal. Typical Indus objects such as steatite disc beads, long chert blades and 
flat copper celts of the lower Deccan Neolithic-Chalcolithic culture might have 
been introduced into that culture from Lothal. 
The pottery (Fig. 19) of the mature Harappans of Lothal was by and large of 
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the distinctive Harappan variety but had its individual features as well. Typical 
Harappan forms arc well pots like the perforated jar, goblet,beaker, small-necked 
jar with S-profile-all of the characteristic sturdy Harappan ware, usually red but 
some times huffish. The paintings usually followed the Harappan style, an 
important innovation was the realisticand vigorous depiction of fauna,in afew 
cases, perhaps depicting folk-tales. 
In period-II, typical Harappan types such as the beaker and goblet disap-
peared and some were modified in shape, e.g. the bowl with carinated shoulder 
and ovoid jar with high neck evolved form theconvex-sided bowl and small-necked 
globular jar of the mature Harappa. The painting was much less elaborate and 
were reduced to stylized animal, vegetal motifs and simplified loops and wavy 
lines, all lacking finer finish. Seals of steatite and other material, including terracotta, 
found at Lothal follow the usual Indus model, with the unicorn and bull forming 
the majority of the animal motifson them.There are also,as usual, seals without 
animal effegies but with engraved legends only. Copper seals with a loop-ring 
and sketchy motifs are also present. 
Numerous varieties of semi precious stones and faience were used for the 
making of beads of varied shapes. Necklaces of microbeads of gold, pendants with 
long tubes,hollow conical objects to decorate strands of hair on the forehead, conical 
looped foils for the ear and gold studs and pins and objects of shell, ivory and 
terracotta formed the personal ornaments. Interesting is the occurrence of rice 
at Lothal. The horse, among other animals, seems to have been known. 
It seems that the religious beliefs of the Harappans differed from region 
to region. The cult of the mother goddess seems to have been unknown at 
Lothal. There are however terracotta female figurines with well proportioned 
limbs and applied breasts, but. they do not seem to have any cult value, so also 
composite figures of animal heads on human bodies and the buUsandunieorns 
on the Lothal seals. Phallus worship, said to have been practised at Harappa and 
Mohen-jo-dara, is unknown at Lothal. On the other hand the practice of fire 
worship seems to have been the prevailing cult at Lothal. 
There were toys and game-pieces, some of the latter suggesting a game 
like chess. Figurines cast in bronze were confined to representations only of 
animal such as dogs, a crouchant bull, a hare and a bird as the head of a pin. 
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The cemelary of Lothal lay to the north-west of the lower city beyond the 
peripheral wall. Twenty graves each a rectangular north-south pit were iden-
tified.The bodies were kcptin an extended position, except in burials three which 
had thebodies lying on the side. The graves were poorly furnished with pottery. 
One of them had bones of goat besides human remains, and another a bovine jaw-
bone. The excavators date the mature Harappa culture, Period-I of Lothal, from 
2450 to 1900 BC and the decadent phase, Pcriod-Il, from 1900 to 1600 BC. 
CARBON DATES 
Period I A(urban 1 larappan)Uncalibrated Calibrated 
TF-136 3915±130BP 2655-2185BC 
Period 11 A (urban llarappan) 
TF-133 3740±110BP 2340-1980 BC 
Period III B (urban Harappan) 
TF-22 3845 ± 110 BP 2430-2165 BC 
TF-27 3840±110BP 2425-2160BC 
TF-26 3830 ± 120 BP 2425-2155 BC 
Period IV A (urban Harappan) 
TF-29 3740±110BP 2340-1980 BC 
Period V A (urban Harappan) 
TF-23 3705±105BP 2320-1955 BC 
TF-19 3650±135BP 2315-1865 BC 
25. NACESHWAR (District-Jam Na^ar, Gujarat; Bhan and Kenoyerl980-81) 
The site revealed a single chalcolithic culture. The site is mostly covered 
with acacia and cactus plants. The prcsense of freshwater and nearness of the 
site to the sea, seems to have been the main attraction for chalcolithic people, 
who settled there (Bhan and Kenoycr. 1981-82). The ceramic assemblage of the 
site consists of plain, painted and incised Red ware. Buff ware, Grey Ware and 
Coarse Red ware. 
The Red ware is represented by various parts of dish-on-stand, perforated jars, 
convex bowls stud-handled bowl, basins, storage Jars, globular pots, lids and a 
terracotta lamp. Dish-on-stand, dishes having projected rim and sharp carrination at 
Iowerpart,dish\vithbeadedrim,jarwithbulbous body and projecting rim,basinwith 
projected rim, storage jars with heavy rim can be favourably compared with the 
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pottery reported from RangpurllA and II B, (Rao, 1962-63). 
The Grey ware is represented by convex bowl, pedestal base of a pot, and 
few non-descriptive sherds. Coarse red ware was found in small quantity being 
possibly used for rough use. This type of pottery includes plain as well as incised 
ware. The clay used for this type of pottery is not levigated, and is gritty with 
clay, sand, grass and broken potsherds. 
Besides above ceramic assemblage,twobrokenbladesand somebones insemi-
fossilised conditions were recovered from the site. The presence of vast quantities 
of shell manufacturing waste at the sitesuggests that it was an important centre 
for the manufacturing of shell artifacts during Harappan period. 
It appears that shell industry, cattle breeding, agriculture, pottery manufacture 
and fishing were important integral components of the economy. The vast amount 
of shell manufacturing waste suggested that this village settlement was mostly 
inhabited by craftsman class and seemsto had occupied an important place in the 
society, and undertook laborious work of Hornell. 
No 14^ dales are available. 
26. RANGPUR (District-Surcndra Nagar, Gujarat; Rao, S.R. 1953 to 1956) 
A large scale excavation at Rangpur resulted in unearthing four periods with 
three sub-periods in the Harappan culture (Rao, 1963). 
In Period-l mesolithic microlithsaremet. The tools comprise triangles, points, 
arrow-heads, borers and scrapers in jasper and agate. 
In Periodll -A the hou.scs are built on solid mud-brick platformsand the floors 
are paved with mud brick. One house has a lime-and-hempfloor. Drains of kiln 
burnt brick are attached to baths, and thereisl m.deep public drain of burnt brick. 
Sturdy red and buff, coarse red and grey wares constitute the main ceramic with 
red and black-and-red ware holding insignificant positions. The red and buff 
wares have a thick slip. The dish-on-stand with a projected rim and carinated 
shoulder, thick storage jar with a slightly convex profile and flat rim, cylindrical 
perforated jar, jar with a small neck, bulbous body and flat base, goblet, beaker 
and jar stand arc the main types in the red buff wares. In the grey ware there 
are,thethickjars with an outstrclchedor flaring rim and flanged shoulder,slightly 
burnished in the upper one third, and rarely decorated with incised designs, and 
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a highly burnished dish of superior variety with an expanded rim. Inthe micaceous 
red ware are seen the small bulbous jar with a flaring rim, convex sided bovl 
and bowl wither without a stud-handle, the lastconfined to the Gujarat Harappan 
(Fig.20). The painted designs are in black over red, chocolate over buff and 
deep-black over deep-red. Geometric designs like hatched diamonds, loops and 
horizontal bonds have preference over naturalistic ones such as fish-net, fish scale 
and plant. 
Copper celts and pins, cubical agate weights, shell bangles, copper bangles 
and rings, a steatite ornaments of tloraldesign, a hoard of 4900 tubular microbeads 
of steatite in jar, cylinderical beads of steatite, carnelian and faience, lenticular 
beads of agate and disc beads ofsteatite and gold comprise theother antiguities. 
No seals or sealingsor objects of definite cult value have been found. 
In Period-11 B the structures were possibly of mud and have left no traces. 
The pottery is of coarse fabric and indifferent in treatment. The red ware 
predominates, the buff and micaceous red ware is found in limited quantities. 
The pottery types include jar of various sizes goblet, beaker, perforated jar, 
etc. The paintings in black over red and chocolate over buff of are indifferent 
quality. The peacock is the only important motif 
In Period-UC the people looked for better amenities eind attempted to 
revive the tradition oipainting pots. The designs are simple linear. The burnishing 
of the pots over a thick red slip gives a lustrous effect. The personal ornaments 
are in locally available materials like jasper and agate. The structures were 
probably of mud brick and timber with fairly large rooms. Two clay enclosures 
have been found. The pottery is mainly represented by the Lustrous Red ware, 
theblack-and-red ware being limited. The main types are represented by vessels 
of medium size. The bowl has a blunt and sharp carinated shoulder; the jar has 
a high neck and elongated body, the stem of the dish-on-stand becomes short, 
thin and clyindrical. The dish dovelopes a beaded rim losing the carination 
at the shoulder. The handled bowl.thoughrare, is larger both in size and handle. 
Typical Harappan shapes like the perforated jar, goblet, beaker etc. are absent. 
The paintings are in deep-black over deep red.Running paintings are in deep-
black over deep red. Running anetlopes are note-worthy. Biconical beads of 
agate and terracotta,jasper tools and copper celts form the other antiquities. 
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In Period-ll houses are made of mud brick and show two phases, with Hme 
and mud as binding material and chiy ramed in the foundation. In ceramics the 
Lustrous Red wareand black-and-red warecontinue,and coarsered ware is found 
in a substantial quantity. The vessels are of small size and thin walls. The core 
is gritty and smoky though the surface is smooth and burnished. The main types 
are the deep bowl with a concave-convex profil and carinated shoulder, often 
with ring-footed base, and high-necked jar with an avoid body. The piantings are 
in deep black over deep-red and consist of horizontal, oblique and vertical lines. 
The bull and deer represent the animal figures. Terracotta animal figures include 
thehorse,bull,dog and pig..laspcrand agate are the material,for lithic implements 
and beads. The charred grains indicate use of bajra and jawar. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
27. NAGWADA (Distrid-Surcndra Nagar, Gujrat; Sonawane, V.S. 1986 to 90) 
Nagwada is mature Harappan settlement situated close to the eastern margin 
of little Kutch. The excavation of this site (Sonawane, 1996) has brought to light 
the fact that Harappans had exploited this site for ornamental bead-making. To 
cater to the demand, the Nagwadians utilized local resources for bead making. 
Although no particular area of industrial activity or work-shops has been found, 
the evidence of reconstructing the bead industry has come from surface in the 
form of raw material viz. fine grained stone nodules such as chert, agate, etc. 
and stone hammers and polishers, defective beads etc. Among the other indicators 
of local stone bead industry, recovered from the site, are the large number 
of micro-drill bits of chert and few tubular drills of black jasper analogous to 
the stone drills from Mohanjodora. Presently, similar drill bits have been reported 
from the Harappan sites of Banawali. Shikarpur and Dholavira. 
A number of gold objects (Fig.21) were found from this site. Gold ornaments 
consisted of a set of four thin hemispherical caps with a loop ring inside a 
broken disk bead, and a partly damaged hollow conical ear or head ornament. 
All these gold ornaments have been found along with other gold objects. None 
of these were found in association either with semi-precious stones or other 
beads unlike those reported from Lothal, Mohenjodaro, and other Harappan site. 
Therefore the find spots of these gold ornaments in general and gold caps in 
particular, revealed very uncommon features in the Nagwada bead industry. 
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CARBON DATES 
Chalcolithic Uncalibrated Calibrated 
A-4555 3700±80BP 2310-1925 BC 
28. RO.TD1 (District-Rajkot, Gujarat; Nandvati, J.M. 1957-59; 62-63) 
In period-lofRojdi,(lAR, 1957-58; 58-59; 62-63) the Harappan occupation is 
divisible into two phases. In phase A, a mud platform about 1 m. high is seen 
supporting a succession ol'sevcn lime (loorings alternating with rammed material. 
The lower three floor levels particularly have sings of intense burning, Small 
quantities of pottery(Fig.22),comparatively less varied in shape,small in size 
but generally with a red slip and at times decorated with bands, have been 
found. In phase B the settlement was expanded and hadinceased prosperity, 
with a sound mud platform at the start of the phase. High quality Harappa 
pottery, the storagejar,largeglobularconvex-profilebowl and perforated vessel 
now dominate the scence.The stud handled bowl, peculiar to Gujrat Harappa, 
is also present Buff ware is more common. Beads, chert weights, copper celts 
and fishhooks affiliate the phase to the mature Harappa culture, represented at 
Lothal and Rangpur. A bowl with a small earthen pot inside, the latter with 
hundreds of tiny steatite beads and 21 larger gold foil beads in three different 
grades is note worthy. A striking discovery is that of 520 gold microbeads, 
evidently forming a necklace, in a small pot found during seasonal clearance. 
Together with the beads there were also two small silver bangles, 18 gold 
beads of a larger size , eight gold beads of barel shape and steatite beads. 
Two 14c dates are available for this phase : 1970+ 115 and 1745 + 105 B.C. 
In period-Il thesitewas re-occupied, by the presence of theRed polished 
ware and a few associated finds. In period-Ill the site was again re-occupied 
in the medieval times. 
CARBON DATES 
Harappan Uncalibrated Calibrated 
PRL-1085 4020±105BP 2680-2515 BC 
PRL-1087 4010±110BP 2675-2515 BC 
PRL-1283 3980±100BP 2660-2385 BC 
PRL-1093 3920±110BP 2640-2305 BC 
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PRL-1089 3865 ± 115 BP 2440-2180 BC 
PRL-1284 3810±100BP 2415-2135BC 
PRL-1285 3740±140BP 2410-1945BC 
Harappan 
PRL-1083 3875±125BP 2640-2160BC 
PRL-1088 3767±]25BP 2420-1970 BC 
PRL-1281 3520±nOBP 2015-1710BC 
PRL-1282 3470±140BP 2000-1665 BC 
Post urban Harappan 
PRL-1084 3700±145BP 2350-1890 BC 
Period I (phase B- Harappan) 
PRL-200 3810±U0BP 2415-2135BC 
PRL-199 3590±100BP 2150-1850 BC 
29. PRABHAS PATAN fPistrict-Junagadh. Gujarat; Dhavalikar, 1972 to 76) 
The characteristic ceramic industry in Period-I, of this site (Dhavalikar, 
1973) is a coarse red grey ware which is associated with a red-slipped ware 
and the black-and-red ware. The red-grey pottery is represented by the basin 
with flaring sides and flat bottom. The rim is decorated with incised patterns 
such as chevrons and oblique lines. The red-slipped ware is of fine fabric and 
is also highly burnished. Some of the vesselsof this ware have parallel oblique 
rubbings. The black-and-red ware has its exterior completely red and the interior 
completely black. Beside, there is a painted black-and-red pottery similar to the 
late Harappan in Gujarat. The people used blade tools of halcedony. Among the 
small finds mention should be made of segmented faience beads and dentalium 
shells which also might have been used as beads. 
Period-Il is characterised by the Prabhas ware. The vessels in this ware are 
of fine fabric and are treated with a pinkish or orange slip, which in several 
cases has turned grey because of peculiar conditions of firing in the kiln. 
Over this are painted patterns purple or dark-brown. The patterns are linear 
and geometric such as groups of vertical and oblique strokes, wavy lines, hatched 
triangles, lozenges, etc. Another noteworthy feature is that the design ornament 
is set in panel or registers. The fomis are mostly copied with the Harappan 
pottery such as the dish-on-stand, jar with heavily beaded rim, stud-handled 
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bowl,etc. But the most predominant type is a subspherical bowl with a featureless 
rim. Mentionmay also be made of a variety of beads,including segmented beads 
of faience, mircobeads of steatite etc. The remains of a house are rectangular in 
plan, built of large slabs of miliolite lime-stone which abounds in the region. 
The most important feature of Period-Ill, is a structure complex built of 
miliolite in mud. The floor in the room is not well made and plastered, but 
is rammed hard; it is made of lumps of black clay. A careful examination 
of the walls shows that there is no trace of post holes. 
The tools outfit of the Prabhas people is chalcolithic in character. They 
used blades, ilakes of chalcedony and even imported a few ones of obsidian 
from west Asia. Copper ore is available in the adjoining District of Amreli. Beads 
are made of semiprecious stones such as chalcedony, carnelian, etc,, and of 
faience and steatite as well. Segmented beads of fiaence are quite common. A 
unique seal amulet of steatite has also been found. A gold earornament has also 
been recovered trom the late levels. 
The site was deserted by the late Prabhas people around 1200 BC and was 
recocupied in 4th Century BC in the Mauryan period when a fortified citadel 
was built at the site (Period IV). 
Period-V isrepresented only in certain parts of the site.The Red polished ware 
is the distinguishing feature of this period.Roman contact is indicatedbythe find 
of a fragment of an amphora. 
CARBON DATES 
Period 1 (Pre Prabhas) Uncalibrated Calibrated 
TF-1287 4280 ± 105 BP 3065-2860 BC 
PRL-90 4240±110BP 3035-2780 BC 
Period 11 (Prabhas) 
PRL-92 3830±95BP 2425-2155 BC 
TF-1286 3595±90BP 2165-1860 BC 
TF -1284 3465 ± 95 BP 1965 -1680 BC 
Period 111 (LRW) 
PRL-91 3860±165BP 2560-2145 BC 
PRL-20 3340±105BP 1775-1550 BC 
PRL-19 3100±160BP 1590-1230 BC 
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30. ZEKHADA (District-Banas Kantha,Gujarat; Mehta,R.N. 1977-78) 
From all the seven layers excavated, the Harappan and Post-Harappan pottery 
has been obtained (Mohim, 1981-82). The Harappan pottery is distinguished by 
thick sturdy vessels with thin texture. This pottery is comparatively small in amount. 
It represents black painted red ware, chocolate ware, and perforated ware. Buff 
ware was represented by a few sherds. Different shapes, like beakers, bowls, 
basins, dishes, dishes-on-stand, globular pots, pots with funnel mouth and high 
necked pots were recovered. This pottery has affinity with Lothal-B (Rao, 1956) 
and Surkotada I-C(Joshi, 1972). 
The post-Harappan pottery included plain and painted black-and-red ware, 
coarse gritty ware, plain and incised crude ware and lustrous red ware. These 
types of pottery have affinity withRangpur Il-C and III (Rao, 1962-63) Surkotada 
I-C (Joshi,1972) andAharl-C (SankaHa, Deo & Ansari, 1969).Other funds include 
sinkers, a finger ring and a pendant. No figure of bull was found. The copper 
objects included an arrow head, strips, wires and fragments of copper and a 
pendant-like object. 
A variety of beads made from different materials, like camelian, jasper, lapis 
lazuli, agate, steatite and faience, were encountered. They were tubular, spherical, 
drum or dish-shaped. The terracotta beads were of nut and biconical shapes. 
Numerous microbeads of steatite furnish evidence of high perfection in the art 
of lapidary. 
A number of chank bangles,chank slices and stems were found. The finished 
chank bangles and waste material indicate local manufactured of chank articles. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
31.JQKHA (District-Surat, Gujarat; Mehta,R.N. 1969-70) 
Period-I of site Jokha (Mehta, Chowdhary and Hedge, 1971), belong to the 
Chalcolithic culture, with red ware, both plain and painted, buff ware and fluted 
cores, lunates, blades, trapezes, points, scrapers etc. A cue, with a flake taken 
out of it is significant. Hammer stones and polished stone tools like chisel are 
also present. Copper is represented by celt-like objecte and bangles. Debris of 
burnt pieces of walls and patches of lloorings have been noted. 
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Period-II represent fragmentary and wealherd pottery of Period-I alongwith 
new material like black-and-red, plain red, burnished red and other wares of the 
historical period. 
Period-Ill represent medieval pottery such as plain red burnished, red and 
plain black wares, etc. 
No 14^ dales are available. 
32. MALWAN (District-Surat, Gujarat; Joshi, J.P. and Allchin 1970) 
On the lower estuary of the Tapti,east of Dumas, the mound ofMalwan 
was lying on the inner side of basin formed by two nulialis which jointly flow 
into the Tapti. Two periods of cultural activities were noticed at the site (lAR, 
1969-70). Period-1 represents an essentially late Harappan to post-Harappan 
Chalcolithic occupation and Period-II, consists of a group of late historical pits 
and berths of some temporary occupations. 
The principal item of remains of Period -I is a mud-back walled ditch. The 
ditch is not quite regular either in cutting or in alignment. Generally its sides 
are inclined at an angle of 30". The original form of the structure is not clear 
as it is considerably eroded and damaged by pits. The maximum width of the 
structure is 3 m and six to seven courses of mud bricks survive at places. 
The ditch appears to be widening towards the east side and taking a turn towards 
the north which along a natural fall of the present ground level. To the south of 
the ditch a number of post holes at interval of 2.80m. were dug into the heaped 
soil apparently to provide some sort of fence. Beyond the ditch the occupational 
deposits rapidly decrease towards the south and west. The filling of the ditch 
has yielded a good quantity of cultural debris including cattle bones. 
The pottery of Period-I can be divided into six major industries (l)red 
ware; (2)buff ware: (3) Lustrous Red ware; (4) black-and-red ware; (5)coarse 
red ware; (6) grey ware. It is noteworthy that the white painted black-and-red 
ware is totally absent from the assemblage, nor is the white painted grey ware 
of Prakash available. While on the one hand some of t hese wares show 
similarity with the pottery of comparable age from some excavated sites in 
Saurasthra, others show affinities with the pottery of the contemporary known 
chalcolithic cultures of the upper Deccan and Kurnool area and thus provide a 
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point from where diffusion of cultural traits might have taken place. 
The other objects arc dimunitive blades made on tiny cores of jasper, agate, 
chalcedony and bloodstone with an unexpectedly high absence of retouched 
specimens. A number of small objects of copper or bronze have been recovered, 
notably a bangle and a small rod. Amongst the terracotta objects small humped 
bulls and a number of circular or bun-shaped terracotta cakes may be mentioned. 
A small number of beads of paste and camelian have also been recovered. 
The animals represented are the cattle, sheep and goat, dog, horse, hog, pig 
barasingha and fish. The presence of some aquatic animals besides fish is also 
suspected. Cattle bones form a major part of the collection and are massive, 
large and medium sized. The presence of large and small sized cattle shows 
that the people of Malwan ware aware of animal husbandry. There is a clear 
indication ol" free grazing and stall feeding involving an advanced stage of 
domestication of cattle. From the nature of cut and burn marks it is clear that 
the inhabitants used the tlesh and marrow as food; this is further suggested 
by cracking, flaking, cutting, stabbing and puncture marks persent on the bones. 
Pork formed a substantial portion of the diet. 
The occupation of Period-11 was temporary of squatter in chapter and the 
grey-to-black pottery which characterizes it probably dated from the end of the 
first millennium AD. 
CARBON DATE 
Period 1 (Post urban Harappan) Uncalibrated Calibrated 
TF-1084 2675±90BC 905 - 780 BC 
CENTRAL REGION 
This region comprising Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh and adjoining part 
of Rajasthan, showed on excavations the following sites with affinities to the 
various Chalcolithic cultures of Jorwe, Malwa, Wardha and Ahar groups. 
1.GILUND (District-Udaipur, Rajasthan; LaI,B.B. 1959-60) 
A small town located about one and half km. of the right bank of the 
Banas river. Two major periods of occupations were identified (lAR, 1959-
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60). Period-1, may be recorded as chalcolithic in character on account of the 
presence of only a lew microhths along with copper. At one place, a complex 
of mud brick walls was encountered. The distinguishing feature of this complex 
is that it consists of a scries of four parallel north-south walls joined at the 
southern end, by an eastern-western wall. These walls vary in thickness from 
75 to 90 cm. The extant height of the complex is about 2 metres. 
There is little doubt that this was a very important structural complex of public 
utility, though in absence of a large scale excavation, it has not been possible 
to determine its exact purpose. The residential houses were made of mud 
bricks, the walls being plastered with mud, in one case zigzag finger marks 
were observed on the plaster. Within the houses, circular clay lined ovens, 
and even open mouthed chulhas are noticed. The occurence of circular or 
oblong pits, whose diameters range from 90 cm. to 1.3 M., average depth 
is about 60 cm., and lined with a 1/2 to 3 cm., thick layer of white clay mixed 
with sand. In all probability the pits were used for some kind of storage, 
though no vestiges of the material stored there have been found. Reed-impressed 
caly clods found during the excavation suggest that the house roofs were 
flat, made of timer reed, plastered with mud. 
The characteristic ceramic indusrty of Period-I, is a black-and-red ware, 
with painted linear and curvilinear design in a creamish-white pigment. The 
plain and painted black, burnished grey and red wares were also in use. The 
upper levels of the period have a few specimens (Fig. 23) of black-on-cream, 
and black-and-red ware, microliths and objects of copper. The other small finds 
comprise sling balls, saddle querns and rubbers of stone, beads of a variety 
of semiprecious stones, and gamesmcn and animal figurines of terracotta, mainly 
bull figurines with a prominent hump and long horns. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
2.AHAR (District-Udai|>ur,Rajastli:in; Sankalia H.D. 1961-62) 
The site situated on theriverAhar(Sahi. 1979) showed signs of house building, 
with the mud bricks, stones cemented by mud, as well as of wattle and daub. 
Bones of fowl, ass. buffalo, sheep, goat and pig suggested domestication of 
these animals. Bones off-atlle were found in large numbers.Other finds include 
saddle querns, rubbing stones and terracotta toys of humped bulls. 
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Pottery (Fig. 24) included painted decorated blaclc-and-red ware. In the lower 
strata cream and red slipped and black painted ware was predominant. In phase 
III, lustrous red ware was found. The Baluchistan type Grey ware with incised 
and oblique decorations, and lower half of exterior roughed, was reported from 
the site, The types, remarkably, included the dish-on-stand. 
The stone implements were absent, while copper hoards including axes were 
reported. Copper smelling centres with shaft and slag heaps of unknown dates 
have been identified in nearby Arawali hills which are rich in copper ore. Sahi 
(1979) has argued that iron Ibund at the site has been overlooked by the excavators 
in their report. This has been contested by Makkhan Lai (1989). 
CARBON DATES 
Period 1 A 
V-57 
V-54 
V-56 
TF-37 
V-58 
V-55 
Period 1 B 
TF-34 
Period I C 
TF-32 
TF - 31 
BALATHAL (District-Udai 
Uncalibrated 
3975±95BP 
3835±95BP 
3715±95BP 
3165±110BP 
3890±100BP 
3825±I20BP 
3570±135BP 
3400 ± I05BP 
3130±105BP 
ipur, R-ajasthan;: 
Calibrated 
2660-2385 BC 
2425-2160 BC 
2325-1965 BC 
1660-1360 BC 
2555-2285 BC 
2425-2155 BC 
2175-1715BC 
1885-1645 BC 
1575-1280 BC 
Misra, V.N. etal. 1994-95 
The excavation at Balathal has yielded evidence of two cultural periods and 
of Iron age (Misra, 1995). 
The structures in Period-1 are made of stones, mud and mud-bricks. 
The locally available granite and gneiss rocks have been used. The average 
size of stone blocks and slabs used in construction is 25 cm. long, 15 to 
20cm. wide and 10 to 15cm. thick. In some cases plaster on the walls has also 
been noted. The structures are either rectangular or square in plan. 
The pottery of the chalcolithic period, predominantly wheel-made, can be 
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divided into two varicleis, fine and coarse. Their indentification is based 
on the degree of purity ol" clay, surface treatment, nature of firing, vessel 
forms and decoration. The vessel forms in this variety mainly comprise dish 
and bowl with or without a stand, in varying sizes. There are three wares in 
this categor)'. Thin red ware, Black-and-red-ware and tan ware. The coarse 
variety is made of unrefined clay, is poorly fired, has a grey or black core 
and is mainly decorated with incised and applique designs. The vessel forms 
in this variety mainly comprise large globular pots of various sizes which 
were used for storage and cooling. There are four wares in this category, 
Thick bright-slippd red ware, plain red ware, burnished grey ware, and plain 
grey ware. 
The tools and weapons of the people of Periods-I, were mainly made 
of copper. These included choppers, knives, razors, chisels and barbed and 
tanged arrow heads. These objects were manufactured from copper sheets 
beaten into the desired shapes. The small stone blades and tools made from 
them are completely absent at Balathal. The ornaments consisted of necklaces 
made of beads of carnclian, agate, steatite and terracotta. Small terracotta 
figurines of bull found at the site were probably objects of worship. Domesticated 
animals were predominantly cattle and less commonly sheep, goat and 
buffalo. Wild animals hunted included nilgai, chausingha and blackbuck. There 
are also remains offish, turtle and shellfish. Crops cultivated by the inhabitants 
included wheat, barley and a variety of pulses and oil seeds. Plently of charred 
grains of these crops have been found at the site. 
Period-11. of Balathal was occupied after a gap of more than 1200 
years by a new people who used iron technology. This culture florished between 
5th centur>' BC. to 3rd century BC. It is characterised by two distinct 
ceramic wares namely red ware and black ware. Both the wares are coarse 
in fabric, ill fired and occasionally decorated with applique, incised and stamped 
designs. The types included bowls, vessels, dish etc. (Fig. 25). 
No 14^ dates are avialable. 
4. AWRA (District-Mand.sor, M. P.; Wakiinkar, V. S., Trivcdi, H.V. 1960-61) 
The site of Awra, revealed five periods (l.A.R. 1961-62; 1962-93). Period-I presented 
the Stone-Age tools on the surface, no stratigraphic evidence being available. 
Period-II is characterised by fine painted pottery, a blade indudstry and other 
associated objects. The lowest levels have incised pottery underlying the 
deposits yielding white painted black-and-red ware, recalling the corresponding 
ware from Nagda and Ahar. The black-painted designs on the red ware are 
of linear and geometric pattern, oblique or vertical strokes, blank or cross-hatched 
triangular, wavy and zigzag bands, human, animal and plant motifs. On the 
black and red ware the paintings are in light-brown or tan with designs of 
bands, strokes, dots, chevrons and criss-cross lines, the common types being 
the bowl, dish and globular vessel. Sometimes the interior in also painted. This 
pottery was found at Gilund and lower levels of Maheshwar-Nadatoli. Blades 
with blunted back and parallel sides beads, and pen-knife blades show a well 
developed blade industry, the lunates, scrapers and trapezes being rare. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
5. MANOTI (District-Mandasor, M.P.; Wakankar, V.S. 1955-60) 
At Manoti three trenches, one long and two short were laid (I. A. R., 1959-60). 
These trenches showed seven successive periods. The pottery of the site may be 
grouped as (i) black-and-red ware with paintings on the inner surface (recalling 
the corresponding ware from Ahar and Nagda), (ii)red ware, with black paintings, 
the spouted bowl of which could be compared with that from Maheshwar; (iii) 
the same ware of fine fabric, in .shapes akin to those of the late phase of Lothal; 
and (iv) coarse black ware. After an initial destruction of the site by flood, the 
habitationwas protected by a huge mud-brick wall. Another major flood, indicated 
by a thick sand gravel, once more affected the site, and after it came a change of 
culture. The succeeding periodsbelonged to the early historical times to medieval 
ages. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
6. NAGDA (District-lJjjain, Madhya Pradesh; Banerjee,N.R. 1955-56) 
The occupational deposits of this site are divisible into three periods (lAR, 
1955-56). Period-1, is marked by chalcolithic remains. Structures of mud and 
mud brick, came to notice from this stratum. It has black-painted red pottery, 
microlithes(Fig.26) and a limited quantity of copper.The pottery is red or cream, 
almost invariably with paintings in red on the exterior, the designs comprising 
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horizontal bands, the intervening space some times filled with various designs, 
made of connected loops, vertical radiating lines or hatched triangles, single or 
double sun symbols and representations of animals like antilope, spotted deer and 
peacock. A black and-cream ware, also painted, and a crude grey ware are also 
present. The stone tools comprised parallel-sided blades produced by the 
crested-ridge technique and are sometimes serrated. The other finds are stone 
sling balls or pounders, terracotta beads, whorls and animals and figurries, including 
a fiddle shaped one. 
Period-11 is marked by the use of iron,though some of the earlierchalcolithic 
features continued. Among the iron objects there are tanged and non-tanged arrow-
heads, spearheads, daggcrss. axes including socketed ones, knife-blades, celts, 
sickles, spoons, nails and rings. Black-slipped ware and black-and-red ware are 
dominant. 
Period-Ill is characterized by the NBPWand associated wares, and produced 
a rich repertoire of iron objects, such as knives (includings a curvedone), chisels, 
sickles with curved blades, arrow-heads of square, rectangular and hexagonal 
cross-sections, occasionally tanged double-edge daggers, hoes, chisels, nails and 
bowls.Terracotta skin-rubbers, polished stone discs, ivory pendants and hair-pins, 
bone styli, copper antimony rods, rings and bangles, toys like leopard on wheels, 
pestles, mortars, etc., constitute the other finds of the period. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
7. IJ.I.IAIN (District-lljjain, Madhya Pradesh; Banerjee, N.R. 1955-58) 
The site is situated at the bank of Sipra. It has revealed four successive 
periodsofoccupationdAR. 1955; 56-57; 57-58; 64-65). Period-I, datedc. 750BC. 
is represented by 1.9 m thick strata characterised by pottery-comprising the coarse 
and gritty black-and-rcd ware, a bright-red ware having a secondary black slip in 
discontinuos patches and called the double-slipped ware, and unslipped ware. 
A few sherds of the PCiW were also noticed. Other finds include spindle whorls 
of terracotta, styli of bone, arrow heads, spear heads, crowbars, spades, choppers, 
knives, and presumably saws of iron. The habitation was surrounded by a mud-
brick fortification in the .shape of a pentagon, wider on its north-west side than 
on the south, following the outlines of a convex bend in the course of the Sipra. 
The excavations exposed a 7.32m wide road running through an opening or gateway 
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in the north-east corner of the east wall. The road was built of a veneerof gravel, 
laid with a camber over a clay soling. 
Period-11 represented by the next succeeding deposit, is characterised by the 
black-slipped ware, black-and-red ware and the vesiculated ware, indicating an 
overlap of the previous period and NBPW with associated thick grey ware and 
unslipped red ware. 
The structures of this period were built variously of mud, mud brick, stone 
rubble clay and burnt-brick. A distinctive mud platform, apsidal in shape but of 
indeterminate use, was reinforced at the edge by three rows of slabs of trap. 
Mention may also be made of a massive tank measuring 10 x 36 m x 7.92 m 
built of burnt brick measuring 76 x 76 x 18 cm, for storage of water, and a long 
channel of trapezoidal cross-section, traced to a length of 25-9 m, with a right-
angled bend, possibly for use in conjunction with an industrial workshop, which 
needed a steady supply of water, such as the iron industry. Ring well of terracotta 
were adjuncts of the habitation and served as soakage wells in this and the 
subsequent period. A large number ofiron objects comprising arrowheads, spear-
heads, axes, spades, points, chisels, knives, horse-bits, sickles, door - rings, hooks, 
blades, clamps, sockets, chopers, latches,pivots,bars,tires,borers, rods, door chains 
and pans with handle indicate the popularity of the metal. 
CARBON DATES 
Black and Red Uncalibrated Calibrated 
TF-407 1990 ±100 HP 165 EC-60 AD 
NBP 
TF-409 2335±95BP 595 BC-385 EC 
8. KAYATHA (District-Ujjain, Madhya Pradesh; Wakankar, V.S. 1965-67) 
Kayatha, 16 km. east of Ujjain has been the subject of two seasons of 
excavation, the settlement revealed a chalcolithic occupation of considerable 
interest. There are three periods (lAR, 1964-65; 1967-68).' 
Period-I dated by readiocarbon to between 2400 and 2120 BC, produced a 
distinctive range of pottery including Kayatha ware, painted in violet over a broad 
band of deep brown, a bulf painted ware, and combed ware. The pottery is 
throughout either hand made or made by some sort of turntable. 
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Copper objects (Fig. 27) appear to have been common. The finds included flat 
axes and copper rings. A chisel is also reported from here. There was also a typical 
blade industry of chalcedony and similar stones. 
Period-Il is dated to between 2100 and 1800 B.C. A continuation of most of 
the main features of the previous period is noted. A marked change is the occurrence 
of pottery resembling that of Ahar, i.e. white-painted black-and-red ware, fine 
burnished red and grey wares, red-slipped ware and coarse grey ware. 
Houses appear to have been of wattle and daub. A prominent feature of the 
material culture is provided by a series of terracotta figurines, mainly of bulls. 
These include many examples of stylized horned heads standing on flattened 
bases. 
Period-Ill, which is dated 1800-1500 B.C., show a gradual evolution to a style 
of pottery virtually identical with that of Navadatoli and Malwa. The other elements 
ofmaterial culture continue much as in the preceding penod, though the recorded 
occurrence of wheat at Kayatha is noteworthy. 
CARBON DATES 
Period 1 (Kayatha) 
TF- 680 
TF-781 
TF- 779 
TF- 780 
TF- 974 
TF-405 
Period II (Banas) 
TF- 777 
TF- 678 
TF-399 
TF- 776 
TF-401 
TF- 679 
Period 1/11 (Malwa) 
TF- 778 
IJncalibrated 
3850±95BP 
3720±105BP 
3685±I05BP 
3680i95BP 
3485±95BP 
3320 ± lOOBP 
3625 ± 95 BP 
3530±100BP 
3525 ± lOOBP 
3455±M0BP 
3190±105BP 
3155±I30BP 
5350±95BP 
Calibrated 
2430-2165 BC 
2325-1965 BC 
2310-1925 BC 
2305-1905 BC 
1980-1690 BC 
1760-1540 BC 
2185-1875BC 
2100-1720 BC 
2100-1720 BC 
1955-1680 BC 
1670-1375 BC 
1675-1260 BC 
2125-1745 BC 
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Period 111 
TF-398 3520±100BP 2015-1710BC 
TF-397 3350 ±1 GOB? 1785-1560 BC 
TF-678 3160±105BP 1650-1350 BC 
9. MAHESHWAR (District-West Nimar, Maharashtra; SankaUa,H.D. 1952-53) 
Maheshwar lies on a slight bend of the river at the junction of the Narmada 
with the Maheswari.Thc site revealed broad sequence of cultures from the lower 
palaeolithic to the 18lh Century divided into seven periods (Sankalia,Subbarao 
and Deo, 1958). The Periods-1 and II revealed stone cultures from the lower 
palaeolithic to the middle the palaeolithic age. 
Period-Ill show the remains of the chalcolithic era. The predominentware of 
the sites is the Malwa ware. It is a bulTor orange-slipped ware, decorated with 
designs in black or dark-brown. The designs are either geometric or of naturalistic. 
Thetypical shapes are the lota bowl with concave sides, channel-spouted cups and 
pedestalled goblets. 
House-plans revealed in the excavations show that the structures were either 
circular or rectangular. The roof and walls were made of a split bamboo screen 
plastered with mud. Inside the house one or two mouthed chulhas and storage 
jars were found. Charred grains of wheat, rice, legumes, oilseeds and seeds of 
fruits, suggested agriculture as the means of subsistence. Thebones of domestic 
and wild animals were also found in large numbers. 
Among ornaments mention was be made of ear-studs, bangles and rings in 
diverse materials such as copper, terracotta, semiprecious stones and shell. The 
lithic blades and geometric microliths such as lunates and trapezes form integral 
partof the cultural equipment of this period. The stone implements were manu-
factured individually by each household. The find of terracotta discs, skin rubbers, 
lamps, wheels, toys and whorls etc. suggest that clay was the other material 
which was widely in use during this period. 
Period-lV showed NBPW together with the black-and-red, burnished red coarse 
red and the red-slipped wares. Period-V, was characterised by a decrease in the 
black-and-red ware, though Ihe burnished red and the coarse red wares continued. 
Period-VI, is similarly characterised by an increase in the use of clay vessels 
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and the introduction of the red polished ware. Olherceramic industries include the 
black-and-red. coarse bhick. blaci<-slipped, coarse red and tan wares. Period-VII, 
yielded a definite evidence of Islamics glazed pottery and other medieval antiquities. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
10. NAVDATOLI (District-West Nimar-M.P.; Sankalia, H.D. 1957-59) 
The earliest settlement at Navdatoli (Sankalia, 1974) revealed a stone, blade 
industry and copper tools making. Stone blades are particularly numerous and often 
very finely made. The inhabitants kept cattle, sheep, goat and pig, and hunted 
deer. The excavations have provided excellent botanical evidence. Finds from 
Period-I include wheat grains of the Triticum compactumand Triticum vulgare 
types. Their pottery included painted black and red ware, a distinctive red slipped 
pottery with black painted decoration (known as Malwa ware), and a creamy-
white slipped ware with black-painted decoration. A grey ware recalling that 
of Maharashtra and Karnataka was present throughout. Among distinctive pottery 
(Fig.28) forms are many handmade bowls. The painted decoration is rather 
fussily applied and gives the impression that its authors had a good deal of time 
at their hands. 
In the second phase at Navadatoli, evidence of rice cultivation is encoun-
tered. The difference in the pottery is the absence of the black and red painted 
ware, while a series of small goblets on solid pedestals is distinctive. 
The third phase, followed a more extensive burning, and seems to have 
coincided with the anival of new traits and perhaps also new elements of popu-
lation, from the west. Among new traits is a fine red pottery, frequently wheel thrown 
with black painted decoration. This has been named .lorwe ware. Characteristically 
it is unburnished, but some of its forms seem related to those of the Lustrous 
Red ware of Kathaiwar. Copper fish hooks from the surface collection probably 
belong to third phase. Rice is again found in Period-Ill, Also there are several 
pulses including the lentil (Lens Culinarics). black gram(Phaseolus mungo) green 
gram fPhaseolus radiatus^and ^^ rass pen ii is interesting that linseed appears, as 
wellas two fruits.the Indian .lujubeor ber. as at Mundigak, and themyrobalam 
(Phylianthusemblica).This pictureagain is remarkable for a example of continuity 
which it affords, almost all the crops are still grown in the region. The final 
fourth stage of tnc chalcolilhic at Navdatoli saw the addition of channel spouted 
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bowls and of further pottery recalling the Lustrous Red ware. 
The huts at Navdatoli unlike Ahar were both round and oblong, but all seem 
to have employed a wooden frame. Ihe floors were made of clay and cow 
dung, and some times given a lime plastered surface. The oblong houses mea-
sured 12 by 6 m. while the round huts did not exceed 2.75 m. in diameter, 
clearly indicative of theirsubordinate status. The smallest of these roundhuts 
must have been used for the storage of grains or other materials. There is no 
evidence of roof tiles and the probability is that roofs were thatched. Every house 
had its own hearth, of a pattern identical to those of Ahar. Storage-rooms within 
the houses contained lines of jars, the larger standing on raised earthen stands. 
Though few in numbers, flat copper celts with convex cutting edges, 
arrowheads, spearheads and chisels form an important part of the tools 
repository. Except ibr the mid ribbed sword which must have been cast, other 
objects appear to have been hammered to shape. Artefacts like blades, bangles and 
rings were also made of copper. Cold work and annealing, were known to these 
people. Tin was alloyed up to 3% and lead to above 2%. No arsenic contents 
have been found. 
There is some evidence on their religious beliefs also. A huge jar is 
decorated with applique figurine of a female worshipper and a lizard flanking 
a slirine(?) The lizard in later Hindu iconography is associated with the goddess 
Durga, the consort of Siva. Another jar has a shrine with a tortoise; the latter is 
an incarnation of Vishnu. Perforated stone discs with such figurines and 
animal motifs are reported from 600 BC onwards, from other sites, and may 
represent a chalcolithic tradition. 
Terracotta female figurines (mothcrgoddess) and a channel spout with painted 
male figure with dishevelled hair, holding a spear, also appear ritualistic. A pit 
of about 2.5 x2 X 1.2 m. with four plastered and charred logs on the four comers 
of this pit have been identified as a vedi (fire altar) by the excavators. 
CARBON DATES 
Phase I Uncalibrated Calibrated 
(Malwa. Bichrome. Ahar) 
P-201 3492 ± 128 BP 2105-1670 BC 
P-200 3457 ± 127 BP 1990-1660 BC 
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P-475 3455±70BP 1905-1695 BC 
TF-59 3380±K)5BP 1875-1580 BC 
Phase II (Malwa, Little Joewc. Bichrome) 
P-202 3503 ± 128 BP 2120-1675 BC 
Phase III (Malwa, Jorwe, Cream) 
P-204 3449±127BP 1980-1650 BC 
Phase IV (Malwa, Bichrome, Ahar) 
P-205 3294±125BP 1770-1410BC 
11. DANCWADA rDistrict-Ujjain,M.P.; Khare M.D. & Wakankar, V.S. 78-80) 
Excavation in the heart of the mound revealed a 5.45 m thick deposit 
belonging to Period-I, which could be divisible into Sub - periods-I A and I 
B represented respectively by Ahar and Malwa cultures (AIR, 1979-80). 
Period 1-A, is distinguished by the presence of plain and painted black 
- and - red, painted black - on - red and incised grey wares, besides lustrous 
red ware. The white painted designs on the black - and - red ware include 
simple bands, straight and wavy lines, strokes and dots. The types represented 
are deep bowls and dishes. This sub - period also presented microlithic tools, 
parallel - sided blades and cores, copper, stone pestles, a ball and terracotta bulls. 
Altogether twelve bull figurines of various types including archaic forms have 
been collected. Two urn-burials were found which yielded two urns of burnished 
red ware with corrugated .shoulders and applique design. A few microlithic 
tools were also picked up from the vicinity of the burials. No structural 
remains, except a flooring made of small pebbles, were encountered. 
Periodl-B, represented by Malwa culture in 4-3mdeposit, could be divisible 
into four phases. Period I-B (i) is characterised by the occurrence of typical 
pottery(Fig,29)of the Malwa chalcolithic culture along with a limited quantity 
of the Ahar-culture wares, besides microlithic tools and stone objects like querns, 
pestles, balls, hammer .stones. No structural remains were noticed. 
Periodl-B. (ii) is marked by maximum numberoffindsandstructural remains. 
The ceramic industry is almost the same as in the preceding phase, except that 
the Ahar types are very few in number and the painted designs are more 
elaborate, and that the animal designs make their first appearance. Most notable 
among the structural remains is a "shrine" built of bricks and duly plastered with 
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mud. Although no objects were found in the "shrine" a rectangular sacrificial 
pit, measuring 1.95 x 1.50 m, was encountered at a distance of 1.15m towards 
the south of the "shrine". The sides of the pit vvere probably plastered and it 
contained charcoal and burnt logs. 
PeriodI-B,(iii) is noted for an elliptical structure standing on wooden posts 
and a kitchen complex containing, one terracotta laddie with perforated handle 
and painted on its exterior. Another kitchen - complex, containing charred 
grains, was also encountered. Notworthy finds of this phase included copper 
chisel, terracotta mould for copper axes, bone tools including a chisel, terracotta 
ear - lobes, balls, marbles, and stone balls and marbles. There is a higher 
percentage and variety of painted designs on the pottery. 
PeriodI-B,(iv)is conspicuous by the absence of bull design onthe pottery. 
The painted designs are confined to simple bands, wavy lines and occasional 
hill symbol. Among the structures mention may be made of adump-like deposit 
which could be part of the rampart of the bastion; and of a rectangular house, 
measuring 5 X 6 m. standing on wooden posts. This period of habitation seems 
to have come to and end due to a large-scale conflagration. 
CARBON DATES 
Malwa Period Uncalibrated Calibrated 
PRL-690 3400±150BP 1935-1660 BC 
PRL-693 3280±100BP 1720-1630 BC 
PRL-694 3200 ± 120 BP 1670-1680 BC 
PRL-686 3]10±140BP 1645-1235BC 
PRL-692 2900±140BP 1365-860BC 
12. JADERUA (Distiict-C;walior,Miidliya Pradesh; Lai and Nawtiyal 1971) 
Excavation at Jadcrua, (lAR, 1971-72) revealed the two following pottery 
cultures Period-1, the earliest settlement is characterised by the use of the black-
and-red ware, thin and thick plain grey ware and a fine red ware. The types 
were mainly thedishand bowl. No house plan was obtained. The few antiquities 
consist of a polished sandstone muller, a saddle quern and some terracotta and 
crystal beads. 
In Period-II,the black-and-rcd with its associated wares gradually decreased 
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and theNBPW emerged with a thicker variant of red ware. The NBPW is crude 
with no recognisable shapes, but the red ware contains all the typical shapes of 
the age such as the rimless handi, miniature bowls and jar similar to that of 
Ahichchatra ware. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
13. KOTRA rPistrict- Sonkachha-Madhya Pradesh, Trivedi, C.B. 1990-91) 
The site is located on the western bank of the river Kalisindh, a tributary 
of the Chambal.The ceramics of period I-A (Trivedi, 1991-92) are hand-made 
or turned on low-wheel, and coarse to medium in fabric. Types include 
storagejars, bandies, deep-bowls of black-and-red ware, bowls of cream-slipped 
ware and large basins. Other finds include parallel sided blades, lunates made 
of sliceous material, sling balls, pestles and banding balls made of basalt. 
Architectural activities were limited. But remains of a mud-wall measuring 
6.5m long and 38cm.widealongwith a thickness 6cm.and post-holes have been 
found in the excavation. The floor laid on the natural soil was generally 
made of mud, kankar and rammed burnt earth. 
Period 1-B, is marked by an overlap of Ahar.The chalcolithic'Malwa black-
on-red ware and white painted black-and-red ware of Ahar type, both were 
found in equal ratio in this phase. The decorative designs of the pottery include 
vertical, wavy and horizontal bands, oblique strokes, geometrical and chequered 
designs,loops.diamonds in row,stylised animals, snakes, deer, centipedes, date-
trees, etc. The panelings are executed in black or brown colours restricted 
to mainly the upper part of vessels. 
Pottery types encountered are flarings rimmed and corrugated handi, lota, 
deep bowls, both carinated and uncarinated, basins and a solid stem ofdish-on-
stand.Theantiquities recovered included terracotta toys, wheels,discshop-scotches, 
terracotta bulls, blades, lunates, fluted scores, sling-balls, pestles, mullars of trap, 
steatite flat-based, terracotta, copper and stone beads and terracotta cakes. 
Period-ll is marked by disappearance of ceramics of Ahar type while the 
black-on-red ware of Malwa fabric with repertoire of various designs are quite 
prolific. The paintings of the preceding period continue and the new designs 
including stylised deer,sun-symbols,trident,various geometrical and chequered 
patterns make their appearance. The pottery types of preceding period continue 
but during this phase the lota becomes prominent. 
Among the antiquities hap-scotchcs. miniature stone balls, terracotta beads, 
blades, lunates, stone pestles, hammer stones, mullers, fabricators and a piece of 
copper have been discovered. Architectural activities were evident from the floor 
made of rammed-bricks and stone blocks brought from the river. Burnt lumps 
of wood and impressions of wattle and daub, and post-holes suggest that the 
houses were made of perishable material. 
Period-Ill is marked by disappearance of pottery of preceding period and 
emergence of black-slipped, black-and-red, NBP ware and a solitory punch-
marked coins. It appears that after abandonment of the site during the previous 
period this portion was occupied by new settlers. Main pottery types are handis, 
bowls with featureless rim, lids with circular knob and shallow lids, etc. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
14. ERAN (District-Sagar, Madhya Padesh; Bajpai, K. D. 1960-65) 
On the south bank of the river Bina the site of Eran (JAR, 1960-61; 61-
62; 62-63; 63-64; 64-65) seems to have been selected by settlers, mainly from 
the point of view of defence requirements. The River Bina takes here a horse 
shoe meander surrounding the Eran site on three sides. The fourth side was 
protected by a mud rampart with a basal width of 47 m. and a moat, thus making 
it virtually impregnable. This defence wall belongs to phase II of Chalcolithic 
Period I. Since there were only vetical excavations, no house-plans are traceable; 
the floors were rammed with kankar.The chulhas (hearths) are three armed unlike 
the two armed ones of Navadatoli. Among the finds though exact spot of the four 
polished stone celts is not known, these may well represent the earliest phase. 
Black-painted red, grey and white-painted black-and-red wares occur throughout 
the three phases of Period-1. The grey ware shapes are those of the Malwa Ware. 
lnphase-11, appears a deep red ware with a shining surface and geometric 
painting. Phase-lII, is marked by channel spouted vases. These vases occur both 
in red and black-and-red wares. 
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Period 1 (Malwa) 
TF-331 
TF - 329 
TF-327 
TF-330 
P-525 
P-526 
TF- 324 
TF- 326 
P-527 
Period 11 (Iron) 
P-529 
P-527 
CARBON DATES 
Uncalibrated 
3355±90BP 
3300±105BP 
3280±100BP 
3220 ±100 HP 
3193±69BP 
3136±68BP 
3130±105BP 
2905±105BP 
2878±65BP 
3868±72BP 
2515±58BP 
BES NAGAR fDistrict. Vidisha-M.P.: Khari. M.D. 
Calibrated 
1865-1565 BC 
1745-1520 BC 
1720-1430 BC 
1680-1395 BC 
1645-1400 BC 
1555-1365 BC 
1575-1280 BC 
1335-1015BC 
1330-1020 BC 
2425-2295 BC 
795-585 BC 
1962-63) 
Period-1 of this site yielded (lAR, 1963-64) black-and-red and black-slipped 
wares alongwith plain red wares. Besides various bones and iron objects, a number 
of other finds like terracotta beads, bone objects, terracotta votive tanks, stone pestles 
and querns, etc. were obtained from this period. 
Period-Il marked the appearance of the N .B.P. ware, the frequency of which, 
however, was less and sherds were mostly fragmentary. The black-and-red, black-
slipped and plain red wares of the previous period also continued. The period 
seems to have come to an end as a result of conflagration, as seen by a uniform 
deposit of burnt matter. 
Period-Ill was distinguished by the use of the plain red, black-and-red 
wares. The important finds include marble objects, shell bangles, punch marked 
coins, terracotta and stone beads, stone pestlesand quems,and polished and burnt 
bone pieces etc. 
Period-1 V, is assignable to the Naga-Kushan a horizon and lastly the site 
yielded antiquities relating to the Gupta period. 
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CARBON DATES 
NBP Uncalibrated Calibrated 
TF-387 2350±100BP 600-385 BC 
PRL-283 2200±130BP 475-130 BC 
16. RANGAI (District-Vidhisha, Madhya Pradesh; Khare,M.D. 1975-77) 
Rangai is situated midway between Sanchi and Vidisha. The excavations 
here, yielded a single culture, divisible into three phases. Pre-pottery microliths 
werealso found in the two stratified deposits(Khare, 1981-82).Period-1 A yielded 
pre-pottery microliths from the pale brown compact deposit lying over loose 
sandy clay. The tools of chalcedony, quartzs, jasper, agate, etc. recovered from 
the site are irregular in shape and lack sophistication. 
Period-I B yielded non-geometric and a few geometric microliths without 
retouch. These tools are also not been associated with pottery. A floor of burnt 
brick jelly wasexposed in this level.Systematisationappears to have replace the 
earlier rudimentary forms,as isevident from the use of sophisticated tools like 
pointers and triangles. 
Period-ll yielded typical chalcolithic material consisting of microliths, pottery 
painted black on red, white painted and plain black and red, fine grey, thick and 
thin and coarse red wares, terracotta bulls and ivory pendants. A neolithic celt, 
triangular in shape and of thin section, a copper rod and a majority of beads 
were found from the upper levels. 
Few sherds of neolithic pottery with simple incised designs and finger-nail 
impressions continue upto the mid-levels, below which the variety of beads and 
abundance of terracotta bulls are noteworthy. A particular type of graffito 
mark occurring mostly on the black and red ware, is also occasionally noticed 
on other wares as well. 
The black and red ware is usually of thick section and medium fabric. Its 
blackness is confined to the interior only and does not extend to the exterior. 
The red ware, is usually thin, fine, well fired and treated with a very pleasing 
variety of black and red designs, consisting of bands, triangles and squares, bulls 
with long and curved horns, cross hatchings, leaf pattern, etc. The shapes 
represented in thisware arc lota types, invariably painted, a few shallow vases 
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and deep bowls with straight sides. A fragment of a channel spout has also 
been picked up from the middle levels of this deposit. 
Grey ware, whether thin, medium or thick is invariably fine. Usually it is 
of medium thickness and carries simple bands in brown. In one or two cases, 
the painting appears to have been in black pigment. The entire pottery, except 
for the neolithic vases, which are turned on a slow wheel, has been made of 
fine clay on a very fast wheel and well fired. The plain red ware has a sturdy 
appearance. 
Three floor levels have been noticed here. Each floor consists of a thin layer 
of hard pale brownish earth. The posts of mid levels were strengthened with lumps 
of clay. A part of the habitation appears to have been burnt. In another part, 
a groove of a thin bamboo (?) stick was also traced. 
NoM^dates are available. 
17, TRIPURI (District-Jabalpur, Madhya Pradesh; Dikshit, M.G. 1951-53) 
The site of Tripuri (Dikshit, 1979) revealed five periods. The earliest period, 
dated to C. lOOOBC, was marked by microliths, coarse long blades with worked 
edges, lunates, crescentic blades, arrow heads and scrapers made of agate, 
chalcedony, quartz, jasper and flint, and a black-painted red pottery. Large 
globular vessels were painted in black with thick horizontal and concentric 
bands. The pottery was turned on slow wheel and had a micaceous red slip 
in the interior. There were no copper objects. 
Period-II had the Tripuri and punch marked coins, and NBPS. Period-Ill in 
its later part concidcs with the Satavahana phase. In Period-IV the evidence 
belongs to Buddhist viharas culture. 
CARBON DATES 
Period (Early Historic) Uncalibrated Calibrated 
TF-681 2155±100BP 395-135BC 
18. MAHIIR.IHARI (District-Nagpur, Maharastra; Deo, S. B. 1970-72) 
The site of Mahurjhari represented a mesolithic culture. The stone circles 
found in excavation (Deo, 1973) give evidence of human skeletons, mostly found 
crushed by the debris, laid mostly north-south, with the head to the north and 
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legs to the south. In most cases astonc circle contain one human skeleton, but 
in three cases more than one skeleton has been noticed. In one case a twin 
burial has been resorted to. Along with the dead, black-and-red ware pots, 
objects of iron and copper, ornaments of gold, beads of semiprecious stones 
like agate and carnelian etc. have been found buried. 
The pottery associated with these burials comprises three main fabrics; the 
Megalithic black-and-red. the micaceous red ware and painted ware having 
linear designs on a dull-red surface. 
The other finds include an iron kit comprising flat rectangular axes with 
cross-bars, lances and spears, objects of toilet like nail-parers, carpentry tools 
like chisels and adzes and kitchen objects like frying pans. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
19. BHACI MAHARl (District-Nagpur, Maharashtra; Deo, & Jamkhedwar, 
1980-81) 
Two trenches each measuring 4m x 3m were laid down. These trenches 
revealed (IAR, 1982-83) a number of floor levels,each madeof a bedding of 
black clay, covered over by compact brownish clay, the surface of which was 
plastered with lime. The plan of the house was circular and inside the houses 
were found remains of semi-circular clay hearths. A large number of animal 
bones and burnt grains which included wheat, barley, black gram,and rice,were 
recovered. The animal bones recovered in these huts were those of horse, 
cattle, sheep.goat, and pig. A large amount of bones of birds, in several cases 
partially burnt, were recovered in the earlier stages of the occupation. 
The pottery consisted of thin, glossy black-and-red, the thick and brittle 
micaceous red, the black burnished and painted black-on-red. The painted 
pots were esentially globular in shape and bore simple designs, like groups of 
lines, hatched squares, and triangles etc. 
In the uppermost layer the painted pottery was reduced in quantity. 
Close to the habitation were stone circles, three of which were exacavated. 
These circles yielded black-and-red ware, micaceous red ware, and the black 
burnished and the painted black-on-red ware. Iron objects like axes, with cross 
ring fastness, knives,daggers, arrow heads and bangles,besides, objects of copper. 
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such as bangles and fragments of decorative lid finials, as reported from 
Mahurjhari were also noticed. A few fragementary teeth and bones of the horse 
and also a few human teeth were recovered from the stone circles. The most 
noteworthy feature of these stone circles, was the placement in a slanting 
position, within the circle, of a huge block of Gondwana formation. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
20.ADAM (District-Nagpur, Maharashtra; Amarendra, N. 1988-89) 
The excavations at Adam brought to light a five fold sequence of cultures, 
starting from the aceramic microlithic deposit through chalcolithic to early historical 
periods (Amarendra, 1988-89). Period-I is represented by a 50cm thick deposit, 
lateritic in origin, composed of reddish brown compact earth mixed with grit 
and rarely with charcoal - bits and bone. It yielded, in the lowest pre defence 
levels microlithic deposit free of pottery. The artefacts recovered include parallel 
sided blades, lunates, points, flake blades and scrapers made of chert, chalcedony 
agate and quartz. 
Period-II has been termed as'Vidarbha-chalcolithic'as theceramic industry 
does not correspond, either in form or in description, with any of the contem-
porar>' chalcolithic cultures of the regions adjoining Vidarbha. There are six pottery 
(Fig. 30)types of medium to coarse fabric invariably of inadequate firing. The 
types include(i) red ware with a chocolate slip and painted in white,(ii) red 
ware with a red slip and painted in white, (iii)red ware with a red slip and 
painted in black, (iv) unslipped red ware with painting in black (v) unslipped 
red ware with painting in white and(vi) black and red ware with paintings on 
the outside in black. The design-elements occurring on them were limited to (i) 
hatched diamonds, (ii) combed pattern (iii)series of short horizontal wavy strokes 
and (iv) groups of vertical strokes of varying number, occurring both externally 
and internally on the rim. Among the plain pottery an average of about 64 
percent constituted the red ware while 26 percent formed the black slipped 
ware, and 10 percent black and red ware. 
Evidence of structures in the form of post'holes and mud floors came 
to light, but no complete house plan could be ascertained completely. Other finds 
of the period include a copper ring, circular in section; a crucible, bone stylus 
of cylindrical shape with an oblique cut end, and an engraver with finely finished 
pointed end. 
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Period-Ill is characterised by the introduction of iron, although the cultural 
items of the preceding period continued to occur. The painted pottery of the 
earlier period, with slight increase in the frequency, continued with an addition 
offew new design elements. A notable introduction noticed was that of a coarse 
micaceous red ware painted with thick brush over a chocolate slipped base. The 
other new design elements include (i) chequer-board pattern, (ii) series of hori-
zontally, occasionally obliquely inclined, coma like strokes or dots arranged 
vertically. The horizontally or obliquely inclined comma-like strokes have been 
noticed on red ware, at times painted in white and occasionally in black; 
sometimes the strokes painted in black occur on the inner base of some table 
wares like dish or bowl. Some of the black and red ware of this period bore 
graffit marks, comparable to those'found in the chalcolithic context. 
Introduction of iron technology made copper a subordinate metal at Adam. 
The artefacts of iron include, besides indeterminate and rusted pieces, a tanged 
point and nail fragments. Other important antiquities reported from this period 
are a copper ring, short barrel-shaped carnelian bead etched with dots, annular 
terracotta beads, hopscotches dressed in pottery and stone, terracotta head of 
a brid and oblong shaped spool, bone points and stylus and a shell bangle 
fragment. Tentatively, the period has been assigned to c lOOOBCto 500BC. 
Period-IV temied as pre-Mauryan and Mauryan, witnessed some fundamental 
change in the cultural content, perhaps due to the developed iron technology. 
Period-V has been attributed to the Bhadras, Mitras, Satavahanas and Maharathi 
on the basis of numismatic and epigraphical evidences. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
21. NAIKUND fPistrict-Nagpur. Maharastra; Deo, and Jamkhedkar 1979-80) 
Excavation in the habitation area revealed 2.9 m thick habitation deposit 
belonging to single culture i.e. megalithic, giving the typical pottery represented 
by balck-and-red. micaceous red, plain red,painted black-on-red and burnished 
black wares (lAR, 1979-80). The types encountered in black-and-red ware are 
hour glass-like stands, bowl with tapering sides and conical base, lids with 
painted knobs and sometimes with bird motifs and havings graffiti. The 
micaceous red ware has mostly fiat-based doughs and vessels with round 
bottom and funnel-shaped mouth. The black-on-red ware was available only in 
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fragmentary sherds bearing mostly black lines, bands and hatched diamonds. The 
shapes in this ware appear to be mostly small-sized globular pots and the type 
met with in burnished black wareare the same as those of black-and-red ware, 
though the former has a large number of sherds with graffiti, the patterns 
of which are the same as normally foundon the megalithic pottery of south India. 
A circular hut with circular wooden posts at the periphery was also unearthed 
in the excavation. The hut had a diameter of 6m and that of the posts 30 
cm. Remains of wood and charcoal were also recovered. The floor of the hut 
was made up of rammed clay plastered with thick lime coat. Over the floor 
in other deposits were found artefacts of iron such as axes with cross-ring 
fasteners, hoes, nail-parers with cabled body, arrow-heads, adzes, lamps with 
long straight handles, and a polished stone axe made of quartzite. Charred 
grains like rice, wheat, black and green gram were also found on the floor and 
also recovered by floatation methods. This is the first evidence, so far available, 
of iron-smelting furnace of the megalithic culture in Maharashtra. 
Pottery recovered in profusion include black-and-red, micaceous red and 
black-burnished wares along with a few sherds of painted black-on-red ware. 
The burial yielded iron objects such as axes with cross-ring fasteners, nail parer 
with cabled body and daggers, besides remains of a horse with ornaments made 
of sheet copper and the remains of a lower jaw of an adult. 
CARBON DATES 
Megalithic Uncalibratcd Calibrated 
BS - 94 2495 ± 105 BP 800 - 420 BC 
BS-92 2455±100BP 785-410BC 
22. KHAIRWADA (District-Wardha, Maharashtra; Dco,S.B. 1980-81) 
The excavation at Khairwada were carried out in the habitation area. This 
site revealed the stone-circles (IAR 1981-82). The stone-circles were found to 
have been of two types, (i) those with pebble and clay falling within a circle 
of boulders and (ii) those with loose pebbles piled up without use of clay 
within a cirle of boulders. In the latter type, the top of the pebble - filling was 
deliberately depressed, 'i'hc pottery of this site could be categorized into four 
main fabrics, viz the bkick-and red, the micaceous red, the burnished black, 
and black-on-red. 
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The typical shapes in the Black-on-Red Ware are rimless bowls, bowls 
with conchoidal base, squat stands; those in the burnished black ware are lids 
of covers with looped hold lids with knobbed or bud-like hold and squat 
stands; and the vessels in the micaceous red ware included globular pots with 
funnel mouth, basins, deep bowls and jars with constricted neck. Besides pottery, 
the excavation also yielded copper bangles and flat rectangular axes of iron 
with cross-ring fasteners. Settled mode of habitation was evidenced by floors 
of lime plaster, circular post - holes and saddle and legged querns. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
23. KAOTHE (District-Dhule, Maharastra; Shinde Vasant, 1989) 
The village Kaothe lies on the bank of the river Kan, a tributary of 
Panjrha,It is situated at a distance of 4 km. west of Sakri town and 52 km. 
northwest of Dhule city. The excavations have brought to light evidence of 
Savalda culture (Va'santjgsS"). 
The ceramic assemblage from Kaothe can be divided into two broad 
catergories, the (i) painted, and (ii)unpainted, and coarse. The former includes three 
wares, namely, the sturdy red, the Savalda, and the Kayatha. The first among 
them is made on a fast wheel whereas the pots of the remaining two are 
fashioned either on a slow wheel or are hand-modelled. The sturdy red ware, 
made from extremely well levigated clay, is uniformly fired to a high 
temperature as the fully oxidized core would indicate. The fabric is sturdy 
and often thick. The external surface of pots bears wash of pinkish or pale 
red colour. The repertoire ol" forms in this ware is extremely limited. It includes 
convex-sided bowls, basins, globular pots and dishes. There are two varieties in 
bowls, deep and shallow, both with featureless rims. The various rim forms in 
the basin type include flat, projecting, rounded and slightly undercut, thickened 
rounded and clubbed. The globular jar is the predominant from, in which the 
type with a narrow mouth, externally thickened rim, sloping shoulders, globular 
body and a flat base are quite common. Almost all the pots of different forms 
in this ware were provided with flat bases. The painted designs, which were 
executed either in purple or light black, were confined to the upper half of the 
vessel. These include mostly linear patterns such as broad horizontal bands, 
zig-zag lines between horizontal bands, sets of oblique strokes, oblique strokes 
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set in horizontal bands, jali pattern and some curvilinear patterns such as loops. 
No naturalistic motifs have been found painted on these pots. 
The Savalda ware, rather coarse in fabric, is the predominantone in the 
ceramic assemblage of Koathe. Thin and thick varieties are found and most 
of the potsof this ware appear to have been madeonslowturn-table. The other 
surface is treated with different shades of colour consisting of pink, chocolate 
and red. The remains of this type of ware are extremely few, such as globular 
pots with high necks and round bottoms, globular pots with high but very 
narrow neck, convex-sided bowls and indian lota likes. The Savalda ware is 
unique because of the variety of delicately painted motifs in black pigment. 
These include, besides linear and geometric patterns, vast number of wild 
animals and birds, such as the elephant, the wild boar, peacock, snakes and 
aquatic creatures like a variety offish and frogs. Even arrows, bows and 
harpoons are also depicted. 
The other painted ware associated with the Savalda culture at Kaothe is the 
Kayatha ware. It is characterised by a sturdy fabric and is extremely fine as 
compared with the Savalda ware. The varieties in this type include jars with 
out curved rim,jars with externally thickened rims, jars with beaded rims. There 
is a fragment of a jar with a flaring mouth, carinated body and round 
bottom (Dhavalikar,etal. 1990). The other associated coarse wares found in 
the Savalda levels are not much diiferent form the similar wares of other 
chalcolithic cultures, particularly the Malwa and the Jorwe of the Deccan. 
The new feature of the chalcolithic architecture(dwellingstructures) brought 
to light by the excavation at Kaothe. was the pit-dwelling, usually circular in 
plan, its average diameter being 1.75 m. The depth varied from 20 to 40 cm. 
Both, the bottom and sides of the pit were plastered with clay and cow dung. 
Thepost-holcs along the periphery of some of the pits,confirmed that the roof 
was supported by wooden posts. The dwellings found at Kaothe are so shallow 
that the\ would hardly serve the purpose of offering protection from cold 
weather. It appears that each household consisted of several pits meant for 
purposes other then living, like storage.cooking, etc. The living pits had well 
made floors and these were slightly larger in size when compared with other 
non-living types.The.se dwellings did not indicate a permanent occupation at 
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the site. On the contrary the flimsy floors indicate a seasonal occupation. 
A Chulha with curved sides were noticed. There was no evidence of 
domestic activities such as cooking and therefore, its exact function is not 
known. It would not be far fetched to surmise that it belonged to a public 
building meant for holding meetings and other ceremonies. 
These people practiced subsistence agriculture combined with stock raising 
and huntng/fishing. They cultivated pearl millet(Bajra'lPennisetum typhoids stapf. 
and Hubbard, (horse gram), Dolichos billorus Linn., (black gram). Vigna mungo 
(L) Hepper and sesame (Sesamum of indicum Linn) fKajale. 1990). The earliest 
evidence of bajra so far occurs in Period-Ill, dated to c. 1200-800 BC(Possehl, 
1989). It is the evidence iVom Kaothc that takes back the antiquity of bajra 
to the beginning of second millennium B.C., (Kajale, 1990). The survey also 
revealed the presence of large number of lumps of Chalcedony stone, lithic 
blade industry is conspicuously absent at Kaothe.The Kaothe people depend-
ing heavily on animal food rather than agriculturalproduction. Buffalo appears 
to have played important role in their diet. The other important domesticated 
animals in their food economy were sheep and goats, which were killed in 
large numbers. Domestic pig bones arc very few in numbers and it is difficult 
to sumrise whether the inhabitants had any stock of domesticated pigs, (Thomas 
and Joglekar 1990). In addition, the inhabitants also explioted other natural 
resources like birds, reptiles, fi.sh, crab and molluscs to supplement their food 
economy. 
CARBON DATE 
Period Uncalibrated Calibrated 
Chalcolithic 1920±90BC 2000-1800 BC 
24.PRAKASH (Dis(rict-I)hule,Mah:irashtra, 1955; Thapar,B.K. 1955) 
The excavation at Prakash on the confluence of the rivers Tapti and Gomai 
exposed an over 17 m. deep occupationaP deposit, belonging to four culutral 
periods with a break between the earlier two and a continuous sequence 
thereafter (Thapar, 1964). 
Period-I (C. 1700-1300BC) is chalcolithic in its culural content and is further 
divided into sub-period I A and I B. the former being characterised by the 
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occurrence of blades and microliths, hammer-stones, a restricted use of copper 
or low-grade bronze and four ceramic industries, each distanct in kind and 
range :(i) pale-grey-ware often burnt black-and-red and decorated with painted 
design, in a fugitive white pigment both on the outside and the inside but 
with a marked preference for the latter, (ii) Black-painted red pottery of the 
Malwa fabric containing strains of the late Harappa and Savalda fomis;(iii) 
mottled grey ware showing incised and applied designs; and (iv)coarse burnished 
and other plain wares, distingushed by its burnished surface and occasionally 
an ochrous paint on the rim portion. The blade and microlithic indusrty, being 
the principal component of the chalcolithic culture, is dominated by a blade 
complex. Amongst the miscellany of less abundant finds are beads of various 
material, fragments of shell bangles, a painted terracotta toy cart wheel, and 
a painted terracotta bull. 
Sub-PeriodlB, is distinguished by the intrusion of two more ceramic industries, 
viz the black-painted red pottery of the .lorwe fabric and the lustrous Red ware. 
The other industries and crafts of the previous sub-period continue throughout the 
occapation. Some of the pots of the white painted black-and-grey ware, the Malwa 
ware and the Jorwe ware, also bear graffiti of which ten different marks have been 
recognized (Fig. 31). 
Peiord-ll following after a time gap, heralds the Iron Age, Stone implements 
like blades, microliths are replaced by tools of iron. The use of copper also 
becomes morecommon,thoughremaining subordinate to that ofiron.Three principal 
ceramic industries,each marked by separate pottery tradition, are current during 
this period. The NBPW of which only ten sherds found seem to have reached 
the site only towards the clo.se ol' the period. The other finds of the period include 
beadsofvariousmaterials,banglesof shell and glass;terracotta caskets, hypotherical 
head - scratchers; an ivory comb; bone styliand a perfume casket; ear ornament 
of jasper and crystal; and two badly corroded and defaced punch-marked coins. 
In Period-Ill the ceramic industries of the preceding period go into decline 
and are replaced by a non-descript poorly made red ware. From the mid-levels 
and unwards have also been found sherds of red polished ware in the patent 
sprinkler from and Ksatrapa painted sherds, diversified by white and black bands 
on the shoulders. Among the other finds mention may be made of various 
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objects of the copper, iron and lead, noteworthy amongst which are a shaft hole 
axe of iron and two bells of copper, querns and mullers; a decorated soap stone 
casket; beads of various materials, shell bangles showing pleasing variety of carved 
decoration, two terracotta human figurine including one of anka-dhatri type,bone 
styli, glass bangles and rings; etc. 
Period-lV, is distinguished principally by the relative profusion of opaque 
glass bangles, etc. Other noteworthy ilnds consist of shell bangles, shaft hole axes 
of iron, glass, and a small sandstone image of Ganesa attributable to c. 8th-9th 
century A.D. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
25. SAVALDA (District-Dhule, Maharastra; Joshi, R.V. 1959-60) 
The site is situated on the left bank of the Tapti. The occupational deposit 
is divisible into two periods (lAR 1959-60). Period-I represented a chalcolithic 
culture. This period has yielded the typical chalcolithic black-painted red ware, 
besides a red ware of medium fabric, and grey ware both in coarse and fine 
fabrics. A few blades of chalcedony have also been obtained. The painted 
designs on the pottery include horizontal bands, hatched diamonds and triangles, 
loops, circlesand parallel wavy lines connected to a horizontal band. Some of 
the important types of pottery in the red ware are the jar with bevelled rim, 
jar with beaded rim and ilanged shoulder, storage jar with splayed-out rim 
and cordoned shoulder decorated with cord-pattern; jar with backed rim; and 
miniature jar with splayed-out rim and carinated shoulder. In this ware are 
also present a few specimens showing paring. The grey ware of fine fabric 
is represented by the jar with flared rim and globular body. The types in 
the grey ware of coarse fabric include the shallow dish with featureless rim; 
storage jar with cord pattern; and thick and deep bowl with incurved rim 
and flat base. 
Period-11 was marked by the occurrence of the black-and-red ware, black 
ware and other types associated with the NBPW. The painted pottery and huge 
storage jars of the preceding period are totally absent. It was here that for 
the first time the distinctive features of a class of painted ware were confirmed 
and hence the ware was designated as Savalda Ware (Sali, 1963). 
No 14^ dates are available. 
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26. BAHURUPA (Dislrict-Dhulc, Maharashtra; Banerji, A. 1959-60) 
On the north bank ol" river Tapti, the site of Bahurupa revealed a 45 cm. 
thick chalcolothic deposit largely distrurbed by pits (IAR, 1959-60). The pottery 
comprises the typical chalcolithic red and brownish ware bearing geometrical, 
animal and fish motifs in black, purple or chocolate colours. A shallow dish 
with bevelled rim, high-necked jar and lid are some of the important yields 
in the red variety, A few specimens of burnished grey and black wares with 
the paring technique have also come to light. 
The site has also yielded a few microliths on agate and chalcedony representing 
microblade cores, prallelsided blades, tiny backed blades, crescents and awl 
points. The microliths and other material available on the surface, such as fluted 
cores, simple and retouched blades, points, etc. and nodules and flakes of 
chalcedony, agate and some siliceous materials would indicate that Bahurupa 
was possibly a factory site for making microlithic tools. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
27. BAHAL (District-Jalagaon, Maharashtra; Ghosh, A. 1952-57) 
The site is situated on the left bank of the Girna, a tributary of the Tapti 
(lAR, 1956-57). Period-I, has two sub period, A and B, both chalcolithic, overlysing 
the Black cotton soil. Sub Period-A was distinguished by a thick grey ware 
in the shape of globular jar with a flared rim, reminiscent of the Brahmagiri 
urn, bowl with a Hat base and incurved rim, and hand made storage jar with 
incised oblique criss-cross lines or dot-and-chain patterns with bold applied 
deocration of finger tips, and female figurines of the fertility goddess. A few 
sherds of thinner grey ware had paintings in red ochre on the rim portion of 
the pot or on the knob of the lid shaped like a shallow bowl. This pottery is also 
met with Daimabad. 
Sub-Period IB provided fine red ware turned on the fast wheel. It was 
painted in black with a rich variety of designs horizontal bands with hatched 
diamonds, triangles, ladders, concentric circles and criss cross, parallel lines and 
antelope and horse. The pottery bearing animal painting bears similarity with 
the Daimabad. A few sherds of lustrous red slipped ware match the post-
Harappa Lustrous Red ware of Rangpur. The upper levels of this sub period 
contained the carinated bowl and spouted vessel of the Nasik-Jorwe type, but 
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the typical burials of the Jorwe cuhurc with two or three urns placed horizontally 
mouth to mouth ware not met with at Bahal nor the extended burials seen in 
the chaleolithic levels at Dianiabad and Inamgaon. The burnished grey ware found 
in sub period IA and black ware with oblique lines painted in white, continued 
in this sub period. 
The other finds consisted of beads of terracotta, shell and paste, microliths of 
chalcedony, agate and Jasper, mostly parallel - sided blade. The limited use of 
copper was indicated by a shapeless lump of metal. 
Period-11 marked a complete change in the life pattern of the site with the 
emergence of iron, and black-and-red ware with its variants in which the red 
was replaced by buff or cream. The ware had a highly furnished surface, and 
bowl with featureless rim and shallow dish were the common shapes. The shapes 
in the associated red ware of a gritty core were the globular jar and carinated 
handi. In addition there were highly polished faceted beads of camelian jasper, 
crystal and opal and large cylindrical ear ornaments of agate with mirror lie 
polised. The iron objects were represented by spearheads, arrow heads, knives, 
daggers, sickles, etc., indicating an agricultural community living at the site and 
tilling the rich soil in the Tapti valley. 
Period-ll has three structural sub-periods, indicated by post-holes at short 
intervals suggesting modest timber built-huts, legged querns and pestles. The 
charred grains are probabl>' rice and millet. 
Period-Ill, had also two sub-periods. In sub-period-A, the black and red 
ware disappeared, the NBPW. occasionaly marked with graffiti became the main 
ware of this sub period. Beads of agate, camelian and crystal and bangles of 
shell a circular copper mirror with handle, iron nails and bone paints with 
tangs were also found. A lloor made of rammed pebbles with post holes was 
the only structural relic. Two holed tiles common to both the sub-periods, together 
with iron nails, indicate the use of roof with tiles fixed to wooden rafters by 
means of iron nails. 
In Period IV the deposits of Yadava and Muslim times are found while in 
period V. the site represented to the Marathas of 18th centuary. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
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28.NAS1K (District-Nasik, Maharashtra; SankaIia,S.D. 1950-51) 
The characteristic pottery of the site in Pcriod-I include Jorwe ware, grey 
ware, and whitish red ware. Since a majority of the sherds is fragmentary, it is 
difficuh to identify the shapes, but spouted vessels,bowls, globular jars are present. 
Microliths such as trapezes, lunates and blades made on chert and chalcedony also 
occur (Sankalia,Deoand Ansari, 1969).Period-lI, III and IV of this site represent 
an early historical age. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
29. JORWE (District-Ahamad Nagar, Maharashtra; Sankalia, H.D. 1950-51) 
.lorwe, a small village on the north bank of the river Pravara revealed a single 
culture site of the Deccan chalcolithic complex. Predominant pottery (Sankalia 
and Deo, 1955) was the painted black on red and slipped and painted in black. 
The designs on the pottery being mainly geometric. The shape (Fig. 32) are 
utilitarian and comprise the carinated bowl with rounded base; bowl with intumed 
sides, bowl with flaring or vertical sides; shouldered globular jar; funnel necked, 
wide-mouthed carinated vessel with a funnel-spout, cup, shallow dish, small basin 
and lid. Certain shapes are unique, e.g., rimless bowl with a funnel-spout, the 
lid-cum-dish and the tiered pot or ring stand. Some bowls and carinated jars have 
painted and scratched grafilti. 
Other antiquities include a bead of chalcedony, six axes of copper and a bangle 
and microliths including Hakes, cores, blades, lunates, obliquely retouched blades 
and parallel sided blades. 
No 14^ dates arc available. 
30. DlAMABAl) (District-Ahiiiad Nagar, Maharasthra; Rao, S. R. 1976-79) 
The Period-I of Diamabad (Sali, 1986) represents the Neolithic settlement. 
The pottery was mainly coarse grey or black frequently burnished and sometimes 
decorated with unburned ochre point. Fingertip decoration and applique bands occur 
and it is claimed that at least one spout was recovered from this period. This 
assemblage may be compared with that of the upper Neolithic phase of the 
Karanataka sites in the south, though its more immediate affinities are with 
Navadatoli and Malwa. Several extended burials were discovered betwen the 
houses. This type of burial site with adults on the back in pits, in extended posture 
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frequently with grave goods, is typical of the Deccan sitesof thechalcolithic period. 
The grave goods included stone exes, blades and pottery. 
This period has been further divided into three phases. The earliest phase 
represents the so called Savalda ware of the Tapti valley. This deposit was 
apprently more than 20 cm. in depth, above it, a second deposit said to have 
produced a red ware described as of Harappan affinity. A sherd reported from 
this ware contains symbols letters in the Indus Script. The deposit is a little deeper 
than the preceding one. Finally, in the upper most part of the first period occurs 
a new buff and creamy pottery with associated white- painted grey ware, 
reminiscent of the white - painted black-and-red grey ware of Prakash. Coarse 
grey ware is reported throughout the three phases of this period. Copper is 
markedly more plentiful than in the first period. Among the copper objects was 
a knife blade, reminiscent of Harappan types. The common grey ware continues, 
but a fine reddish brown ware with painting is now common. Spouts and a 
channel spout are found once again, comparable to the Malwa ware. The painted 
decoration includes a remarkble series of small animal, mainly bulls Eind apeocock. 
In the excavation at Daimabad the discovery of grains of sorghum and millet 
is reported. Sorghum had earlier been reported at Inamgaon. A hoard of copper; 
though discovered by chance, also belong to this period (Allchin, 1983). The hoard 
of copper objects consists of four massive pieces - an elephant, rhinocerous, 
buffalo and chariot drawn by two bullocks with a rider standing on it. Three 
pieces have copper axles and wheels. The four, are all solid cast and are 
reported to weigh over 60 kg. The heaviest is the elephant, which stands on 
a cast copper platform with four brackets beneath, pieced to take axles. The 
overall height in 25 cm. and the plateform in 27cm. long. Although the modelling 
is rather heavy, the piece already has something of special character attached 
to the elephant in later India sculpture. The rhinoceros is slightly smaller. It stands 
on a cast platform and in this case the brackets contain two solid copper axles 
with cast wheels attached. The'two solid copper axes with cast wheels attached. 
The fourth object is the most elaborate. It consists of a two-wheeled chariort 
with a standing rider. It is attached by a long pole or two yoked oxen, which 
stand on two cast copper strips. This piece has no analogues in the Indus 
civilizarion and remains unique. 
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CARBON DATES 
Period I (Savalda) Uncalibrated Calibrated 
BS-176 3590±90BP 2160-1850 BC 
PRL-429 3390±150BP 1910-1555 BC 
PRL-654 3460±100BP 1955-1680 BC 
Period II (Post-urban Harappan) 
PRL-657 3140±100BP 1585-1330 BC 
PRL-170 1410±140BP 445-770 AD 
PRL-426 3600±150BP 2195-1750 BC 
BS-180 3390±100BP 1880-1595BC 
Period 111 (Buf and cream) 
BS-182 3130±90BP 1575-1280BC 
PRL-419 2980±110BP 1390-1085BC 
PRL-655 3490±110BP 1980-1690 BC 
PRL-428 3400±n0BP 1955-1680BC 
BS-177 3460±100BP 1955-1680BC 
Period IV (Malwa) 
BS-181 2990 ± 100 BP 1400-1095 BC 
PRL-412 3250±110BP 1695-1400 BC 
Period V (Jorwe) 
PRL-656 3O50±15OBP 1550-1105BC 
BS-179 2970±100BP 1385^1010BC 
BS-178 2950±100BP 1370-l035BC 
31. NEVASA (District-Ahmad Nagar, Maharashtra; Sankalia, H.D.1954-59) 
The site of Nevasa situated on north banks of Pravara, represent a sequence 
of six cultural periods ranging from the lowerpalaeolithic to the Muslim-Maratha 
times (lAR, 1959-60; 1960-61). 
Period-1 and Period-II represent palaeolithic phases. In Period-Ill, the ceramic 
complex consists mainly of four wares, of which the Jorwe is the most abundant. 
The ware shows the application of various slips, though the principal colour 
is red. The shapes included spouted bowl, spouted vessels with a high neck and 
a squat body, a number of very small bowls, basins and ringed and stemmed 
stands, etc. A majority of pots are wheel-made though some pots of certain 
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vessels are made by hand in a mould. It is likely that bamboo baskets ware 
also used for making clay vessels as is evidenced by a few thick sherds with 
perfect bamboo matting impression on them. Noteworthy among the painted 
designs are the representations of the dog and wavy-horned antilope. Most of 
the designs are geometric. A few pots also bear graffiti marks. 
Within this period five phases of occupation have been distinguished on 
the basis of flood and associated burials. No complete house plans have, however, 
been exposed. There is ample evidence to suggest the use of lime-plastered 
floors with wooden posts sunk into them. Huge storage jars with bold linear 
designs and tapering bottoms were embedded into the house floor. Chulhas are 
built right on the floor and are usually rectangular with arms formed by raised 
panels of clay. Of great interest is the occurrence of circular of oval pits (kunda) 
- like costructions. It is difficult to say whether these were used as dwellings 
or for storage. 
Under the house-floors a total number of 131 burials have been found. The 
funerary goods associated with these comprised small painted bowls, small 
globular vessels, high necked pots, tiny beads of faience, camelian and a copper 
anklet. Aduls were hurried in an extended positions in a pit with north'south 
orientation. The lower extremities are generally found to be missing. 
The cultural equipments comparised : Mircolithic blades and flakes; polished 
stone axes, hand axes (Fig. 33), copper bangles, beads, rings, hooks, chisels, beads 
of semiprecious stones, terracotta lamps, pottery discs and wheels, bangles of 
shell, and hammer-stones, querns and mullers. 
Periods IV. V & VI of the site represent the remains of NBPW. Indo-Roman 
and Muslim-Maratha respectively. 
CARBON DATES 
Period III (Jorwe) Uncalibrated Calibrated 
TF-40 31I0±110BP 1560-1255BC 
P-181 3106±122BP 1560-1255BC 
P-184 2545±115BP 815-775BC 
32. CHANDOrJ (District-Punc, Miiharashtra; Deo, S.B., Ansari Z.D. 1960) 
The layer I of the site of Chandoli on the right bank of river Ghod, is without 
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any burnt clods while layerll has such clods bearingbamboo matting impressions, 
indicating the wall material (lAR, 1957-58; 1961-62). 
Houses appeared rectangular, on plan and walls constructed of bamboo screen 
plastered with mud. There were wooden posts to support the wall screen and 
thatched roof. The floor, sometimes plastered, contains a saddle quern. Hearths 
measuring 30 x30 x 25 cm. are sunk in the floor. The houses ware lit with boat-
shaped terracotta lamps common at all the chalcolithic sites in Deccan. The 
saddle quern indicates the practice of crushing grains, but the diet must have 
been supplemented by hunting, fishing and slaughter of domesticated animals. 
The red grey ware, coarse red ware generally plain, was in use but Jorwe 
and Malwa fabric ware was also available for special use and rituals. The burial 
urns are in red grey ware. The prominent pottery types are: the tubular spouted 
pot, carinated and convex-sided bowl with or without spout, globular pot with 
narrow and constricted neck, bowl and dish on stand. The designs painted on 
the red surface are bands, zigzags, diamonds, and triangles. 
The tools and weapons are made generally of stone and rarely of copper. 
Axes, adges, chisels are ground and polished particularly on the cutting edge. 
Smaller tools and weapons are made from blades removed from chalcedony 
and agate ores. Copper is used sparingly but a few tools and weapons such 
as antennae hilted daggers, axes, chisels and fish hooks have been found. Beads 
of semiprecious stones like camelian, agate, chalcedony as also of copper were 
strung on a thread of flax for making necklaces. Anklets, bangles and rings 
of copper were used as ornaments for legs, wrist and fingers. 
The dead were buried in an extended posture in a grave dug in the living 
floor with north to south orientation with the head towards the north. The feet 
below the ankle were chopped off Children were buried in two vessels placed 
mouth to mouth in a burial pit, with the same orientation, but their feet were 
spared. The vessels were kept in the grave possibly with some food and drink. 
Some-times the dead were buried with their ornaments on. 
CARBON DATES 
Jorwe Uncalibrated Calibrated 
P-473 3184±68BP 1590-1395BC 
P-472 3157±68BP 1570-1380 BC 
m 
P-474 3099±185BP 1665-1105 BC 
TF-42 3035±115BP 1430-1225 BC 
TF-43 2905±100BP 1335-1015BC 
33. INAMGAON fPistrict-Punc. Maharashtra; Dhavlikar, M.K. 1968-71-74) 
The site is located on the right bank of the river Ghod, a tributary of the 
Bhima. The excavations, at five places, have brought to light an extensive settlement 
of the chalcolithic features (Sankalia, Ansari and Dhavlikar, 1971). Period-1 is 
lablelled Malwa culture. In this culture the early settlers at the site lived in large 
rectangular houses of wattle and daub with thatched roof. There are a number 
of post holes outside the walls and inside as well. The house is divided into 
two compartments by a dwarf wall over which probably stood a red screen. In 
the north west comer is a rectangular chuiha ( hearth ) with a flat stone daubed 
with mud in the centre obviously for supporting the cooking vessels. In the south 
west comer is plcaed a huge jar, half embedded in the ground. It may have been 
used for storing grain or a water. Some people also lived in pit houses. Two pit 
houses have shallow floors. 
The people subsisted on agriculture and hunting and fishing. They had 
domesticated animal such as cattle, goat, sheep and pigs. Their principal ware 
is black-on-red associated with a coarse red/grey ware. The former is represented 
by the carinated bowl, spouted vessel, and high necked jar, whereas in the 
latter, the main shapes are bowl, basin and storage jar, sometimes decorated with 
incised and applied designs. The people used blade/flake tools of chalcedony 
and of copper. 
Period-11: 14^ determinations show that around 1400 BC, the people of 
he Jorwe culture arrived at the site and in a short white become predominant. 
Their occupation marks the most prosperous period in the hostory of the settlement. 
The houses are generally of smaller sizes and situated at a distance of about I'/zm. 
from each other, the intrevening space forming a sort of road as at present. 
The houses are built carefully with well-laid floors, which were periodically 
repaired and frequently plastered with mud and lime. 
The economy of the people of this period was based on farming hunting 
and fishing. They raised a number of crops such as wheat, barley, rice and lentil. 
Rice was cultivated possibly in small carefully tended plots, 
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The principal ceramic of the period-II is the black on red, Jorwe painted 
pottery represented by the concave-sided carinated bowl, spouted vessel, and high 
necked jar. Huge storage jars entirely handmade were some times decorated with 
incised and applied patterns. In a house an oval clay box contains a Mother 
goddess figurine and over the box another figurine, but without head, and a clay 
bull. There is also a clay ring in which the figurine could be kept in a standing 
position during worship. The most noteworthy feature is a blind hole in the 
abdomen of this female figurine and a similar hole in the body of a bull. (Fig. 34) 
The dead were buried inside the house in a pit specially dug for the purpose. 
The children were buried in two red/grey-ware urns which were placed in the 
pit mouth to mouth horizontlly. In the case of adults the entire body was passed 
within the pit, but before doing so the portion below the ankle was chopped off 
This practice was not followed in the burial of the ruling chief. Vessels, probably 
containing food and water, are found placed inside the pit. 
The large rectangular houses of the precedding period are replaced by 
small huts of wattle-and-daub with thatched roof The pottery becomes coarse 
in fabric. The black-and-red-ware appears in the upper level of this period. 
Alongwith the mother goddess the people also worshiped a god, whose unbaked 
clay figurines have been found. 
CARBON DATES 
Period I (Malwa) 
TF-1001 
TF-1000 
TF-924 
PRL - 77 
PRL-133 
PRL - 59 
BS-277 
BS-263 
Peroid 11 (Early Jorwe) 
TF-1086 
TF-1085 
TF-1087 
Uncalibrated 
3415±90BP 
3230±80BP 
3225 ± 200 BP 
3310±110BP 
3230±105BP 
3 2 1 0 ± n 0 B P 
3078±100BP 
3310±130BP 
3385±150BP 
3295±105BP 
3260 ± 105 BP 
Calibrated 
1900-
1685-
1760-
1755-
1685-
1675-
1540-
1790-
1910-
1745-
1700-
1660 BC 
•1400BC 
•1325BC 
•1530BC 
•1400BC 
•1390BC 
•1240BC 
•1420BC 
-1555BC 
•1520BC 
-1415BC 
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BS-103 
BS-468 
PRL-78 
PRL-76 
Period III (LateJorwe) 
BS-445 
BS-462 
BS-500 
BS-501 
BS-461 
BS-466 
BS-467 
BS-488 
BS - 502 
BS-486 
BS-489 
BS-487 
BS- 463 
TF- 922 
TF-1235 
TF-1330 
TF- 996 
TF- 923 
TF - 995 
TF - 997 
PRL-57 
PRL-94 
PRL-93 
WALKl rDistri 
3355 ± 105 BP 
3]20±105BP 
2740±115BP 
3220±110BP 
6050±150BP 
3310±110BP 
3100±90BP 
3160±80BP 
3070±100BP 
3060 ± 120 BP 
2740:^100 BP 
3050±100BP 
3050±100BP 
3020±100BP 
3020±100BP 
3000±100BP 
2980±110BP 
3205±100BP 
3135±90BP 
3090±100BP 
2930±180BP 
2890±170BP 
1775±125BP 
1530±105BP 
3050 ± 105 BP 
3020±115BP 
3020±105BP 
1865-1565 EC 
1565-1265 BC 
930 - 800 BC 
1680-1395 BC 
5225-4865 BC 
1755-1530 BC 
1555-1250 BC 
1650-1350 BC 
1530-1235 BC 
1445-1235 BC 
930-800 BC 
1435-1230 BC 
1435-1230 BC 
1415-1215BC 
1415-1215BC 
1405-1100 BC 
1390-1085 BC 
1675-1390 BC 
1585-1330BC 
1545-1245 BC 
1415-840 BC 
1360-845BC 
30-42 AD 
395-600 AD 
1435-1230 BC 
1415-1215BC 
1415-1215BC 
ict-Pune, Maharashtra; Shinde Vasant & Arte, S.M, 1 
The village Walki is situated on the right bank of river Bhima.The site is very 
small in size, measuring 60 cm. thick of habitation deposit (Gogte and shinde 1995). 
The site revealed that most of the houses were circular in plan and form distinct 
clusters. Each cluster consisted of five to six units. Among these units one has 
a large mud platform rammed hard, identified as a threshing floor. Another one 
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or two were probably used as shelters for sheep and goats at night. One or two 
units with better floors could have been occupied by people. There was also 
a circular pitsilo plastered with lime, probably to store grain. Most of the circular 
pits were devoid of walls and the fire-pit was usually located in the open, which 
suggest that they were probably not occupied during the rainy season. A few 
permanent, large rectangular mud structures, with low mud walls, were found in 
the central part of the habitation. 
The excavation at Walki has also yielded 12 child and one adult burials. 
The feet of the adult were chopped off The ceramic at the site is found to 
resembled that of Jorwe and Inamgaon. Gogteand 3hinde( 1992), considering the 
short distance between Inamgaon and Walki, suggest that the chalcolithic people 
of walki, procured the required pottery from Inamgaon, and the people of 
Inamgaon could have established a seasonal settlement at Walki for exploiting the 
fertile tracts of black cotton soil lying in the confluence of two rivers near the site. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
35. SONEGAON (DIstrict-Pune, Maharashtra; Deo, S.B. 1965) 
The site, situated on the confluence of Niro and Karha, revealed neolithic and 
cholcolithic phases (Sankalia, Deo and Ansari, 1969). Period-I of the site is 
characterized by red and grey hand-made pottery without painting. A noteworthy 
feature of this period is that three pits with vertical sides and flat bottoms have 
been found cut into the virgin black cotton soil. At about 1 m. depth, two of the 
smaller ones have each a diameter of about 1 m. whereas the third one has a diameter 
of 2 m. It appears that the smaller ones were probably used as spit silos while 
the largest could have been used for dwelling. 
Period-Il is marked by the appcarence of painted pottery of both Malwa 
and the Jorwe fabrics. The coarse hand-made red and grey ware of the preceding 
period continues. In the restricted excavation no house plans have been recovered. 
Four twin urn bruials of children have been found in this period. A good quality 
of charred wheat has been recovered. It has given a 1 4C date of 1670-1380 BC 
(calibrated). 
Period-Ill witnessed the introduction of the black-and-red ware and a large 
rectangular house (450 x 650 M.) has been exposed. The period can be dated to 
the opening centuries of the 1st millennium BC. 
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CARBON DATES 
Period 1 (Grey 
TF-384 
ware) 
Period n (Jorwe) 
TF - 380 
TF-382 
TF-383 
TF - 379 
Uncalibrated 
3415±105BP 
3230±105BP 
3195±100BP 
3185±100BP 
3150±90BP 
NORTH CENTRAL REGION 
Calibrated 
1900-1660 BC 
1685-1400 BC 
1670-1380 BC 
1670-1375 BC 
1640-1340 BC 
The excavations in central region of India comprising Ganga-Yamuna plain of 
Uttar Pradesh and adjoining part of Rajesthan, showed following pro to-historic sites 
having affinities to Late Harrapan, OCP and other associated chalcolithic cultures. 
LBACOR (District-Bhilwara, Rajasthan; Misra, V.N. 1968-70) 
The site situated on the bank of the Kothari River reveals the sequence of two 
periods (Misra, 1970). Period-1 may be divided into two phases. Phase-I is found 
in 50 to 80 cm. of occupation deposit. Here microliths and animal bones were most 
profuse, and the economy was based on a combination of hunting-gathering and 
herding. People lived in huts with stone-paved floors and probably wattle walls, 
or were sheltered behind wind breaks. The dead were buried in an extended 
position laid east-west. 
Phase-II occupies 30 to 50 cm. of deposit. Microlithic tools and animal bones 
begin to decline in quantity, but copper tools (Fig. 35) and pottery make their 
appearance. The pottery is hand made with incised decoration. The dead were 
buried in a fixed postition and oriented west-east. The graves were richly furnished 
with pots, metal tools, ornaments and food offerings. Increased material prosperity 
implies a more secure and stable economy suggesting the possibility of plant 
agricuture and a greater reliance on animal domestication. 
The pottery is made of gritty and micaceous clay. Both surfaces (inside and 
outside) of the pot are treated with a slip of fine clay and the outer surface is often 
burnished. A wash of bright-red colour was applied over the slip but in most 
cases it has largely faded away and the present surface colour is dull brown. 
The pottery is poorly fired and fragile. Most of the pots seem to have been made 
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entirely by hand or by the use of slow wheel or turntable. There are a few sherds 
with a black inner surface which suggests attempts at producing a black-and-red 
ware. The shapes include the broad mouthed jar of various sizes, the small 
lota-like pot. large shallow basin, some smaller and deeper basins and bowls in a 
range of sizes. Though no complete pot is decorated, many sherds bear incised 
designs which include groups of parallel bands, chevrons, herring-bone patterns, 
criss-crosses, groups of short strokes and finger-nail incisions. There are some 
affinities between the Bagor pottery and that of the Kayatha and Ahar cultures of 
Malwa and Mewar in fabric and shapes. 
In Phases I and II the only structures are large floors made of schist slabs, 
quarried from rocks across the river, together with occasional pebbles. The stones 
appear to be aligned in a circular fashion with diameters of 3 to 5 m. These stones 
were probably arranged on the outer periphery of circular wattle huts or wind breaks 
to protect them from strong winds. At several places small areas were paved with 
lightly packed stones and these were associated with concetrations of animal 
bones. They probably represent butchering floors. 
Among the other finds mentioned may be made of tiny tubular and barrel-
shaped beads of banded agates, Carnelian, garnet and bone. 
Period II is restricted to the central part of the mound where the occupation 
was 35 to 75 cm. thick. The microlithic industry is very poor in quantity and is 
perhaps derived largely or entirely from the deposit of Phase II. Animal bones 
are scarce and highly fragmentary. Iron tools had come into use and the pottery 
is more plentiful and is entirely wheel-made. Glass and beads are added to the 
repertoire of ornaments. Bricks and titles are used alongside stone in structures. 
The pottery firing is better and the pots are thinner and lighter. The surface 
is rarely treated with slip or wash.The common shapes are the jar, small cylindrical 
pot and bowl with broad mouth and narrow fiat base. Decoration is rare 
and where present consists of simple incisions. The kiln-burnt bricks, mostly 
fragmentar>', and tiles are also used in construction. In one case a wall nearly 
3 m long and 1 m wide was made of massive and partly dressed stones. Glass 
beads were a Iso used and there were several kinds of stone pendants. 
Five burials were found in excavation, one in Phase I three in Phase-I, I of 
Period I, and one in Period 11. In Phase-1 of Period 1 the body was laid in an 
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extended position with the left arm resting partly over the trunk and with 
the head towards the west. No grave goods were interredd. In the three burials 
of Phase II the body was laid in a flexed position, with the head to the west. 
These burials were provided with many offerings in the form of pottery, food, 
vessels, ornaments, metal objects and cuts of meat. In one of the burials 36 
beads of stone and bone were found strewn on the chest and around the neck 
With the same burial a fragmentary terracotta spindle whorl was placed near the 
feet. The sole burial found in the deposite of period-II turned out to be a much 
later interment, not culturally related to this period because of the association 
of a medieval coin with il. 
Five well-defined objects, one spearhead, one thin rod and three arrowheads, 
were found from the burials. The arrowheads measure from 20 to 25 m in length. 
Two have a concave crescentic base, and the third has a barbed base; all the three 
are provided with two holes near and parallel to the base, which must have been 
used to secure them to the shaft with a string, metal wire or rivets. Similar 
arrowheads but without holes are known from a number of Harappan sites in 
Sind, Punjab, Baluchistan. Rajasthan and Gujarat and one specimen is known 
from the chalcolithic levels of Indore. 
CARBON DATES 
Period I Uncalibrated Calibrated 
TF-786 6245 ± 200 BP 5365-4965 BC 
TF-1007 5620±125BP 4570-4385 BC 
TF-1011/2 5090±85BP 3955-3775 BC 
Period 1 / II 
TF-1009 4585±105BP 3400-3160 BC 
Period II 
TF-1005/6 3945±90BP 2650-231 SBC 
2. NOH (District-Bharatpur, Rajshran; Agrawal and Davidson, 1963-67) 
In the excavations at Noh (lAR, 1963 to 1967), five periods have been identified. 
Period I represented by 90 cm. thick deposit, sherds of the OCP have been met 
with, one of them with incised decoration, fragments of a handle being the only 
recognisable shape. The deposit is said to have yielded iron as well. 
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Period II represents black-and-red ware. The unpainted black-and-red ware, 
unlike that from Ahar, and black-slipped ware are characteristic. There are no 
metal or stone objects. 
In Period III along with the PGW, the black slipped ware,and black-and-
red ware of the preceding period are met with. A lid in the PGW with a painted 
bird atop is interesting. Beads, terracotta discs with scalloped or angular designs 
at the rim, bone styli, one with a socket cover, iron spearheads and an arrow 
head with leaf-shaped point, socketed tang, and an axe and same copper objects 
form the other antiquities. Charred rice grains have been found. 
In Period IV the NBP ware has various surface hues, coal-black, steel grey, 
silvery and golden, and occurs along with plain grey ware. There are iron and 
copper objects uninscribed, cast coins and terracotta figurines. Three phases of 
mud-brick structures have also been noticed.Period V belongs to early 2nd century 
EC to late 3rd century AD. The Sunga and Kushan levels have eight structural 
phases, the use of baked brick being common. 
CARBON DATES 
Early Iron Age Uncalibrated Calibrated 
TF-993 2600±145BP 885-580 BC 
TF - 994 2560 ± 100 BP 820 - 585 BC 
T F - n 4 4 2370±85BP 615-390 BC 
3. JODHPURA (District-Jaipur, Rajcsthan; Agrwal, R.C. 1972-73) 
The excavation at Jodhpura on the right bank of Sabi revealed five periods 
(lAR, 1958-59.1972-73). Period 1 is characterized by the occurrence of the OCP. 
The shapes in the ware are the dish, bowl, vase, knobbed lid and dish-on-stand 
often wtih a thick slip. The decorations include incised designs such as triangular 
notches between parallel lines, wavy lines and rectangular forms. The pottery is 
orange to deep-red in colour and wheel turned. It does not show rolled edges, 
porous and powdery surface and ill-firing as the OCP sherds from Hastinapur, 
Bisauli, Rajpur Parsu etc.. Terracotta and stone beads and bits of copper of 
ideterminated shapes arc the other objects of the period. Two calebrate 14^ 
dates are available for OCP, one of 2895 - 2515 BC and the other of 850 - 750 BC. 
The pottery of Period-11. is predominantly the black-and-red ware resembling 
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to that of Noh, but having no affinity with that of Ahar. A floor of mud lumps 
and a bone spike belong to this period. In Period-III, the PGW makes its advent. 
Iron implements, terracotta ghata-shaped beads, bone spike and sockets and stone 
beads are associated with it. 
Furtherexploration in the vicinity ofGaneshwarl 000 copperobjects in association 
with OCP has been found. These included copper arrow heads, rings, bangles spear 
heads, chisels etc. (Fig. 36.). 
CARBON DATES 
Band RW 
PRL-275 
BRW/PGW 
PRL-212 
OCP 
PRL - 278 
PRL-277 
PGW 
PRL-272 
PRL - 273 
PRL - 274 
PRL-213 
Uncalibrated 
4360±160BP 
2270±100BP 
4060±170BP 
2610±110BP 
2670±150BP 
2310±140BP 
2250±110BP 
2210±110BP 
Calibrated 
3360-2880 BC 
425-180BC 
2895-251 SBC 
850-755 BC 
915-765 BC 
605-180BC 
415-175BC 
405-160 BC 
4. AUTHA (District-Gurgaon, Haryana; Srivastava, K.M. 1964-65) 
The period I a 2 m. thick deposh,of the site Autha (I AR, 1964-65), yielded PGW. 
The important features of the pottery are the painted designs on bowls and dishes 
comprising groups of horizontal, vertical and oblique lines, wavy lines, dots, a 
combination of oblique lines over three rows of dots, dots between vertical lines, 
oblique lines ending in dots, intersecting loops, a group of circular lines touching 
a horizontal band, concentric semicircles and circles. Iron, mostly in lumps, occurred 
at all starta of ware. Amongst the associated wares are plain red, black-and-red 
and black-slipped wares. The other antiquities include glass objects, terracotta 
wheels and animal figurines, stone pestles and balls. But for a few post-holes 
no structural remains were observed. The period II of the site was distinguished 
by the occurrence of the NBPW. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
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5. RANIHAT (District-Tehri, U.P.; Nautiyal and Khanduri, 1976-1986) 
Ranihat is a small village located about nine kilometres from the town of 
Srinagar. The habitational deposites of Ranihat comprises 10 layers, having a total 
thickness of 3.25 metres. The entire deposit of the site was divisible into three 
occupational periods (Nautiyal and Khanduri, 1991). Period I yielded fine unpainted 
grey-red ware along with a thin glossy red ware. The period was technologically 
advanced. Among the most important finds of the period are a terracotta ram, 
copper-rings, iron arrow-heads and needles. The animals remains indicated that 
meat was a principal diet of the inhabitants of Ranihat. Besides animal remains, 
there are indicationsof bones of fish andbirds.The people of this period depended 
on all types of game. 
Period II A is marked by the presence of brick structures. The brick sizes 
varied form30x23 x7.5cms to 22.8 x21.5 x5.9cms A circular mud oven was 
also discovered from this period. This period also yielded rimless handi, 
miniature bowl and few other shapes common to the sites of the Gangetic plains. 
The other finds of this periods are terracotta animal figurines, stone beads, copper 
bangles, iron arrow heads and large number of iron nails. 
Period II B is marked by changes in the building material. The people of 
this period laid decent floors with the help of round pobbles and occasionally 
with brick and tile pieces. This period has also yielded the usual pottery types 
decorated with thump and grooved impressions. The bottle necked sprinkler and 
miniature veses are typical representations of this period. Among the other finds 
of the period, mention may be made of silver ring, copper and ivory bangles, 
iron pins, needles, hooks, arrow heads and nails (Fig.37). This period on the 
basis of varied evidences is placed between 200 BC to 200 AD. Period III of 
this site belong to c AD 800. 
CARBON DATES 
Red ware Uncalibrated Calibrated 
PRL-392 I640±140BP 220-580 AD 
PRL-394 1520±140BP 335-620 AD 
6. THAPLI (District-Gharhwal,U.P.; Nautiyal,K.P.& Khanduri,B.M. 1979-80) 
Thapli is located on the right bank of the Alkananda river. The site gave 
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evidence of a single-phase pianted grey ware culture (Nautiyal £ind Khanduri, 
1979-80). The total thickness of the deposit is 1.2cm, resting on the bed of river 
pebbles mixed with natural soil, yellow and sticky in nature. Rich shapes and 
painted designs of PGW are noticed from this site. The notable common shapes 
are dish and bowl,a miniature vase etc. The associated pottery consists of black-
slipped, plain grey, fine red cmd coarse red wares. In the associated wares there 
are dishes, bowls, vases and basin. In one case a red slipped miniature is found 
perforated. Several painted designs such as the sun symbol along with horizontal 
and vertical bands, horizontal rim bands, dots, sigmas, concentric, circles, wavy 
lines, leaf, double lines with dots, etc., are found on pottery. Both the thin and 
thick varieties with paintings of PGW, ware are found at this site. The greater 
part of the decoration is external but in some cases, the irmer surface was also 
decorated with designs. The grey colour was commonly foimd but sometimes it 
varied from ash grey to dark grey. (Fig. 38.) 
The other finds of the site included a pale-red colour bird, perfectly baked 
with decorative notches on the body, copper bangles, copper nail parers and 
teracotta beads along with one ghata-shaped bead. A few coarse red ware sherds 
depicting husk-marks indicate paddy cultivation and use of rice as a staple diet. 
The faunal remains froniThapli have brought to light the remains of domesti-
cated animaLs.Bos indicusdndian humped cattle), Sus Scrofacristatus (domesticpig) 
and Equus caballus (domestic horselThc bone samples indicatesd that people of 
Thapli were fond of bucheringadult and matured animals for their dietaryneeds. 
CARBON DATES 
PGW Uncalibrated Calibrated 
PRL-732 2070 ± 120 BP 195 BC-25 AD 
PRL-731 2030±140BP 200BC-60AD 
7. BAHADRABAD (District-Saharanpur, U.P.; Sharma, Y.D. 1970-71) 
The occupational thickness of this ware at Bahadrabad is about 0.60m. (Sharma, 
1971-72). The pottery was extricated from the wet and sticky lumps of hard brownish 
earth. Among the types, dishes-on-stand, basins, with heavily beaded and undercut 
rims, a small ring stand and bowl or dish with played out rim, were recovered. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
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8. AMBKHERI: (District-Saharanpur, U.P.; Deshpande, M. N., 1963-64) 
The excavations at Ambkheri revealed a single culture occupation yielding 
ochre-coloured ware(IAR, 1963-64). Many hitherto unknown pottery forms and 
antiquities having affinities with the late Harappan ware came to light. No copper 
objects were found in the excavated strata. 
The ochre-coloured ware seemed to have been inadequately fired. Afewsherds 
with slip were also encountered. Laboratory tests confirmed that the pottery was 
ill fired and that the slip was not a homogeneous part of the fabric. The ochre 
coloured ware from Ambkeri while sharing the fabric of the corresponding 
pottery from Atranjikhera and Bahadrabad differs from it in form. On the other 
hand, the assemblage showed certain affinities, with the Harappan material of 
Alamgirpur, Bara, Bargaon and Rupar. Among the probable links may be 
mentioned terracotta cakes, terracotta humped bull and pottery-shapes like the 
dish-on-stand, lid with central knob and cord -impressed and incised decoration. 
Noteworthy types (Fig.39) in thick fabric included the large trough, bowl-
like lid with central knob, dish-on-stand, base with flanged rim and oval body, 
ring-stand, a basin with undercut rim and vase with cord-design, mat-impression 
and horizontal raised bands on the exterior. Many shapes in thick fabric were long 
necked flask with flaring rim and flat base, lid with central knob, bowl with slightly 
out-turned rim and bulbous body and mintiaure cup and vase. Associated with 
this pottery was a washed grey ware represented in thick, medium and thin fabric. 
The range of shapes was very limited, indeed and consisted of pedestalled 
miniature cup and vase. 
Other finds included a solitary carnelian bead, and terracotta objects like cart 
wheel with a central hub. Animal figurines including humped bull, a fragmentary 
cake with oval depressions, and stone saddle-querns with pestles. Remains of a 
brick- kiln and a hearth were also noticed. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
9. BARGOAN (District-Saharanpur, U.P.; Deshpande, M.N. et. al, 1963-64) 
Excavation at Bargaon situated on the left bank of the Maskara, a tributary 
of Yamuna (lAR, 1963-64). revealed a 1 m. thick occupational deposit yielding 
late Harappan ware along with unslipped ochre-coloured ware. The principal 
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shapes (Fig. 40) included dish-on-stand, bowl with feature - less rim lid with 
central knob, iron goblet, ring stand, miniature pedestalled cup, long necked 
globular flask, and vase with cord impressed design and incised bands on 
the exterior. Some of the pottery was also painted, the designs being confined 
to, cross - hatched triangles set within horizontal bands and wavy lines in the 
upper levels, and only horizontal bands in the lower ones. Besides, incised 
decoration showing deeply-cut chevrons, wavy lines drawn by a comb-like 
instrument, and small oblique strokes were also noticed. Other noteworthy finds 
were copper rings, chert blade, weights, bull-headed terracotta toy-carts, terracotta 
and faience bangles, the latter showing oblique incised decoration, terracotta 
toy-cart, wheel with a central nob, and terracotta cakes with finger - impressions. 
No structure was encounterd in the excavation. 
dates are available. 
10. HULAS (District-Saharanur, U.P.; Dikshit, K.N. 1978 to 1982) 
The site of Hulas, presently located in Nakur Tehsil of district Sharanapur, 
is about a kilometre to the west of Nanauta, a small town on Delhi - Shaharanpur 
state highway. The site was explored by Shankar Nath of the Archaelogical 
syrvey of India under the village to village survey of antiquarian remains (lAR, 
1964-65). The mound rising about 5 metres above the surrounding plains 
measures aproximately 350., north-south and 72mts. east-west. The main objective 
of the excavation was to uncover the details of the Indus civilization specially 
in the Doab and subsequently to provide a cultural sequence to the region. 
Excavations were conducted for five consecutive seasons (lAR, 1978-79,1979 
-80, 1980-81.1981-82 and 1982-83). 
The excavations revealed five cultural periods. Period-I, the lowest, presented 
the remains of Harappan ware, Period-11 the Painted Grey Ware culture, Period-
Ill the Northern Black Polished ware and associated pottery, Period-IV the 
Sunga-Kushan a Red ware culture, and period-V the Gupta and early Medieval 
wares. 
Period-1 yielded the typical painted Harappan ware as well as some non-
Harappan wares from a 1.80 m thick occupational deposit (Dikshit, 1979). The 
characteristic Harappan forms are restricted, whereas new types (Fig.41) such as 
the dish-on stand with drooping rim, jar with horizontally spalyed out rim, medium-
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sized jar with an averted rim, bowl like lid with central knob and a few 
miniature pots with a ring or pedestal base occur in profusion. The painted 
motifs executed in black pigment, comprised simple bands, triangles, rows of 
hatched diamonds with horizontal bands, chains within bands, leaf patterns and 
dancing peacock with hatched body. The incised decorations on the exterior of 
the pots consisted of a set of wavy lines, chevrons and cord impressions. 
However, the number of incised sherds was very limited. A single sherd with 
compartmented designs on tlie inner side was also noticed. Other finds included 
terracotta objects, beads, bangles, animal figurines and cart-wheel with raised 
central hub; faience beads, beads of agate, fragmentary copper bangles, bone 
points, stone-querns and pestles. The terracotta cakes were oval in shape with 
pointed ends, although other vareities like the rounded ones with deep finger 
impression in the centre were also found. Fragmentary kiln-bumt-bricks bearing 
three finger marks, husk as degradent, a dish-on-stand, were also recovered from 
an oval hearth. Two more circular hearths probably for firing small clay objects 
were also noticed. Indirect evidence of hut-dwelling in the form of reed impressed 
plaster was also found. 
A solid mud structure, possibly a platfonn was found running in an exposed 
area of 46 x 35 m. on the south-east and south-west side of the mound. It was 
possibly raised in two stages and was built as a protective measure against the 
floods. A ditch of ancient rain-guUy, about 0.90 m. to 1.29 m. deep, separating the 
Harappan settlement from that of the Painted Gray ware culture was also 
encountered at a depth of 4.30 m. in the middle of the mound. 
A few pot sherds revealed the impressions of rice husk. The husk had a 
regular chess board pattern with wavy rows. The meshes in the husk were 
streched verticaly (a bit squarish) with the granules covering major portion of the 
mesh. On examination, the ornamentation pattern of the husk revealed characters 
common between the cultivated rice (Vishnu, 1980). Other food plants known 
to the Harappans at Hulas were barley, wheat, horse gram, peas, green gram, 
back gram and ragi (lAR. 1982-83). 
Important antiquities recovered from the Harappan levels at Hulas included 
terracotta animal figurines, cakes, truncated bicone beads, and ball with inclused 
fish-mark, fragementary copper bangles, chisels, spiral rings, wires, needles with 
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of the inner and outer storage jars were 1.00 and 1.15 m. respectively. Both 
the jars were found crushed. Another structure of this period was an elliptical 
hearth comparable to those found at Mathura and other north Indian sites. 
CARBON DATES 
Early Late Harrapan Uncalibrated Calibrated 
PRL-1032 4510±160BP 3405-2925 BC 
PRL-103] 2120±115BP 2665-2295 BC 
tt.HASTINAPUR (District-Meerut-Utter Pradesh; Lai, B.B. 1950-52) 
Hastinapur is located on Delhi-Ambala section of the Northern railways, and 
from there a regular bus service operates right upto Hastinapur, at a distance 
of about 22 km. 
The excavation revealed five periods (Lai, 1954-55) with distinct breaks 
between all of them. From the early period-l deposits, ochre coloured pottery was 
found. The pottery which except a few stray examples was wheel made, consisted 
of red ware of medium to coarse fabric, treated with ochre wash. The colour of 
it ranged from orange red to deep-red. The ware is under fired and rubs off 
easily. The thickness of this layer is 45 cm. The sherds were very fragmentary 
and of inderterminate shape except the ochre nature of pottery. Efforts were 
made to identify a fragment as a ware with flared rim, another wdth horizontally 
splayed out rim and a bowl. No copper objects were found. 
Period-Il (1188-800 B.C.) was represented by painted grey ware,black slipped 
ware, black-and-red ware and red ware. A fragmentary baked brick was found 
in Period-II deposit. People used mud plastered wattle - and - daub houses and 
practised agriculture and animal breeding. Evidence of use of copper was found. 
Copper objects included arrowheads, a nail parer, a borer along with antimony rod 
and a number of broken objects. Lumps of iron objects and slags, and finished 
objects like pin,nailsand knife blades were found from this period. Skeletal remains 
of horse, rice, and terracotta discs are among other important finds. 
After a gap of about 200 years during Period-Ill, the site was occupied by 
Northern Black Polished Ware people. They used burnt brick, terracotta ring 
wells and brick drains. They used coins (punch marked and inscribed). This period 
is dated netween 6th to 3rd centuary BC. Rings of copper along with chalcedony. 
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horn, terracotta discs, beads and glass bangles were also found. The site was 
fourth time occupied for the during 200 B.C. and continued under occupation up 
to the end of 300 AD. 
Period II (PGW) 
TF-91 
TF-85 
TF-90 
TF-112 
TF-83 
Period III (NBP) 
TF-88 
TF-81 
TF - 80/82 
CARBON DATES 
Uncalibrated 
2450±120BP 
2385±125BP 
2270±110BP 
2260±95BP 
22]0±110BP 
2225 ± 110 BP 
2015±95BP 
1940 ± 110 BP 
Calibrated 
785-410BC 
650-385 BC 
425-180BC 
420-180BC 
410-165 BC 
410-170 BC 
175 BC-50AD 
40BC - 85 AD 
12. ALAMGIRPUR (District-Meerut, U.P.; Sharma, Y.D. 1958-59) 
In May 1958, the Regional Camp Committe of the Bharat Sewak Samaj, 
while comping at Alamgirpur, 17 miles west of Meerut and 28 miles north-east 
of Delhi, less than 2 miles off the left bank of the Hindon, a tributary of the 
Yamuna, excavated a long trench in the nieghbouring small mound, locally known 
as Parasram-ka-Khera, and unearthed some pottery, beads and other objects. 
On an excavation of the site. Dr. Y.D. Sharma of the North-western circle of the 
ASI noticed, the painted grey ware, besides fragmentes of terracotta cakes and 
faience bangales, pointing to a probable Harappan affiliation. This opened up the 
possibility of the location being an outpost of Harappa culture within theGanga 
Yamuna doab. 
Onexcavation,the site revealed four cultural periods(IAR 1958-59)with breaks 
in between all of them. The earliest (period I), represented by a thick deposit of 
1.8 m belonged to the Harappan culture. The pottery (Fig.42) of this Period-I 
included dish-on-stand, goblet with pointed base, straigh sided dish, cylindrical 
vase, beaker, goblet with a concave neck and elongated at the base, shallow dish 
withincurvedrim,shallowbasinwith tapering sidesand avarietyof rim-forms and 
perforated jar. The painted motifs, executed in black pigment over a red slip, 
comprised simple bands, triangles, squares, interesecting circles, plants and the 
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peacock. The hatching was cither in parallel lines or criss-crossed, there being also 
occasional blocked designs. 
In a large pit was found a crushed pile of thick platters and troughs. The platters 
had either a ring-base or three low legs and were presumably used for preparing 
bread in the Indian way .Some of the troughs had an open base, a few also bearing 
shortincisedinscriptionsconsistingoftwosymbolsprobably the potter's name or mark. 
Fascinating evidence regarding cloth was provided by impressionson a trough. 
The yarn seems to have been fairly fine, though not of uniform section,the technique 
being that of 'plain weave'. 
Animal figurines, in the form of head of a bear being part of a vessel, and the 
fragmentary body of a humped bull were recovered. There was also the represen-
tation of a snake. Other terracotta objects comprised cakes, carts, cubical disc, beads 
and bangles. A small fragmentary terracotta ornament, possibly a bead, was coated 
with gold. Amongst other finds, mention may be made of miniature bowl and 
bangles of faience, beads of steatite and semi - precious stones and pins and a 
broken blade of bronze or copper. 
No structure of Period-1 was found, probably on account of the limited 
extent of the excavation. Kiln-burnt bricks were, however, in evidence. They fell 
into two groups, the smaller size measuring 22.1 cm to 23.4 cm in length, 13.1 
cmtol5.6cm in width and 6.3 cm in thickness and the larger averaging 35"x20" 
X 10" cm. The latter were, however, found only in a furnace. Some bricks bore 
three finger-marks, either along the length or diagonally at the corner. Fragments 
of oblong tiles were found in the large pit referred to above. 
In the previously-excavated trench two phases of construction were noted. 
Overlying the natural soil was observed a consolidated and edged mud-surface, 
reddish in colour, presumably the result of some firing-operation. Close to it, 
inside a pit, lay a number of terracotta cakes and some potsherds. In the second 
phase, a mud wall covered the earlier edgin j^ and the pit, and another portion 
of the surface was consolidated with marked mud-edging. To its east was found 
a single course of bricks enclosing a small kankar-lined depression, which might 
have been a furnace. 
The break between Periods! and 11 was demonstrated not merely by their 
respective cultural assemlages but also by a difference in the texture and composition 
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of their layers. Thus, while the deposits ofPeriod-I were compact and brownish, 
those of Period-II were loose and grey with frequent bands of burnt earth arid 
ash. Further, the top-surface of Period-1 was hard and whitish, signifying a 
long exposure. Over a large portion of the mound this surface was found 
strewn with small weather-worn potsherds. On a part of the eastern slope of 
the mound this surface appears to have consolidated during Period-ll and used 
for thrashing or pounding operations, as suggested by the depressions made 
possibly for the mortar. 
Period-II with an average thickness of 11.25 cm., was characterised by the 
occurrence of the PGW and the black-slipped, black-and-red and plain red wares. 
In the first three wares, the types were the main bowl, usually with straight sides 
and a flattish base, and the dish with sides incurved and bluntly-carinated to 
meet a mildly-convex base. A black-and-red ware bowl with a convex base had 
grooved carination at the shoulder. The dish with incurved sides also occurred 
in the red ware, but a few specimens seemed to have been fired deliberately 
to that colour, others having become partly red and partly grey as a result of 
differential firing. The cooking-and-storage vessels had a rough surface and dusty-
brown to grey colour, within mica as one of the degraissants. The types included 
the jar with as played-out rim, internal ly-carinated neck and globular body, jar 
with flared rim and concave neck, jar with thickened rim and vertical neck 
and the basin with grooved and collared rim. 
Two wheeled terracotta toys, one representing a bull and the other a ram, 
brought to light a new tradition; the animal figures werebeatifully finished, with 
incised strokes on the body and provided with a hole through the nostrils, 
evidently for the insertion of string. A semicircular grey ware head scratchar 
was noted. Copper continued in use, but noteworthly was the occurrence of iron 
objects throughout the period, the assemblage including a spear-head, a barbed 
arrow head and nails or pins. Among other finds of the period were; dice, styli, 
pins and arrow-heads of bone; small reel shaped discs of black jasper, vitreous 
paste and bone, and beads of glass. 
Only a fragmentary mud-wall was noticed in the top levels of the period. 
However, large lumps of clay, sometimes burnt, with reed-impressions, suggested 
that the houses were also been built of reeds plastered over with a thick layerofclay. 
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The depositsof Period-lII with an average thickness of less than 30cm, were 
confined to certain areas of the mound. The NBPW assosciated pottery of the 
period included the pear-shaped jar, jar with an externally-flattened rim and 
vertical neck, cooking-basin with a nail-headed rim, bowl with an intruned rim, 
vase with an elongated pear-shaped body and flat base, and lid with lamps 
along the rim. Little evidence was obtained regarding the other industries of the 
period. 
The findings of the Alamgirpur thus suggested that the people of the Upper 
Gangetic Plain had a close relationship with the people of Harappan civlization, 
so that after the downfall of the Harappan civilization some settlement of late 
Harappans continued in the Upper Gangetic Plain. 
CARBON DATE 
PGW Uncalibrated Calibrated 
TF-51 1060±95BP 870BC-1050AD 
13. KASERI fPistrict-Meerut. U.P.; Thapar, Romila & Dikshit, K. N. 1969-70) 
Kaseri, is situated about 2 km. north of Mohan Nagar on the rihgt bank 
of the river Hindon (AIR. 1969-70). The objectives of the work undertaken at 
the site were two-fold (a) to determine the nature of the earliest habitation 
at the site, and (b) to establish the relationship with later cultures of the region 
lying between the Yamuna and Hindon. Ten trenches, each measuring 10x5m. 
was laid out across the mound along the east-west axis. The excavation revealed 
an approximately 3.5m thick occupation strata represented by six culture periods, 
ranging in date from circa first half of the second millennium BC to the early 
medieval period. 
Period-1 was characterised by a few potsherds of the ochre coloured ware, 
showing affinities with the similar ware reported from the other sites in the 
upper Ganga-Yamuna doab. 
Period-11 witnessed the arrival of an enfirely new set of people who used 
the characteristic painted grey ware and its associated ceramics like the black-
and-red, black slipped and plain red wares. Of the structural remains of the 
period, mention may be made of an oval-shapped hearth. Besides, terracotta 
beads and balls, were also found from the deposits of this period. The finds 
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indicated that tlie site was occupied some time towards the later phase of the 
painted grey ware. 
Period-Ill was marked by the presence of plain grey ware of thicker fabric 
and its associated finds. No sherd of the northern black polished ware, was 
found. 
Period-IV was characterised by the predominance of red ware, assignable to 
the early centuries of the Christian era. A few baked bricks with finger marks 
were also found in the strata belonging to the period. No complete or part-
structure, however, was encountered. 
Period-V represented the Gupta and the post, Gupta time. A significant find 
of this period was a terracotta female figurine, perhaps Lakshmi, belonging to 
the Gupta period. The pottery of the post-Gupta period was plain red, sometimes 
with red slip. 
Period-VI the last occupational period at the site, was characterised by the 
use of the red ware showing such shapes as knife-edged bowls, globular jars, 
carinated cooking pots, vases, etc. The pre-Mughal glazed ware was also in use. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
14. AHICHCHHETRA (District-Bareilly, Utter Pradesh.; Ghosh, P. 1940-44) 
The site of Ahichchhetra revealed the presence of nine strata begirming 
from before 300 BC to about 1100 AD (Ghosh, A. and Panigrahi, 1946). The 
earliest deposit (PeriodI) dated prior to 300 BC did not yield any structure. The 
excavation revealed 60 cm. thick deposit of ochre coloured pottery fragments. 
This deposit was compact and hard, presenting a sliky feel and appearance. The 
ware was red slipped, with its slip lost and was generally thin in fabric, 
though thicker sherds were also observed in small numbers, and medium to 
fine in texture. The shapes of the potter>' (Fig.43) included dish on stand with 
a shallow stem, the jar variously concave, and with flared out rim growing into 
almost a flange,withstraiglit and tall but narrow neck and thin flanged rim,' 
with a slightly-ribbed exterior, with afoot ring, with a flanged rim andspout 
and with a concave neck, the bowl with a slightly exerted rim and a blunt 
ridge on the interior, and a basin variously with a thickened horizontal rim 
deeply notched on the exterior with a thickened or a protruding rim, with a 
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concavity at the neck, or again with externally bevelled and thick rim, with a 
thickened and flanged rim. It is not possible to say whether any pot was 
painted, as the outer slip invariably peeled off. The dish on stand was the 
only find connecting the site with Harappan material. No copper objects were 
found. 
Period-Il (300-200 BC) was characterised by painted grey ware and a 
dish-on-stand in plain red ware. The other antiquities of the period were 
animal terracotta figurines and spindle-whorls. Both copper and iron were 
in use. The presence of mud floors with post holes, remians in mud bricks 
and a broken burnt brick were the evidence of structural activities in this period. 
This overlapped with deposit of Period-lII (200-100 BC) 1.22 m. in thickness, 
marked by burnt clay and brick-bats, rammed into compact mass, was represented 
by northern-black-polished ware, thick grey ware, carinated handis and pear-
shaped vases in red ware. The use of burnt bricks along with mud floors having 
evidence of multiple ovens, indicated structural remains. The other antiquities 
included animal and human terracotta figurines, beads of camelian and terracotta 
pestles and querns, iron objects, copper rings, nails and pins. Period-IV, which 
was repsented by a deposit of 2 m. yielded red ware prinklers, familiar Kushan 
bowl, stamped potteries and coins of the Kushan period. 
CARBON DATES 
Period ? 
TF- 296 
Late PGW 
TF - 317 
Defenses 
TF-301 
T F - 3 n 
NBP 
TF-310 
BAHARIA rOist 
Uncalibrated 
650±95BP 
2155±100BP 
2255 ± 105 BP 
2360±105BP 
2050±90BP 
rict-Saharanpur, U.P.; Misra, 
Calibrated 
— 
395-135BC 
420-180BC 
610-390BC 
185 BC-35 AD 
V.D. 1971-72). 
During the course of digging forthe manufacture of bricks, the site revealed 
two copper implements, a harpoon and a distinct type of sword, and few sherds 
of the ochre-coloured pottery ware collected from the vicinity at the fine spot. 
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With a view of ascertaining the nature of the deposit and establishing the 
relationship, if any, between the copper hoard and the ochre-coloured pottery, 
a small trench measuring 1.21 x 1.21 m was laid out near the find-spot of the 
Copper Hoard. The natural soil was struck at a depth of 1 metre. The total 
habitational deposit consisted of three layers, (i) Composed of hard brownish clay, 
25 cm. thick; (ii) Pale brownish and sandy, 45 cm; and (iii) Dark brownish clay 
imperceptibly merging with the natural soil undemeath,30. 48cm. (Sharma, 1971-
72). On enquiry it was learnt that the copper implements were found at a depth 
of 91.4 cm. below surface which falls in this last mentioned layer. 
A few potsherds, mostly pale red (ochrous in colour) were found sporadically 
distributed in all the three layers. In some cases the sherds bore white 
incrustations which did not permit any study of surface treatment. The ware had 
striking similarity in texture,fabric andtypology, to the ware found atAtranjikhera. 
In some cases the traces of dark ochrous slip were visible. Among the types 
(Fig.44) were (i) vase with beaded outer rim and concave neck, (ii) vase, presum-
ably globular with flared rim, having a shallow depression on the interior and 
short constructed neck and (iii) vase with played out featureless rim, and (iv) 
vase with out-turned externally beaded rim. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
16. RAJPIJR PARSU (District-Bijnor, Utter Pradesh; Lai, B.B. 1949) 
The copper hoard site, Rajpur Parsu in district Bijnor,was excavated by Prof. 
Lai in October 1949. to see if it could throw any light on the origin of copper 
hoards culture. Five small trenches were laid out on the site from where Smith 
(1907) had got the copper implements. There was a mango-garden on the north-
eastern periphery of a mound about 1.5-2.1 m, higher and covering an area nearly 
0.5 square km. One trench was laid out in the mango garden and four at various 
points on the mound. Very little deposits were met with in the garden itself. 
In the mound occupational strata went to a depth of nearly 2.4 m. No copper 
implements were obtained, but the lower levels produced the same kind of 
ill-fired, thick, ochre-washed, rolled pottery as was found at Bisauli. 
No 14^ dales arc available. 
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17. BISAULl (District-Badaun, Uttar Pradesh ; LaI,B.B. 1949) 
Tilling his field at this site a farmer named Agan struck upon five copper 
objects, hardly a foot below the surface In October, 1949, Lai, visited Bisauli 
to examine the site. The area was Hat without any a signs of mound. Two 
trenches were laid out. trench-A, very close to the find spot, and B, nearly a 
hundred yards to the south. (Lai, 1951). 
Trench A, 4.2m. long and 2.4m. wide, was carried to a dapth of about 90cm. 
below the ground level. Whatever little pottery was obtained came from the top 
30 cm. In trench B, 3.9 m. by 2,1m, no sherd was encountered below 75 cm. from 
the surface. 
The pottery from these trenches, though very limited in quantity, was divisible 
into two classes, (a) well fired, red slipped ware with designs executed in black 
colour and (b) ill-fired, thick, ochre-washed ware, showing few bits with worn -
out edges. The two varieties were mixed up and it was difficult to stratify them. 
However, from the fact that the former type looked fresh, and the latter worn 
out and rolled, it was presumed that the latter was the older of the two. 
The excavation did not yield any more copper implement, and therefore, 
it is very difficult to say as to which of the two types of pottery mentioned above 
was associated with the hoard found previously at the site. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
18. LALOILLA (District-Bulandshahar, U.P.; Gaur, R.C. 1969-71) 
The site of Lai Qilla was excavated by the Department of History, Aligarh 
Muslim University (lAR, 1969-70; 71-72). The average thickness of the occupa-
tion of the side was about 1 metre representing three distinct layers. The 
second layer showed evidence of habitation. The entire pottery (Gaur, 1971-
72) obtained from the site varied in shade from ochrous to brownish. It is 
wheel made, having sturdy fabric and treated with a red slip. Some of these 
wares showed black painted designs and incised and oblique decoration 
and a few graffity marks also. None of the pots had rolled edges. Mostly 
rim, neck and shoulder portion were decorated, but rarely lower parts also. 
Painted designs included an elongated humped bull with cresentic horns flanked 
by a leafy motif Incised designs included strokes, thump nail impressions, etc. 
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The graffitti marks included ladder, cross. and trident shaped construction. 
Pottery types included vases, handis,jars, lids, basins, bowls and dish-on-stand 
(Fig.45) . Other finds included: five objects of copper,including a fi-agmen-
tary celt, a pendant, fi-agmentary arrow-head, beads etc. (Fig.46) Two terracotta 
human figurines, sixteen terracotta bangles, seven terracotta balls, both plain 
and incised, fifteen terracotta and two stone beads, ten terracotta toy-wheels, 
five terracotta discs or hopscotches, eleven stone rubbers, two small shallow 
querns, a small piece of net-sinker, and four miscellaneous terracotta objects 
were also found. 
Out of the two hand-modelled female human figurines one was in a good 
state of preservation and deserved special attention. It has a narrow receding 
forehead, elongated neck, bulging eyes, punched parrot-beaked nose, depressed 
cheeks, protruding lips, chin divided by a horizontal slit and prominent breasts. 
The terracotta bangles were of different shapes and sizes, showing triangular, 
square of planoconvex sections. Mostofthe terracotta balls ('marbles') were plain. 
One of them, however, showed sixteen parallel incised strokes and pin-holes 
in different linear patterns. Of the ten terraccotta wheels, seven were broken 
and one was made out of a potsherd and two were decorated with pin hole 
design. The terracotta beads were mostly biconical in shape. One of these showed 
incised horizontal strokes within two parallel lines in the central part of the body, 
while another had a seven pointed star on one side and sixpointed on the other. 
Besides, there were three terracotta objects of indetermediate shape, one of 
these looking like a anthropomorphic figure with tapering legs. Among the 
remaining terracotta objects two appeared to be gamesmen. 
Thermoluminisence-dating of a few potsherds of the ochre coloured Ware 
from the site, conducted by the Archaeological Research Laboratory at Oxford, 
indicate a mean date of 1880BC. 
It may be-recalled that the eadier excavation had brought to light a 
well-preserved clay plastered floor, reinforced with horizontally laid potsherds, 
in the second phase of deposit. This floor was ftirther exposed, and its limits 
were determined and a new floor comparatively smaller in area was also 
exposed with a series of distinct post holes. The use of mud - bricks became 
evident in this second phase. Though no complete house plan could be 
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determined, an angle of a room containing five courses, covered under a mud-
brick debris, was brought to light. The structure, however, was badly dzim-
aged, and it was not possible to determine the exact thickness of the walls. 
However, at places the bricks were seen laid in single course with mud 
mortar and mud-clods and brick-bats were frequently used. 
Small debris of baked bricks, attesting their use along with mud bricks 
were noticed here and there in the third phase. The complete size of 
mud or baked bricks, except that of wedge shaped bricks could not be 
determined. Remains ofa few floors, though damaged considerably, were noticed 
also in this phase. The general pattern of their laying was almost like those 
found in the second phase . The occurrance of reed and bamboo marked 
burnt plasters, mud-clods and burnt patches indicated the use of thatched 
roof and walls of watle-and-daub. 
The Lai Qilla pottery complex included a variety of shapes, the majority 
of which conform to the types reported from Atranjikhera (Gaur, 1969) and 
Saipai(Wahal, 1971-72). The typologyincluded storage-jars, vases, basins, bowls, 
lids, dishes-on-stand, and miniature pots. Of these, the vases in which ver-
tical handles are attached, between the rim and the shoulder, deserve special 
mention. In one bowl a set of legs was attached to its base, while a few big 
basins had horizontally or vertically attached looped handles just below the 
rim on either side. One such handle is of the twined rope pattern. The 
common types of vases, bowls and basins included flattish, discoid and 
ringed types. It may be noted that the ring-based pots are absent at Atranjikhera 
but are common at Ambkeri. 
Besides other finds, animal bones were found in large numbers. The cut marks, 
present on many of them, suggest that meat was the staplediet. Evidence of some 
grains (cereals) suggested that agriculture was at least a subsidiary occupation. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
19. DAIJLATPUR rPistrict-Bulandshahr, U.P.; Gaur, R.C. 1984-85) 
The Aligarh Muslim University team, under the direction of Prof. Gaur carried 
out a small scale excavation at Daulatpur (AIR, 1984-85). The excavation 
revealed that this place was actually a camp site on the side of a big mound. 
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Neither complete pots nor any good antiquity were found. That the site was a 
camping ground for quite a long period was evident from its successive floors 
with post holes, mudclots and plaster pieces of thatched houses. The post holes 
indicated that generally the houses were rectangular in shape but sometimes 
semi-circular also. In one trench there was a burnt place probably a kitchen or 
fire-place in Layer 5. 
The pottery included sherds of bowl, dishes, vases, basin, jars, troughs, dish-
on-stand, lids including those with knobs, spouts and handles. A few miniature 
pots have also been found. The spouts and handles suggested a corelationship 
with Lai Qilla pottery. Pottery was wheel made, having fine slip and decorated 
with paintings and incised decorations in small numbers. The incised designs 
are not rich. Most of these are in the form of incised parallel lines. However, 
one sherd has two mildly drawn strips forming an angle. The antiquities 
included stone balls, weights, querns, pestles and terracotta balls and wheels. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
20. ALLAHPUR (District-Ghaziabad,U.P.; Dikshit,K.N. 1970-71) 
Period-] A is represented by 1 m. thick deposit characterised mainly by the 
black-and-red ware, PGW and plain black-slipped £md coarse red wares. In the 
lower levels the black-and-red ware was in preponderance over the PGW, but 
the position was reversed in the upper layers (Dikshit, 1973). The basic forms 
in the black-and-red ware are the bowl with vertical sides and sharpened rim or 
having a gooved carination at the shoulder, the dish with an intumed featureless 
rim and convex sides forming a sagger base. The black slipped ware is very 
restricted in quantity. The associated red-ware types are mainly represented by 
variousjars with splayed out rim of the Hastinapur Period-II type. No structure 
was encountered, though there were hearths, closed and open-mouthed, successive 
mud floors with port-holes, patches of ash, and traces of burnt reed - impressed 
mud plaster. The material equipment is augmented by a numberof iron, terracotta 
and bone objects. 
In Period-IB all the wares associated with of the previous Sub-period-I A 
continue excepting the black-and-red ware. The associated red ware type of the 
NBPW, such as bowl-cum-lid basin, deep bowl, and jar, of Hastinapur Period-
Ill affinity, are noticed. The PGW fabric which is ashy to dark-grey in colour 
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continues to remain fine in the technique of manufacture and painted designs. 
Amongthe new types mention may be made of a ring pedestalled bowl. Finger 
marked-burnt bricks of varying sizes with rice husks as a degraissant were also 
found. 
Amongst the structural remains was a circular mud wall containing some 
well-preserved hearths, burnt floors, post holes and bumtbricks. Straight mud 
walls with a width of about 60 cm. were also noticed. Other antiquities in-
cluded terracotta objects such as beads and ornamented discs, iron objects 
such as spearhead, arrowheads, blades, copper nail-parers, stone querns and 
pestles, bone object as double-ended and tanged bone point, awls, and 
antimony rods. A bone point with an iron rod is of particular interest. The 
presence of number of unfinished objects indicated that the tools ware locally 
made. The earliest layers here provided an important link,with the separate 
phase of the black-and-red ware noticed a Atranji Khera between the OCW 
on the one hand and the PGW on the other hand. 
Period-ll, was distinguished by a painted red ware assignable to the early 
centuries of the christian era. 
dates are available. 
21. MATHURA (District-Mathura, U.P.; Joshi, M.C. 1973-74 to 1976-77) 
Mathura situated on the bank of Yamuna revealed five periods in the 
excavation (lAR, 1973-74; 74-75; 75-76; 76-77; 77-78). Period-I, is marked by the 
presence of PGW and associated pottery, and consists of two phases. Phase-
IA has two floor structural levels; the earlier represented by a mud floor with 
post - holes, and the latter by a partially extent mud platform. Besides, the 
PGW, the ceramic industry is represented by the red ware, some sherds of 
the black-slipped ware, a few fragments of an inferior variety of the black-
and-red ware, and plain grey ware. The PGW consisted of bowl and dish 
of the usual forms and fabric with painting in black and in some cases in white. 
A few interesting designs on the pots include groups of parallel horizontal lines 
between two verticals, latticed frames and a hook-shaped curve around spirals. 
The other notable finds comprise terracotta disc of plain and decorated variety, 
ghata-shaped beads, fragment of a conch, a bone arrow head, a terracotta amulet, 
and two broken styli. 
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Period-1 B does not show any major change in pottery except for the 
appearance of few sherds of NBPW with thicker section than usual, having 
a steel-black lustrous exterior and unslipped red interior. Some new designs are 
also met with in the PGW. Other important finds from this phase are an ear 
stud of transluscent greenish glass, terracotta gamesmen, bone arrowheads; 
figurine of a terracotta bird, a torso and a decorated hind part of an animal; 
an unperforated bead, ghata-shaped beads and a terracotta disc. 
Period-II is distinguished by the use of the NBPW and associated pottery 
including plain grey ware. Period-Ill marks the last phase of the NBPW and 
shows a greater popularity of utilitarian forms. Other ceramics consisted of both 
the plian grey ware of the earlier transition, and red wares. The grey ware 
is represented by the dish with a dark slip, and red ware by the bowl, lid, 
the vases of various shapes, storage jars and basin etc. Period-IV and Period-V 
belong to the historical period. 
CARBON DATES 
NBP Uncalibrated Calibrated 
PRL-334 2600±150BP 885-580 BC 
PRL-336 2540±90BP 810-565 BC 
PRL-333 2490±140BP 810-410BC 
PRL-339 2380±100BP 620-395 BC 
PRL-337 2340±100BP 595-385 BC 
PRL-338 2280±100BP 425-185BC 
PRL-343 2150±100BP 395-25BC 
NBP/PGW 
PRL - 340 2390 ± 150 BP 800 - 400 BC 
22. BATESWAR (District-Agra, Uttar Pradesh; Nigam, J. S. 1974) 
The excavation at this site revealed a four fold cultural sequence (lAR, 
1974-75). Period-I has produced the PGW. pale-red ware., sometimes painted, 
black-slipped ware, black-and-red ware, a soft red ware with marble finish and 
a bulk of red ware in fine and coarse fabrics. In the coarse fabric some 
specimens bear incised designs, viz. triangular notches, wavy line and dia-
monds obtained by small notches, mat and tortoise shell impressions. Some vessels 
are rusticated bellow the waist. The shapes represented are the bowl, dish. 
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squat dish-on-stand, basin, handi, vase and jar. Among other finds are discs, 
marbles, bangles, beads and skin-rubber in terracotta, hopscotches pottery, 
stone ball, beads of semiprecious stones , a bone point, a few fragmentary iron 
objects, and a copper piece. No structures have been encountered. 
Period-II is characterised by the NBPW. Period-III can be divided into three 
sub-periods based on structural activity. The structures are made of burnt brick. 
Period-IV is assignable to medieval times. The strata have been distrubed by 
brick-robbers. The pottery is generally dull-red and dark-grey, the shapes being 
the bowl, lid, handi and jar. 
CARBON DATES 
Mauryan Period Uncalibrated Calibrated 
PRL-199 590±130BP ~ 
Transitional period 
PRL-200 5130±240BP 4135-3765 EC 
Black & Red ware/PGW 
PRL-198 2490±90BP 795-420 BC 
Sunga period 
PRL-201 2520 ± 160 BP 820-415 BC 
PRL-197 2410±100BP 635-400BC 
23. KHALAUA (District-Agra, U.P.; Sharma, Y. D., Tyengar, T. S. 1965-66) 
The entire accumulation at Khalaua reveals (lAR, 1965-66) single culture 
characterised by overlapping PGW, and black-and-red ware. The other associated 
wares are the plain grey, coarse black-and-red and red wares, and black slipped 
ware. The range of paintings in the PGW is very limited, but a criss-cross 
design and a leaf filled with parallel hatchings are perhaps motifs not yet 
recorded on the PGW elsewhere. A small fragment of the base of a dish 
painted on both sides showed a large rosette on the inner side. Dishes and 
straight sided bowls are the only shapes in the PGW, black-slipped ware, 
black-and-red, and plain grey wares. Pitchers, cooking vessels and storage jars 
are all dull-red wares. Some of the PGW sherds have burnt to a reddish 
colour on one side. 
The minor antiquities are equally poorly represented and included a bone 
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arrowhead, a copper bangle piece, beads of terracotta and camelian, a terracotta 
human head and a small ivory disc. All this shows that the site was only a 
small village. 
CARBON DATES 
PGW/BRW Uncalibrated Calibrated 
PRL-67 2450 ± 155 BP 795-400 EC 
PRL-68 2370±170BP 635-380 BC 
PGW 
TF-1228 2420±95BP 640-400 BC 
24. ATRANJIKHERA (District-Etah, U. P.; R.C. Gaur 1962-9) 
Atranjikhera is situated on the right bank of the Kali Nadi about 10km. 
from city headquarters. The settlement at this site appear 1200 x400m. with 
total thickness of deposit of about 6-12 m. Period-I (Gaur, 1969); but a 0.80-1.05 
m. thick deposit datable to 1500 BC showed no signs of habitation soil analysis 
showed evidence of flood and waterlogging during this phase. The deposit was 
divided into two distinct layers. The ceramic shapes appear to belong to ochre 
coloured pottery with indifferent firing, thick porous with rolled edges and 
bright colour as wash which easily rubs off. The shapes(Fig,47) were dish-on-
stand, miniature bowl, handles of different shapes, some large vessels, deep basin 
or bowl and vase with cord like collar at the neck. A distinct feature of the 
pottery was the incised decoration showing lines on applied cords, vessels, with 
deep dots and noches, arranged in straight, oblique, angular and wavy lines. Other 
finds in this layer included sand stone pieces and a lerracotta beads. No copper 
objects were found. 
The second period after a definite gap is sepresented by a black-and-red, 
black slipped as well as unslipped red ware. About half of the yield comprise 
black-and-red and black slipped wares. The black-and-red ware comprising fine 
and coarse fabric is generally burnisned, black inside and brownish chocolate 
outside. The black colour is bright, running to buff The quality of pots is 
fine, thin and well burnt. No painting except on a finy sherd (with white lines) 
was found. A few pots appear grey due to differential firing. The Black-and-
red ware is fine turned on fast wheel treated with smooth black slip and 
possibly burnished. The red ware is slipped and unslipped and generally wheel 
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turned. The common shapes in this layer are bowls, plates, dishes, basins and 
jars. Other finds include a copper ring, broken into pieces, inner diameter 1 cm 
approx.and thickness 1mm.,found from the upper level. Bead, having different 
shapes such as aquattish, drum shapes, aquattish cylinder, unfinished squarish, 
and stone objects like ball of sandstone, fragment of pestle ofquartzite, etc,, 
also from upper level. Five beads of different shapes have been recovered 
from the levels of Period-Il. The material, of which these beads were made, 
included semi-precious stone, shell and terracotta. 
Period III saw the emergence of iron and painted grey ware and the 
disappeariance of stone flake industry.The Black-and-Red ware and Black slipped 
ware of the preceding period continued as usual. On the basis of floor levels 
and finds, the assemblage has been divided into two phases, the true painted 
grey ware, and the late painted grey ware. In the late phase of the painted grey 
ware the entire cultural pattern remains the same except that it witnessed its 
co-existance with the northern black polished ware. Period-IV has been also 
divided into two phases, pre-structural, and structural. In the latter phase, 
however, mud brick as well as burnt brick structures were found. The pre-
structural northern black polished ware phase in which the entire cultural pattern 
of the preceding Period 111 continued, was brought to an end by a flood. After 
this the site was fully urbanised and perhaps also fortified,, and showed intense 
structural activities in the form of brick floors, houses and ring wells etc. The 
characteristic shapes like carinated handis pear-shapped vases were absent from 
this pre-structural phase. Period-V. was assigned to the Sunga-Kushan period. 
CARBON DATES 
Period II Uncalibrated Calibrated 
(Black and Red ware) 
TF-289 2550±105BP 815-575 BC 
TF-415 2450 ± 200 BP 785-410BC 
Period III (PGW 
TF-191 2890±105BP 1265-1000 BC 
TF-291 2415±100BP 640-400 BC 
TF-194 2410±85BP 635-400 BC 
TF-287 1605±95BP 240-575 BC 
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turned. The common shapes in this layer are bowls, plates, dishes, basins and 
jars. Other finds include a copper ring, broken into pieces, inner diameter 1 cm 
approx.and thickness 1mm.,found from the upper level. Bead, having different 
shapes such as aquattish, drum shapes, aquattish cylinder, unfinished squarish, 
and stone objects like ball of sandstone, fragment of pestle ofquartzite, etc,, 
also from upper level. Five beads of different shapes have been recovered 
from the levels of Period-II. The material, of which these beads were made, 
included semi-precious stone, shell and terracotta. 
Period III saw the emergence of iron and painted grey ware and the 
disappeariance of stone flake industry.The Black-and-Red ware and Black slipped 
ware of the preceding period continued as usual. On the basis of floor levels 
and finds, the assemblage has been divided into two phases, the true painted 
grey ware, and the late painted grey ware. In the late phase of the painted grey 
ware the entire cultural pattern remains the same except that it witnessed its 
co-existance with the northern black polished Wcire. Period-IV has been also 
divided into two phases, pre-slructural, and structural. In the latter phase, 
however, mud brick as well as burnt brick structures were found. The pre-
structural northern black polished ware phase in which the entire cultural pattern 
of the preceding Period III continued, was brought to an end by a flood. After 
this the site was fully urbanised and perhaps also fortified,, and showed intense 
structural activities in the form of brick floors, houses and ring wells etc. The 
characteristic shapes like carinated handis pear-shapped vases were absent from 
this pre-structural phase. Period-V. was assigned to the Sunga-Kushan period. 
CARBON DATES 
Period II IJncalibrated Calibrated 
(Black and Red ware) 
TF-289 2550±I05BP 815-575 BC 
TF-415 2450±200BP 785-410BC 
Period III (PGW 
TF-191 2890±105BP 1265-1000 BC 
TF-291 2415±100BP 640-400 BC 
TF-194 2410±85BP 635-400BC 
TF-287 I605±95BP 240-575 BC 
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Period IV (NBP) 
TF-284 
TF-283 
TF-195 
2180±95BP 
2150±105BP 
1845±95BP 
Tabic of Thermobiminesccncc 
Sample code 
l l l b 4 
b5 
cl 
c2 
c3 
25.JAKHERA rDistrict Etah. 
Pottery sherds 
OCP 
OCP 
OCP 
OCP 
OCP 
, U.P.; Shahi, M.D.N. 
400-150 BC 
395-25BC 
15 BC-240 AD 
: dates 
TL age year BC 
1610 
1170 
2280 1690 
1250 
2130 
1974-76; 1985-89; 1992-93) 
The site of Jakhera is located on the left bank of the Kalinadi,a tributary 
of the Ganges. The deposits of the site have been classified into a four-fold 
culture sequence (Sahi, 1994). Period-I has yielded sherds of OCP in a very 
small quantity. From the top level of this deposit a few small pieces of black 
and red ware and black slipped ware were also recovered with OCP. 
Period 11 is characherised by the occurrence of black-and-red, black slipped, 
and red wares. Pottery types include, basin with lipped spout, booted basins 
with perforated base, vases with internally hooded rim, concave sided dishes 
which are almost identical, and barbed and tangned bone arrow heads. 
The excavation also revealed oval / circular wattle-and-daub structures with 
well-laid and smooth floors, having burnt patches, and enclosed by regular 
post-holes on the circumference. Three successive floor levels were detected. 
Each floor had more than two circular fire-pits of ash, yielding pottery, bones 
and antiquities. In one such pit the broken arm of an shaped portable chulha 
was found. In another, a black slipped bowl and two objects of Iron ware 
found. Associated with another floor, a deep plastered ashy pit with narrow 
mouth at the top and expanding broad bottom like a tandoor was noticed. 
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so large that a man could sit and work in it easily. A few complete pots were 
also recovered from this pit. 
Significant antiquities recovered, included two iron objects including an 
arrow-head with a long tang. Other notable objects were tanged and barbed 
bone arrowheads with circlet design, unfinished bone tools, tiny terracotta 
bead and pottery discs etc. 
Period-Ill A indicate the introduction of the painted pottery. Though the 
frequency of the painted pottery is very small, and the bulk of the pottery 
continues to remain the same as found in Period-II. The Red ware in this period 
occurs in two varieties. i.e. slipped with fine to medium fabric and 
unslipped with coarse fabric. Plain Grey ware, however, does not occur. 
Excavations have revealed circular structures surrounded by regular post-
holes. Objects recovered from this period include sickle, rings, arrowheads, 
lumps, and slage of iron. Objects including a bangle of copper, bone objects, 
bead, a comb, decorated pendants, mirrior handles with fine polish, points, 
arrowheads, antlers with some marks and the unfinished objects were also 
recovered. Beads of semi-precious stones like camelian, agate, chalcedony and 
quartz besides balls of sand stone were also found. Terracotta objects comprise 
a mother goddess figurine, ghata shaped bead, gamesmen, balls and geometrical 
objects. 
Period III B is characterised by the continuation of black red ware, black 
slipped, and red wares and the occurrence of PGW and grey ware. The 
shapes of the pottery included bowls, dishes and basins. A small ritualistic 
burnt brick structure and mud-brick platform and mud structure probably 
signifying the residential area of the aristocrate class were located here in this 
period. The existence of two moats/water channels here has also been suggested. 
Several circular wattle-and-daub structures of varying diameters circumscibed by 
post-holes were exposed. Squarish post-holes were also noticed. In one of the 
trenches storage pits were also found associated with different floors. 
Besides the circular and oval furnaces found from different houses, other 
notable discoveries were the two deep bowl shaped clay thali with kankar 
nodules embeded internally and hard like a stone, A large number of antiquities 
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of iron, copper bone, ivory and semiprecious stone have also been recovered 
from deposits of this period. 
Period-lV is marked by the introduction of NBP ware with an overlap 
with the PGW. Excellent remains of NBP pottery and structure have been 
found in this period. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
26. SAIPAl (District-Etawah, U.P.; Wahal, 1969-70 & Lai, B.B. 1972) 
Saipai (AlR,1969-70;70-71;71-72), in district Etawah,is situated about 18km. 
north from Etawali Railway Station and is conncected by road which leads toMainpuri. 
The land at Saipai is flat, covering an area of about two bighas with a 
deposit of 1.00 to 1.15 m. The excavated deposit at the site, by and large, was 
devoid of prominently marked regulair 1 ayers of habitational debris. 
The nature of the pottery ware runs from orange to red colour and in a 
few cases it retains a slip. Mostly, vases, bowls and basin were found. The 
rims of these vassels were splayed out, flaring, incurved, presumable being 
fragments of dishes-on-stand. There are several pots with strap handles, as 
also pots with short but pronounced spouts and lips. The slip on most of the 
pots has pealed off and the over all nature of the pottery indicates water -
weathering (Fig.48). 
A hoard of copper implements was found in the course of ploughing. During 
the excavations, one hooked sword and one harpoon were found along with 
ochre coloured pottery. 'Besides the copper objects and pottery, other finds 
obtained from the strata included a chert blade, a flake of chalcedony, a few 
balls, pounders, rubbers, querns and pallets, etc., of sand stone. Bones, 
including ribs of Bos indicus. were also found. There also occurred a few 
broken pieces of kiln-burnt clay, with three smooth faces, probably because 
of the use of bricks. The presence of chunks of burnt clay, bearing reed im-
pressions indicated that some houses at least were made of wattle-and-daub. 
A noteworthy feature of the Saipai ware is the occurrence of incised 
decorations on the exterior. The decorations included row of dots or dashes 
on series of triangular comparments inclosing the rows of dashes. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
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27. KANAUJ (District-Farrukhabad, U.P.; Sharma, G. R. 1955) 
The excavation at Kanauj, revealed a four fold sequence(IAR, 1955-56). Period 
I, may be dated to lOOOBCon the basis of the pottery which includes the PGW, 
black-slipped ware and a bulk of red ware both of fine and coarse fabric. The 
shapes represented are the bowl, dish, basin, vase and jar. Amongst the other 
finds are flat terracotta discs. No structure has been met with. 
Period-U, is characterised by the find of the NBPW and, hence, dated to 
600-200BC Black-slipped ware and red-slipped and coarse red wares have also 
been found, the shapes represented being the bowl, dish, basin, lid, pan with 
handles, rimless handi. and vase. Other finds include terracotta figurines and 
beads in stone and terracotta. A structure of large bricks was exposed (Lai, 1954-55). 
Period-Ill can be divided into seven structural periods. The structures in general 
were of burnt brick, but those of rubble had also been found. The pottery is 
red with a few pieces of red polished ware The earliest levels yielded pottery 
bearing impressed designs and symbols typical of the Kushana period. 
Period-IV has seven sub-periods based on the structures built of lakhauri 
bricks, some of them in lime mortar and few also plastered with the same 
material. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
28. KAMPIL (District-Farrukhabad, Utter Pradesh; K.K.Sinha 1976) 
The site of Kampil, (Tripathi, 1976) revealed PGW complex at its lowest 
level. The deposits of tiie site yielded apart from the fine grey and red wares 
the black slipped ware and a few sherds of the black-and-red ware. The types 
of dish and bowl as have been identified at Hastinapura were found, through 
very limited in number. The number of the painted sherds decreases torwards 
the eastern side of the site. Other antiquities included discs, terracotta stoppers, 
copper pins, animal figurines and copper balls. Traces of a mud embankment 
were noticed in one of the trenches. A few pieces of NBWP ware found in 
section scrapings, and cultural remains of the medieval period also occured 
sporadically. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
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29. SANKISA (District-Farrukhabad, U.P., Mani, B.R. 1995-96). 
The excavation at Sankissa have brought to light five cultural assemblages 
(Mani, 1996). Period-1 is marked by painted grey ware culture, c. 9th to c. 6th 
century BC. The other associated wares are black slipped ware and red ware. 
The pottery of this period was hand-made as well as wheel-turned. The shapes 
(Fig.49) are storage Jars with applique band at shoulder, perforated footed 
bowl, fine convex sided dishes, incurved bowls, cord and mat immpressed 
vases, medium size vases, lid with half fold rim, lids with flared rim, fine deep 
bowls, lipped bowl, miniature pot and carinated handi and deep bowls with 
concave profile etc. The paintings of the pottery have vertical storkes, series 
of dots within two lines, and floral pattern. 
Among other finds, there were antiquities in terracotta which included human 
fegurine, animal figurines, toy cart wheels, beads, ear-studs, bangle pieces, sling 
balls, gamesman, whistle, and pestlle. Other antiquities are bone points, arrow heads 
copper pieces including antimony rod. nail and human figurine. Iron objects 
included nail chisels and a piece of chain, beads of semiprecious stones like 
agate, chalcedony carnelain and quartz cystals, glass bead, ivory objects, 
including a pendant and a bead, stone weights, rubbing astones, bone objects, 
stone architectural fragment etc. 
Period-II revealed NBPW. Period-lII has Sunga period antiquities and 
similarly Period-IV, those of the Kushan period. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
30. KAUSHAMBl (District-Allahabad, U. P.; Sharma, G.R. 1949-50 to 1966-67) 
The ceramics of the site (lAR, 1953 to 1964 and 1966-67), coming mainly 
from the earliest levels of the defences are etremely diminutives and fragmentary. 
The shapes are: the bowl, dish, bow-cum-basin and dish on stand. The ware 
is sturdy, grey-to-buff, some of it being black-slipped on the smooth outer surface, 
with occasional paintings. 
The PGW is represented in Periods-11 and 111, associated with which is the 
black-slipped ware. The painted design on the former comprised horizontal bands, 
groups of vertical and slanting strokes, loops, circles, dots and circles of dots, 
in some cases in deep-chocolate or yellow on brownish red-surface. Though 
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comparable with the PGW of Hastinapur and Rupar, it admittedly belongs to 
a late stage. Many red ware types associated elsewhere with the PGW also 
occur. The associated black-and-red ware, said to have similarity in fabric, 
texture and types with that from Atranjikhera-III Chirand-IA and I-B and 
Sonpur I-A and I-B has groups of lines painted in deep-black pigment, the 
designs being dots and circles of dots, besides incised horizontal groups filled 
with white. 
The NBPW appears in profusion in Period-Ill, and has several shades 
of steel-grey, black, chocolate, orange and golden. Some of the earliest specimen 
are painted with bands on the rim and oblque lines, arches, triangles and 
a complex motif in chocolate. The bowl and dish-shapes are common. The 
lid, vase and carinated handi are the other shapes. The PGW continued in 
this period, but is coarser. The red ware, normally red slipped, contains straw, 
husk and sand in the core. The NBPW disappeared completely in Period-IV 
and, its place taken by a finely finished and well fired red ware. 
No structures during Period-I and II are traceable. In the PGW levels 
structural activities were attested by post holes, wood remains and some 
vestiges of earthen floors. The lower part of the NBPW levels was devoid 
of burnt-brick structures but there were vestiges of mud brick walls, earthen 
floors and ring-wells. Burnt-brick structures appeared in the upper part of the 
period. In general, the houses were along the cardinal directions, but there 
were deviations in the later times. The main doors were 1.14 to 1.44 m wide 
and the subsidiary ones 76 cm. The houses consisted of several rooms on all 
sides of a central courtyard. Some houses were also provided with separate 
apartments for women; sanitary and waste-disposal arrangements were assisted by 
brick-drains or pottery pipes, ring-wells and soakage jars, single or multiple, 
placed in cylindrical pits. The terracotta of Kausambi had special place in the 
history of clay art in India. Equally prolific are the other classes of antiquities 
(Fig.50), styli or arrowheads of ivory, horn and bone, bangles of shell, stones, 
copper, glass and terracotta, terracotta gamesmen, finger and nose rings of 
copper, ivor>' stands, stone toilet caskets, etched and plain beads of semiprecious 
stones, as also of shell, bone, copper, gold and terracotta. Iron appeared from 
the very beginning and proliferated during the NBPW period. 
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Period 111 (NBP) 
TF-221 
TF-219 
TF-103 
TF-225 
TF-105 
TF-100 
TF- 104 
Rambart II 
TF - 226 
CARBON DATES 
Uncalibrated 
2385±100BP 
2325±100BP 
2295 ± 105 BP 
2285±105BP 
2220±110BP 
2]60±95BP 
2150±105BP 
Calibrated 
625-395 BC 
590-380 BC 
435-370 BC 
430-360 BC 
410-165 BC 
395-135 BC 
395-25BC 
27-OBC 2110±95BP 
31. SRINGAVERAPIJRA (District-Allahabad, U.P.: Lai B.B. and et. al. 1980-82) 
The excavations of this site revealed a sequence of seven cultural deposits 
(lAR, 1980-81;81-82). Period-I dated from 1050 BC to 1000 BC, represents the 
ochre coloured ware culture. Period-Il dated 950 BC to700BC was characterised 
by black slipped, black-and-red, burnished grey and associated red wares. This 
period is sub-divided into period 1-A & I B. Period I-A is marked by the 
dominance of coarse black-and-red and burnished grey ware, which tend to 
peter out in Il-B. Bone points, a barbed bone arrow-head, a bone pendant and 
beads of terracotta, jasper etc., and one of gold, are the antiquities recovered from 
this period. 
Period-Ill dated 700-250 B.C., is divisible into three sub-periods-III-A, III-B 
and III-C. In sub-period-IH-A NBPW is introduced and it is found in great 
number and variety. Along with this, black slipped ware and a few sherds 
of PGW ware were also found. In sub-period-IIIB, the miniature bowl of Ahichhatra 
type, and carinated handi. make their appearance. In sub-period-III-C, burnt-brick 
structures are found and the quality as well as the quantity of NBPW appears to 
be on the wane with a coarse grey ware becoming prominent. 
CARBON DATES 
Black and Red Ware 
PRL - 669 
Red Ware 
PRL-671 
UncaHbrated 
2620±130BP 
2070±140BP 
Calibrated 
895 - 595 BC 
275 BC-45 AD 
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32. KOLDIHWA (District-Allahabd, U.P.; Sharma, G.R. 1973-74) 
The site is located on the left bank of the river Belan. The pottery (JAR, 
1973-74) of the neolithic phase (Period-1) was corded and incised, of thick fabric, 
plain red ware, and ill-fired crude black-and-red ware, all handmade. The first 
was predominant. The 'cord' impressions could have been produced by use of 
tortoise shell. The incised designs were criss-cross and zigzag oblique horizontal 
or vertical parallel lines. The red ware, both thick and thin, had an ochrous slip 
both internally and externally. Some sherds had a rusticated external bottom. 
The types were shallow, deep, staraight sides bowl, vase with broad mouth and 
carinated neck; deep through, storage jar, and vessel with tubular spout. Rice 
husk was embeded in the clay of a number of sherds (Missa, 1977). 
Rounded celts with flat sides and rectangular cross section, microliths, parallel-
sided blades, blunted blades, and scrapers formed the lithic tools. Fragmentary 
animal bones were also found. Burnt clay pieces with wattle and duab impressions 
were the only remains of domestic houses. 
The occurrence of stray pieces of corded ware and small neolithic celts of 
basalt in the succeeding chalcolithic phase (Perid-III) indicated a link with the 
neolithic phase. But the black-and-red ware, black slipped ware and red ware 
were new features. The pottery was wheel-turned and made of well-levigated 
clay, besides being of fine fabric and better finished. The red ware showed 
a diversification of shapes, such as the bowl, shallow and convex-sided dish, plain 
and lipped basin, trough, footed and perforated vessel, large storage jar. Post 
holes and floors of rammed earth and clods of burnt clay with reed or 
bamboo impression indicate the wattle and daub architecture. Chert and 
chalcedoney cores, flakes, parallel sided blades, some showing the crested 
ridge technique, blunted-back blades, points, lunates and triangles were found 
in plenty. So also were bone objects, arrowheads, both tanged and socketed. 
The querns and mullers, copper pieces and beads of terracotta, shell and 
semiprecious stones were also included in the cultural repertoire. 
Period-Ill is marked by the introduction of iron in the continued chalcolithic 
tradition. The pottery in this period remained virtually the same, though the 
corded ware disappeared. An unsocketed axe and an arrowhead together with 
crucibles and iron slag show the adoption of iron by the chalcolithic people. 
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Charred grains of wheat and phaseolus mungo (mung) show the introduction 
of new cuhivated grains in addition to rice, which continued. 
Chalcolithic 
PRL-56 
PRL-99 
PRL-102 
PRL-227 
PRL-98 
Neoliththic 
PRL-224 
PRL-100 
PRL-101 
PRL-223 
CARBON DATES 
Uncalibrated 
820±100BP 
2900±150BP 
2380 ± 105 BP 
2050±110BP 
1990±150BP 
8280±210BP 
7180 ± 230 BP 
6300±180BP 
3300 ± 120 BP 
Calibrated 
None 
1365-860BC 
620-395 BC 
185BC-35AD 
180BC-80AD 
None 
6775-5645 BC 
5410-5010BC 
1745-1520 BC 
33. RA.1CHAT (District-Varanasi, Utter Pradesh; Narain,A.K. 1960) 
The site revealed the sequence of six cultural periods from before the 
NBPW to medieval times (Narayan, A.K. and Roy, T.N. 1976). Period-I, dated c. 
800 - 200 BC, is divisible into three sub-periods. Sub-period-I A, was the 
formative period of the settlement, characterised by the black-and-red ware, 
black-slipped ware, and slipped and unslipped red ware. Iron implements, tools 
of bone and large numbers of terracotta objects like pottery (Fig.51) discs, 
unperforated and with single perforation wheel,ball, ear ornaments, skin - rubbers 
and stoppers were the objects found. Beads of terracotta, paste and bone have 
also been found. No structural remains of any kind were noticed. 
The introduction of the NBPW, both plain and painted, marks the beginning 
of sub-period B. The smooth laying of the wooden planks up to a length of 
34 m along the bank of the Ganga indicates that the structure possibly served 
as a wooden platform during the first structural phase of this sub-Period. The 
presence of mud plaster with reed impressions in several bits suggests the 
existence of houses having reed walls plastered with mud. 
Sub-Period C displayed emergence of coarse grey ware and deterioration in 
the quality of the NBPW. The new shapes like pear-shaped vase, pan with 
applied loop handles on either side, carinated handi with featureless rim, dish 
with sagger base; and shallow bowl with flat base. The black-and-red ware is 
almost negligible in these deposits. 
In period-II coarse grey ware continues in diminishing quzintities. A red 
ware stamped with leaf, floral and tri-ratna symbol, and often with applied 
designs is the noteworthy feature of this period. 
CARBON DATES 
NBP Uncalibrated Calibrated 
TF-293 2370±105BP 615-390 BC 
Black Slipped Ware 
TF-292 2350±95BP 600-385 BC 
Black and Red Ware 
TF-294 2190±85BP 405-155BC 
34. PRAHLADPUR (Destrict-Varanasi-U.P.; Narain, A.K. & Roy, T.N. 1963) 
The findings of Prahladpur was classified into three sub-periods (Roy, 1983). 
The phase A - was marked by the presence of black slipped ware, black-and-
red ware plain grey ware of fabric of the painted grey ware but without any 
paintings, coarse red ware and slipped red ware. Among the noteworthy finds, 
were: terracotta discs decorated with incised nail pattern and loop designs around 
the circumference, pottery disc, finished and unfinished bone points, terracotta 
cones, beads of terracotta, banded agate and camelian. Also some iron slags, 
fragment of an arrow head of iron, and a rolled fluted core of chalcedony 
were recorded. 
Sub-period B was marked by the introduction ofNBPW in large quantity. 
This ware was an improved variety of the preceding black slipped ware. The mode 
of producing vessels (NBPW) in many othercolours ranging from brown, silvery, 
golden, chocolate, pinkish and even red in addition to the black, also came. 
Besidesthis, it was also marked by the presence of large number ofterracotta 
animal figurines in grey, in which the application of NBPW black slip was visible. 
The frequency of remains of other cultural equipment of the preceding phase, 
like iron objects, bone points, terracotta cones, beads of semi-precious stones 
and terracotta discs becomes much greater. And many new shapes and varieties 
were noticed in these, such as terracotta discs decorated centrally. 
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Sub-period C represented the late phase of NBPW. If is charcterised by 
the greater use of the coarse NBPW and coarse grey ware; highly lusterous 
and two-coloured specimens of NBPW continue but their frequency is less. 
The sherds of the black slipped ware were negligible and black-and-red ware 
was totally absent. 
N0I4C dates are available. 
35. NARHAN (District-Gorakhpur. U.P.: Singh, P., et. al. 1983-85) 
Narhan is located on the left bank of river Ghaghara. The excavation at this 
site have brought to light a five-fold culture-sequence ranging in date from 
the middle of the second millennium B.C. to the seventh century A.D. 
Period-I, represented by an average deposit of 1 m, is marked by the 
occurrence of white painted black-and-red ware, black-slipped ware with 
occasional paintings in white, red slipped ware and plain red ware. The 
principal pottery types in black-and-red ware are bowls, basins and vases. 
Dishes are conspicuous by their absence in this ware. 
The settlers of this site lived in wattle-and-daub houses. Remains of post-
holes and reed marks in burnt clay lumps have been found. The settlers practised 
agriculture but meat was an important component of their diet as is evidenced 
from the presence of charred animal bones; some of them having cut marks. 
Bones of Humped Indian cattle (Bos indicus linnl sheep/goat (Qvis/CapraV 
remains of a wild animals like deer or antelope (Axissp.) and horse f Equurspo^ 
have been indentified in the limited collection of bones studied so far. The 
small finds include pottery discs in large numbers. Of these, four pieces are 
perforated and might have been used as toy-cart wheels. No evidence of any 
metal has been reported from the limited dig. 
Period-ll, is marked by total absence of black-and-red ware, either plain or 
pained, but the frequency of black slipped ware increases. Red slipped ware 
continuous in limited quantity while plain red ware domainanted the ceramic 
industry. The principal shapes in black slipped ware are bowls and dishes. 
In red ware the shapes were the and bowl, dishes, basins and vases. 
Among the small finds terracotta discs appear for the first fime while pottery 
discs continue tooccur in limited quantity. Among the base points some interesting 
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shapes with punched circlet designs engraved on them have been noticed. Beads 
of glass, agate and terracotta, dabbers and balls and a tearrcotta figurine of 
horse constinute the small finds. Iron object include a chisel and a nail. 
Period-Ill is characterized by red ware, thick grey ware, black slipped 
ware. A few sherds of NBPW ware and a kind of cord impressed pottery, 
have also been noticed Red ware is, however, the principal ceramic industry 
of this culture and is divisible into three fabrics, viz., fine medium and coarse. 
The fine fabric comprises the characteristic bowls with incurved or vertical 
featureless rim and a flat base, carnated handi with almost rounded base, 
basins with nail headed externally collared rim, lipped basins, etc. Period-IV 
& V represents to historical era. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
36. KHAIRADIH (District-Ballia, Uttar Pradesh; Singh, K. K. et. al. 1980-86) 
The excavation of Khairadih revealed a cultural assemblage of three successive 
periods (Singh, 1987-88). The inhabitants of Period-I used black and red ware. 
Black slipped ware was both plain as well as painted, and red ware consisted of 
both slipped and unslipped variety. The occurrence of cord-impressed pottery, 
rusticated ware, burnished red and black wares is important. The use of copper 
is attested by the occurrence of a socketed and an indeterminate object. But 
iron in any form is not reported from this period. 
Among other important finds mention may be made of tanged and socketed 
arrow heads of bone, pendants and beads of camelian, agate, chalcedony, blue 
glass and disc, animal figurines of terracotta. 
Period-Il (700-200 B.C.) is characterised by the occuarance of NBPW. The 
copper iron and burnt bircks are the main features of this period. 
N0I4C dates are available. 
37. IMLIDIH (District-Gorakhpur, U.P.; Singh, Purushottam 1990-94) 
Imlidih presents a three-fold culture sequence. In Period-I (Singh, 1992) the 
major achievement was discovery of on antecedent phase of this culture, having 
a deposit of 50-60 cm. The pottery (Fig.52) in this period is essentially a crude 
red ware. Some of the pots bear cord-impression on the exterior and hence 
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are said to belong to a 'corded ware'. The others were vessels of plain red ware. 
Most of the vessels, particularly the globular wares have thin, sandy, friable core. 
The vessels are generally ill-fired, leaving a black core. The pots bear cord-
impressions on the exterior. A few floral motifs have also been noticed. Bowls 
and handi-like cooking vessles with dots and dashes in red colour were also 
found but such painted sherds are not too numerous. The applique design was 
confmed to the handis only. 
The inhabitants of Period-1 lived in wattle - and - daub huts. Small finds 
include several micro-beads of steatite, beads of terracotta, agate and faience, 
bone points, pottery discs etc. A quantity of animal bones has been found 
identified as these of hog deer and possibly wolf and fish of small size. 
Period-ll was marked by intensive structural activity indicated by at least 
two successsive mud floors, having several holes and ovens. The characteristic 
pottery of this period is the white painted black and red ware, black slipped 
ware, and plain red ware. The main shapes were dish-on-stand, vases and 
pedestal bowl etc. 
This stratum yielded a class of terracotta objects which are presumably 
legs or pedestals of some object of indeterminate ritualistic use. The legs 
have a flat top and are generally carved in the inner side. They are usually 
about 10 cm. high. The same type of specimens from Hulas mostly come 
from pits, along with Harappa pots. It has benn suggested that these objects 
ware used as stands for pots, since similar stands were found in the Neolithic 
times in Anatolia (lAR, 1982-83). Dikshit (1984) reports that similar objects 
were reported earlier from Bara, Sanghol, Bhagwanpura etc. 
The small finds of Period-Il comprised a copper arrow-head and two copper 
beads, bone points and terracotta beads etc. The faunal remains of period-II 
consisted of bones of domesticated cattle, goat, sheep, horse and dog. The wild 
fauna included boar, hog deer, chital or spotted deer and barasingha. 
Period-lII was found to be badly disturbed by present-day agricultural 
activities. It is marked by the absence of black-and-red ware and a dominance 
of red ware. Few sherds of grey ware and NBPW were also found from 
surface. 
Nol4<^ dates are available. 
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NORTH CENTRAL REGION 
The excavations in this region of India comprising North Eastern States, 
Bengal, Orrisa andBihar showed the undermentioned siteshaving chalcolithic 
affinities. 
1. TARADIH (District - Bodh Cava. Bihar; Prasad. A.K. 1981-83) 
Period-1 here (Prasad, 1984; IAR, 1982-83) was marked by the appearance 
of celt, a carnelian blade, a quern, four pestles, four balls, and a few fish-hooks 
which were quite significant as it not only qualified the site for its chalcolithic 
character but also hinted at fishing being a promenet feature of its economy. 
Among the bone objects, mention may be made of socketed, tanged and barbed 
arrow-heads, points and a chisel. The terracotta beads and conical objects 
from this period were no less important. A few disc shaped beads of white colour 
with perforation at the centre are also noteworthy. 
The excavation revelaed a developed rural economy during this period in 
which agriculture, hunting and fishing played important roles. The remains of 
huts and earth-rammed floors are indicative of the structural activities. Some 
of the overs of different sizes, met with during this period, were probably meant 
for mehing copper besides those used for cooking. The ceramic industry 
dominated by red ware, also produced black and red ware and black ware. 
The pottery had usually fine and thick slip from chocolate crimson red, light 
red, orange to ochre in colour. 
The main pottery types include dish-on-stand, bowl with pedestal base, bowl 
with globular or ovaid body and out curved or featurless rim, ring based bowl, 
perforated bowl, lipped bowl, spouted vessel, shallow and deep dish, small vase, 
small to medium size jars with sharp carination at the neck and flared out 
tim etc. Pots were also decorated by applique designs. The vessels were found 
decorated by post firing scratched designes. Both interior as wall as exterior 
of the pots were painted. Potsherds bore white or creamish white painting on 
the red and the black surfaces. The painted designs included wavy lines, straight 
and oblique strokes and dots. 
Period-Il was characterised by the appearance of iron andNothern Black 
Polished ware along with its associated fine and thin black slipped ware. A few 
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pieces of black slipped ware painted with creamy white design representing 
loop and group of interesecting circles, along with graffiti marks were also noticed. 
Period-Ill was marked by arifacts oftheKushanperiod. Important finds included 
beads of semi-precious stones, conical objects, and disc etc. Period-IV revealed 
evidence of Gupta and late Gupta periods. Period-V threw up remains of Pala 
structures made of reused bricks in five phases. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
2. SONEPUR (District-Gava. Bihar; Jayaswal, K.P. 1956-57; 1961-62 & 1970-71) 
The site, reveals three periods ( IAR; 1956-57; 59-60; 60-61; 61-62; 70-71.) 
In Period-1 people lived in houses made of daub and reed raised on natural 
soil. They used kiln burnt pottery represented mostly by coarse black-and-red 
wares, usually handmade and rarely wheel turned. The use of copper is evidenced 
by a copper wire. The other objects include animal bones, tanged and socketed 
arrow-heads, styli, pins of bones, and rice husk. 
Period-IB is distinguished by wheel turned finer black-and-red, red and black 
wares, the other characteristics of the whole deposit remaining the same. 
There are a few white painted black sherds with designs representing 
strokes and zigzag lines, and reddish urns with calcinated bone pieces. 
Microliths include very few flakes and blades of chalcedony, and chert quartz. 
Copper objects are scarce. A few circular pits on lime floors have been 
detected, with diameters varying from 1.84 to 2.44 m. with ashes and bones 
of animals and birds. They represent the plans of circular dwelling huts. There 
are beads of terracotta and semi-precious stones, numerous bone objects 
representing arrowheads, styli and pins, and few neolithic celts. A few post 
(Fi};.53.)cremation circular pit burials, with diameters from 1.82 to 2.12 m. and 
a depth of 91 cm., and containing ashes with charred bones and sherds of black, 
red and black-and-red-wares, have been noticed Interesting is the discover)' of 
a few storage jars with charred rice and the appearance of lumps of iron ore 
and slag from the ' top most stratum of this period. 
Period-II is characterized by the appearance of the NBPWof fine to medium 
fabric in different shades such as golden, silvery,steel-blue-pinkish and double 
coloured. 
No 14^ dates are available. 
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3. CHI RAND (District-Saran, Bihar; Verma, B.S. 1962-63 & 1972-73) 
Chirand is located near the confluence of the Ganga and Ghagara (I AR, 1962 
to 1964,1968 to 1972). The main industry of Period-I is of bone artifacts. They 
include celts, scrapers, chisels, hammers, needles, paints, borers, pins, awls, 
shafts, straightener,styli and arrowheads. Bone was also used to make ornaments 
e.g. pendants, ear-rings, bangles, discs and combs. A variety of terracotta objects 
were found e.g. wheels, beads, bangles, cakes, bull and bird figurines humped 
bulls, and punctured decorated objects. Stone tools are ofquartzite, basalt and 
granite. The rew materials were chalcedony, chert, agate and jasper nodules. 
Beads were made out of semi-precions stone, steatite and faience (Fig.54.). 
The pottery is generally hand-made and rarely made by the turn-table 
method. The red ware and lesser frequency of grey, black and black and red 
wares represents the ceramic of this period. A largenumber of pots bear lustrous 
ware. Linear designs of criss-cross lines and concentric circles were painted 
in red ochre after the firing of the pots, especially of grey ware, recalling 
the Neolithic tradition of the south. The type include, the vase, spouted vase 
with a narrow neck, different types of bowls, bowl-with-stand, footed cup, 
channel spout, spoon etc. 
It appears that pit dwellings with thatched roofs were used in the begirming; 
but later on only overground huts were made. A semi-circular hut had a 
multi-mouthed chulha for cooking. There is evidence to show that wheat, rice 
masoor (Lens esculenta) and moong (phaseolus aureus) were cultivated. The 
occurrence of bones of elephant, rhinos, buffalo, ox, stag and deer suggest the 
association of thepeople with these animals,either through domestication or hunting. 
Period-11 has red and black-and-red wares, spouted lota, with corrugated 
profiles, lipped bowls, narrow-necked goblets as themain types. Other industries 
are similar to these of Period-I, except for the appearance of copper. Period-II 
also marks the advent of iron. 
CARBON DATES 
Period 1 (Neolithic) Uncalibrated Calibrated 
TF-1032 3600±150BP 2195-1750EC 
TF-1031 3525±135BP 2145-1690BC 
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TF-1034 3420±110BP 1900-1660BC 
TF-1033 3090±I10BP 1880-119530 
TF-1125 3365 ± 150 BP 1895-1545 BC 
TF-1129 3230±95BP 1685-1400 BC 
TF-1035 3125 ± 100 BP 1575-1280 BC 
TF-334 2715±120BP 920-790 BC 
TF-1036 2485±120BP 795-420 BC 
TF-1126 2290±120BP 430-360 BC 
Period II (Chalcolithic) 
TF-445 3500±100BP 1990-1695 BC 
TF-1030 3430±100BP 1910-1665 BC 
TF-1028 3390±90BP 1880-1195 BC 
TF-1029 2915±85BP 1345-1020 BC 
TF-444 2590 ± 105 BP 830-745 BC 
Black and Red Ware 
TF-336 2640±95BP 885-770 BC 
NBP 
TF-446 1930±105BP 35BC-95AD 
4. PANDURAJARDHIBI (District-Burdwan, Bengal; Das Gupta, P.C. 1962-65) 
The site has been extensively excavated. The deposite have been divided 
into four periods, the first two being Chalcolithic, Period-Ill of Iron Age and 
Period-IV early historical and medieval(I.A.R., 1962-65). In Periods-I and II, the 
site seems to have been occupied by the people who lived in huts which were 
both round and rectangular, with reed-plastered walls and floors paved with 
murram pellety laterite or terracotta nodules and plastered with cow dung mud 
and lime. 
A handmade thick grey ware, a wheel-thrown red ware and a black-and-
red ware represent the caramic industry. Period-II, is richer in painted pottery. 
The painted black-and-red ware, the black painted lustrous ware and the cream 
painted chocolate ware are the main decorated ceramics. The paintings are all 
geometric without any human or animal designs. Storage jars, basins etc. are 
the main pottery forms (Fig.55). 
Among other minor artifacts mention may be made of a few short 
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microlithic tools with crested medial ridge point cum-scrapers and flakes, 
copper objects like nail-parers, fish-hooks, antimony rods heavy spiralled and 
ordinary bangles, rings, a tubular bead and bone objects like awls, points, harpoons 
and arrowheads as also beads of semiprecious stones, sometimes etched in white 
designs. 
Remains of the animal bones identified as nilgai, domesticated pig, humped 
bull and antlers of Sambar indicate the domestication of the animals and 
the utilization of others as food. The people of both the period, practised the 
custom of burying the dead in three different modes, viz. primary (extended) 
burial, secondary (fractional) burial and urn burial. 
Most of the pottery types of period-I and II are continued in Period-lII,but 
they undergo slight variations in respect of the shape and treatement of surface. 
Other minor artifacts of this period are a unique leaf shaped arrowhead, 
bangles, rings and trinkets of copper, bone in pikes and bone arrowheads 
with tangs, microlithic tools like parallel sided blades, flakes and fluted cores, 
beads of semi-precious stones, terracotta figurines of mother goddess and 
figurines with pinched head and pin-hole decorations as alsogold pellets and pins. 
Among the noteworthy structural features mention may be made of a row 
of six elliptical ovens flanked by a thick layer of ash containing a broken sword 
blade of iron and iron-smelting at the site. 
CARBON DATE 
Period I (Chalcolithic) Uncalibrated Calibrated 
TF-6 1230 ± 105 BP 625-890 AD 
5. BHARATPUR (District-Burdwan, Bengal; Mukherjee, S.K. 1972-74) 
The excavation conducted at Bharatpur on the left bank of the Damodar, 
revealed four cultural periods with breaks in intervals(Ghosh; A. 1989). The 
earliest chalcolithic settlers of Period-1, depended largely on hunting and fishing 
while practising an incipient form of agriculture. They used microliths, tiny 
Neolithic celts, bone tools steatite beads and copper objects. Their ceramics 
included the black-and-red ware, plain or painted in white, black-painted and 
white painted red wares and a few hand made pots. The presence of a few 
pieces of reed impressed burnt-clay plaster indicates that the inhabitants lived 
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in huts of perishable material. Large hearths of open variety are also present. 
Period-II is marked by emergence of iron implements. There is no vital change 
in the pattern of life or the articles of everyday use. The upper level of this 
period yields theNBPW along with a few associated black-slipped ware. 
Period-Ill is distinguished by the presence of a burnt-brick structure of which 
a few courses of the foundation were encountered. Period-IV commenced after 
a break witness the construction of a Buddhist stupa of fine brick-work laid in 
lime-surkhi mortar. 
CARBON DATES 
Period II Uncalibrated Calibrated 
(Band RW Chalcolithic) 
PRL-15 3290±135BP 1770-1410 BC 
PRL-187 3040±150BP 1545-llOBC 
PRL-188A 2770±140BP 1120-795BC 
6. MAHTSDAL (District-Birbhum, Bengal; Mukherjee, S.K. 1964) 
The excavation of Mahishdal, on the left bank of the Kopai, established two 
cultural periods (lAR, 1963-64). Period-I represent to cholcolithic culture. The 
ceramic of the pottery was black-and-red ware, both plain and painted, including 
a red ware with paintings in black or white. Of the types the channel-spouted 
bowl, carinated bowl with splayed on flared rim are the most distinctive. The 
designs are linear on the balck-and-red ware while those on the red ware consist 
of the double axe, strokes like the inverted comma and horizontal lines in groups. 
The complete house plan can not be reconstructed. Two structural phases have 
been identified by two levels of floors of beaten earth with a soling of terracotta 
nodules. The presence of burnt-reed-impressed clay daubs and mud plaster 
indicates that the inhabitants lived in simple mud-plastered structures. An 
impressive find is a pit granary destoryed by fire. Stone and bone implements 
are quite prolific and are local products. The microliths include scrapers, points, 
lunates and short blades. The restricted use of copper is shown by the presence 
of a single copper celt. Beads of steatite and terracotta gamesmen tell us 
something of the devices for decoration and entertainment. Among other finds a 
terracotta phallus is an indicator of beliefs in the phallic cult. 
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Period-11 is characterized by the presence of iron. The earlier cuhural traditions 
largely continued microlithic tools, lunates being more common. Finished objecis 
of iron such as arrowheads, spearhead, chisels. Copper is represented by a fish 
hook, bangle pieces and rings. Copper slag is also it found. The ceramic tradition 
of the earlier period continues but the fabric becomes coarser. The paintings 
are executed in black pigment on red and on black-slipped wares. The designs 
consist of rows and vertical short wavy lines. This Period is dated c. 750 BC 
by 14 c method. The unburnt clay seal with indeterminate symbols recovered 
in the excavation may suggests trade and commercial contacts of the people of 
this period with peoples of other regions. 
CARBON DATES 
Early Chalcolithic Uncalibrated Calibrated 
TF-391 3235 ± 105 BP 1690-1405 BC 
TF-392 2950±105BP 1370-1035 BC 
Late Chalcolithic 
TF- 390 2725 ± 100 BP 920 - 795 BC 
Early Iron Age 
TF-389 2565 ± 105 BP 820-595 BC 
8. HATKIRA (District Bolpur-West Bengal; Ghosh, N.C. and Nag, S. 1984-85) 
The site is located on the right bank of River Bakreswar, 24 km. north-north-
west of Bolpur.The excavation exposed a 2.55m.thick habitational deposit of 
continuous occupation (Ghosh, and Nag, 1985). 
Period-I is characrerised by the occurrence of Black-and-Red Ware,both plain 
and painted, A mud floor, with post-holes with clear indication of two building 
phases, has been found. The ceramic shapes represented are vessels with-out-
turned rims,jars, bowls, etc. Thepaintings are usually executed in white on black 
surface. The animals represented are Bos indicusLinn (Thezebu or Demosticated 
Humped cattle of India),Bubalus bubalis Linn, (The India Domesticated Buffalo) 
Susscrofa cristatus Wagner.(TheDemosticPig)etc.Microliths and copper objects 
are conspicousby their absence. Among other artifacts, mention may be made 
of a large terracotta double convex disc decorated with notched design, terracotta 
beads, hopscotch, spindle whorl, stone pestles, etc. 
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Period-Il has iron, and is associated with a few new ware such as black 
slipped ware and fine grey ware. The occupation was much extensive more than 
thate of Period I. Two floor-levels have been encountered. The ceramic variety 
ranges from fine lustrous red waretocoarse gritty ware. The shapes are large jars, 
bowls, basins, shallow dishes, miniature pots, etc. 
Among other artifact mention should be made of beads of semi-precious 
stones, and iron objects, including a crude dagger. Clay chunks having impressions 
of rice and husk have been found. The animals represented are Bossp.. Bubalus 
bubalisLinn.capra hircus aegagrus Erxl.besidse and Chitra indica gray. 
CARBON DATES 
Early Iron Age Uncalibrated Calibrated 
PRL-1192 930±100BP None 
PRL-1193 1580±130BP 225BC-615AD 
PRL-1194 1520±100BP 405BC-605AD 
PRL-1189 1440±100BP 540 BC-635 AD 
PRL-1]90 1340±100BP 590BC-785AD 
PRL-1195 1260±140BP 600BC-900AD 
Chalcolithic 
PRL-1191 2950±120BP 1400-1015BC 
9. GOLBAI SASAN (District-Puri, Orissa; Sinha, B.K. 1991-92) 
Golbai Sasan, is situated on the left bank of river Mandakini, a tributary of 
River Daya. During the excavations, seven trenches, were laid on the northern 
slopes of the mound. Excavations revealed that the total deposit at the site was 
around 8 m and was practically undisturbed (Sinha, 1993). 
In Period-I no stone or bone tools were met with but one or two pieces 
of bone with working marks on them were found alongwith some partially 
mineralized bones and antlers. The pottery was hand-made, showing cord and 
reed impressions, although some sherds indicate that slow-wheel or turn-table 
techniques was also used. The pots were mostly vases in dull red and grey wares. 
In Period-II A, large number of stone tools and implements of bone and 
copper were recovered along with other antiquities of terracotta and faience. In 
the upper levels, floors of laterite murrum and reddish clay with post-holes 
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were found placed on these floors. In the lower levels, remains of circuleir 
huts with post-holes and hearths were traced. A total of 13 huts were found. The 
diameter of these huts varied from 3.90 to 7.90 m. The biggest hut, possibly 
served as a community hut; alternately if could be the hut of the head of 
the settlement. In majority of the examples, the central area of the hut had a 
floor of dull reddish clay and boundary of yellowish clay. 
In the upper layer of this period an extended burial was found; the head and 
the portion of legs below the ankles were missing. On the wrist of skeleton, 
acopper bangle was found. Other copper pieces consisted of a chisel,a fewrings, 
and a fishhook. Polished stone tools consisted of celts, adzes and chisels. A 
beautiful shouldered celt was found embeded in a compact clay floor of yellow 
colour.Two microlithic tools,one blade andonebacked knife-blade, were the only 
other stone tools. Some querns werefound. Bone tools were recovered in quite 
good numbers. These were bothpolished and unpolished, crude and developed 
types. The tools were made on antles, semi-mineralised bones of humped cattle, 
sheep and goat.In most of thecases bones were charred in ordertogive strength 
to the tools.Tool-types include points, burins, chisels,digging tools, adze, needles, 
long points, blades, denticulated blades, arrow-heads and one harpoon with a 
single row of barbs. 
Amongst other antiquities of bone were pendants and ear-studs. Some small 
beads of faience were amongst the other ornaments found. The terracottas included 
sling balls, some spindle-whorls andone crude human figurine. One spindle whorl 
showed the remains of a wooden shaft. 
The pottery was hand-made, although some wheel-made specimens were also 
found. Pottery produced by slow-wheel or on turn-table technique was also 
recovered . Black-and-red ware , mostly hand-made, unpainted and with some 
unusual shapes, was noticed throughout the period. Other wares met with were 
red ware, dull red ware, burnished black ware, and burnished chocolate coloured 
ware. Post firing paintings in red ochre were seen on several examples. The 
paintings were confined to necks and lips. The shapes commonly met with were 
vases, bowls, pots with carination at the waist, dishes, lids, jars and dishes-on-
stand. An un-common shape met with was a tumbler with slightly out-curved 
sides and featureless rim and a cut disc base. Besides these shapes, miniature 
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pots, about 5 cm in height, with featureless rim and curved base, were found. 
Charred grains showed the presence of rice and kulthi. a coarse cereal. 
The material recovered from period-II B, was hardly different from the 
material found in period-Il A. The only difference lies in the fact that now 
iron also appears on the scene. One iron tool, resembling a polished celt in shape, 
was, however, the only piece of iron found. Animal remains found from different 
levels show on primary examination the evidence of humped cattle, and deer 
(Elephasmaximus. and Capra hireusV 
No 14^ dates are available. 
SOUTHERN REGION 
A large number of Neolithic-Chalcolithic sites have been excavated in south 
India, e.g. Maski (Raichor), Kallur (Arcot), Piklihaul (Raichor), Watgal (Raichor), 
Terdal(Bijapur), Sangankallu(Bellary), Kupgal(Bellary),Hallur(Darwar), Brahmagiri 
(Chitradurga), Hammige (Mysore), T. Narsipur (Mysore) in Kamataka. Kodekal 
(Gulbarga),Utnur(MahbubNagar),Nagarjunakonda(Guntur),Palavoy (Anantapur), 
Tekkalakota(Ballery) in Andhra Pradesh and Paiyampalli (Arcot), in Tamil Nadu. 
Though minor variations do occur, these sites represent a fairly homogeneous group 
of Neolithic-Chalcolithic cultures ^lchin,198^. 
The occupations at most of these sites, e.g. Takkalakota. Sangankallu, 
Brahmagiri, Piklihal, Paiyampalli, T. Narsipur and Hallur, is divisible into two 
phases. The neolithic strata represent Phase], the chalocolithic phaseII. But many 
common features unite the two phase. The occupations are marked by the use 
of distrinctive ground stone tools, a blade industry, pottery, ornaments and art 
objects. Almost on all these sites there is evidence of animal husbandry and 
cereal cultivation, though hunting continued to supplement their diet. 
There are a variety of tools with the edges ground for use e.g., exes, adzes, 
scrapers, wedges etc., the most common being the axe which has a tringular 
shape, oval in cross-section with rounded butt. A variety of chisels have also 
been discovered, though they are not common. Some pointed tools have been 
labelled as picks, borers or pointed tools. Besides these types, we found 
hammertsones, sling stones and querns etc. 
A lithic blade industry is found associated with the ground tools. At Sangankallu 
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and Pazlavoy there in a microlithic industry which precedes the NeoHthic one and 
the excavators claim that both stratigraphically and technologically the Neolithic 
blade industry is unconnected with the earlierone. The common types are parallel 
sided blades, serrated blades and lunates. The axes, chisels and points made of 
bone and shell have also been reported from almost all the sites (Fig.56). 
In phase I (Neolithic) sites, all pottery was hand-made. Wheel made pottery 
occurs along with hand made variety in phase II. Apparently firing was not 
controlled and resulted in a variety of colours; pale grey, grey brown, and 
buff Some pots after firing, were painted with red ochre. For decoration, 
preforations, the applique method and a limited range of paintings were resorted 
to. Painted sherds are found only from the earliest levels of Piklihal, Maski and 
Brahmagiri. A purplish point is used over a red burnished or buff surface. The 
motifs are few and comprise radiating triangles and wavy lines. Necked vases 
are found, but not frequently. 
A variety of shapes occur in Phase-I of Neolithic, e.g., bowls of various 
shapes, shallow dishes, lipped, lougged. spouted bowls; jars; dishes-on-stand 
and perforated pots. In the Neolithic Phase -II pottery shows a remarkable 
change. The clay does not contain mica but is gritty. Unbumished grey and 
brown wares disappear and even burnished grey ware dwindles. A dull red ware 
with paintings in black or violet and black and red ware, occasionally painted, 
appear for the first time. At Tekkalakota, bowls and dishes in black-and-red 
ware have been used exclusively in burials (Fig.57). 
A variety of beads were used by these Neolithic people. In Phase-I, only 
shell beeds were used, but in phase-II, Steatite beads are also found. Beads 
were made also of gold, copper, terracotta, agate and camelian. The gold 
ornaments from Tekkalakota, with solid coils in the centre and the trumpet 
mouth are quite unique. A copper celt was found at Tekkalakota from Phase-I 
and II, a wire, a ring and a couple of other objects. But at Piklihal no copper 
is reported from phase-I Phase-II, however yielded fragments of bowl and 
a chisel. Hallur Phase-I has produced two curious copper objects, besides a fish 
hook. Copper artifacts occur only at Maski, Piklihal, Brahamagiri, Tekklakota 
and Hallur (Fig.58.). 
Neolithic folk buried their dead right below their house floors. Extended 
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inhumation in the north-south direction, with some pots and pans and a few 
ground stone tools in a pit, was a common adult burial practice. Children were 
buried in a pit, as was a common adult burial practice too. Children were 
buried in one or two urns, placed horizontally face to face. Only in Phase II some 
evidence of burying even aduhs in multiple pots, along with black-and-red 
vessels, copper and iron tools. 
Most of the Neolithic sites are situated on granatoid terraces and hills. It 
appears that the Neolithic man made bruisings peckings and paintings on them. 
Some of the motifs in painings and bruisings are figures of deer, gazelle, sheep, 
goat, horse, stylised human and ocassionally a trident. Bones of a variety of wild 
animals, like the rat, hare, tortoise, monitor lizard, spotted deer, barasingha, nilgai, 
black buck, gazalle and sambhar are reported from the southern Neolithic sites, 
charred and spit bones clearly show that they were eaten. There is evidences 
for cattle, buffalo, sheep, goat, horse, dog, pig, fowl and ass. 
Of the plant remains, evidence of millet, horse gram, legumes, date palm come 
from Hallur, through from the Megalithic phase only. From Paiyampalli green 
gram is reported. 
Excavations at Hallur, Tekkalokotta, and Sangankallu have indicated that 
generally the huts were circular, of one room, with a low mud plinth, fortified 
by a split bamboo screen and a conical thatched roof Storage jars and chulahs 
were common in such houses. There is also evidence that they dug small pits 
for throwing rubbish. Sometimes floors were white washed with lime and at 
Hallur chips of schist were used to ram the floors. 
CARBON DATES 
Site - Terdal (Southern Neolilithic) 
Period II Uncalibrated Calibrated 
TF-684 3775±95BP 2410-2105 EC 
TF-683 3615±120BP 2180-1870 BC 
Site - Hallur (Neolilithic / Iron) 
TF-570 2970 ± 105 BP 1385-1050 BC 
TF-575 2895±100BP 1320-lOlOBC 
TF-573 2820 ± 100 BP 1125-825BC 
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CHAPTER - IV 
D I S C U S S I O N 
From Chapter III we can see that India nursed, in the 3rd and 2nd millennia BC, 
several well defined and evolved material cultures characterized by use of copper-
bronze implements and tools. These different chalcolithic cultural complexes have 
been defined on the basis of regional variations in individual cultural traits, notably 
pottery, knowTi from material finds, and their chronology has been worked out by 
establishing stratified sequence, and working out relations with historical or liter-
ally dated cultures; now more precise dates are fouthcoming through 14^ ^ dating 
(with calibration) and thermoluminiscence (Marshal, 1931; Heine, 1936, Wheeler, 
1947; Allchin, 1968; Mandal, 1972; Agarwal, 1973, Sankalia, 1974, etc.). 
It is generally accepted that the earleist line of chalcolithic cultures developed in 
the Indus basin from pre-Harappan cultures to pre-Harappan civilization; all the 
other of the chalcolithic cultures of India followed later (Piggott, 1950; Agrawal, 
1973; Allchin, 1983; Possehl, 1994). Harappan culture flourished, in the third mil-
lennium BC, stretching across Peikistan over the plains and uplands, in the western 
sub-Himalayan-region of India, including the modem states of Himachal Pradash, 
Punjab, Rajasthan, Haryana, Gujarat and Western Uttar Pradesh. 
Some of the archaeologists held the opinion that the then Harappan people 
preferred this territory for its favourable climatic environment (Mackey, 1938; 
Wheeler, 1947; Piggott, 1948) while some others pointed to lack of cHmatic uni-
formity within the Harappan territory itself (Gaussen et.al., 1968). Sankalia, (1964) 
observed that civilizations were known for the biotic and human tolerating adjust-
ments to the adverse vagaries of environment and climates. This school, therefore, 
was also of the opinion that the Harappan territory was inhabited as an act of exten-
sion of the civilization, under influences of historical factors, either as an exodus 
under threats of attack, or in course of extension of agriculture or for establishing 
centres of trade and commerce. Excavations of strata after strata, showed that Harappan 
people had continued to struggle to stay at the sites by reconstructing and repairing 
their settlements regularly (Mughal, 1980). 
The climate of the region particularly Rajasthan, during period 5000 BC to 1000 
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BC within which the total span of Harappan civilization is to placed, has been found 
on the basis of pelynoligical and stratigraphic studies, to have been more wet then at 
persent (Singh, 1971). The findings of the evidence from Sambhar lake area, how-
ever, does not confirm this view; instead it suggests prevalence of dry and arid 
climate giving rise to storms and dunes that clogged the then streams and water 
channels (Vishnu Mittre, 1978). 
The archeological evidence as discussed in the earlier chapter showed this 
civilization to have been urbanized. The people were well versed in the concepts of 
protected or fortified settlements, and the large number of small settlements and 
possibly camps show that there was a large rural population. 
The transformations of the village settlements into fortified cities, imply the 
existesce of states with the cities becoming seats of government or capitals. 
The archeological evidence from Dholavira suggests that the community planned 
for access to water resource, preferring sweet water stream of reasonably bigger size 
and building the settlement right at the bank of a river. 
The structure of the settlements was indicative of a developed civic sense in 
protecting the human life and material property of the settlement, from floods, un-
warranted attacks, of wild-life. Such defence purposes could have been well served 
by a rampart or protection-wall surrounding the settlement. 
The houses even though of mud bricks conformed to the concepts of privacy, 
comfort, and access to air, sun and shade. Some of the urban settlements north of 
Gujarat and west of Delhi were Kalibangan in Rajasthan and Rakhigarhi in Haryana, 
Rupar in Punjab and Sakotda, Dholavira, and Lothal in Gujarat. The brick work, 
structural pattern, provisions and ground plans of these towns present variation of 
conception and execution of town-planning according to local needs. 
These cities were well planned, laid down in blocks, with paved streets running 
in between, adequate drainage and sewage provisions and water supply. Mud bricks 
and burnt bricks were scientifically used in constructing spacious airy, hygienic 
houses of algebraic dimensions with massive defence wall around the city. There 
were provisions of state granary and of transport and market economy with the 
ordinary citizens' habitation areas demarcated from the residential blocks of the 
authorities. These cities, at distaiit places, were built up probably for some 
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integrated and politically regulated development suggesting that the distant cities 
represented the self sufficient seats of governance, but under an extra efficient 
single or unitary imperial kind of political apparatus (Dhavalikar, 1995). 
At Harappa and Mohenjo Daro the settlements were compeiratively of large size 
with the citadel and township well planned and situated at a significant distances to 
keep the ruling class residences away from the habitations of craftsman and labour-
ers and other lower classes. The basic structural material comprises burnt bricks 
suggesting a firmly established urban settlement. 
The megacities of Harappa had been obviously planned and built in peace time, 
with the government enjoying financial resources to leisurely spend on planning as 
well as construction work. It also felt comfortable in allowing the working classes to 
settle in the townships at a distance from the citadel. So many million burnt bricks 
were used in those cities, that the wood needed to fire the bricks could suffice only 
if there had been considerable jungle to provide fuel (Piggott, 1950). The absence of 
kaccha construction even in the workmen's townships in those cities is indicative, 
not only of the economic affluence, but may also of precaution against rain and 
flood. Wheeler, (1959) therefore opined that the area of Harappa and Mohenjo Daro 
had, in those times, broad jungles with intermittent marshes infested by elephants, 
tigers, buffaloes, rhinoceros and crocodiles which were depicted on the Indus seals. 
From another area of Harappan territory (Baluchistan), Stein, (1937) reported 
gabarbands (dams) with human settlements suggestive of weather conditions at the 
time. This may well have been for meeting the fuel required for baking bricks at 
Harappa or Mohenjo Daro. Raikes and Dyson (1961), however calculated that only 
400 acres of gallery forest were needed. And Chowdhury, and Ghosh, (1952) found 
that plant remains in the area of Harappa did not support the presence of any moist 
or wetty tropical forests in the Harappan times. Fairservis (1967) found only the 
remains of Tamario gallica. Acacia arabica and Prosopis spicigera in that area. It 
may, therefore, be concluded that the excellent planning in the layout of the cities of 
Harappa, Mohenjo Daro and the use of superior material, particularly burnt bricks 
as building material, in absence of building stones in the vicinity, was a conse-
quence of a well-functioning economy as well as financial strength of the govern-
ment which may have used seals as some kind of coins or token currency besides 
the precious stones and metal (eg. gold dust). 
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At Kalibangan the basic pattern, of building the citadel and township at a 
comfortable distance away from each other was retained, supporting the view that 
the same ideology of Harappa and Mohenjo Daro was extended or reflected at 
Kalibangan. However, the lower strata here, displayed use of unburnt bricks with 
evidences of barley production. These findings indicated that the settlement at this 
site survived from the pre-Harappan period with a moderate economy and dry cli-
mate, as reflected by barley as the main agricultural crop and the existence only of 
kaccha constructions (Thapar, 1978). There was no evidence of any great advance 
in agriculture or trade either to allow planning and building of Kalibangan settle-
ment precisely on the pattern and designs of Harappa and Mohenjo Daro. The arid 
climatic conditions on the other hand favoured kaccha construction. Probably the 
Harappan builders of the settlement did not have the resources time at their disposal 
to indulge in transporting stone or obtaining burnt bricks. 
At Surkotada has been found a unified settlement with the citadel and tovmship 
brought into a single enclave but with separately demarcated quarters. This sug-
gested a more close contact between the governing and plebeian classes. Under the 
circumstances that prevailed in Surkotada in the Harappan times the ruling elite, 
probably felt safer within the bounds of the man the township. And hence, the cita-
del and township were set together but apart. Here the building stone being easily 
available in the surrounding eirea. it was preferred over burnt bricks. 
At Lothal the settlement was unified but again demarcated into separate 
segments of citadel and township, and excellently designed, indicative of prosperity 
derived from trade. Lothal was built as a centre for intercontinental sea trade. It 
could have been, as well, meant for timber trade from the timber hinter land, which 
justified the location of Lothal. The "dockyard" at lothal at the present times has no 
approach to the sea, would be explained only on the basis either of the floods, or 
tectonic changes, that later put it out of the reach of the sea (Ghosh, 1952, Surajbhan 
1973, Dikshit, 1977, Pande, 1977, etc.) 
The construction pattern, designs in details and construction material used, thus, • 
varied according to the climatic conditions, local resources and economic condi-
tions at various sites of the Harappa culture area. 
The Harrappans produced wheat, barley, peas, rice and cotton. Fish was included 
in their diet; and they had domesticated animals, including, oxen, buffaloes, goats. 
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elephant and (doubtfully) horse. The craftsmen used thread in weaving cloths and 
mattresses, precious stones and jewels in ornament making, brick and wood in con-
struction, and stone bone, copper and bronze in preparing implements, and clay in 
pottery. 
Brace and Montagu (1977) Dales (1964) and Wheeler (1952) opined that the 
Harappan civilization was authored by a proto-Indic people. But the ancient civili-
2^tions of Egypt, Mesopotamia, and China showed many similarities with that of 
the Harappan-civilization (AUchin, 1974). Among the various similarities of mate-
rial culture, the most important was that all them used signs and symbols in inscrip-
tive and then alphabetic modes of writings (Piggott. 1948). 
The Harappan ideographic symbols from pot-shreds of Harappa, have counter-
parts reported from the territories of protohistoric Iran and Iraq (Wheeler, 1952), 
But it is mainly on seals that inscriptions with these the signs and symbols have 
been found at Harappan sites. Scholars reported many similarities between these 
Harappan inscriptions and those of the ancient ideographic scripts, and have at-
tempted to read the former on the basis of analogies with the latter scripts (Madhvan, 
1977). The most detailed and systematic work has been that of the Finnish team 
headed by Asho Parpola, whose concordance of Indus/Harappan signs appeared in 
1973 as volume I of materilas for the study of the Indus script (Parpola, 1984). The 
tendency is to consider it analogous to the Proto - Elamite script, which in the light 
of a widespread scholarly belief, that the Proto-Elamite and Proto-Dravidian lan-
guage had common origins, may suggest Proto-Dravidian antecedants for Indus 
culture. 
Such views, however, have not obtained unanimous acceptance; in fact contro-
versy has grown since then. There has been much efforts recently to read Sanskrit 
terms in them, initiated by Rao, who found pure Sanskrit word for jars, potter car-
rier, yajna etc., and argued that Harappan inscriptions contained a proto-Aryan lan-
guage, ancestral not only to the later Indian-Brahmi, but, also to early Semitic and 
European alphabets (AUchin, 1989). With a totally different reading Natwar and 
Rajaram, (1997) have claimed to have decodified 3500 seals of Indie Inscriptions 
from Harappan-Indus territory and to have found the messages of Veda written on 
the seals in a syllabic mode of writing with out vowels. The contents of inscriptions 
also allegedly contained mathematical formulas, Sulba Shastra, texts on making 
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altars for vedic rituals, and trigonometric expressions found in sublbasutra appended 
to the Srauta sutra, showing a distinct Aryan affiliation. It is clear from this that a 
grossly unscientific intrusion has been made into the matter of reading the Indus 
script. Since elephants, bulls, dear, pipal, would have been present, if the Harappan 
people were Dravibian or non-aryan, it is useless to argue from the presence of their 
representation that the people were aryans, worshipping Ganesha, Varishabh, Iksingha 
(non Vedic gods, at all), etc. It might be argued as has been done by Kosambi (1955), 
that it was rather the later aryans, who might have been influenced by the bliefs of 
the Harappans. The unicorn have been given a political significance and has no 
aryan affiliation (Ratnagar, 1991). 
Evidences of the Harappan civilization, thus, extending in the West-north upto 
Indus and south-eastern Iran (Wheeler, 1959, Piggott, 1948 Khan, 1958 Lai, 962), 
and in east-south to the valley of Tapti river to Alamgirpur in Meerut in the Gangetic 
Valley (Desh Panday, 1977), showed the signs of attainments of heights in material 
and spiritual culture, in the Harappan region. The findings showed that Harappa had 
been part of, or capital of some imperial governance, with numerous possibly subor-
dinate seats of regional governments under its command (Ratnagar, 1991). 
With the passage of time the civilization of Harappa showed signs of degenera-
tion with apparent administrative deficiencies and lack of internal discipline (Mackay, 
1938). The final outcome, however, appeared to be catastrophic dumping into ground 
not only the "kots and cities" of Harappa in India but also a large urban decline in 
Iran and West Asia (Wheeler, 1959). 
The copper implements that survived from Harappan civilization included a 
variety of spear, harpoon, bangle, double-edged razor and flat axe or celt, as from 
the mature Harappan levels of Kalibangan; the bronze jar, razor blades of bronze, 
from Ropar celts, harpoons of bronze, and from other sites like Bagor arrow heads 
of copper and spear heads of copper. These finds demonstrate that the Harappan 
civilization had a materially advanced level of copper metallurgy using the metal in 
making ornaments, utensils and ammunition of war and games, and implements of 
artisans like of the barbers and butcher, etc. The shapes, sizes and finish of the 
metallic objects suggested that skilled professional artisans worked on making those 
metal objects. A low quantum, of such objects, found on excavations, could be on 
account of the fact that the metal was still scarce and so the objects made of it 
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precious. There could also be a state monopoly, reserving copper artifacts, especially 
weapons, for the royal or ruling families. 
Iron either had not been used in Harappan culture, which was a classic bronze-
age civilization. 
The Harappan civilization was, thus, a distinctly outstanding one in terms of 
planned cities, the material finds, copper bronze implements, and associated 
pottery, all having in their quality and fmishing extraordinary royal and imperialist 
touches. 
The settlements of the civilization revealed signs of systematic, orderly and 
disciplined repair over a significant period, followed by a disorderly and indisciplined 
phase speaking of absence of £in effective irhperial apparatus, replaced by non-inno-
vative loose administration of local nature. Finally life in the settlements, such as 
the mega cities of Mohenjo Daro and Harappa, all of ceased sudden, suggesting 
some catastrophic episode like external invasion or flood resulting in mass exodus. 
See (M-5) for Late Harappan sites (north). 
On the eastern fringe of the Harappan civilization, finds have been made of 
copper implements fi-om some sites comparable to those of the Kalibangan and Ropar 
of the Mature Harappa phase, but, with some differences. The copper arrow heads, 
many in number and in various shapes, comparable to those of Harappan and Indus, 
were found fi-om Ganeshwar Rajasthan, alongwith copper blades, knives, spear heads, 
fish hooks, of various shapes, and copper celts, rods, chisels and drills along with 
Ochre colour pottery (OCP), from small non-urban settlements, eg. Atranjikhera. 
The number, designs and relative finish of the implements, and relatively ordinary 
class of pottery, and indistinct city architecture, all indicated that the copper tech-
nology had, by this time, spread to rural populations, living in ordinary settlements, 
who used common man's pottery without the touch of any high culture. 
This OCP related copper culture occupied a farily large territory, 
extending from eastern regions of the Harappan zone to the eastern 
boundaries of Gangetic plains, and Siwalik range of Himalayan mountains 
in the north to the Malwa plateau in the south. (M-6) This territory involving 
eastern side of the zone of Harappa civilization and the upper and middle 
Gangetic plains known as Ganga, Yamuna and Chambal river plains, had 
among its features many outstanding differences from that of the civi-
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lization of Harappa. Numerous sites were explored and excavated in this territory, 
which showed evidence of a copper based culture, but no fortified cities of the di-
mensions, grandeur and architecture matching those of the Harappan civilization 
were encountered anywhere in this territory. Burials and graveyards were by and 
large missing. Brick work had been very limited. Seals of all materials, including 
clay, found in plenty at the sites of Harappan civilization are absent. And since in 
geographical distribution it overlapped with that of Harappan civilization, those 
differences of material culture could not be attributed to geographical isolation. The 
basic differences of culture of this copper Bronze people from those of Harappa 
appeared to be based on the deficiencies of know how about urban civic life as well 
as limited economic capablities and ignorance of writing. 
The Copper Hoard-OCP (Ochre colour pottery) preceded the Iron age PGW 
cultures in this area. Though the OCP culture was chalcolithic, and so could be deemed 
a continuation of earlier neolithic cultures, its use of copper technology could be 
derived from Harappan contacts. 
Champion, and Seth, (1968) opined that in the light of vedic literature and other 
circumstantial evidences this vast plain having alluvial soil was lacking in 
implementable stone as well as metallic ore, and was densely covered by forests, 
infested by wild animals. The vegetation comprised desert thorn and scattered trees, 
that were difficult to be removed by copper implements carried by the OCP people, 
who, therefore, settled in village settlements along the river streams (Shrimali, 1984). 
The copper implements comprised harpoons, copper swords, celts, comparable 
to those of Harappan and Indus implements, with a few additional shapes like 
anthromorphs, and found in collections (hoards) of few implements buried in the 
soil, or solitary specimens as well as minor collections in the possession of temples, 
as objects of worship, or in possession of dealers in antiquities etc. There had been 
interesting specimens like fragmented chisels or celts from Hastinapur, arrowheads 
and pendants from Lai Qila, blades and arrow heads from Alamgirpur, rings from 
Bargaon, bangles, wires, needles, and fish hooks from Hulas. 
The scrutiny of copper implements in OCP culture shows that these had under-
gone a definite phase of evolution since the Harappan fimes. Some forms particu-
larly indicative of faith or ideology, in these OCP copper implements, like 
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anthromorphs, might have been added to this iot of harpoons, spears, axes, etc., 
together definable as sharp-edged implements, having been reported from Harappan 
sites. But it is possible that the use of copper in arrow heads, fish hooks, swords and 
spears increased in OCP culture, besides the metal being used in objects of common 
use as rings, bangles, needles, wires, rods, etc. However, the OCP Culture never 
adopted bronze technology. 
These findings suggested that though these two zones, of the Harappa and OCP, 
adjoined each another, yet, a clear gap or distinct difference existed between the two 
peoples, the difference being essentially that the Harappans had an urban and agri-
culture-based economy, while the OCP communities still seem to have realised more 
on hunting (or 'gathering') activities. 
Some scholars, have considered OCP people as Harappans as they moved east-
ward into Gangetic plain, where having lost their former economic and military 
powers then settled hurriedly in a more primitive mannar in the Gangetic plain. 
These scholars, therefore, considered the OCP copper culture of Gangetic plain to 
be represent either pre-Harappan, or a late Harappan refugees, from the Indus basin 
(Gaur, 1980-81; Sharma, 1964). The Carbon dates however, do not show any of the 
OCP sites to predate the mature Harappan period. Rather the OCP sites are about a 
thousand years posterior to the begining of the mature Harappan period. 
The copper implements from some of the sites such as Bargaon, significantly 
differed from the others, suggesting a difference of the dates of the various copper 
implements found in the OCP zone, while copper implements, at Hulas, were found 
in association with the typical Harappan pottery, at Bargaon the association is with 
late Harappan Pottery. This proved that the OCP-related Copper-hoard could have 
descended from the Harappans, and belonged to a people extending or migrating 
with their copper-culture, from Harappan territory to the alluvial plain of Ganga 
with rich sources of copper in eastern Rajasthan. As the people migrated east wards, 
from Bargaon and Hulas, new types based on utility and faith were added among 
copper implements, which were not found before, in the cultures of Harappans, 
(Lai, 1951). The implements of new and modified types were, therefore, made in-
digenously in Gangetic plain, but with the ore or copper imported from outsidss the 
zone. Wheeler, (1959) opined that though a number of implements resembled those 
of Harappan the impurity of arsenic, in the Gangetic lot, in comparison to that of tin 
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in Harappan, suggested that the OCP people had found new mines and sources dif-
ferent from those of Harappans (Wheeler, 1959), and further that the two people 
were not contemporaries, but the Harappans preceded OCP by a fairly large time gap. 
Smith, (1905) and Lai, (1951) opined that the OCP harpoons of five types and 
other implements, involved a highly advanced and evolved technology in their 
making, including moulding, hammering and trimming etc.. This would therefore, 
support the view that the Gangetic OCP copper hoard people were survivors and not 
predecessors of the lost Harappan civilization. Heine Geldem (1936) by his typo-
logical correlations of the copper implements derived the same conclusions that 
Gangetic copper implements were the legacy of people who were forced out from 
the Indus to migrate to and inhabit the Gangetic plain as a descendents of the lost 
civilization of Harappa. Sankalia, (1970) rejected the view of Piggott, (1944) that 
the OCP copper implements belonged to some pre-Aryan aborigines living in 
Gangetic plain having buried the implements in soil upon invasion by the Aryans. 
Piggott's, hypothesis does not seem to carry weight as there could be no circum-
stance, for any people or inhabitants, to bury arms on invasion by other people. The 
act of burying, therefore, was an exercise indicative of the implements going obso-
lete in utility, except as a wealth of declared or token values, or artifacts of historical 
significance, or articles of faith, and of metallic value. Piggot, however, was of the 
opinion that the Gangetic people did borrow the typology from Harappans, though 
locally developing the implements. He thus, indirectly supported the Harappan 
refugee theory. 
LaL, (1951), on the other hand, suggested the route of copper technology to the 
Gangetic plain via Madhya Pradesh, Bihar, West Bengal and Northern Orrisa, 
suggesting that the Copper hoard people were related to the pre-Aryan tribes of 
Mundas, Santhals and proto Aristroloids of those eastern-southern areas adjoining 
the Gangetic plain. His view was, by him, also supported, by quoting the Physical 
features of non-Aryans from Rig Veda. Gupta, (1963) also concluded the similar 
view, and opined that Gangetic copper-OCP-culture had been a mixture of the 
pre-harappan aborigines, aware of copper utilities, on one hand, and the Harappan 
refugees, invading the zone from west, on the fall of Harappan civilization. At Bisauli 
for example, Lai, (1951) found limited quantity of red-slipped black and red ware 
with .^ome shreds of ill fired thick ochre washed ware. Then at Hastinapur, the OCP 
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was found, in plenty, underlying the PGW layer, while at Bahadrabad OCP was 
found in association with Late Harappan ware. These findings suggest that the west-
em part of the Gangetic plain could represent a zone of contact, between the east-
ward moving late-Harappans, and eastern pre-Harappan aborigines. 
A common ill-fired pottery, in association with the two different cultures in the 
Gangetic plain, has suggested that this ill-fired OCP was unrelated, both to the PGW 
as well as late Harappans, and belonged to an indigenous people contemporary to 
Harappans. Sharma, (1961), however, thought that, with the movement of late 
Harappans into the Gangetic plain, the quality of soil and wet and humid conditions 
of environment, meaningfully altered, not only the quality of the pots produced 
there, but also greatly influenced the preserved potsherds in the soil as evidence of 
antiquity. This view suggests that the ochre colour of pots resulted from a decay, or 
a post-firing event related to preservation of the potshreds in the soil, rather than a 
consequence of ill firing and poor firing. The pots included the wheel made variety 
and not only hand made ones, so that they were not necessarily pre-Harappan or 
crudely primitive. 
Sj^ankalia, (1962) based on his studies of excavations of Malwa Plateau, sug-
gested that the ochre-coloured pottery (OCP) ware of the Gangetic plain was related 
to the plain and painted ware of Jorwe and Navadatoli. He further suggested that the 
painted and unpainted, poorly fired, pottery of the later Malwa sites as well as the 
stone blade industry, suggested also an Iranian and west Asian influence. Thus, in 
his opinion, the OCP people of Gangetic valley and those of Malwa could be related 
to the Asiatic Aryans and Iranians. This theory was in contradiction to that of Lai, 
(1951), who ascribed them to tlie aborigines of Indian Proto-astroloid tribes of Mundas 
and Santhalas etc. The view of Sankalia is not acceptable to many scholars (Gupta, 
1963), because such an assumption will lead to the belief that the OCP & Malwa 
people were Aryans, which was not acceptable to these scholars. Lai's conclusion, 
therefore, that the so-called ochre-coloured pottery was related to Mundas and Santhal 
or proto-Austroloids, seems to hold good under the present state of evidence. 
Nicely preserved specimens of this peculiar so-called ochre-coloured pottery, 
not accompanied by any copper implements, were reported by Gaur, (1969) from 
Atranjikhera. This ochre-coloured ware here was not associated with any Harappan 
or Navadatolian pottery forms, confirming again that this ochre-coloured ware was 
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distinct from the Harappan as well as the Navadatolian cultures. But mean TC date 
assigned to this Atranji Khera pottery was 1960 BC which was clearly put it in late 
Harappan times. 
The ochre-coloured ware, therefore, was indigenous of the upper Gangetic plain 
extending in the west upto the Harappan boarder at Bahadrabad, the latter showing 
last trait of the Harappan culture alongwith the ochre-coloured ware-copper hoard 
culture. It was very likely that the west ward movement of these ochre coloured 
pottery people of the Upper Gangetic Valley was checked by the late Harappan 
people in the region of Bahadrabad and other sites around. 
In 1965 some copper-hoard-tools from Hardoi were obtained by the National 
Museum, and were analysed by Gupta, (1965). These tools included a sword which 
had at the base of the blade two holes, a feature not reported so far in the Upper 
Gangetic hoards. But the features of this sword were comparable to a sword from 
Mohenjo Daro, though the hilt of the latter was only in the form of a straight tang. 
The Mohenjo Daro implement discussed by Gupta was also peculiar in the 
Harappan stock being a rare specimen having a medial ridge and found from upper 
level of Mohenjo Daro belonging to a period between 1750 to 1500 BC. Further 
Gupta mentioned that an anthropomorphic figure comparable to the Gangetic 
copper hoards had been reported from Period I phase IV of Lothal, datable to 1900 
to 1800 BC. A shouldered axe from Midnapur was comparable with double axe 
from Hallur. Two specimens of similar double axes were also found from Harappa 
and Lothal (Gupta, 1965). 
On these parallels he suggested that some relationship existed between the 
Gangetic copper hoards, the later phase of the Harappan culture and the Neolithic 
chalcolithic culture of south India. In his opinion, because the anthropomorphic 
figures, the antennae swords and shouldered axes were found in some numbers in 
the copper-hoards and only one or two examples in the Harappan and Chalcolithic-
Neolithic culture. Hence the authors of the Copper Hoards might have been the 
source of such implements to their contemporary late Harappan and Neolithic 
Chalcolithic people of south India. 
On the basis of his observations Gupta, (1965) inferred that while the OCP 
people had been evidenced to be in the later half of the second millennium BC, the 
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copper hoards as well as the later Harappan culture were contemporary to the OCP 
(1200-1500 BC). Hence, the authors of ochre-coloured pottery and the Gangetic 
copper hoards were probably the same people. His view was further strengthened by 
the strati graphic findings by Lai, (1970-71) from Saipai. At this site more than a fair 
collection of copper hoard tools has been reported, and the site was thereafter exca-
vated. During the dig a copper harpoon was found in association with red ware 
having designs executed in criss cross lines in black over the red slip. Some of the 
sherds had ochrous surfaces. The definable shapes in the pottery had little in 
common with Harappan ware. Likewise the copper hoards here did not match with 
the Harappan metal tools. The findings of Saipai thus suggested that the Gangetic 
copper hoard and the related ochrous and black on red pottery did not belong to the 
late Harappan refugees. 
The evidence so far collected thus supports the opinion of Lai, (1951) that the 
upper Gangetic plain OCP belonged to some indigenous people of the upper Gangetic 
Valley and the region south-east of it. However, the preponderance of black on-red 
ware accompanied by a few sherds of ochrous type at Saipai suggested that the 
OCP ware could in fact be black on red ware. At Atranjikhera a black and red (B&R) 
ware layer had been demonstrated just underlying the Painted Grey Ware strata, and 
B&R was in turn preceded in deeper layer by ochre-coloured pottery after a break in 
occupation. In that way the black & red ware might have succeeded the phase of the 
ill-fired red ware (ochre-coloured pottery) belonging probably to the copper hoard 
people. Further on the basis of \4^' dating of pottery and of the phase IV objects of 
Lothal it may be established that about 2000 BC and for some centuries there after a 
while the Indus Valley and Gujarat were dominated by Harappan cultures it was the 
copper-hoard people who held sway over the Gangetic Valley (Sharma, 1964). 
Gaur, (1971-72) excavated the site of Lai Qila and found five copper objects 
from this site. A significant feature of this minor collection of copper implements, 
however, was that among the five implements there was included a fragmentary celt 
which may link this hoard with the copper hoards (I) of the Upper Gangetic Plain 
under discussion. Otherwise, the remaining four objects are totally unknown in the 
Upper Gangetic plain hoards. The associated cultural finds of Lai Qila showed some 
resemblance to the Kalibangan culture except that the pottery sherds in appearance 
and texture had marked resemblance to the ochre-coloured pottery fabrics also (Gaur, 
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1978). The Lai Qila pottery is identified as red ware varying in appearance from 
ochrous to brownish and divisible into three or four subgroups. The ochrous appear-
ance, however, was present on the worn-out sherds only, and hence could be because 
of peeling off of the original slip rather than a characteristic of the pottery. The other 
features like rolled out edges, porous powdery surface and ill-firing characteristic of 
the ochre-coloured pottery wEire were absent in Lai Qila pottery. Instead it showed 
a fine slip wash and good firing. Though some shapes in this pottery were comparable 
to Saipai, the other shapes clearly resembled late Harappan pottery. 
The painting on the Lai Qila pottery showed mainly motifs of animal figurines, 
floral motifs and ribbon knots. This feature differentiated this pottery from the black 
on red ware of Saipai and ochre-coloured ware of the other upper Gangetic plain 
sites which being the two wares identified with upper Gangetic copper hoards did 
not still show these features. The findings of Lai Qila, thus, showed a probability of 
movement of the late Harappan east wards in the upper Gangetic plain upto this site, 
and also showed the interest of these late Harappan people in copper implements. 
But, the copper implements, like the pottery of these people were different from 
those of the Gangetic OCP copper culture (Sharma, 1964). Significant finds of Lai 
Qila included fine antiquities including mother goddess figurines in terracotta which 
showed the features in minute details. Besides, there were objects of precious stones 
which have not been found in association with the ochre-coloured pottery. These 
findings suggested that the Lai Qila pottery was not to be identified with the upper 
Gangetic OCP copper culture. Also the findings suggest that ochre-appearance was 
not characteristic of any particular pottery but the result merely of water logging and 
peeling off of the slip. Professor Fakhruddin Ahmad a geological expert, who exam-
ined the relevant deposit of Atranjikhera, came to this conclusion (Gaur, and Hasan, 
1964). These observations support the view of Lai, (1972) that the so called ochre-
coloured pottery ware reported from most of the hoard related sites was originally a 
black on red or a related pottery characterised by rolled out edges. 
The TL dating of the Lai Qila has further shown its date to lie between 2030-
1730 BC (Zimmerman) which suggested that these people probably flourished prior 
to the true ochre coloured pottery and Gangetic hoard people. Gaur, (1980-81), has 
suggested that the ochre-coloured pottery people could be descendants of these 
pre-Harappans. However, this theory is in contradiction to the fact that while the 
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so-called pre-Harappans of Lai Qila possessed fine antiquities like human figures, 
copper arrow heads, beads, etc., these artefacts were more or less absent from their 
OCP copper hoard descendants. There is no doubt, therefore, that the two were 
unrelated. The copper hoard, ochre-coloured pottery people with simple tools and 
pottery pre-dated the late Harappain people in the Upper Gangetic plain and had a 
different copper and pottery technology of their own. Even if, as Gaur, (1978) has 
suggested, they were contemporaneous to the late Harappans of Lai Qila and Hulas, 
the latter people infiltrated and occupied a very limited area of the Upper Gangetic 
Plain only. The copper hoard people on the other hand had widespread settlements 
in the Upper Gangetic Plain as the distribution of the copper hoards has shown. 
There was no evidence of any other significant technology in metal, bone, antler or 
stone etc. preceding them or contemporary to them in almost the entire upper Gangetic 
plain. And a similarly developed copper culture has not been reported from any 
other regions of the world. Therefore, the copper culture of the upper Gangetic plain 
was the first ever human activity in this plain lasting for many centuries together, 
thereafter followed by the Iron age. The first authors of this culture were Indian 
aborigines of the tribes of Mundas and Santhals and later on joined by migrating late 
Harappans. 
In the process of migration fi-om east the authors of OCP culture had left ample 
evidence of a neolithic culture which was apparently abandoned in the eastern part 
of the upper Gangetic plain around the Belan Valley. The upper Gangetic area north-
west to it does not show a purely lithic culture but a chalcolithic culture from the 
very begining. A similar neolithic copper has been reported from Somrong Sen 
(Bongard, and Deopik, 1957, Lai, 1951, Gupta, 1963). 
These chalcolithic people could be related to the forefathers of the Mundas and 
Santhal tribes found in the eastern hill tracts, and probably used a language related 
to the Munda dialect of Bihar. A similar dialect agreeing in grammar to the Munda 
dialect also exists in Almora, Kanawas (Shimla), Kangra, Lahul and Chamba in the 
Himalayan areas, north-west of upper Gangetic plain. This similarity of the Munda 
with the Pahari dialect may be explained only by an actual presence of the Munda 
speaking people in the entire upper Gangetic plain. That could be a possibility in the 
pre-iron age (Gupta, 1963). The Himalayan Pahari languages basically are Aryan 
languages. A visible impact of the Munda dialect on these, may be confirmatory 
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evidence of the fact that Munda related language was the sole one prevalent here at 
the time of arrival of Aryan languages. 
The possible source of copper for these people in Gangetic plain could have 
been deposits found in outer Himalayan region as well as copper ore of Rajputana 
(Ajmer, Alwar and Udaipur) region in the Harappan territory, or Chhota Nagpur 
and Singhbhum to the east and south of Gangetic plain. In all those areas abundant 
evidences of ancient mining with slag heaps and debris were found. The nearest 
among these was Garhwal and Kumaun sub-Himalayan region which had sufficient 
quantum of copper ore which might have been discovered by the Gangetic people 
(Gupta, 1963). The copper trade, could have been in the form of finished tools as 
well as raw material. The copper in the Kumaun areas, however, is found in rather 
inaccessible areas, while the Rajasthan sources are well known to be in use since the 
Harappan times. 
The copper Industry in the Gangetic plain was located in south-eastern part, 
between Kanpur and Etah, suggesting that Singhbhum and Chhota Nagpur being 
nearest were more likely to be the source of copper. The Gangetic people used a new 
closed casting technique and did not use cold work and annealing, distinguishing 
the Gangetic Copper Industry from the rest, except Singhbhum and Chhota Nagpur. 
From the utility point of view the implements of Gangetic valley were usable for 
minor digging, cutting, agricultural operations, chopping of animal flesh and bones, 
besides hunting and fishing. The bar celts were used probably in ploughs. 
The findings have shown evidence of hippopotamus, rhinoceros, elephant, 
antler, fish and alligator hunting. The agricultural products found from the region 
included rich, barley, gram, khesari etc. found in association with ochre colour 
pottery at Atranjikhera (Gaur, 1983). However, the studies or soil from OCP strata, 
from various sites, clearly indicated lack of agriculture, though copper industry it-
self suggested an incipient form of agriculture having been practised (Sharma, 1971). 
Also at most of the sites of OCP pottery and copper finds, there had been no 
signs of permanent settlements, suggesting that the timber, that was widely available 
in the area, was used in building hutments. 
The pottery characteristics, suggest the pottery to be primitive, but, the shapes, 
in the form of vases, bowls, jars with splayed out rim, channel spout handle, spout 
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and dish on stand, and ring stand etc., suggest that the potters industry was well 
advanced. The painting motifs and designs from the surface, might have disappeared 
because of ochrous weathering, on account of moisturous climate, as painted pot-
tery has been reported from Atranjikhera, Lai Qila and Jodhpur in well preserved 
state. Findings of, rubbers, querns of sand stone and chalcedony flake, from Saipai 
suggest a house hold, but belong to a latter OCP settlement, because such finds were 
not reported from most of the other OCP sites. The latter phases at Saipai and Lai 
Qila presented a new black and red ware and well fired red ware. 
In case of the copper hoard people Anthromorph was the only object to suggest 
a magicoreligious faith. The faith of people of Lai Qila was represented by terracotta 
figurines of Mother goddess. Thefr pottery was also marked by humped bull motifs. 
The motifs and also terracotta figurines from similar other ochre coloured red ware 
sites are symbols of fertility, strength and virility. And also the charcoal pieces and 
charred bones of animals indicate that the ochre coloured red ware people, at this 
site, worshipped at altars by performing animal sacrifices. 
The shapes of some of the pots here also are thought to be fitted to ritualistic 
requirements. Some other, related ochre coloured pottery sites in the Upper Gangetic 
plain have shown burnt chir (pinus rox hurghei) which could also suggest fragrant 
rituals like havan. However, it was difficult to define on the basis of these findings 
how precisely the practices of religion and faith of the OCP chalcolithic people 
differed from those of the Vedic peoples. 
The observations have shown the area of Banas River on the eastern slopes of 
Aravalli hills displayed a small focal civili2ation which had no site of the Harappan 
type while geographically the area is within or in close proximity to the Harappan 
region. 
Designated as Ahar Culture from the site of this name near modem Udaipur the 
Carbon dating of object finds suggested that the site was occupied during the Harappan 
period as well as after that (M-8). The significant features are a complete absence of 
stone tools while copper implements are numerous. This site also displayed copper 
slags suggesting that the site was copper smelting centre, while in the nearby Aravalli 
Hills copper deposits have been extensive. The dominant ware foimd here was black 
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& red ware with white painted decoration, along with cream slip pottery with black 
painted decoration, and red slip ware. Towards the surface the pottery was replaced 
by lustrous red, besides grey ware with incensed decoration. And surface roughen-
ing on exterior, as the Baluchistan and South India, was also found. These pottery 
finds besides the pot shapes indicated that the sites remained occupied from the very 
beginning, up to the attainment of slipped and lustrous ware. There were indications 
of grain production from the presence of rubbing stone and saddle querns. Terracotta 
humped bulls also suggested their role in agriculture and economy. Domesticated 
animals included fowl, ass, buffalo, sheep, goat and pig. Grains included rice and 
bajra. These features suggested that the crop inventory was the same as that of Hara-
ppa and augmented by millet, but the urban life style of Harappans was forgotten. 
Mud bricks were in use at Ahar besides stone, mud, wattle and daub. But the 
structures in no way matched Harappan architecture, the roofs are of bamboo and 
matting, covered with earth or thatch, with no remblance of Harappan designs 
throughout the period of occupation. However, the site of Gilund related to this 
culture showed a platform and mud-brick walls recalling Harappan planning, while 
the pottery was of the Ahar type. These finds could suggest that the Ahar people 
were either rural counterparts of the proto and urban Harappans or were descendents 
of Harappans or of Harappan refugees. 
An Ahar-related site at Khurdi revealed a copper hoard, in the Nagaur district of 
Rajasthan, including a copper bowl. Another hoard came to light from Mehsana 
district having four dirks of copper and bronze, one at least having Iranian affinities. 
These finds suggest that, on the one hand, Ahar Culture had elements of import 
from the Western side i.e. Harappa-Indus Baluchistan, Iran, while on the other hand 
it had affinities with the copper civilizations of Ganeshwar in Rajasthan and Gangetic 
plain on the eastern sides. The findings showed that the copper technology had 
evolved further than the Harappan days, owing to availability of copper in the area. 
But Harappan civic life was by and large forgotten. Thus these people comprised a 
community distinct from the Harappan but contemporary to Harappans i.e. the cop-
per using 'tribals' related to the OCP chalcolithic Mundas and the like of the Gangetic 
Valley. 
The Banas culture evidence, thus, further supports the 'two-nation' or two-'cul-
ture' theory, with Ahar and Ganeshwar forming front lines among the copper Bronze 
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slipped/Ochre ware people of North Central India opposing the eastern spread of 
Mature Copper Culture of Harappa. 
To the south east of Valley of Banas lies the fertile plateau of Malwa drained by 
Chambal river and partly by Narmada. To culturs designated as Kayatha, a site 
lying close to modem Ujjain, and Navadatoli, on the bank of Narmada near modem 
Maheshwar, have been identified. Kayatha revealed a chalcolithic occupation with 
distinctive range of pottery painted in violet over broad band of deep brown slip, 
and a buff painted ware and combed ware. Pottery was mostly hand made and on the 
basis of slip, closer to Ahar and related ochre potteries than to the mature Harappan 
with royal touches. The copper articles also matched the Ahar examples and are 
accompanied by use of chalcedony, copper, and stone blades. The house structure 
was also of wattle and daub. The style of the pottery in later phases evolved to match 
that of Navadatoli pottery, popularly known as Malwa Ware. There is evidence of 
wheat cultivation. 
The finds, from Kayatha showed a continuation of stone, chalcedony industry, 
side by side with copper. It is of little use to classify the culture into stone and 
copper ages; nor is sequence establiseted here by pottery types which range from 
primitive hand-made, to the evolved slipped ware. The significant feature is the 
absence of iron objects. The proto historic civilization at Kayatha, therefore, may be 
defined as a Chalcolithic culture related to the cultures of Ganeshwar, Ahar (Banas) 
and Gangetic copper hoard people. In typology of implements of stone, these people 
appeared to be ever predecessors of the OCP. On the other hand, in term of time 
these could have been contemporary of the latter, but using stone and chalcedony on 
accounts of the easy availability of these materials in the Kayatha region, while its 
non-use in the Gangetic valley might have been due to scarcity of the material. The 
elements of mature Harappan civilization were distinctly lacking in Kayatha culture 
while the life style and pottery types suggest their being a legacy of the Pre-Harappans 
and contemporary to the Mature Harappan civilization. 
The excavations at Navadatoli also revealed a stone blade industry in associa-
tion with copper implements. There was evidence of domesticated animals like sheep, 
goat, pig as well as evidences for wheat. The pottery types included black and red 
A'are, a distinctive red ware with black painted decoration, named Malwa ware. 
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besides creamy white with black painted decoration. A grey ware and hand-made 
ware were also present. In the next phase rice cultivation is observed with absence 
of black and red painted ware. Thereafter a fine red pottery, wheel made with black 
painted decoration appears as a possible import fi-om the west. This latter pottery 
was designated Jorwe Ware, and resembles partly to the lustrous red were of 
Kathiawar. The copper implements included fish hooks, discovered from the Jorwe 
phase. Also in this phase, pulses, lentil, black gram, green, grass pea, linseed, fruits 
of ber (jujube) and myrobalan, comparable to modem times, were found but without 
iron implements. The houses here, unlike Ahar, were round and oblong, employing 
wooden frame and wattle daub walls. There were provisions of storage of grains in 
hut pits, and houses had their hearths identical to Ahar. Cowdung, clay and lime 
were used as plastering materials. 
The chalcolithic cultures in the Malwa region (Central India), thus, present a 
picture of islands of settled agricultural life, dispersed in the hill-forests (M-9). Three 
hundred 300 KM north-east and east of Navadatoli are the sites of, Eran on Betwa, 
and Tripuri near modem Jabalpur, where finds revealed chalcolithic settlements 
with material culture characteristic of Navadatoli (Malwa) lasting to the pre-iron 
phase. The finds in this region matched those of Banas and Malwa, thus, together 
forming a non-Harappan chalcolithic cultural complex. 
The Navadatoli culture thus may be defined as representing the final stages of 
the pre-iron, chalcolithic period. The elements of urban civilization of Harappa were 
lacking, but settled agriculture domestication of animals and fine pottery rare 
attested from later phases. 
The finds at Navadatoli, thus, indicated that these people were related to the 
copper civilization of Kayatha who survived into later phases of the pre-iron phase, 
but, like chalcolithic people of Ahar, Ganeshwar and Gangetic valley, the elements 
of urban civilization of Harappa were again lacking. These people can not be 
defined as post Harappan on account merely of the primitive potteries evolving to 
post-Harappan types, and survival of stone industry. The differences between the 
shapes, slips, paintings, motifs and of copper implements noticed among these 
chalcolithic cultures (OCP, Ganeshwar, Ahar, Kayatha, Navadatoli) might have been 
through regional variations developing in course of time than from different sources 
of origin. There were basic similarities in the pattern of evolution of pottery at 
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Kayatha, Navadatoli, Ahar, Ganeshwar and Gangetic Valley as well as some simi-
larities in copper implements, while their differences from mature Harappan civili-
zation or urban Harappan civilization are much greater. 
We then pass on to a rich area of chalcolithic sites, mainly in Maharashtra. This 
area has been extensively excavated and has revealed the sites of Jorwe, Prakash, 
Bahal, Nevasa, Daimabad, Chandoli, Sonegaon and Inamgaon. Most of these sites 
fall in the drainage area of the Godawari and Krishna flowing west-east across the 
Deccan plateau. Among these sites, Daimabad revealed the culture matching the 
earlier stages of Malwa, with stone implements as well as ring stones suggestive of 
querns. The pottery likewise varied from coarse grey or black burnished, sometimes 
decorated with unbumed ochre paint, to buff black brown ware with finger-tip deco-
rations showing affinities to Navadatoli and Kayatha (Malwa). Burials were found 
in between houses, with the adults laid on their backs in extended posture, with 
stone implements and pottery. A dubious collection of four copper objects, hardly 
definable as antiquities, was also reported from Daimabad. Some pottery sherds, of 
the red ware, at Daimabad had a definite Harappan affinity, and a sherd was re-
ported with three letters in Harappan script. Finally, in the topmost layer, buff and 
cream pottery with white painted grey ware suggested the last phase to be a late 
Harappan or post Harappan urban culture. 
Since, the coarse grey ware was reported through all the phases, and the copper 
implements gradually increased strata by strata, these findings suggest that Inamgaon, 
Daimabad and Prakash, represented the pre-iron, copper civilization, with 
pre-Harappan affinities. In the later phases the copper knife blades from the region, 
had close affinities with Harappan types, suggesting a survival of this culture in the 
mature Harappan times. The features of mature Harappan, urban settlements, how-
ever, were by and large missing, and the mode of life of the people was reminiscent 
of Malwa. The earliest phase of Prakash closely matches Malwa culture in terms of 
pottery types, especially unbumt ochre decoration, similar to Navadatoli. The finds 
at Nevasa and Chandoli were also similar to those of Malwa. At Inamgaon the 
chalcolithic people lived in rectangular or circular huts of wattle and daub, occupy-
ing shallow pits, like those of Malwa. The hearths were made with a central clay 
pillar for supporting the pot and storage jars and saddle querns within the huts 
( 1 8 9 ) 
suggest agriculture. Domestic animals and crops were similar to those of the Malwa 
complex with wheat aind barley found at Inamgaon. There was also evidence of 
limited irrigation. 
In the last phase of this civilization identified as the Jorwe phase of Malwa 
culture, great expansion of settlements was observed at Nevasa, Chandoli, Sonegaon 
and Inamgaon. The house pattern remained similar to that of Malwa with the floor 
finished with mixed sand and gravel. The stone blade industry still survived and the 
copper industry continued to develop as witnessed by rectangular flat axes at Jorwe 
and Chandoli, copper chisels at Chandoli, spear head with mid-rib and antennae 
hilt, and copper fish hook at Chandoli. The stone industry was also well developed 
at Nevasa and Chandoli where chalcedony, semi-precious stone of the form gem, 
made excellently were in use. Serrated blades, and geometric forms were also in 
use. The use of bullock carts was suggested by scratched representation from 
Inamgaon and there is evidence to suggest the use of cotton. Hand-made pottery 
was gradually replaced by wheel turned ware, and a characteristic pots of Jorwe 
were long spouted vessels and shallow carinated food bowls. The Jorwe ware thus 
was a late evolved form of Malwa ware. A potters' kiln was excavated at Inamgaon. 
In the later phases a curious ritual was suggested by burials of collected bones. 
Besides there were indications of a mother goddess cult prevailing just preceding 
the Iron age. 
Malwa and Jorwe culture, thus, together represented the pre-iron copper culture, 
from its inception with stone industry and course ochre slip wares up to the diffusion 
of the iron. The early phases definable as Malwa, closely matched Ahar, Ganeshwar, 
and OCP, while the later phase definable as Jorwe, evolved from the Malwa trait, 
but had definite contacts with the people having lustrous red pottery contemporary 
to the Harappans. The Harappan Urban characteristics were lacking in the Jorwe 
phase also, as in the preceding Malwa period. The significant finding was the ap-
pearance in the Jorwe phase, towards the beginning of the Iron age, a burial cult not 
attested elsewhere. How this cult originated is still uncertain. 
The excavations in southern India within the modem states of Kamataka, Andhra 
and Tamil Nadu, revealed that most of the proto-historic sites here like Kodekal, 
Utnur Nagarjuna Konda, Maski, Takkalakota, Terdal, T. Narsipur, Hallur, 
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Braqhmagiri, Piklihaul etc., possess neolithic features of pre-Harappan type, and 
those features survived till late, throughout the entire pre-iron chalcolithic phase 
(Sankalia, 1974). Most of these sites showed evidence of animal husbandry, cereal 
cultivation and hunting. Some of their implements had similarities with those of 
Malwa culture, while other new varieties were also present. It is significant that the 
implements of bone and stone were used in this area for agricultural activities and 
carpentry, rather than of copper, so that the culture was in the beginning basically 
neolithic, not chalcolithic. 
The earlier pottery was primitive, hand-made, while later types were wheel made, 
slipped and painted in pale brown and buff, or painted post firing with ochre red. 
Motifs were geometrical, avoiding figurines, thus bearing similarities with Jorwe 
and Malwa. The painted black & red ware was also found from most of these sites. 
The range of pot forms and amenities, spoke of a sophisticated living and some 
of the pot shapes have suggested use in Vedic rituals or yajnas, though such an 
inference on present larger evidence would seem far-fetched. Beads made of gold, 
copper, terracotta, agate and camelian and gold ornaments with solid coils and trampet 
mouth, were reported from Tekkalakota. 
The use of copper and painted pottery in the second phase of Tekkalakota 
culture, indicated a close association of this culture with Jorwe. Similar pottery and 
copper implements were reported from Brahmagiri, Piklihal, Maski etc. At Hallur, 
in the lowest strata, a curious copper object was found with fish hook suggesting 
that the people were a tribal fisher men community. In contrast of the urban 
Harappans, burials were not away from settlements, but inside the houses, with the 
dead body laid in the north south direction, with pottery and other possessions 
including black and red ware and bone stone implements. 
A number of brush paintings were reported from the area (Allchin, 1963) which 
included depictions of the deer, gazelle, sheep, goat, horse. A grey ware lid, de-
picted a bull, cobra and two antelopes. The bones of wild rat. hare, tortoise, monitor 
lizard, spotted dear, barahsingha, nilgai, black buck, gazelle and sambhar indicated 
that some of these animals were eaten. Besides there were indications of domestica-
tion of cattle, buffalo, sheep, goat, horse, dog, pig, fowl and ass, and also evidence 
of the use of the cattle as draft animals (Worman, 1949). The botanical evidence 
(191) 
revealed production of millet, horse gram, legumes, date palm, bajra, green gram 
and fruit of Zizyphus vulgaris etc. (Kajale, 1974). 
Thus, the culture was well advanced, but with rural settlements only. Here peo-
ple lived in circular huts of single room with the low mud plinth, fortified by split 
bamboo screen and a conical thatched roof, the examples of which also can be noted 
in modem southern India (Sankalia, 1974). The boundaries of some house plots were 
made of granite boulders. Within the huts were fotmd storage jars and chulahs char-
acteristic of settled life, with the floors white-washed with lime or chips of schist 
used to ram the floor. All these features suggested that the people of this culture had 
reached the stage of agricultural development without much use of copper. Their 
ethnic links with populations of other cultures are a matter of doubt. 
In the eastern zone which includes present states of Bihar, Orissa and Bengal 
and north eastern states one of most important sites is that of Chirand situated on the 
confluence of Ganga and Ghagara (M-8). In the lowest strata at this site evidence 
was found of a Neolithic culture, while the next strata were chalcolithic, followed 
by iron age lavels. These finds suggest that this site was occupied by a people living 
from the inception of neolithic era up to the of iron. In the top layer copper was 
reported along with the iron, and the ceramic tradition throughout matched those of 
the non-Harappan chalcolithic cultures (Verma, 1970-71). 
A large number of bone artifacts and ornaments including ear rings, bangles and 
combs were found besides stone querns, pestles and axes. This showed that in itself 
Chirand had been fiilly evolved as an agrarian society, with a bone and stone industry. 
Plenty of terracotta figurines were found, including those of the birds and serpent 
suggesting practices of a 'Naga' cult. 
Both hand made and turned-table potteries were found including red grey and 
black wares. A lustrous ware with bumised exterior, different types of bowls, footed 
cups, and other beautifiil shapes were included in the pottery. 
The dwellings were semi circular hut, or pit type with thatched roofs. There was 
evidences of wheat, rice, masoor, mong cultivation and also of the eating of shells, 
and of snails, and flesh ofelephant, rhino, buffalo, ox, stag and deer. The clay lota 
was spouted. 
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The culture at Chirand, thus, presents an advanced stage with technical expertise 
but distinctly from that of Harappa and central India. Beginning with a Neolithic, 
culture depending more on bone and stone industry the Chirand people appear lO 
develop their copper technology independent of any Harappan in influence. In the 
later phases the pottery and equipment bear some trace of late Harappan and post 
Harappan influences. Any urban life, was distinctly absent, but Chirand as such can 
not be categorised as totally tribal or a technologically insignificant rural settle-
ment. Its association, appears to be with the people of copper culture and slipped 
potteries, like those of Ahar, Malwa, Jorwe and the OCP of the Upper Gangetic 
plain. The bone, stone and copper industry, however, appeared to be more advanced 
in this area suggesting an import of technical skill, through new comers to the area, 
whether Harappan fugitives or copper hoard people from the upper Gangetic region 
pushed towards east. 
Pandu Rajar Dhibi is another well excavated site in the area which revealed, like 
Chirand, a non-Harappan chalcolithic complex, of which period I appeared to be 
ended by a flood and period II by the occupation by some iron using people who 
lived there in the period III. These later phases showed presence of lustrous red ware 
and spouted vessels (Dasgupta, 1964) suggesting an element of import from central 
of western India. 
The lower strata showed hand-made grey and wheel-made red and black-red 
ware suggesting the phase to be coinciding with the per-Harappan period. In the 
second period the pottery was painted black and red, and black painted lustrous 
ware, and cream painted, chocolate painted ware as decorated ceramic with geomet-
ric designs without human or animal motifs. The pots included all utilitarian shapes 
like JEirs, dishes on stand, spouted vessels, bowls on stand, lotas emd basin, suggesting 
a non Harappan pottery contemporary to the urban Harappan phase. However, the 
settlements were in the form of huts, round or rectangular with reed plastered walls 
and floors paved with moorum or terracotta nodules and plastered with cowdung 
mud or lime. The copper artifacts included a few arrow heads, ring bangles and 
antimony rods, besides continuing use of stone implements. The bone points gradu-
ally increase from period I to III, and rice, fish, pig, deer were included in the diet. In 
later phases there were clear marks of influience of late Harappan chalcolithic cop-
per culture, and there after invaded by iron age people with post Harappan features. 
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Mahisdal another site near of Rajar Dhibi, has similar features, with evidence of 
rice, lunates and blades of stone, use of steatite, bone and copper in implements and 
use of stone weights. The site thus presented strong evidence of post-Harappan 
invasion by the Harappan refugees as some of the finds like stone weights were 
reported from no other chalcolithic sites, except Harappa. 
Another very interesting find from Mahisdal was terracotta phallus with a 
parallel at Chirand (I.A.R., 1963 - 64; 64 - 65) suggesting the currency of a Linga 
cult. Besides there was evidence of burials in the habitation premises but orientation 
here unlike central India was east-west. Copper age here was directly followed by 
Iron Age. In the chalcolithic period, predating iron age, the practices matched those 
of the copper people of Central India with a few differences, such as the directions 
of graves and linga worship established on a relatively earlier date than Malwa and 
Jorwe. 
It is obvious that the non-urban, or non-Harappan chalcolithic neolithic folk 
culture with the characteristic mastery of pottery making, ground blade and stone 
industries, right from beginning, alongwith use of copper implements, was wide 
spread in India from Kashmir to Southern and Eastern India. And though it is diffi-
cult to ascertain the origin of there cultures, Allchin, (1963) and Sankalia, (1974) 
suggested its origin in Iran. In India the Carbon dates showed that the Kashmir 
neolithic chalcolithic culture was followed by the central and southern Indian and 
thereafter by the eastern cultures of the Chirand complex. 
The iron makes its appearance in the later phases of semi urbanization of the 
upper gangetic area with the iron finding greater use in agricultural implements and 
amenities of the common people. From the Buddhist literature the increasing use of 
iron was found to be associated with the gradual decline of Brahmanic power. As 
the iron phase was missing from Mature Harappan, it is not appropriate to link the 
beginning of iron in the rest of India to any influences or movements of people from 
west Asia (Chakrabarti, 1984). Iron metallurgy is suggested, therefore, to have begun 
as an offshoot of copper metallurgy. This was for the first time emphasised by Sahi, 
(1980) and agreed to by Hegde, (1981), and fits in with the current opinion in other 
contexts as well (Chads, 1979). There are evidences of iron in the copper ore from 
Rajasthan, and this metal in Indian utility might have entered from the same area, 
opening the iron trade towards Gangetic Valley (Roy, 1983). 
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In a more recent survey, Chakrabarti, and Lahiri, (1994) have again summed up 
the evidence for the intrusion of iron. However, they appear to be insistent on find-
ing such early sates for iron, as not all archaeologist would accept. Thus they accept 
Sahi's, (1979) controversial location of iron in early levels at Ahar and so to about 
1500 BC, which so careful an archaeologist as Sankalia could not possible have 
ignored, and which is surely due to mixture from upper historic levels down the 
slope (of Lai, 1989). Similarly, Chakrabarti and Lahiri argue for as early a date for 
iron age at Atranjikhera as 1250-1000 BC, on the ground of a single 14^ date, ignor-
ing the fact that the 14*^  dates for the earlier B and R. Ware phase are much later, 
making any date earlier than 800 BC, or at best 900 BC, very imlikely. In fact, as the 
evidence now stands, the three major points of intrusion of iron in India then appear 
to be (1) Painted grey Ware culture, with iron at Atranjikhera no earlier than 900 BC 
(and probably 800 BC) and at Noh, c. 800 BC; (2) Black and Red Ware culture, late 
phase in Eastern India, iron datable to c. 1000 BC at Bahiri, Pandu Raja Dhibi and 
mangalkot in West Bengal; and (3) South Indian Neolithic, with iron found at Hallur 
and Kumamahalli near the Kamataka coast, the date assigned being 1000 BC (no 
controversy over this date appears to have arisen). 
A caveat must be entered hare at the easy way in which PGW is now being 
called an Iron-age culture. No iron was found in the early and middle levels of 
Hastinapur, and only some traces of slag were noticed in the uppermost PG levels. 
By the excavator, Lai himself and by others, PGW culture was long regarded as a 
copper age cultures until Atranjikhera began to disgorge its iron objects. Joshi, (1993) 
has failed to find any iron at Bhagwanpura, and all this despite the rather late dates 
from TL tests for the lower levels of PGW phase here. On the other hand, iron has 
been found in relative abundance at Atranjikhera, Jakhera and Noh. The conclusion 
is inescapable that the use of iron within the PGW culture area spread only slowly, 
and did not reach some settlements until after PGW had been replaced by NBP. (See 
M-7 for PGW sites.) 
Geographically the appearance of iron in PGW and East Indian B&R cultures 
could be part of the same process. Since chronologically the iron in PGW came later 
the diffusion from eastern India towards the PGW culture area, rather than the re-
verse. Both cultures had copper technology, and, as is now being urged (Chakrabarti 
and Lahiri, 1994) iron technology could have arison out of copper independently in 
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industry locally. The case of south India is less easy to set in this theory. Copper 
technology was weakly developed in south Indian Neolithic - Chalcolithic, and ro 
overland connection could be imagined that would have conveyed the iron craft 
from the B&R zone in Bengal. The early date of Hallur iron, having chronological 
precedence over that of PGW, may even point to West Asia being the ultimate source 
of iron technology for Hallur, the necessary diffusion being tlirough coastal trade. 
The 'iron-age' in the three cultures (PGW, B&R and south India neolithic) still 
belonged to the 'proto-historic' period, since no evidence for writing has been found 
in them. The very small extent to which PGW was still 'lithic' in contrast to the 
other two cultures which continued to have stone for their main tool material, may 
suggest that PGW was the most advanced of the three; but it was still largely rural 
with hunting a still important appendage to agriculture. 
We are now on the verge of entering the 'historic' phase, beginning with 5th 
century BC, when punch-marked coins begin to be found, though for full-scale in-
scriptions, written the Indian Union borders, one has to wait for mauryan times (3rd 
century BC). The 6th-5th centuries BC saw the origins of jainism and Buddhism, 
and so provide the bottom-line for dating the earlier Brahmanical texts. The 'sixteen 
mahajanapadas' listed in the early Pali texts suggest a partial cultural cohesion over 
Afghanistan and northern India, though the Peninsula was still largely excluded. It 
is usually assumed that this zone of cultural cohesion had grown out from the far 
more limited geographical horizons of the Rigveda, largely confined to Afghani-
stan, Punjab, Haryana and the Daub. The vexing thing is that such expansion of 
cultural cohesion, whether it is to be called Aryan, Brahmanical or Vedic, is simply 
not reflected clearly enough in our archaeological record. The evidence does not get 
any clearer after the coming of iron. There is thus much room for speculation (even 
of fantasies, Rajaram, 1994), but little proof to sustain any hypothesis, coming from 
the archaeological record. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
Essentially the protohistoric cultures described by us start off with the pre-
Harappan layers in Mature Harappan sites in the drainage zone of the Hakra River, 
whose dry bed is still traceable in North Rajasthan, and of which Saravasi was once 
a tributary. Named "Sothi" culture, it itself-might have owed much to early Mature 
Harapppan or the earlier Kot Diji culture to the west. By about 2500 B.C. it began to 
be subsumed by Mature Harappan, its presence marked by red ware, seals and 
urbanism. The Panjab Haryana, Northern Rajasthan, parts of North-West Uttar 
Pradesh (plains) and the entire area of Gujarat passed under it. Clearly, the direction 
of expansion was from the west to the east. 
As one night expect such a powerful civilization created peripheral cultural 
zones, especially through percolation of copper technology. It might well be that 
North-eastern Rajasthan were OCP culture flourished, and the western slopes of the 
Aravallis where the Banas (Ahar) culture developed, contained some of the sources 
of copper for Harappan cukure itself; so that the technology had perforce to be 
transmitted. But the other dements of culture, urban life, civic organisation, writing 
and ritual of the Harappan civilization were not exported; and thus these cultures 
appear to present primitive or "aboriginal" characteristics to those who compare 
them with the Harappan civilization. 
The disappearance of the Mature Harappan civilization, c.1800 B.C. and its 
being suddenly succeeded by the Late Harappan ('Cemetery-H' Wheelers nomen-
clature) in the Punjab, Har>'ana, Northern Rajasthan and upper Doab poses a ques-
tion still unresolved. Why, if certain traits like pottery types, could continue, all the 
civic greatness, the 'bath' ritual, the writing, the statuettes should yet have been 
missing in this "Late Harappan"' culture defies easy explanation. Wheeler, 1947, 
indeed, had said "Indra stands accused", seeing in the Indra-worshipping Rigvedic 
peoples the destroyers of Harappa and Mohenjo Daro. As such, being external to the 
culture, they could not assimilate its grand features. Though attractive, this is still 
merely a speculative hypothesis. 
The basic weakness in the hypothesis appears to lie in the fact that it cannot 
explain a similar decay in Late Harappean culture in Gujarat. No one has so far seen 
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Gujarat as part of Rigvedic geographical zone; and Indra cannot possibly be ac-
cused of causing de-urbanization in Gujarat and Kachh. 
A further puzzle is the hiatus that appears to occur after the Late Harappan 
culture disappeared in north as well as in Gujarat. Bhagwanpura was thought to 
provide evidence of a continuity with PGW, but the TLdating seems to shed doubt 
over there having been a real overlap, there being possibly a 300-year gap between 
the Late Harappan levels and the PGW intrusion (Habib, I, 1998). Given the late 
dates given for PGW by Carbon dating, one would rather have expected a Black and 
Red Ware phase before PGW could appear on the scene. But there is no trace here of 
Late Harappan-B&R continuum either. 
While there puzzles remain, the great spread of the chalcolithic culture associ-
ated with Black and Red Ware, extending across. Northern India, but with earlier 
dates obtained from sites in the east rather than the west requires explanation. It is 
still non-urban, agriculture-based and rather vmglamorous. But there is evidence of 
ritual and belief, as we have seen, that may suggest affinities with Brahmanical 
cults. One could almost pronounce it Late Vedic, marking a shift from the Punjab 
rivers and Sarasvati. The dates of c. 1000 B.C. for the appearance of iron in Eastern 
Chalcolithic make its role still more significant. As we have seen it is very likely 
that the PGW, parts of which remained the copper-age throughout, received iron 
from Eastern Chalcolithic around 800 B.C. Its late date does not make it surprising 
that it had many advanced characteristics, but it was still non-urban and non-literate. 
The impulses that led to the flourishing of B & R culture in the east were 
probably behind the Malwa and Jorwe cultures of Madhya Pradesh and Maharashtra. 
They too had copper technology, were non-urban and non-literate. The fleeting 
Harappan settlement at Diamabad suggests some Harappan influence being present. 
Their burial practices should deter any one proposing association of their authors 
with Vedic Aryans. Unlike Eastern Chalcolithic their fairly advanced copper tech-
nology did not lead them to produce iron. 
Practically, uninfluenced by these cultvires, the Southern Neolithic covering 
large parts of Andhra, Kamataka and Tamil Nadu continued to flourish, with little 
and late copper intrusions. The occurrence of iron at Hallur, c.lOOO B.C. is thus 
surprising, and may be a 'technological import' from Baluchistan or beyond in 
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Western Asia (through 'Proto-Dravidian' affinities?). In any case, this culture re-
mained unique in India by combirung the use of iron with large use of stone tools, a 
combination which continued for a long time into the historic period. 
The geographical unity of India, then, was not yet reflected in the protohistoric 
periods: the imities discerned seem often forced and even fancifiil. It is a sombre 
thought the visible evidence of unity came only with the universal presence of Asokan 
Brahmi inscriptions all over India, and this was pre-eminently consequence of 
Mauryan arms. 
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Fig. 58. Copper objects from Southern Chalicolithic complex 
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